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Now you can select from the world of test and
measurement equipment as never before ...
instantly.
Today you can directly access a stockholding of
£110 million worth of the highest quality second
user equipment from over 50 of the world's major
manufacturers ... and all at a price you can
afford and trust.
Our product range itself is enormous ... these
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20MHz Digital Storage
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50MHz Pulse/Function
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£1250
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£650
£595
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£7950

18.6GHz

WILTRON, 6663A

Sweep Generator
40GHz

£12500

Prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT.

So call now and talk to one of our friendly and
experienced technical sales engineers and find
out how we can help you meet your immediate
and future equipment needs.
.

European Distribution Centre
Dorcan House, Meadfield Road, Langley
Berkshire SL3 8AL, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 01 897 2434
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you're witnessing the second industrial
revolution: a PC -compatible computer that

runs on the world -standard, industry oriented STEbus.
Thanks to extensive use of custom ICs, we've packed

our 'STE PC' onto four boards: processor,

serial/parallel I/O, disk and colour graphics
controllers. This division of functions means that for
many target systems - requiring only a CPU and I/O the basic board cost will be less than £350!
There have been industrial 'clones' before. This
one is different. The STEbus-standard is so similar to
PC architecture that when we say Compatible, we
mean it. Any software developed for a standard PC
will run, on boards designed expressly for industrial
control and instrumentation applications.
STEbus is based on compact, low-cost, singleEurocards with the reliable DIN connector interface.
Standardised by the IEEE's P1000 committee, it's
supported by over 100 companies, opening the
gateway to a massive choice of compatible boards.
Just about any function you need is available off -the shelf. STE manufacturers even offer boards with a
standard 'signal -conditioning interface to a wide
range of single-Eurocard real -world I/O. And the
world of 19 -inch industrial enclosures, racking and
accessories is yours to choose from.
It's never been so easy, or so cost-effective, to
design industrial computer systems before. Just look
at the diagram: everything that's listed (and more) is
available from Arcom alone; over 50 board choices!
TRUE PC -COMPATIBILITY ON THE INDUSTRY -

PROVEN STEbus
STEbus expansion

STE PC

+

compatible family of real -

PC -compatible
a 4.77MHz 8088,8087socket

J memory
mass storage

[ai 256k RAM, up to 128K EPROM

world interfaces:

thermocouple inputs

la Standard PC keyboard connector

SPEGA

VIDEO CONTROLLER

a fully compatible with EGA/CGA
640 x 350 resolution in
16 of 64 colours
a 256k video RAM

SPDC

DISK CONTROLLER

signal -conditioning
Ribbon -cable bus to a

SPC88 ---- PROCESSOR

a input filtering
a high -power solenoid

Cr

drivers

o digital I/O

MH

1.1j1

o analog I/O

a opto-isolator I/0s
darlington driver

outputs

cr

J 4-20mA

current/temperature

PC -compatible

up to four 3.5/5.25in disks
supports DMA and interrupts

ci)

SERIAL/
PARALLEL I/O

o motor control
o power supply

a op -amp buffering/

SPCOM

amplification

a industrial
networking
utility options

J PC -compatible

J 2 serial ports
J 1 parallel port

sensor input
relay outputs, SSRs

a analog isolated I/O
J prototyping board

MOM

CONTROL SYSTEMS LTD

Arcom Control Systems Ltd., Units 8-10,
Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4WH.
Phone: (0223) 411200 Fax: (0223) 410457

Tlx: 94016424 ARCS G Easylink 19014905
A member of the STE Manufacturers & Users Group
Distributors: Dean Microsystems (07357) 5155;
Parnell Electronic Components (0532) 636311
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Thoughts for
the future
In the eighty -odd years since radio and the wider area of electronics began to
develop, we have all been beneficiaries in one way or another. There is hardly
any field of human activity which has not been affected, whether it is
entertainment, communication, travel, medical research or industry in general.
All this is obviously greatly to be desired and the benefits of using electronics for
these purposes cannot be gainsaid. But, nevertheless, one is sometimes conscious
that there is, perhaps, an imbalance in the efforts applied to development. In recent
years, the ingenuity of electronic engineers and capital investment have been
directed to a constantly increasing extent to the development of space electronics,
communications and 'defence' equipment which, if it achieves its aim, will never be
used.
Communications apart, the majority of effort is wasted so far as direct benefit to
mankind is concerned in the foreseeable future. In a world that is beset by
deprivation of many kinds from the fundamental needs of life itself to the luxury of
education, one could fairly hold the opinion that further developments in exotic
electronics might at least be restrained in favour of a wider provision of more basic

requirements.
The application of effort in our field of electronics might not seem immediately
relevant to the alleviation of famine and pestilence but the attitude of mind that
impels continuous investment of indulgent or lethal hardware is questionable. To
expect companies throughout the world to turn down profitable development and
production contracts would be naive, but a subsidized programme of development
directed at more fundamental needs is perhaps possible.
Elsewhere in this issue appears the announcement of a competition in which
readers are invited to set down their views on the way forward in engineering
development. It may be that the admittedly idealized thoughts expressed above will
be considered too ingenuous to be true, or that the existing regime is completely
satisfactory. In any event, we expect to see a large number of thoughtful essays
which should give rise to an interesting discussion, if nothing more useful than
that.
Do, please, have a look at the announcement and let us have your thoughts - the
prizes are very attractive and we are fortunate in that NEC, which has provided the
main ones, is taking such a keen interest.
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The goniometer in
electronic air navigation
From the early years of this century, the goniometer has
played its part in direction finding and in Omnirange
beacons. This article describes its working.
G.M.R. GRANT
s

aircraft development made rapid

Antennae

advances in the opening decades of the
resent century, aids to more accurate

Signal

marker

navigation were continually appearing,
although many of them would prove to be of
marginal value. Indeed, by the middle of the
1920s, successful mail -carrying aircraft

Sensing

antenna
Search

Field coil

coil

such as the De Havilland DH4M and the
Curtis JN4H possessed only two really reliable navigational aids in the view of many of
their pilots: the compass and the altimeter.
Attempts to utilize the evolving discipline
of electronics for air navigation had already

Directional
receiver

been made, one of the earliest examples of
which was the Telefunken compass. Used
extensively by the German Zeppelin crews in
the course of World War I this equipment, in
many aspects, indicated the way ahead. The
Servo -motor

ground transmitter fed a number of directional antennae, which could be switched
sequentially and whose directional characteristics differed in orientation in 10 degree
steps.
The major disadvantage of the equipment

was that

all

the antennae had to have

identical characteristics, by no means an
easy manufacturing accomplishment at that

time. Consequently, system balance was
almost impossible to achieve, and when it
was, it did not remain balanced for long.
Yet one of the oldest of electronic devices

with directional properties had been

Received signal

Fig.1. Two loops at

right -angles are
energized by the
rotating coil on the

axis - the goniometer - to provide

fixed courses

in

any desired direction.

patented as early as 1907, and was known by

the names of its inventors: the Bellini-Tosi
antenna system. As can be seen from Fig.1,
it consisted of a pair of directional -loop

antennae at right angles to each other,

Fig.2. Field pattern
of the four -course
system, originated

independently energized by a rotatable coupling device- a goniometer. This had similar

Signal Corps.

by the American

characteristics to a large, rotatable -loop
antenna, and produced fixed, equidistant
courses in any desired direction, as opposed
to particular lines dependent upon the position of the loops. Furthermore, it was
simpler and more stable than the Telefunken
compass.
By 1924, the earliest of radio beacons, the

Homer or 'H Facility' had been commissioned for aeronautical use. This navigation-

al aid is still with us, albeit in a more
sophisticated form, and is known as the

1020Hz

Ref (1)

modulation
V.o.r

Keyer

transmitter

Var
Var ct)

Ref (1)

R.f. phase

Vary

unit

Var(h

Vo.r
antenna

9960 Hz

modulation

Goniometer

non -directional beacon, or n.d.b.

Two years later, the United States Congress passed the Air Commerce Act, in which

the need for directional radio navigational
facilities was first officially recognised in
North America, and shortly after this initiative, the American Signal Corps developed
an equi-signal beacon system, termed the
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Fig.3. Block diagram of a VOR beacon.
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radio range, or the four -course system.

capacitive couplers with the rotors mounted

This aid consisted of a tone -modulated

on a common shaft. The stators had a

transmitter working into two crossed,

physical orientation of 90 degrees to each

vertical -loop antennae, displaced by 90 degrees. The field pattern from each loop - as

shown in Fig.2 - was a figure -of -eight,
whose intersection produced four zones of
equal field intensities or courses, roughly
three degrees wide. In the beginning, course
orientation was a considerable problem, but
the incorporation of a number of technical
improvements altered matters substantially.
By far the most effective of these improvements was the installation of a goniometer
between the transmitter and the loop antennae, allowing all four courses to be aligned in

any direction. This improvement, together

other, and the motor shaft was driven by a 30

r.p.s synchronous motor which, when fed
with pure sinusoid, gave goniometer out-

R.f. input

puts of

e

el = Em[sin(6)+ pit + sin(w- p)t]
and
e2= Ern cos(co + p)t - cos((o - p)tl

Fig.4. The rotating -capacitor goniometer
as a capacitance bridge.

from each Omnirange station. Therefore, an

aircraft at any point within range of the

where Em=maximum amplitude of the applied r.f. voltage
e.)=2Tr x the carrier frequency
p = 27r x the goniometer rotation in Hz.

Output voltage 1 would therefore be at
zero when output voltage 2 was at max-

In the following year, London's Croydon

station is able to determine azimuthal position with respect to magnetic North merely
by measuring the phase difference between
the reference and the variable signals, both
of which are generated by the goniometer,
whose function is to convert carrier energy

airport "... had a radio -equipped control

into sideband energy. The goniometer in

tower operating"', whilst across the Atlantic

ensure that, as output 1 increased to max-

short, is a form of transducer.
Obviously, it is vitally important that both

imum as a sine function, output 2 decreased
to zero as a cosine function. In other words,
the resultant sideband phasors were in phase
coincidence, and their resultant amplitudes
varied in quadrature with respect to time.

with the inherent simplicity of the basic
system, explains why it was chosen for the
first airway to be so equipped, that between
New York and Cleveland, in 1927.

"odd and even altitudes for east and west
bound aircraft were already established.
Using the four -course 1.f. range stations,
inbounds flew the on -course centerline,

the reference and the variable signals which are at the same frequency - retain

outbounds flew well to the right of the

received on the same carrier. This

centerline."2

their identities whilst being transmitted and
is

In 1936, despite continuing problems

achieved by using the 30Hz reference signal
to frequency -modulate a 9960Hz sub -carrier

with antennae and a phenomenon known as

at a deviation of ±480Hz, and then using

night effect, the four -course facility was

this composite signal to amplitude -

adopted as the basic air navigation system in
the continental United States.
The Bureau of Air Commerce meanwhile
had drawn up a specification for a very high
frequency aural range air navigation system,

modulate the main r.f. carrier, which will be
within the range 108 to 118MHz. In their
original design submission, the Washington
Institute of Technology specified a rotating capacitance goniometer.
This device would - in their judgement be practical, stable and accurate, particularly at v.h.f. It consisted of two rotating

a specification that the Civil Aeronautics
Administration - later to become the Federal

Aviation Administration - had also endorsed.
The design and construction contract was
won by the Washington Institute of Technol-

ogy, who- almost immediately began development on a v.h.f. system operating on a
frequency of 125 MHz, an equipment whose
core would be a further development of the
original Bellini-Tosi patent; the goniometer.
GONIOMETER DEVELOPMENT

Fig.5. Signals

90° out of phase, together

with differentially varying amplitudes, provides a rotating pattern.

960
Hz

Tuning

mechanical as it was electrical, for both the

rotor and stator plates were accurately
shaped in the course of manufacture to

In mathematical terms, for output 1
CI =k(1 - cospt) and C2=k(1+ cospt)

(1)

and for output 2

Ci=k(1-sinpt) and C2 =k(1 +sinpt)

(2)

where k=a constant, dependent upon the
maximum capacitance achieved between the
plates
t= the instantaneous angular position of the
rotor.
This can best be understood by regarding the
goniometer as a capacitor -bridge, as shown
in Fig.4. The input voltage e = Emisin (tit will
divide such that the voltage between points

30Hz

Cascaded

Amplifier

fork
oscillator

imum. The arrangement was as much

dividers

Amplitude
control

Filter

Rotating -capacitance goniometer. Consideration of Fig.3 indicates that, without the

goniometer unit, the v.h.f. Omnirange
(VOR) equipment is little more than a
240Hz

non -directional beacon. To understand why
this is true, it is necessary to understand the
theory behind the Omnirange concept.

240Hz out

amplifier

Apart from the carrier, a VOR signal
consists of two 30Hz modulation components, one of which is termed the reference
signal, which is transmitted in a uniform
manner in every direction around the VOR

Al

Amplifier

c

-m.770Hz

30Hz

out

f 30Hz

30Hz lagging

phase variable
Function

Phase

Balanced

generator

splitter

modulator

-45o phase

station. The other 30Hz component is called

H

NW -SE

variable

the variable signal, the result of what is
termed space modulation, itself the result of

the rotation of a directional radiation pat-

30Hz
zero phase

R.f carrier in

tern at the VOR. This latter signal is identical

in voltage and frequency terms to the refer-

ence signal, but its phase varies with azimuth, since it is generated by a rotating
pattern.
Both these 30Hz signals are generated

such that their instantaneous phases are

9960 Hz

Function

subcarrier
oscillator

generator
30Hz

Balanced

modulator

+45 phase

NE -SW

variable

30Hz leading
phase variable

Frequency -modulated subcarrier to transmitter

co -incident along the line of magnetic North
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OM

array."3. Figure 5 demonstrates one way in

B and C will be

e2= e (

"2 )or e( CI +C2
1/Ci +1/C2
CI

t

1/C1

C2

\

(1 -cosp0- (1+ cospt)]
(1- cospt) + (1+ cospt)

2

E

sin(w- p)t --1-11sin(co+p)t
2

Other dipole

arrangement, however, is stationary and so
must be made to rotate.

or slot -pair

In so doing, the goniometer varies the
amplitude of the crossed -antennae patterns,
and so the resultant voltage maximum also
varies. Therefore, if the signal amplitude to
one dipole or slot antenna is increased, and

effect atthe antennae.
Antenna

00"

UM

diagram (1) /

that to the other decreased, the radiating
figure -of -eight will change in direction,

= Em sinwt ( -cospt).
= -Enj1/2sin(w +p)t + 1/2sin(w - p)ti
E

clockwise.

The radiating figure -of -eight, therefore,
can be made to assume any direction, simply

(3)

We can regard the second section of the

goniometer in the same manner, and the
output voltage across the load - since the
stator is displaced 90 degrees from the other

section-will be
(1 +sinpt)- (1 - sinpt)
ez2- e [ 1+ sinpt)+ (1 -sinpt)

IRO

by a choice of amplitude ratio between the
Antenna
two driving signals. Moreover, if the amplidiagram (21
tude ratio is changed at a sinusoidal rate, the
change in directivity will be constant, and Fig.7. A four -loop antenna, when fed with
the frequency of the amplitude change will phase -shifted signals, gives the resultant of

be directly proportional to the rotational the two in space.

The variable pattern must rotate at 30

MIN

r.p.s. to produce 30Hz space modulation of
the reference carrier. The balanced modulators in Fig.5, consisting of varactor bridges,

modulate the carrier with both the 30Hz
signals from the function generators, to
cos(w - p)t -2 cos(w +p)t

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) therefore show that
only sideband frequencies of

(w+p) and
27r

(w-p)
tar

are present at the output terminals, and that
the voltages present are in phase quadrature,

create signal rotation.

Figure 6 shows the mechanism. During a

time -interval of 1/60th of a second, one
antenna pair will receive a single pulse,
whose amplitude varies sinusoidally from
zero to maximum, and then returns to zero. Fig.8. The rotating figure -of -eight given by

The second antenna pair will receive the the antenna pattern of Fig.7.

Emcospt and Emsinpt at the goniometer

same signal, but phase -displaced by 90 degrees. In the course of this opening time interval, the radiated figure -of -eight pattern
will have rotated through 180 degrees. During the next 1/60th of a second period, both

output terminals.

antenna pairs receive the same signal as

Electronic goniometer. The goniometer was
entirely responsible for the quality of a VOR

with the result that the radiated antenna

thus satisfying the requirement for supplying sideband voltages with variations of

antenna's patterns, and therefore for the
quality of the VOR bearing indications. A
rotating -capacitance goniometer had to be
an accurately manufactured device, with
both its input and output circuits balanced
to earth.
This last was not always achieved, however, and mechanical goniometers occasionally demonstrated input impedance variations

in the course of rotation, thus causing
amplitude and/or phase modulation of the
r.f. energy at the input. The reason for this
was sometimes an inaccurately manufac-

tured goniometer, or an incorrect impedance termination of one or both of the

before, but the pulse polarity has reversed,
pattern has rotated from 180 degrees to 360
degrees. It is the goniometer that creates the

rotating pattern, through feeding the stationary antenna pairs with modulated signals.
Obviously in such a situation, a constant amplitude signal would negate the object of Fig.9. Adding the carrier of the omni signal
the modulators, and so the goniometer provides a cardioid pattern.
carrier is suppressed.
In Fig.7, if one antenna is fed with signal v1,
and the other with v2, the resultant in space

ANTENNAE DEVELOPMENT
FAA four -loop antenna. A goniometer produces two signals:

V1 = emsinwtcostIt

goniometer outputs.

Design engineers began to consider an
electronic goniometer, one that retained the

properties of both the electro-mechanical
type and the original, namely "... that the

direction of maximum radiation or of
greatest response may be rotated in azimuth

without physically moving the antenna
222

NIB

speed.

= Em sinwt sinpt.

=-

IS

suppressed

degrees. The pattern produced by this

goniometer modulates both the c.w. signals.

(1) and (2):

-

carrier

This is achieved by arranging that the Fig.6. The system of Fig.5 produces this

-C21

+ C2I

Substituting values for C1 and C2 from Eqs

uz1

Double
sideband
envelopes with

90 degrees

tern, an r.f. source must drive the antennas
with separate c.w. signals, displaced by 90

The load voltage, therefore, between B and D
will be

el -e (C 1

or slot -pair

phase -displaced 90 degrees.
To create a figure -of -eight radiation pat-

WC1+1/C2/°r . -kCl+C2/

Ez- e2

One dipole

components of the design are the function
generators, which create two 30Hz signals,

and that between points D and C will be

e1=e

140th -second pulse

which the above condition was met. The vital
)

and

will be the sum of the two electromagnetic
fields.

el + e2 = Emsinwtcosiltsincl) +
EmcoswtcosDtcos4,
=EmcosSit(sinwtsind), +
coswtcos4

= Emcosillcos(wtV2 = emcoswtcosnt

where m = modulation depth.
w = angular frequency of modulation
(30Hz).
SZ = angular frequency of the carrier.

(I))

This sum represents a rotating figure -of eight, as shown in Fig.8.

When the carrier of the omnidirectional
signal is added, in space, the resultant is
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

eltotall = Ecosflt + EmcosS2tcos(wt-4>)
where EcosSit is the reference signal, and

EmcosSitcos(cot -4)) is the variable signal, or
e (total) = EcosfItil + mcos(wt -01

This equation represents a cardioid which
rotates - at 30 times per second -a signal
modulated with 30Hz, being emitted at an

Polariser
rods

I

I

Antenna support
plate

Omnirange antenna, therefore, must be
capable of radiating a reference signal and a

centrifugal force, frequently subjecting the
antenna drive motor to bearing failure. This
meant the replacement of the motor, which

also entailed the shutdown of the VOR

.,

station, and hence a gap in aerial navigational coverage.
Electronically, such a considerable rotational speed did not produce pure horizontal

polarization, which had been early established as a prime requirement for the success of v.h.f.-based electronic navigation

Pedestal
flanges

Insulators

Balun.

Feed line

variable signal of similar frequency, yet with
the relative phase being related to azimuth.
In the early days of VOR development, the
azimuth signal was transmitted by a rotating
dipole, a method that was soon discarded, for
two main reasons: the first mechanical and
the second electronic. The rotational speed

NE

NW

I

v.

id

Polariser rods
(4 equally spaced)

An

of 1,800 r.p.m. brought about excessive

.-i

Loop antenna

Polariser
hub

angle 4>, as shown in Fig.9.

1111

Fibrous glass plate

Continuation of
central pedestal

Central pedestal

Hub

I
v

Pedestal
flanges

(0,-)
Central
pedestal
SW

SE

#

for polariser

(#0

( b)

la)

End of co -ax feed -cable

Fig.10. The FAA four -loop antenna. At (b) is
the plan of the antenna layout and the feed
to the polarizer rods.

Fig.11. Method of feeding antennas in the
system of Fig.10.
180 degree section of

transmission line (balun)

Fig.12. Alford slot antenna, with antenna

)b)

( a)

feeds.

equipment.
Between 1950 and 1958 however, several
new Omnirange antennae were developed,
among which were the Federal Aviation

Administration's Four -Loop antenna; the
Collins Slotted Cylinder antenna, and the
Alford Slot antenna unit. Figure 10 shows
the FAA's four -loop system.
As can be seen, the orientation of the loops

0

0

is respectively northwest, northeast, south-

west and southeast. They are fixed to an
antenna support plate, itself supported in
position by four hollow -metal pipes, some
four feet above the artificial ground plane, a
52 -foot diameter metal counterpoise. The

C

antennae feeder cables pass through the
hollow support pipes. Provided a loop is
situated such that it is clear of other metal
objects and obstructions, it will radiate a

SB1

C

SB2

-03-tinterpoise

plate
(a)

I b)

(c)

horizontally polarized, circular pattern.
Each loop was fed to points A and B in
Fig.11 and the balance -to -unbalance trans-

former section between them. The current
flow in the sides of the loop is that indicated
in Fig.11(a) for a given instant of time.

Current entering at point B would flow
outwards to the west and east sides, whilst
current entering at point A would flow
inwards from north and south respectively.
In other words, while current flow inevitably
alternates, it is always in the same direction
in all four arms, at any instant. This direc-

tional current flow or, in other words,

maximum signal strength is received when
cot is also zero. This is because the cosine
function is maximum when the angle
(13-wt) is zero. For other azimuths, if 4 = 0
is set up at north, the maximum of the 30Hz
is delayed in phase by an amount equal to the

Collin have observed, and one of the anten-

nae designed around this precept is the
Alford slot. Figure 12 illustrates the physical

and electrical properties of this type of
antenna.
A simple metal cylinder containing four

azimuth. In other words, at azimuth 90 axial slots evenly spaced around its cirdegrees (4> = 90) maximum signal strength is cumference, the Alford slot, or slightly
received when wt is 90, in order to again modified versions of it, has been used by a
make cos(4>- cot) = cos° = 1.
number of manufacturers in Omnirange
If computations are carried out for all equipment design. The four slots are enerazimuthal positions, the instantaneous gized with both carrier and sideband power
phase of the 30Hz component will be seen to

in a similar manner to that utilized in the
FAA loop. In Fig. 12(c), carrier energy is fed

reversing the polarity of the balun trans-

lag the instantaneous phase of the voltage at
0 degrees azimuth by an amount equal to the

formation section at A and B.

azimuthal position of the aircraft. This

being excited in phase coincidence by probes

condition is the same as a cardioid pattern
rotating at co/2Tr Hz.

at the end of their 20012, 1/4 -wavelength,

Alford slot antenna. Perhaps the best known

functions. Each individual slot is electrically

antenna for Omnirange operation is the axial

about half a wavelength in length, and

slot. This is far from surprising for "... the
circular cylinder is the simplest geometry

physically rather narrow. Moreover, it

antenna polarity, could be altered by simply

When all four loops were installed, the
jumpers were connected such that the NW SE sections and the NE -SW ones had opposite polarity, so as to ensure the generation
of two separate figure -of -eight patterns.
The e(total) equation shows that the relative

phase of the 30Hz signal bears a direct
relationship to 4>, the azimuth. When 4>=0,

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

to the four slots at point C, each of them
open -wire transmission lines.

Figure 12 (b) shows how this antenna

involving a curved surface"4 as Compton and

is

energized such that the current flow around
it is that illustrated. Consequently, the
223

vertical component of the radiated energy is
suppressed, as the currents flowing on either
side are in phase opposition, hence cancell-

p
I

/

P

( Resultant) i Eab

ing each other out. The currents flowing

across the ends of the slot produce the
horizontally polarized radiation, which is
suppressed only at the vertical angle of 0
degrees. Thus the horizontal space field intensity varies with the vertical angle in the
same manner as does that from two horizon-

t :\

db

Id

da

db
Ea

1 Sinn
A

EbsN

5/2 Sinn_

B

tally polarized antennae placed one above
the other, with a 180 degree spacing.

Fig.13. Variation of field intensity with position relative to antennae.

GONIOMETER AND ANTENNAE
ERRORS
As has already been demonstrated, the quality of the bearing information transmitted by
a VOR station is dependent almost entirely

on the variable signal source and on the
radiating elements; in other words on the
goniometer and the antennae.
If, as in Fig.13, two horizontal -loop anten-

nae are spaced S degrees apart, and energized with equal but oppositely phased vol-

tages, the field intensity around the array

will vary with the position of the

field

strength monitor.
Figure 13(a) shows two loop antennae A
and B, spaced S degrees apart. Point P is
assumed to be at least 25 feet from the VOR
antennae. Therefore lines drawn from both
the antennae and point P can be taken to be
parallel. The field intensity at point P is zero,

since it is equidistant from both antennae,
and so the field intensities cancel. At this
position of P, line d is perpendicular to a line
through the antennae, and so da = db.
As the receiving point is moved clockwise,
there is a change in the relative lengths of da
and db, as shown in Fig.13 (b). This causes
the signals from A and B to be delayed and
advanced respectively, changes that are depicted as phasors in Fig.13(c).

From this latter diagram, it can be seen
that the resultant
Eab=Easinµ.+Ebsinµ

and since Ea=Eb, the above expression can
be written as
Eab=2Emsinp,

A

under consideration as being ideal, with the

radiation pattern for any pair behaving in
accordance with the equation E = Emsina

This results in a radiation pattern in the
form of two perfect circles, and whilst such
idealized conditions do not exist in practice,
current techniques can come considerably

close to such an ideal. Nevertheless, as S
approaches SZ, the magnitude of the field
intensity approaches SI also. Therefore a
complete cancellation of energy occurs

Relative phase (+)

Pattern no.2 pair

Antenna X1

/ /B

Relative phase (+)
Pattern no.1

Resultant

pair

pattern

Relative

Antenna Y1

phase (-)

----C
Antenna

Relative
phase (+)

"2

Relative phase(-)

when two antennae - energized by currents
of equal magnitude but opposite polarity occupy the same point. Obviously therefore,

/

Antenna X2

Relative phase(-)

S must have a finite value.

Figure 15 illustrates the radiation pattern

of a pair of practically spaced antennae

Fig.14. The effect of adding a further pair of
antennae at right -angles to those in Fig.13.

compared with the ideal figure -of -eight. The
solid lines show the shape of the curve based

on the practical spacing of S = 112 degrees

and the equation Emsin (56 sini1). The

E=EmSin(56°Sinn.)

Distortion

bulging or geoidal appearance increases as S
is increased.

The space field intensity cannot vary
strictly as a sine function when the pattern is
rotated if the figure -of -eight is imperfect.

E.EmSinn.

Consequently, bearing information
reaching the aircraft from the "practical"
antenna contains errors that vary with azimuth.
ERROR CURVES

Fig.15. In a practical antenna system, the
spacing produces a distorted figure -of -

eight

Figure 16 is a bearing error curve, which was
calculated on the basis of the standard VOR
antennae spacing of 112 degrees. The calculated error illustrated is theoretical, showing

its maximum value.

Since the circles represent r.f. voltage
patterns of carrier frequency, they can simp-

(5)

eight points of maximum error in 360

ly be added algebraically. It can be seen

where Em is the maximum intensity from
the combined antennae. Figure 13 (b), on
the other hand, shows that µ=S/2 sinci, and

degrees. Consequently, the error produced
by antennae spacing is known as octantal
error.
In Fig. 17 the positive and negative designations indicate the relative r.f. phases,
the circles being ideal, undistorted by finite
spacing considerations. The goniometer setting is 45 degrees, and so the r.f. energy is

therefore that the positive 1 and 2 circles will

if this expression is substituted in Eq(5), the
result is
Eab=2Em sin (S/2 siniZ)

(6)

When values of both 11 and spacing symbol S
are inserted in (6), the typical figure -of -eight

pattern values are determined. In such a
established by comparing this pattern with
one plotted from the same equation when S
approaches zero.
E=
When the latter happens, i.e.
2Emsinn. With the addition of a second pair

direction, whilst negative circles 1 and 2 will

provide a correspondingly negative maximum in the South-West direction.
We have, therefore, the resultant pattern
for this position of the goniometer, extend-

divided equally between the two pairs of

ing North-East to South-West, with a null
perpendicular to this direction. The angular

antennae and, consequently, will be 0.707 of

position of the goniometer must always

case, S/2 is nominally 56 degrees. Thus the

"flattening" due to finite spacing can be

add, giving a maximum in the North-East

Octantal error GS sin 0 .561.

Frequency .115Mhz

2.5-

0

of antennae C and D, at 90 degrees to A and B

in Fig.13, the field intensity pattern equation for this additional pair, based on the

same azimuth angle n, becomes
Ecd=2Emsin (S/2 cosf1). This is shown in
Fig.14.

Hitherto, we have regarded the antennae
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-2 50

100

200

300

360

AZIMUTH ANGLE IN DEGREES

Fig.16. Bearing error curve for a spacing of 112°.
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1,11116.

1
General value
Em sin 0.0.707 Em

Positive

resultant
e2rEm sin 45°

sinn

n. (Asimuthal

position of

01\

Oph

resultant)
90

270

180

360

ASIMUTH IN DEGREES
Emcos0. 0.707 Em

Fig.19 Quadrantal error caused by imbalance between antennae.

ei.Emcos 45° cosh

Negative resultant
1.0

0.8

Total calculated error including both
finite spacing error (octantal I and
incorrect phasing error (duantal)

Goniometer shaft
position for fig.17

0.45°

Duantal portion due to
incorrect phasing

Fig.17. Mechanism producing figure -of eight paftern at 45° for that position of the
goniometer.
0°error at
270° azimuth

Maximum positive error
at azimuth

-0.8
Maximum negative

error at 180° azimuth

-1.0

110
I

0

90

180

270

0

360

I

I

10

I

I

I

I

10

1

1

1

I

20

20

1

300

1

1

1

360

AZIMUTH ANGLE IN DEGREES

ASI MUTH IN DEGREES

Fig.18. Duantal error caused by phasing
discrepancy.

Fig.20. Composite error curve produced by misphasing and the effect of spacing of
antennae.

agree with the exact azimuthal alignment of
the resultant figure -of -eight, if azimuthal
error is to be avoided. The resultant has been

another cause of error. When there is un- consists of a counterpoise some 30 metres in
equal excitation of both pairs of slots or diameter, in the centre of which the carrier

plotted as a function of el and e2, whose
combined value is a constant, El = 0. Each is
0.5 because the size of the positive circle has

loops, the basic figures -of -eight are of unequal size, a discrepancy which results in a

variation of the position of the resultant

antenna is located. Arranged around it are a
ring of 50 sideband antennae, the azimuthal
information being commutated around this

been reduced from its nominal value to
0.707, as the goniometer has traversed

ring, in a manner similar to the earlier
the goniometer's angular position 4). commutated -antenna direction -finding
Assuming that the maximum radiation system.

through 45°.

given out by one pair of antennae is Erna, and

The phase angle of the modulated wave
arriving at the aircraft re eiver is B = tan -1
sin12/cosil where the ntenna spacing S

that of the other pair is Emb, then the

rotating figure -of -eight S2, with respect to

position of the rotating pattern 4) = tan -1

Such equipment "...has considerably improved the VOR system performance since
such beacons have much greater immunity

Erna sinfl/Embcosfl

from multi -path propagation effects."5

orb = tan -1 Ema/Emb tana

approaches zero, or
B = tan -1 sin (S/2 sin1/)/ in(S/2 cosc/)

where, as before, ,Q

is

(7)

the azimuth or,

definitively, the angular position in space of

the receiver; and S/2 is 56 degrees for the
standard VOR.

Substituting values from 0° to 360° in
Eq(7), gives the calculated values of B that
equal the assumed values of .0, at the cardinal

and semi -cardinal positions i.e. at SI = 0°,
45°, 90°,135 etc., whilst at the intermediate

angles, the difference between Cl and B
varies sinusoidally, the maximum difference

being 2.5° at eight places, as shown in
Fig.16.

There are a number of causes of Omni -

range error; among the major ones, the
following are the most important. Whenever

there is a phasing discrepancy, the error
between the position of the resultant figure of -eight and the goniometer position varies

with the point of measurement around the
VOR station. Figure 18 is a graph showing

(8)

Substituting values of II in Eq(8) gives an
error curve having four peaks of discrepan-

Perhaps the most revealing indication of the
progress in electronic air navigation over the
last 40 years however, is the fact that the i.f.

cy, as shown in Fig.19. This is termed a Four -Course system has become the first
electronic navigational device to be phased
Quadrantal error curve. Finally, Fig. 20
illustrates a calculated error curve, which out of operation, and indeed existence.
was produced for a misphasing error of 10 Moreover, the very success of its latter-day
degrees between one antennae pair. The equivalents have had an equal effect on
octantal scalloping superimposed on the aircraft crew complement.
The civil airliners of almost all nations
duantal phasing error is the result of the
have
long ceased to carry either a navigator
finite spacing of 61 degrees between the
antennae.
PRESENT STATE OF THE ART

or a radio operator. Both may be considered
the earliest human casualties of the success
of electronic air navigation in general, and of

the goniometer and its derivatives in parCurrently, the most advanced Omnirange ticular.
system is the Doppler VOR or DVOR as it is References
frequently termed. The principle behind this 1. Journal of Air Traffic Control. The Air Traffic
system was first enunciated by the Austrian Association Inc., Arlington, Virginia. July -

mathematician and physicist Christian
Johann Doppler, who died about a year

September Issue, 1985. Page 12.
2. Ibid Page 23.

before the opening of the Great Exhibition of
1851. The Doppler effect is the "...apparent

3. I.E.E.E. Standard Dictionary of Electrical and
Electronic Terms. I.E.E.E. Press, New York, 1978.

change in the frequency or radio wave

Page 288.

4. The Modern Dictionary of Electronics. Rudolf
F. Craf. Harold W. Sams & Co. Inc.. Indianapolis,

the shape of the error curve, and since there

reaching an observer, due either to motion

are two azimuthal positions of maximum

of the source towards or away from the Indiana. 1978. Page 197.
observer, to motion of the observer, or 5. International Air Traffic Control. Management

discrepancy, the error caused by misphasing
of an antenna is called Duantal error.

Power imbalance between antennae is
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

both."4

In equipment terms, the antennae array

of the World's Airspace. Arnold Hall. Pergamon
Press, Oxford. 1985. Page 28.
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High -definition television
A report from the recent international colloquium held in
Ottawa
GEOFF LEWIS

3113)33 33333313
3.13,13333)335.33

This suite of high -definition production equipment by Sony is based on the Japanese 1125/60 format adopted by NHK.

It may be recalled that the CCIR meeting

in Dubrovnik in May 1986 was very
much concerned with the establishment
of the NHK/Muse h.d.tv system as a worldwide production standard and possibly as a
transmission standard as well. It was stated

at the time that, if no decision
was reached, then Muse might
well become a de facto standard.

What started out as just an
evolutionary/revolutionary

From the papers presented and the comments made in Ottawa, it appears that it was
not only the European camp that went back

number of technical papers and demonstrations presented various ways of introducing

to the drawing board: the North America

(e.d.tv) into the market place, via improved
systems that were NTSC-compatible. A com-

research establishments also appear to have
an enthusiasm for evolution. A significant

h.d.tv or Extended -Definition Television
monly occurring comment was that h.d.tv

Europe's challenger, E -MAC (Independent Broadcasting Authority). was only likely to be commercial-

ly acceptable if it was introduced
into an already installed customer base. Research in the USA has

shown that, apart from the

argument between the Muse and
the European MAC proponents

FLYERS and TINKs groups (Fun

expanded into a 50Hz versus

cess and Two Incomes, No Kids),

60Hz disagreement. These deliberations ensured that no decision would be achieved before
the 1988 or even 1990 meetings.
The European team returned to

the public was loath to spend
more than about $500 on upgrading its television or audio
systems.
The question of whether h.d.tv

their Eureka '95 project that is

is wanted was easily answered.
Current display technology is
now about 30 years more adv-

sponsored by the European
Community and managed by the

European Broadcasting Union
(EBU) to continue the search for

a standard based on the MAC
system.
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Loving Youth En Route to Suc-

anced than systems originally
designed to convey the images;
imperfections are now clear for

all to see. But the question of
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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how to introduce h.d.tv and avoid consider-

ing compatibility was more difficult. Any
h.d.tv signal received and processed via a
converter and remodulated for display on a
current receiver is bound to be shown at a
disadvantage. Unless h.d.tv programmes
have a sufficiently high viewer appeal, this
approach is unlikely to enhance the sales of
true h.d.tv receivers. Generally, the compatibility concept was seen as a deterrent in
the development of a single world standard.
Even in the production areas, NTSC's field
rate of 59.94Hz and film with a 24/25 frames
per second rate was problem enough without adding the MAC/Muse, 50/60Hz incompatibilities. One proposal was for the evolution of separate 50Hz and 60Hz standards to

service their respective areas of the world
and then to devise a single world -standard
conversion system.

The next obvious question was whether
such an innovation concept as h.d.tv war-

transmissions would use C -Band (in spite of
the problems of terrestrial interference that
have been experienced in the past), because

there was an already significant C -Band
customer base using the fixed satellite services.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Many of the demonstrations were based on
the NHK/Muse encoded signals with parameters of 1125 lines per frame, 60 fields per
second and 2:1 interlace. Base bandwidth for
luminance and chrominance are 30MHz and
2 x 15MHz respectively; a total bandwidth of
60MHz. In the Muse system, the composite
signals are bandwidth compressed, using a

ing or networking. Over a satellite link,

`Because of the
high costs
involved, any . . .
accepted system
will have to stand
the test of time,

lies in the large amount of frame store

perhaps the next
30 to 40 years.'

needed, plus digital processing. Compensation for a single movement within an image

fairly easy to achieve, but significant
problems still exist when two or more
is

as a peaky response, tending to sharpen
vertical image edges, can produce a higher

images such as sporting scenes with a great
deal of movement, or those that concentrate
the interest into a small area, can give rise to
a higher rating than other equally degraded
pictures.

quires a full transponder bandwidth of
54MHz. The Muse -E version is intended for
direct reception an& can be accommodated
in 27MHz of r.f. bandwidth.

Telesat Canada's Anik-C2 satellite was
used for the demonstrations, positioned at
110° west and using Ku -band transponders,
which provided a down link e.i.r.p. of

49.5dBW. Three antennas were in use at
different times, the largest at 4.5 metres
diameter providing Muse -E signals with a
C/N ratio of 24dB in a 27MHz bandwidth.
The Muse -T signals with double the bandwidth thus carried a 3dB penalty, but this
was not obvious under normal conditions.

CHASING RAINBOWS
Without doubt, the most prestigious demonstration was the hour-long transmission, via
satellite, from the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation's (CBC) production set in
Toronto. A wide range of excerpts from the

new production Chasing Rainbows was

to start its d.b.s. service, using the NHK/

being shown. This 14 -hour-long drama serial is the world's first to be produced
entirely using h.d.tv equipment and techniques. The transmission system used was

Muse system, in 1990. However, the inten-

Muse T and the display presented on a

tion is to introduce this alongside an en-

16ft x 9ft projection screen. It was interesting to note the different approaches to the

The delivery of h.d.tv signals via d.b.s.
satellites also involves financial considerations. It was announced that Japan intends

hanced NTSC system to build on the current
receiver base. Like Europe, Japan intends to

assessment of picture quality: whilst en-

start this service in the Ku -Band. In North

gineers peered closely to examine any graini-

America, it was thought likely that d.b.s.

ness,
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of about 1000 lines, h.d.tv should produce
better quality images than 16mm film. Addi-

tionally, h.d.tv was thought to be more
flexible than film in the production environ-

ment. No costs for the h.d.tv equipment,

provided at a promotional rate.

CABLE TELEVISION
DEMONSTRATION

distribution, the signal being transmitted
from Ottawa Congress Centre, via the Anik
satellite in Ku -band, to the cable head end of

Skyline Cablevision Ltd, about 6km cable
distance away. Here, the signal was down -

converted without demodulation to
425MHz. The 27MHz bandwidth signal was

then transmitted over the cable system
alongside the normal cable service. This
cable system is capable of supporting up to
60 standard NTSC channels, so the fact that
Muse occupied rather more than four channels was no embarrassment. At the Congress
Centre, the cable signal was up -converted to
1GHz and input to a standard Muse receiver.
Even by cable standards, the display was of a

Muse -T uses frequency modulation and re-

score than the reference image. Tests have

also shown a context sensitivity, where

reasons were quoted for not using film: as
35mm film is considered to have a resolution

The robustness and flexibility of the Muse -E
signal was demonstrated by the use of cable

unit may be acceptable in the rebroadcast
environment, but this does really solve a
problem that is basically one of bandwidth
compression. A major part of the problem

trying to assess high-grade images. Recent
testing has shown that certain effects, such

h.d.tv being used as an act of faith after
seeing earlier demonstrations. Various

were quoted except to state that it was

cost for installation in a receiver. A high -cost

quality scale. The problems arise when

been produced on a 16mm film budget, with

which was supplied by Sony of Canada Ltd,

motion interpolation, particularly at low

perception and image evaluation called into
question the current methods of assessing
picture quality. These referred specifically to
the double -stimulus method, whereby test
viewers are shown a degraded picture alongside a standard reference one and asked to
assess the degradation against a standard

Toronto and delegates with questions in
Ottawa. Chasing Rainbows was said to have

values of 16.2MHz for Muse -T and 8.1MHz
for Muse -E. The Muse -T variant is intended
for the transmission of higher quality signals
that are ultimately intended for rebroadcast-

pletely new system, unfettered by compatibility, might not be a better approach. This,
of course, offers an easy solution, but would
be a certain financial failure.
A major problem in standards conversion
that still has to be resolved is that of adaptive

others involved in the area of subjective

This impressive demonstration ended with a
video/teleconferencing session between the
producer, director and executive engineer in

complex digital process to achieve final

ranted compatibility, or whether a com-

movements occur simultaneously within an
image. This is just one area of h.d.tv that is
receiving considerable attention in the research laboratories around the world.
Papers presented by psychologists and

appreciate the total aesthetic impression.

artistic individuals stood back to

very high quality. Skyline Cablevision has
around 105 000 customers, cable penetration being as high as 80% in Canada.

OPTICAL VIDEO DISCS

NHK and Sanyo showed their jointly developed laser -scanned video disc system. The

compressed Muse signal is recorded using
frequency modulation, in a manner similar
to that used for Philips Laservision. The two
systems have much in common. There are
two types of disc available: constant linear
velocity (c.l.v.) and constant angular velocity (c.a.v.), giving recording times of about

17 and 30 minutes respectively. This, by
comparison with a PAL -encoded Laservision
disc, represents about half the playing time.
As one would expect from such a system, the
results were of a very high standard.

This NHK developed converter allows
Muse signals to be displayed on a standard
NTSC receiver. That the quality of display
ultimately depends upon the receiver used
was obvious from the NTSC-type defects that
were visible. Perhaps the over -statement of
the conference was that, "Muse is a simple
system". This was difficult to believe, judging by the size of this converter.

H.D.TV TRANSMISSION VIA
OPTICAL FIBRES
This rather over -engineered demonstration
involved transmitting full -bandwidth h.d.tv
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signals over 1km of optical fibre. The signals
were in the RGB and sync. format, with each

component being transmitted over one of
five fibres, using analogue modulation of the

optical signal. Although transmissions of
over 30km have been demonstrated before
and the five components could have been
coded into composite form for transmission
over a single fibre, the demonstration clearly

system. These improvements are made by
replacing certain picture information with
details that are perceptually more important
to the eye. The wide-screen source signal is
digitized, filtered and converted into 525
lines, 2:1 interlaced format and encoded into

four components. These are than multiplexed in a suitable manner, to enable the

showed how it was possible to transmit

complete signal to fit into a standard 6MHz
channel. These four signal components, all

h.d.tv signals through an electrically noisy
environment, such as is sometimes found

2:1 interlaced, are as follows (see also p.308):
1(a). A main signal with a 4:3 aspect ratio is

between the studio and the transmitter

taken from the central portion of the
main video signal and time expanded

facility.

MULTIPLEXED ANALOGUE
COMPONENTS (MAC)

Digital Video Systems Corporation of Cana-

da presented two separate demonstrations
based on the B -MAC format. The first one
showed a working Wide -MAC system in
525 -line format, using a video base band-

to occupy all but 2lis of the active line
period.

1(b). Low video frequencies from the two
remaining side panels are time compressed to about 1µs each and then

added before and after the central
section. The luminance and chrominance signals are comb -filtered to

width of 10MHz. The receiver decoder
standard 4:3 or Wide -MAC 16:9 and provides

outputs either as 4:3 NTSC or 16:9 in RGB

`Current display
technology is 30
years more advanced

component form. In the case of the 16:9
input signal, : the decoder can select an
appropriate segment of the image signal to
convert into NTSC format.

The second demonstration was a computer simulation:of an evolutionary and Wide -

than systems

MAC -compatible step towards high -

originally designed to
convey the images . .

definition B -MAC (HDB-MAC). A I inedifferencing technique is used to generate
the extra information to double the line rate
to 1050 and at the same time, considerably

demonstration was based on stills, it was
difficult to evaluate the improvement in
picture quality relative to those demonstra2.

ADVANCED COMPATIBLE
TELEVISION (ACTV)

either interlaced or progressive (sequential)

scanning with either 5:3 or 16:9 aspect
ratios. The viewer was presented with both
wide-screen and standard receivers side by
side, so that it was possible to make direct
comparisons. Apart from the wider aspect
ratio, the most obvious improvements were
the lack of the usual NTSC characteristics,

no visible line structure, reduced flicker,
dot -crawl and noise, together with a significant improvement in resolution. Basic para-

ensure that the additional information
can be fitted into the spectral holes of
the composite central signal.
An auxiliary signal is derived from the

high video frequencies of each side
panel, which are then time expanded
to fill the active line period. In doing

HDB-MAC was obvious.

tape recorder, but the system can accept

HDMAC-60/HDNTSC

The North American Philips Corporation

have devised a hierarchical approach to
h.d.tv. The system has been demonstrated
recently at their New York Laboratory and
the results of the work were reported in two
conference papers. A sub -system known as
HDMAC-60 is used for transmission through
a satellite link, the signal then being trans coded into HDNTSC for network or cable

distribution, using two standard 6MHz
NTSC channels. The HDNTSC signal is

completely compatible with a standard
NTSC receiver. This evolutionary approach
was decided upon for economic and social

reasons. When NTSC, SECAM and PAL
signals are transmitted by frequency mod-

ulation over a satellite link, the chrominance components are disproportionately
HDMAC-60 has a 525 lines per frame,
59.94 fields per second and progressive
(sequential) scanning format, with a luminance bandwidth of 16.8MHz. The MAC time
compression is used in a very flexible way to

ensure that all signal components have a
transmission base -bandwidth of 9.5MHz.
Provision is made in the transmission multiplex to include CD quality, multi -channel

digital sound, data, control signals and, if
needed, encryption control.

The baseband complex consists of nine

improve the vertical resolution. As this

The David Sarnoff Research Centre (GE,NBC,RCA), provided an impressive demonstration of Extended -Definition TV (e.d.tv) that
is completely NTSC compatible. The source
material was provided from an h.d.tv video

minimized by modification to the filtering.

affected by noise. Using the MAC concept,
this particular problem disappears.

accepts a dual -aspect -ratio signal; either

tions based on moving images. However the
improved resolution and lack of defects in

areas. These were pointed out during the
demonstration and were expected to be

3.

this, the bandwidth of this component
is reduced to about 1MHz.
An auxiliary signal is derived from the
high video frequencies between 5MHz

and 6.2MHz which are down converted to 1 to 1.2MHz.
4.

different components: high and low resolution luminance; high and low resolution chrominance U and V signals; a
line differential (LD) signal; digital sound;

sync and clamping. Each component receives a different degree of time compression

or expansion to ensure that each has a
transmission bandwidth of 9.5MHz. The
high and low -resolution components are
transmitted cyclically, to maximize the overall

picture resolution. The LD signal

is

generated as difference between the current line luminance signal and the average of the
preceding and following lines. As this signal
is

used at the receiver to recreate the

A Helper signal that has been filtered
and band limited to 750kHz is derived
from the vertical luminance detail. In
the wide-screen receiver, this is used
to help reconstruct the missing lines
to improve the resolution and elimin-

sequentially scanned picture, a receiver

ate any line flicker.

other carrying the resolution -extension sig-

In the multiplexing process, components 2

frame store is necessary.
For redistribution purposes, the HDMAC-

60 signal

is

recoded into the HDNTSC

format, occupying two 6MHz channels, one

channel being NTSC compatible and the
nals. These include the side panels for the

and 3 are quadrature-modulated on to a 16:9 aspect ratio, high -frequency luminance
relatively low-level sub -carrier and then details, the LD component and digital sigadded to component 1. The low sub -carrier nals. Since this channel does not require
level ensures that patterning due to beat syncs or colour burst, the whole period is
notes will be minimal. This complex signal,

available for these auxiliary signals that give
the system a resolution in excess of 480 lines
per picture height.

meters of this system are 1050 lines per
frame, 59.4 fields per second, 12.4MHz
luminance bandwidth and 3.75MHz and
1.25MHz for the I and Q chrominance
channels respectively. The system, as demonstrated, yields a vertical resolution in

along with component 1, is then used to

overscan or have negligible effect.

The European commitment to the MAC

excess of 420 lines per picture height. It was
stated that if a wider bandwidth was avail-

Complex signal processing does produce
some defects, notably slightly jagged diagonal edges, a little flicker along diagonal edges
and a small loss of resolution in some picture

concept as the only acceptable evolutionary

able, then this could be extended to about
750 lines, making it equivalent to the Muse
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quadrature-modulate the final r.f. carrier. A
standard NTSC receiver processes only the
central signal portion, the auxiliary signals

either being lost in the 4:3 aspect ratio

EUROPEAN D -MAC DEVELOPMENTS

approach to h.d.tv was confirmed in three
papers, one of which presented a viewpoint
from the Independent Broadcasting Author -

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Because of the high costs involved, any
such accepted system will have to stand the
test of time, perhaps the next 30 to 40 years.
But is such a single standard desirable? It is

worth looking at the v.c.r. market before
answering. Would either VHS or BETA
produce such good quality images today, if
either had been accepted as world standard,

say eight years ago? The competition for
market domination must surely be responsible for the current, high recording standard.

Again, what effect might display device
developments have on h.d.tv or even the
television signal requirements? Could a flat,
solid state type of display with digital addres-

sing of pixels change the way in which
images are synchronized? The evolutionary

development path to h.d.tv thus becomes
more critical than ever.

It is useful to recall the situation that
existed in the UK during the 1930s. The
adoption of the "high -definition" 405 line
system may be remembered for the way in
which it stifled UK developments well into
the 1960s. If Muse were chosen now as a

Studio equipment for the NHK/Muse system (Sony Broadcast).

ity and BSB, the contractor to purChase
satellites and produce programmes for the
UK d.b.s. service. This paper outlined the
D -MAC specification (the selected UK stan-

ing the signal by 2:1, instead of the usual
MAC ratio of 1.5:1, allowing time for the
inclusion of an adaptive interpolation control signal (AICS) to instruct the receiver

dard) and its effect on developments in the
studio environment. Also included was the
following time scale over which h.d.tv might

decoder how best to interpolate. The decoder

develop in the UK.
Phase 1, (1989-1992). Introduction of D -

In the receiver, the missing samples are
interpolated, either vertically or horizontal-

MAC service to standard PAL system receivers, via a set -top
converter.
Phase II, (1990-2000+). Introduction of a

ly, from adjacent pixels, according to the
setting of a control bit in AICS, which has

is thereby much less 'intelligent' and complex.

been derived during the encoding process by
averaging the error of the four surrounding
pixel interpolations and comparing this with

world standard, and Muse after all is a
compromise, would not such a situation
arise world wide? Brilliant though the concept is, it now becomes pertinent to examine
Muse for difficulties and defects. Movement
interpolation is an important feature of this
system and herein lies one problem: where
multiple movements are present, particularly when accompanied with signal -level varia-

tions, a defocussing effect becomes noticeable. Probably because of the filtering techniques in use, diagonal stripes and diagonal
movements give rise to a strobing effect and

blurring. No doubt in time these will be

Phase III, (1991-2000+). The introduction

resolved. Muse is designed to operate with a
C/N ratio greater than 20dB; when this falls
below about 14dB, colour changes become

of a wide-screen service with 16:9
aspect ratio, but compatible with
receivers for Phases I and II. Costs
of around £1000 for new receivers
in the early stage.

annoying. One well known West German
researcher asked whether Muse had chosen
the optimum chrominance components no answer was forthcoming. Does this fact
not mean that the system will need a larger

MAC/PAL integrated receiver at a
cost of around £450.

Phase IV, (1995-2000+). h.d.tv introduced
using the HD -MAC format of 1250

lines, 50 fields/second and 2:1

interlace, but still compatible
with the 625 line MAC format and
Phase I, II, and III receivers. Cost
of early stage receivers would not
be less £1500.

A second paper, not strictly related to
h.d.tv, presented the research work carried
out by British Telecom into spectrum economy. This system, known as D2-SMAC, is

intended for satellite transmission, but
where the signal is ultimately required for
redistribution over such a cable network.
For this service, the received signal needs to

have a higher C/N ratio than that required
for direct DBS. D2-SMAC is based on D2 MAC, with the luminance and colour differ-

ence signals being produced in the same

a threshold value. Depending on this com-

`If two world

standards emerge,
this may be no bad

thing

. . .

MAC, the European challenger, is currently being extensively researched and developed, but then so are several NTSC-based

systems. Could there not be a place for
E -PAL, the system developed by the BBC
back in 1981/2? All this shows that consider-

parison, the control bit is set to 0 or 1 and
this instructs the decoder to interpolate in
the direction of minimum error.
To minimize the effects of noise in plain
areas of the picture, a form of adaptive noise
filtering is employed. Again, control for the
corresponding receiver filter is via AICS.
Additionally, non-linear pre -de -emphasis is
applied to both the luminance and chrominance signal components.

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

way. The aim of this new variant is to reduce

Because the NHK/Muse system formed such

the transmission bandwidth without loss of
S/N ratio, so that four television channels
can be frequency multiplexed into a single
36MHz transponder bandwidth. This has
been achieved by sub -sampling (the S in
SMAC) the luminance signal, discarding
alternate samples and then time compress -

a large section of the demonstrations and

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

antenna for satellite applications?

papers and is the only system commercially
in use, it is important to examine the impact

and problems that might arise if it were

able improvements can be made on current
systems. Digital processing, which can be
used for line -rate doubling, and a change
from interlaced to progressive scanning are
just two of the possibilities that have been
demonstrated.
If two world standards emerge, this may
be no bad thing, provided that a common,

standard conversion medium can be developed to ensure that programme exchanges can be made.

One final question is worth considering.
Where do these h.d.tv developments leave
16mm and 35mm film? The answer might

well be that film is in a unique position.
Telecine, after all, has proved to be an
efficient and clean standards -conversion
process for current television systems. It

adopted as a single world standard, the only

might well fill this role in h.d.tv and, at the

alternative system on the horizon being a

same time, provide a means of releasing

MAC -based one.

television productions into the cinema.
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THERMOCOUPLE SIMULATOR/CALIBRATOR 1088
* Measures/Simulates 7 types of thermocouple and
millivolts.
* Portable (in carry case) 235x 150x 75mm. 1.3kgs.
* Automatic or manual cold junction compensation.
* Memory for frequenty used values.
* Carry case with compartment for leads.
* Rugged construction with sealed membrane
keyboard.
* Low cost £485.00.
Full catalogue of calibration equipment available,
which includes:
Inductance, Resistance, Capacitance Standards,
Decade Boxes, Voltage References, DVM and
Multifunction Calibrators plus IEEE Programmable
Instruments.
MOD STD 05-24, 05-26 NATO APPROVED AQAP4

TIME ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Botany Industrial Estate, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1RH, England.
Telephone (0732) 355993. Telex 95481. Fax: 0732 770312
ENTER 22 ON REPLY CARD

COMMERCIAL QUALITY
SCANNING RECEIVER

IF YOU
USE
THESE..

O

MI It [MI In IM

...YOU'LL LOVE THIS!
The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continous coverage communications receiver

has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broadcast,
Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning
the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it
is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout
is clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
RC -12 infra -red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP -1 headphones.

0

-

iNcorrt) Ltale.dTeWhelli2h27d6t3I3b59;iTelon

-ii

965179 ICOM G

MRS Communications Ltd. Cardiff. Tel: 0222 24167.
iii ii..,

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom deale7 I

The Waugh Isolation Amplifier allows you to

make measurements from DC-1MHz on
floating circuits up to 1500 Volts from earth yet
keeping your scope safely grounded. For details of this and other scope add-ons ring Peter
Waugh on 069-172-597.

Waugh Instruments Limited

!Name/address/postcode:

Camhelyg Isaf Glyn Ceiriog Llangollen
Clwyd LL20 7PB Tel: (069 - 172) 597
'Status:

Tel:

ENTER 45 ON REPLY CARD

`Post to:Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8BR j

ENTER 37 ON REPLY CARD
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PC -based instrument
control systems
Availability of PC -based software dedicated to instrument
control means that the PC has now become an ideal tool for
use in instrument control applications.
STEVE STAMPS

Soon after the introduction of the IBMPC in 1980 an IEEE -488 interface card
was released by IBM to allow control of

IEEE instruments. Since then a number of
manufacturers, most notably National Instruments, Hewlett Packard and Tecmar,
has released IEEE PC cards. These cards
typically cost around a few hundred pounds

LOUPDE 3.bin
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Edit

instrunents

:

Breakpoint

and are supplied with set of software drivers

to allow control of the card from the PC.
They provide the full IEEE -488 mechanical
and electrical interface, but are often limited
by the documentation and software supplied
with the card.

The cards have the advantage of being
quick, cheap and simple to use for small
projects, but have many disadvantages com-

pared against a dedicated controller when
used in larger projects. The software supplied can be difficult to use and debug in
applications involving a number of instruments. As a result of these difficulties some

users have considered using the PC as an
instrument controller but concluded that,
despite the benefits of the PC standard, a
dedicated instrument controller is the best
tool for serious applications.
Clearly the functions of a PC -based instru-

ment controller depend almost entirely on
the software provided for development and
operation of instrument control programs.
Whilst all IEEE -488 cards support the full
electrical and mechanical standard, it is the
software that provides the user -interface,
application language and debugging tools
which distinguish a good instrument controller.
Until recently the software available for
instrument control was rather limited; in
many cases the software supplied with IEEE

cards looked as though it were an afterthought bundled into a package merely to
encourage sales of interface cards. Now that

a number of new software products dedicated to instrument control applications
exist, we take a look at the leading three.

TESTWINDOWS

A software package that provides all the
functions of a dedicated instrument control-

ler on a PC, with the added benefit of
`windowed' development and debugging is
TestWindows. It uses TestBasic, a highly
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

TestWindows converts an IBM-PC into a
high-performance instrument controller. It
uses TestBasic, a structured language designed for instrument control, for ease of
programming.
structured Basic -like language designed spe-

cifically for instrument control, to provide
the advantages of structured programs yet

retain the benefits of an interpreted lan-

program stack, or even the interface bus
itself whilst a program is running. The
trace -code facility, for example, displays the
source code in a window and highlights each

line as it executes. This makes program
control flow problems, where execution of a
program continues at the wrong place, very

much easier to track down. The trace window allows monitoring of the interface bus
as a program is executed; this allows the
response from each instrument to be moni-

guage to allow interactive testing of programs where necessary. TestBasic includes tored as it occurs.
many of the features of structured languages
A common problem when developing insuch as Pascal, including the concepts of strument control programs is the need to
sub -programs and libraries to allow com- work with a large number of instruments,
monly used routines to be built up and called each with a different command language.
from other programs.
The command to program an output voltage
The windowed environment allows multi- of five volts on one power supply, for instple windows, such as the program editor, ance, may be "V5.00" whereas another suppdebuggers and output screen all to be dis- ly, perhaps from a different manufacturer,
played simultaneously on the PC screen. may require "VA5". This means that proThis means, for instance, that the source gramming and debugging an instrument
code can be displayed at all times without control program can require constant referhaving to refer back to often outdated ence to the IEEE section of each instrument
program listings.
manual. If this is not in itself enough of a
The use of windows allows a number of problem, in many situations it can often be
powerful debugging features to be incorpo- difficult even to find the manual for some
rated. The user can open up windows on the instruments!
screen to trace the source code, variables,
TestWindows overcomes the problem of
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Asyst converts the PC into a powerful, data

capture and analysis workstation. It is an

example of an easy to use package for
instrument control that still manages to be
Pro ran

SubprlEan_Edit

extremely flexible.
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LOTUS MEASURE

I

The launch of Lotus Measure illustrates that
major software vendors, such as Lotus, are
beginning to realise the potential of the PC

in engineering and scientific applications.
Lotus Development Corporation have, in
fact, recently formed a new division dedi-
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Instrument
windows allow
instruments to be
set up using an on
screen
representation of
the instrument
front panel. The
settings can be
automatically
converted into
TestBasic
commands,
complete with
comments, to
perform the setup

feature called 'instrument windows' to
generate the commands automatically. Each
instrument in a system can be programmed

from a window on the PC screen that

Lotus Measure interfaces test and
measurement equipment to the Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheet. Using Measure, the collected
data is inserted straight into a spreadsheet
for analysis, archiving or display.

represents the front panel of the instrument.
To set up an instrument you simply use the

window just like the front panel of the
instrument; the settings can then be sent to

the instrument via the IEEE interface to
confirm the setup. Once the correct settings
have been entered, TestWindows can auto-

matically generate the Basic program re-

quired to set up the instrument. It also
generates comments to explain what the
setup does and stores these alongside the
instrument commands in the program.
TestWindows is an example of a software
package which offers a serious alternative to
a dedicated instrument controller. It combines all the functions of a dedicated controller with the benefits of the IBM-PC standard.
ASYST

age to interface Lotus 1-2-3 to the world of
test and measurement, allowing the user to
automate the collection, analysis and presentation of data.
Before the introduction of Measure, the
quickest way to acquire a set of short, simple
measurement results was to take the read-

ings manually and transcribe the data by
hand into a spreadsheet or graphics package.
This method can be slow, tedious and prone
to transcription errors, and it is often desirable to automate the collection in some way.

Lotus Measure controls instruments and

collects data, in real time, via either the
IEEE -488 or RS232 interfaces, or can con-

nect directly to transducers via a PC data
acquisition card. Data can be acquired from
within a Lotus 1-2-3 session either interactively, using new 1-2-3 commands provided
by Measure, or by writing instrument con-

trol programs in Lotus macro command
language.

08

programming commands by providing a

scientific users Lotus have developed a pack-

lities to manipulate collected data without
the user becoming directly involved in complex mathematical operations.

Asyst interfaces to instruments via the
IEEE -488 or RS232 interfaces or can interface to PC -based digital and analogue data
acquisition cards. With Asyst you can either
perform data acquisition, analysis and dis-

Using the macro facility complete data
acquisition systems can be written to automatically perform tests and measurements
and store results in Lotus 1-2-3 format. The
existing 1-2-3 commands and facilities can
be used to analyse and present the collected
data.

Measure is fully compatible with other
Lotus products, allowing collected data, for
instance, to be automatically inserted into
documents and reports using Lotus Manuscript, a technical word processor.
Lotus Measure is a good example of the
new breed of PC software products that are
now becoming available for engineering and

scientific applications. The economies of
scale when developing a volume product
mean that a high degree of functionality can

be incorporated. Many of the major PC

play interactively or can write Basic -like software companies, such as Lotus, are now
programs to perform a predefined set of beginning to realise the potential of the PC
operations automatically.
as an instrument controller; we can expect
The analysis capabilities provided as stan- to see further developments in this area in
dard include polynomial evaluation, matrix
manipulation, curve fitting and fast Fourier
transforms. These are provided as standard
functions which can be called in the same

the future.

Asyst is a PC software package for data
capture and analysis, and is well suited to

way as normal mathematical operations.

scientific and engineering applications

allow complex graphs and tables to be Steve Stamps is a director of Integrated
displayed on the PC screen and multiple sets Measurement Systems of Southampton,

where off-line analysis and manipulation of
collected data is required. It includes a set of
very powerful scientific data analysis capabi232

The graphics and display facilities of Asyst
of data can be overlaid to compare results or
curve fitting functions.

which specializes in measurement, test and
control systems and software.
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Gould innovation and Quality in Oscilloscopes

1.111
N INVITATION TO MAKE DETAILED COMPARISONS
The Gould 1425 Digitising Storage Oscilloscope
allows detailed comparison of active with stored
waveforms, up to a frequency of 20MHz. Five
reference waveforms can be held in the non -voltage
memory.

---

Easily controlled cursors with an alpha -numeric
display, enable automatic measurement of time,
voltage and frequency, to be made quickly and
accurately. Any on -screen data with its relevant range
settings, can be quickly transferred to an external
computer, via the RS423/232 Interface and recalled
for reference purposes. Software 'starter packs' are
available for popular personal computers.
Waveforms can also be copied directly to an
analogue or digital plotter -the latter with multicolour plots, grid and full scaling information.
For application -specific waveform processing, such as
averaging (up to 256 events) filtering (over 130 stages)
or mathematical manipulation and scaling, an optional
keypad is available.
The 1425 is just one in a family of three instruments...
PRICES START AT LESS THAN £1000!

To allow you to make the right price and performance
comparison, please contact: Gould Electronics Ltd.,
Instrument Systems, Roebuck Road, Hainault, Ilford,
Essex IG6 3UE. Tel: 01-5001000. Telex: 263785.
BRMSH MADE
TWO YEAR YAUVIANTY
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OFF AIR FREQUENCY STANDARDS
NPLTRNCEABLF -Now you have a choice!
Use the new QUARTZLOCK model 2A or 2A-01 now and after the change to 198 kHz to calibrate
TIMERS, COUNTERS, FREQUENCY METERS, SYNTHESIZERS, RADIO TELEPHONE TEST SYSTEMS
If you have five of the above instruments to calibrate, 2A or 2A-01 Is cost effective IMMEDIATELY!
The new QUARTZLOCK model 2A
features:
01 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz ttl outputs
0 1 x 10 -" long term accuracy NPL TRACEABLE
D1 x 10 -9 and 1 x 10-10 short and medium term accuracy
0 Reliable 24 hour operation (Not MSF dependent)

0 No frequency jitter No warm-up D No ageing
Off AIR FREQUENCY

STANDARD

2A

0 No VCO adjustments D High noise immunity
0 Use to VHF as calibrator
0198/200 kHz 'CORE' output gives ultimate reference certainty

Autolocking D No temperature effects No price change

The new QUARTZLOCK 2A-01 with the above features plus:
D Level, stable, very low distortion sinewave outputs @ 1 MHz and 10 MHz

0 Better than -50 dBc harmonic distortion
El +10 dBm ± 0.05 dB 0/P 0 Output inhibited if unlocked
0 Option output frequency you can specify at modest additional cost

VW

Matching products include: El Active antenna 0 0.01 Hz -1 MHz divider
in 1,2,5 and 10 steps Master quartz oscillator D Distribution amplifier
0/R 1.1. FREQUENCY STANDARD

Uninterruptable/field PSU Af meter 0 A 0 meter

METER

DARTINGTON FREQUENCY STANDARDS
MOOR ROAD STAVERTON DEVON T09 6PB ENGLAND
Telephone: 080426 282 Telex: 42928 A/B WETRAV G (QUARTZLOCK)

ENTER 57 ON REPLY CARD
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Multiple -output power
supplies
The L296 and L4960 high -power switching regulators
from SGS allow the design of simple, economical multiple output power units.
SUE CAIN and RAYAMBROSE

Most of the switching regulators produced today have multiple outputs.
The output voltages most frequently
used - at. least for powers up to 50W - are

Ve

L

Tr1

+5V, -5V, +12V and -12V. In these supplies the 5V output normally delivers the
highest current and requires the highest
precision; for the other voltages - particular-

ly the negative outputs - less precision
(±5% ±7%) is usually sufficient. Often,

-M.-

V,

Load

however, for high -current, 12V outputs,
better stabilization and greater precision

Load

(typically ±4%) are required.

Traditionally, these have been achieved
using a number of components. However,
the SGS L296 and L4960 high -power switching regulator i.cs have been designed specifi-

cally as multiple -output supplies which

Vref

Error amplifier

satisfy these requirements. Several practical
supply designs are described below to illus-

trate how these components are used to

Fig. I. Basic step-down configuration

build compact and inexpensive multi -output
supplies.

1k

BYV 28-50

L296 AND IA960 HIGH -POWER
SWITCHING REGULATORS

0'!
D2

.7. in

t

12V

4"""" 220}

The L296 is a monolithic, stepdown, switching regulator assembled in the 15 -pin Multi -

watt package. Operating with supply input
voltages up to 46V, it provides a regulated 4A
output variable from 5.1V to 40V.

Internally, the device is equipped with
current limiter, soft start and reset (or power

fail) functions, making it particularly suit-

able for supplying microprocessors and
logic. The precision of the internal reference

(±2%) eliminates the need for external
dividers or trimming to obtain a 5V output. A
synchronization pin allows synchronous op-

eration of several devices at the same frequency to avoid generating undesirable beat
frequencies.
The L4960 is a similar device assembled in
the 7 -lead Heptawatt package. Like the L296
it has a maximum input voltage of 46V and it
provides a regulated output voltage variable

from 5V to 40V with a maximum load
current of 2.5A. Current limiting, soft start

and thermal protection functions are included.
The thermal protection circuit in both the
L296 and L4960 has a hysteresis of 30°C to
allow soft restarting after a fault condition.
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Fig.2. Dual output d.c.-d.c. converter (5V/3A, 12V/150mA). The transformer consists of
30T (primary) and 40T on Magnetics 58930.

direction, forcing the diode into conduction

STEP-DOWN CONFIGURATION

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of a
step-down switching regulator. The transistor is used as a switch and the On and Off
times are determined by the control circuit.

When the transistor is saturated, current
flows from the supply, V,, to the load
through the inductor L. Neglecting the
saturation voltage of the transistor, Ve

V,.

When the transistor is Off, current continues to flow in the inductor L in the same

immediately; therefore Ve is negative. In
these conditions, the load current flows
through L and D.

The average value of the current in the
inductor is equal to the load current. In the
inductor, a triangular current ripple equal to
AIL is added to this average current.

During the time when the transistor is
On, this ripple is
(V, -Vo) TON

AIL -
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Table 1. Performance obtained with a
dual
output 15W supply

1k

, 1n

BYV 28-50

12V

15V to 3SV
D2

Parameter

220p

5120 12.089

l,, 150mA

10, =3A

Unit

Vol

V01

Output voltage V,= 30V

[V]

5V

2n2

Output ripple

70

40

[mV]

Line regulation 20V -::V, s 40V
101=3A
1.2=150mA

15

30

[mV)

15

10

[mV]

10

130

(mV]

0

40

[mV)

0

40

[mV)

Line regulation 20V-V,40V
10, -700mA

1.2=100mA

Load regulation V,=30V
I., 700mA-3A la- 150mA
Load regulation V1= 30V

lo, =700mA

102=100-150mA

Fig.3. Dual output d.c.-d.c. converter (5V/1.5A, 12V/100mA). Transformer, with same

Load regulation V,= 30V

number of turns, is on Magnetics 58206.

101 = 3A

102=loo-.150mA

Efficiency

V,= 30V
V,,, 5.120V101 =3A
V.2 = 12.089V1.2-150mA

20Vs = V, s 40V

300p

75

470p

Table 2. Performance with a dual output
7.5W supply
Parameter

-52V
100mA

IN5822
1k

100p

5.050 12.010

Output ripple

1n

.51V
3A

Reset

V 2A

a

[V]

50

30

[mV]

Line regulation 15V-V,..35V
10, =1.5A
la =100mA

7

75

[mV]

Line regulation 15V-c..11,35V
10, =500mA
1.2=50mA

7

60

[mV1

Load regulation Vi= 25V
10, =0.5A -1.5A la = 100mA

3

100

[mV]

Load regulation V,25V
1.1 -500mA
102=50mA-100mA

0

55

[nit')

0

50

[my]

Load regulation V,=25V

IN5822

Va Unit

Vo,

Output voltage V, -25V
In, - I.5A
1, 100mA

1.1=1.5A

la= 50mA-100mA

Efficiency

V,= 25V
1.1=1.5A
102=100mA

78

-12V
200mA
100p

+12V

2.5A

Table 3. Performance using a 30W d.c.d.c. converter

1000p

Parameter

Vol

Vat

V03

VO4 Unit

Output Voltage v, -- 30V

Fig.4. Multi -output d.c.-d.c. converter with L296 and L4960 (5V/3A, 12V/1.5A, -12V/

lo: - 3A

10

102- 100mA

104

5.080 -5010 11.96 12.00

tV1

100mA, -5V/100mA).

Output ripple

50

30

50

40

IinVI

and when the transistor is off,
V. TorF
AIL=

Line regulation 20,.., V; 040V
10, - IA
102-100mA
103-0.5A
1.4-.100mA

13

15

10

20

[mVj

8

90

Once the working frequency and desired
ripple current have been fixed, the value of
the inductor L is given by

Load regulation V, - 30V
101

Equating these expressions and assuming

L-

that the transistor and diode are ideal we
obtain:

S

I.5A
100mA

-

(Vi-Vo) Vo
V, f AIL

TON

Vo =Vi

T

where TON is the conduction time of the
transistor and T is the oscillator period.
The absolute average current in the supply is therefore
TON

'Mc = 10

T
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and the value of the capacitor C required to
give the desired output voltage ripple ( AV)
is

103

IA to 3A

102,--.100mA

0.5 to I.5A 104r 100mA

Load regulation 1/,..- 30V
10,

3A

1e2'50-100mA

1.3

1.5A

1.4=50-100mA

Load regulation V, -30V
101-- IA

102=50--100mA

103=0.5A

104,50-100mA

[my]
3

0

100

[mV]
(mV]

0

0

80

100 [my]
[my]

35

0

90 MIVI

(Vi-V0) Vo
C = 8 I. f2 A fo

This capacitor must have a maximum

Line regulation 20-.14--F,-:40V
lo, 3A
102--100mA
103 - 1.5A

1.4-- 100mA

15

45

[mV]

15

40

[mV]
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I

e.s.r. given by

nized. In this case, the reset circuit is used to
A Vo

e.s.r.mAx=
A IL

And finally, the minimum load current,

monitor the output voltage: if a power fail

Reset out

function is required in place of the reset
function the Figure 4 circuit should be
modified as shown in Figure 5.

10(MIN) must be

POWER FAIL TIME
AIL

Io(miN)- 2

-

(Vi-Vo)Vo
2V; FL

DUAL -OUTPUT 15W SUPPLY

A single L296 is used in this application to

The 'power fail time' is defined as the time
from when the power fail output (pin 14)
goes low to the time when the input voltage

falls to the minimum level required to
maintain the regulated output. From this
definition we can evaluate the energy ba-

Fig.5. Modification of a multioutput d.c.-d.c.
converter with L296 and L4960 in order to
produce a power -fail function.

produce two outputs, Vol at 5V/3A and V02 at

lance.

12V/150mA. The application circuit, Fig.2,
illustrates how the second output (12V) is
obtained by adding a second winding to the
output inductor. Energy is transferred to the

The energy which the filter capacitor C
supplies to the operating device while it
discharges is:

secondary during the recirculation period

E =1/C (V12 - V22)

when the internal power device of the L296
is Off. Since the 12V output is not separated
from the 5V output, fewer turns are necessary for the second winding; therefore, less

The load drains a power of Po=VoIo.

If the designer prefers the supply to

Taking into consideration the average effi-

remain off after the s.c.r. has been activated,

ciency (derived with the input between V1
and V2), the power to be supplied at the input
of the device is:

the circuit can be modified in such a way

copper is needed and load regulation is
improved.
In applications of this type it is a good rule

to ensure that the power drain on the
auxiliary output is no more than 20-25% of
the power delivered by the main output.
Table 1 shows the performance obtained

Poe =

11

Equating these two expressions gives

with the dual -output supply. The circuit

1/2C (V12 -V22)= - . tpF

operates at a switching frequency of 50kHz.
DUAL -OUTPUT 7.5W SUPPLY

The same technique - adding a secondary
winding - can also be used to produce an
economical and simple dual output supply
(Vol =5V/1.5A, Vo2= 12V/100mA) with the

L4960, a device containing the same

30W D.C.-D.C. CONVERTER

The cost of this solution, the d.c.-d.c.
converter, compares very favourably with
off-line switching supplies. D.c.-d.c. conver-

ters can be realised even by designers with
little experience and allows the convenience

of working with low voltages. Off-line
switching supplies are only preferable when
the weight and size of the mains transformer
in a d.c.-d.c. converter would be excessive.
In this circuit, shown in Fig.4, two devices
are used, an L296 and an L4960. The L296 is
used to supply a 5V output with a current of

3A and the auxiliary -5V/100mA output,
and the L4960 is used to provide the 12V/
1.5A output and the auxiliary -12V/100mA
output.
Table 3 shows the performance obtained

with this power supply. This application
illustrates how two devices may be synchro-
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value and be charged to high voltages, the
choice of s.c.r. is important. The type used in

this circuit - the TYP512 - is a plastic packaged s.c.r. able to handle 12A r.m.s. and
300A for 10ms. The maximum forward and
reverse voltages are about 50V.

If the crowbar circuit is not used it

regulates.
Rearranging this expression to obtain C

=

is

EXHIBITIONS
& CONFERENCES

2PotpF

1(V12 -v22)

March 8 to 10

CIE 88. Components in electronics exhibition,

For example, if Vo = 5V, Io = 3A, TPF
10ms and V, = 35V. Fixing V1 = 25V and V2
- 10V we obtain:

=

Designing power supplies in the 30-40W
range is becoming increasingly difficult,
because it is here that there is the greatest
need to maintain performance levels and
reduce costs. The application proposed here
is very competitive since it exploits new i.cs
to reduce size, number of components and
assembly costs.

that, when the s.c.r. is triggered, a very high
current flows in the fuse, blowing it.
Since the filter capacitor can have a high

advisable to connect pin 1 to ground or pin
where V, is the input voltage at which the
10.
voltage on pin 12 reaches 5V (through the
divider R1/R2); V2 is the maximum input Sue Cain is with BA Electronics, and Ray
voltage below which the device no longer Ambrose is with SCS.

control -loop blocks as the L296 and 2A
output stage (Fig.3). Though this circuit
costs very little, the performance obtained
(see Table 2) is more than satisfactory. The
switching frequency is 50kHz.

Po

between pulses and is re -activated if, when
the device restarts softly, the fault condition
has not been eliminated. But, if the fault no
longer exists the s.c.r. remains Off and the
output voltage returns to the normal value.

2PotpF
Ti(V12- V22)

2 x 15 x 10 10-3
0.75 (252-102)
= 76011F

We therefore choose a capacitor of
10001.1.F.

CROWBAR

officially supported by AFDEC, the association of
electronics component distributors. Business Design Centre, Islington, London. Nutwood Exhibitions, Tel: 04868 25891.
March 16 to 23
Hanover Fair CeBIT 88. International exhibition
of Office, information and communications technology. Details from Deutsche Messe and Ausstel-

lungs AG. Messegelander, D-3000 Hanover 80.
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March 21 to 24
Video, audio and data recording. Seventh international conference at the University of York. Organized by the IERE, Tel: 01-3883071.
March 22 to 24

The L296 includes an internal crowbar

Internepcon production show and conference.

function, for which the only external compo-

enclosures. NEC Birmingham. Cahner Exhibi-

nent needed is an s.c.r. The intervention
threshold of this block is fixed internally at
±20% of the nominal value of the internal
reference.
In the Fig. 4 circuit, the s.c.r. is triggered
by an over -voltage on the 5V output (usually

the most important output to monitor) and
short-circuits to ground the 5V output and,
through the diode which connects the two
outputs, the 12V output.

Since the internal current limiter in the
device is designed to function with pulsed
output current, the s.c.r. turns off in the gap

Electronics components, power supplies, rack and
tions, Tel: 01-891 5051.

Into 88. Industrial training opportunities show
and conference. A showcase for training establishments with an emphasis on improving efficiency
in industry by training. NEC Birmingham. Emap
International Exhibitions, Tel: 01-404 4844.
0CC 88. Offsore computers conference and ex-

hibition. Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference
Centre. Offshore Conferences, Tel: 01-940 6211.

Radionav 88. International conference of the
Royal Institute of Navigation. City University,
Manchester Square, London EC1. Details from
the Institute, Tel: 01-589 5021.
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Einstein and the ether
4'4.*

Relativistic theory does not reject the existence of an ether.
Dr Kostro, of the Institute of Experimental Physics,
Gdansk University, has undertaken extensive research into
Einstein's views; that his model of space-time is a model of a new ether.
LUDVIK KOSTRO

ewpoints are often expressed in Elec-

tronics and Wireless World which
assume that Einstein's theory and the

Euclidean.
The second is that of the general relativity

theory. In its mathematical description the
ten components of the gp_v tensor are no
longer constant. The states described by the

existence of an ether are conflicting and
incompatible. It is time, therefore, that
some of the truths of historical record, tensor can change not only from one place to
concerning Einstein's views on the ether, the other, but also in time. This ether is no
were given a hearing.
longer rigid and flat. Its metric is pseudo Riemannian.
`ETHER' TERMINOLOGY

This is a distortion of the truth. Einstein did
deny the existence of the fixed and immobile

ether of the nineteenth century, but he,
nevertheless, in 1916, proposed a completely
new conception of the ether. In a sense, one
can say that he was provoked into doing this

by the influence of H.A. Lorentz and P.
Lenard.
Lorentz wrote a letter to Einstein in which

The third ether is that of the unitary
relativistic field theory. In the mathematical

description of this ether the symmetrical
tensor
(where g,,,=g,) no longer describes the ether completely, because the
geometrical structure of it is more than
Riemannian. New structural elements have
to be introduced for a complete description
of the ether because it has to determine not
only the inertio-gravitational phenomenona, but also electromagnetic actions.

he maintained that the general theory of

Thus, since 1916, Einstein's physics of
relativity admits of a stationary ether space, albeit incorporating time within the
hypothesis. In reply, Einstein introduced his space dimension, became the physics of a
new non -stationary ether hypothesis. He new ether, a physical ether and not just a
wrote to Lorentz on the 17th June 1916:
mathematical formulation. In this physics
I agree with you that the general relativity the three physical notions: 'space', 'ether'
is the special relativity theory. However,

and 'field' have found their complete unification through consequent identification.

this new ether theory would not violate the
principle of relativity, because its state go,

different terms for the same things; fields

theory is nearer to an ether hypothesis than

= aether would not be that of a rigid body in
an independent state of motion, but its state

of motion would be a function of position
determined via the material processes'.
Physical space (connected closely with
time) whose state, in relativity theory, is
described by the fundamental metrical tensor

is

regarded by Einstein as the

relativistic ether. Einstein did not publish
his new ideas on this in 1916 or 1917 as he
advanced his work on the general theory.

`Physical space and the ether are only
are physical states of space '4.

Einstein's conception of the ether constitutes a gradual conceptual activation, dynamization and materialization of the physical
space. According to the new conception, in
its most developed form, the physical space
closely connected with time is not a passive

and static container of events, nor is it a
physically -indifferent or neutral arena of
physical phenomena. It is an active dynamic
field medium which determines the inertio-

The first appearance of the new conception
in print was provoked by Lenard. In 1918

gravitational, electromagnetic and other

Lenard published a paper opposing Ein-

elementary particles. The real physical

stein's relativity theory2 in which he maintained that in the general theory the disqualified ether came back under the new name
`space'. In reply Einstein wrote an essay3 in

space, as an active field medium of this kind,
possesses energy and therefore mass as well

which he published the above -presented new
definition of the ether. Indeed, in the period
1918-1955 Einstein published about 15 pap-

ers in which he interpreted his models of

processes, which include the production of

7,8,9) the term 'physical space' played the
principal part in Einstein's papers. He wrote:

`Space, brought to light by the corporeal
object, made a physical reality by Newton,
has in the last few decades swallowed the
ether and time and seems to swallow also

field and corpuscles, so that it remains as
the sole carrier of reality''.
In the third period 1936-1955 (see e.g. ref
10) the term 'total field' or 'entire field' was
the term preferred by Einstein. After 1925
Einstein began to use the word 'ether' less

and less often, although he still wrote in
`This word ether has changed its meaning
many times in the development of science...

Its story, by no means finished, is continued by relativity theozy'l l.

and although, in 1954, he still indicated
that:
`rigid four-dimensional space of the special

theory of relativity is to some extent a

four-dimensional analogue of H.A.
Lorentz's rigid three-dimensional ether'12.
Yet, underlying all this was his statement
dating from 1920, made in the light of his
early work on both the Special and General
Theories of Relativity that:

`There is an important argument in favour
of the hypothesis of the ether. To deny the

existence of the ether means, in the last
empty space '5.

According to Einstein's new conception, it

was impossible to formulate a complete
physical theory without an (at least latent)
ether hypothesis, because every complete
physical theory must take into consideration
the real properties of .the physical space i.e.

the `Milieu-Einflusse'. One might not use
the word 'ether' but one has still to recognize
that physical space has real properties which

play an active part in physical happenings
and, therefore, Einstein maintains:
The ether hypothesis was bound always to

and that is why it is itself of a material
nature. It constitutes active matter sui play a part even if it is mostly a latent one at
first in the thinking of physicists'5.
generis for which the term 'ether' is the most
appropriate name.

It must be mentioned, however, that the
three synonyms: 'physical space', 'ether' and

THE PHYSICAL ETHER

In Einstein's special relativity ether model
the physical space accomplishes its active

In the period 1916-1925 (see e.g. refs 5,6)

haviour of a test body introduced into it'12

The first is that of the special relativity
theory. In the mathematical description of

the term 'ether' was used very often. He

and possesses 'the physical property of transmitting electromagnetic waves'11, but 'it no
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or

analysis, denying all physical properties to

`total field' were used by Einstein with
different frequency in different periods:

rigid, flat and infinite. Its metric is pseudo-

U

1938:

space-time as models of a new ether.
In these papers we can discriminate three
models of the relativistic ether:

this ether the ten components of the g,
tensor are constant. The related ether is

MN

maintained even that in a consequent field
theory all objects of physics must be
embraced in the notion of ether'6.

In the period 1926-1935 (see e.g. refs.

NW

function by 'determining the inertial be-

longer stands as a .medium built

of

or 'points'6 and is no longer
regarded as an immobile or stationary
'particles'l 1
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medium. The concept of motion cannot be

vinced that he had 'found the most natural

something that can be divided into separate

applied to it, but:

form for this generalization'12 in his 'theory
of the unsymmetrical field'.

quasi -object.

`According to special relativity, the ether
remains still absolute because its influence
on the inertia of bodies and on the propagation of light is conceived as independent of
ever,' kind of physical influence'5.

In Einstein's general theory the ether is

no longer absolute in the above sense,
because:

'it not only conditions the behaviour of inert

masses but is also conditioned, as regards
its state, by them '5.

The general theory

is incomprehensible

However, although activity of the ether

Einstein's presentation of this activity

described by Einstein's unitary field theory is

(which extends beyond his treatment of the
inertio-gravitational effects) cannot be considered today as satisfactory. His research on

richer than that described by his general
theory, because it also includes electromagnetic interactions, the view today is that
Einstein's unitary field theory is unsatisfactory.

this point cannot be regarded as accom-

EVOLVING ETHER

presented as solitons superimposed on Einstein's relativistic ether. We find models of

On the basis of the principle of equivalence
of energy and mass Einstein arrived at the
conclusion that there is no qualitative differ-

without an active ether:

ence between the real physical space and
ponderable matter composed of particles.

According to the general relativity, space is

Real physical space, as an active field possessing energy (and therefore also mass) consti-

endowed with physical qualities; in this
sense, therefore, an ether exists. In accord-

ance with the general theory of relativity
space without an ether is inconceivable. For
in such a space there would not only be no

propagation of light, but no possibility of

parts, nor does it constitute a universal

tutes an active matter sui generis i.e. an

plished in any definite way. Nowadays, this

programme is continued in those hypotheses in which the elementary particles are

elementary particles in which de Broglie
waves are interpreted as real waves in Einstein's relativistic ether e.g. in the works of
J.P. Vigier14 and L. Kostro163637. The author's 'three -wave model of the elementary

particle' constitutes an attempt to develop
some ideas of Einstein in which elementary

ether. According to Einstein:

particles are conceived as 'fields of a particu-

`The strange conclusion to which we have
come is this - that now it appears that space
will have to be regarded as a primary thing

space'6. In the 'three -wave model'

lar kind which are particular states

of

elementary particles are presented as particular threefold wave fields in Einstein's

existence of scales and clocks, and therefore
no spatio-temporal distances in the physical
sense. But this ether must not be thought of
as endowed with the properties characteris-

and that matter is derived from it, so to
having its revenge, so to speak, and is eating
up matter'9.

conception of the twentieth century. We find
similar relativistic ethers in the works of H.

tic of ponderable media, as composed of

The message here is that we are involved
with an ether that can materialize as matter,
but although time is merged with space in
Einstein's theories and the time dimension
appears in the connection between mass and
energy, the question of a state of motion of

Weyl and A.S. Eddington. In 1951 a new

parts, the motion of which can be followed:
nor may be the concept of motion be applied
to it'5.
The general relativity ether manifests its

activity through its function determining
the inertio-gravitational behaviour of mate-

rial bodies and through the creation of
elementary particles. A test body which is
only under the influence of this physical
space is at rest or follows a geodetic, curved
or straight, respectively, in curved or locally flat spaces of reference.

Einstein made several attempts to find
solutions of general relativity field equations

free of singularities which might be interpreted as presenting corpuscles. Together
with Rosen, he found such solutions of the
centrally -symmetrical gravitational field
equations for both neutral and electrically charged particles:
`The neutral, as well as electrical, particle is

speak, as a secondary result. Space is now

the ether poses problems. Although the
notion of motion cannot be applied to space

as such, space is never passive. It is an
ever -active medium conceived by Einstein as
non -atomic and non -mechanical in charac-

ter but yet as being the fundamental source

of every physical activity, the creation of
particles included.

In following Einstein's research on this
theme one finds that Einstein's relativistic
ether is something ultra -referential. It does
not constitute a reference frame and has not
a proper reference frame. If it had it would be

at rest in it, and yet it is not a stationary
ether. The ultra -referential time is not com-

posed of moments, just as the ultra -

a portion of space '13.

referential space is not composed of points. A

In Einstein's special and general theories the
electromagnetic field appears as something
which 'fills space'12, i.e. as something which

moment constitutes a set of simultaneous
events which belong to it. Since, in the

does not belong to the structure of the
physical space described by the metrical
tensor gs.,. Since Einstein came to regard
real physical space as the 'total field' of all
physical actions and not only the inertiogravitational ones, he began to look for a
unitary field theory, i.e. for:

'a theory of the continuum in which a new
structural element appears side by side with
the metric such that it forms a single whole
together with the metric'''.

Einstein's ether is not the unique ether

ether conception was introduced by P.A.M.
Dirac18. The most recent ether conception is
that of H. Aspden19'20, in which the ether
constitutes 'a structured vacuum determining universal physical constants.'19. As we

see, therefore, the notion of the ether was
not destroyed by Einstein, as the general
public believe. Research on the ether question is very much alive and it remains to be
seen how much of Einstein's influence will
feature in the future development of ether
theory.
The author would like to express his sincere

thanks to the Volkswagen Company for
financial support which made this author's

research into Einstein's relativistic ether
possible.
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High -quality
digital volume

100

47k

control
Circuitry based on a multiplying d -to -a
converter provides a digital volume control
with 0.01% distortion and better than 100dB
signal-to-noise ratio. Attenuation of the control ranges from 0 to 88.5dB in 1.5dB steps,

Power current source
and sink

and being programmed by up/down push
buttons, the design is easily adapted for

With the addition of a few resistors, the
L165V power op -amp forms a voltage -

remote -control applications.

Analogue input is first buffered by a
low -noise amplifier; the resulting signal
feeds the d -to -a converter and a second

controlled current source/sink for up to 3A.
To reduce loop gain and ensure stability, a

resistor is inserted between the op -amp's

circuit suitable for inductive loads. For

amplifier providing a tape -recorder output.
Within the d -to -a converter, the analogue
signal is converted to a proportional output

output currents greater than 1.65A, Rsense

current that

needs to be reduced.
D. Howson
Great Sutton
South Wirral

voltage by a further low -noise amplifier.

inputs. Two diodes are included to make the
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IL= Vin R2
Rsense R1

R2 = R4
R1 = R3

is

then converted back to

Presettable up/down counters IC6,7 produce six control bits. At power up, or if the

mute button is pressed, the counters are
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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loaded with a value representing maximum
attenuation. Pressing either the up or down

Digital signal cleaner

the input signal. After tf, the monostable i.c.
delay, the signal is latched into the bistable

count direction. After a short delay, clocking

Unlike the glitch filter published in last

device. Since the signal is latched after tf,
any pulses or changes on the input of less

of the counters starts and the attenuation

year's November issue, this signal cleaner

than tf are ignored, giving a clean signal.

level changes. To prevent the counters from
'rolling over', IC2,3 are included to detect all
zeros and all ones states.

removes spikes, noise and brief level transi-

Power -on resetting ensures that the output corresponds to the input immediately

Analogue switches connected to the up/

periodic resets are not needed.
An exclusive -Or gate, resistor and capacitor trigger the monostable multivibrator on

button causes IC5 to set the appropriate

down push buttons could be used for remote

control. Only one digital control circuit is
needed to control a number of analogue
sections.
Alan ]. Jones
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Staffordshire

tions without altering the pulse width or
period of the original signal. Clocking and

after power on.
S. Mu rugesan
ISRO Satellite Centre
Bangalore
India

both positive and negative -going edges of

Noisy input

Retriggerable

Bistable

monostable_
CK

multivibrator

8048 switch -reading
and interrupt tips
Occasionally when designing with 8048 pro-

cessors it is useful to have a led indicating
the position of a switch connected to one of
the i/o port lines. The upper connection in
the diagram takes only one line of a quasi -

bidirectional open -drain port to do this.
Writing a one to the line enables the switch
to be read whereas writing a zero or closing
the switch turns on the led (the open -drain
ports have internal pull-up resistors).
Connecting an Or gate and inverter allows
short pulses to reliably cause an interrupt on
level -activated interrupt inputs. The gates
form a latch that is enabled by writing a one
to the port line and which is set by an input
pulse. Writing a zero to the port line clears
the latch.

Multiple interrupts can be sensed by
Oring several such circuits together so that

the input, or inputs, causing the interrupt
can be read, cleared and enabled through the
corresponding port line. If, for instance, the

Q

Reset

CK

Lc.

5 Clean output

Reset

Power on reset

Proportional mains control interface
Low component count is the main advantage produces a series of short negative -going
of this proportional mains controller for pulses at 10ms intervals corresponding to

connection to a computer. Its resolution is the mains zero -crossings.
only four bits, but 4089 binary rate multiCrossing pulses from the BC184 clock the

rate multiplier which produces n trigger
pulses in a frame of 16; n is the four -bit
supplies power to the load are evenly spaced binary value at the multiplier input pins.
throughout the 16 half -cycle frame. The These trigger pulses feed the triac through
disadvantage is that at half power the load is the second isolator so the triac is on for n
pliers can be cascaded to increase resolution.

Half cycles during which the controller

driven on alternate half cycles, which is the cycles out of 16.
equivalent of half -wave rectification, so the
Having the 5V triac-trigger supply (D1,2
controller cannot be used with transformer - and C1) in series with ICI avoids using more
coupled loads.
than one power resistor.
Apart from when mains voltage is close to Ian Benton
zero, the transistor of isolator ICI is on all Sonolux
the time so the BC184 buffer transistor Lincoln

pulsed input is the strobe signal from a
parallel printer interface then the output of
the Or gate can be used as the busy signal
under software control.

Neutral

R1

V\A,
22k 3W

By adding external pull-up resistors, these
circuits can also be used with open -collector

20

Vdd
A

21

and three -state ports. Three -state outputs

B

Rload

should be left floating instead of having a one

c

written to them.
Paulo R. Prondzynski
Porto Alegre, Brazil
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Printer simulator
When attempting to feed a non-existent
Centronics -interface printer, some microcomputers enter a continuous loop, waiting

Vcc (from amplifier) SOV

Loudspeaker
protection
C3

for the printer's acknowledge signal. Adding
a simple simulator gets round this problem,
and allows the printer port to be tested with
an oscilloscope or logic probe without having to connect a printer.
Holding the BUSY line permanently low

I

100k
RL A 2500
2

±00,u

100k

Tr3

Tri

2N2219 HFE2,100

Tr2

2N2369

2N2369

VCBOC 50V

All diodes 1N4148

1000p

1000p

makes the computer think that a printer is
connected. Active -low DATA STROBE signals

D3 V

then trigger a monostable multivibrator

D4 V

D2

whose Q output is normally high, but goes

low for about 25p,s when triggered. The
positive edge of this pulse causes a brief
negative -going ACK pulse at the transistor

Headphones

3k9 1W

collector.
It should be possible to build the circuit
into a D -connector cover.

3k9 1W
RLA1

From amplifier outputs

John Errington
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Polytechnic

4..s.,

RLA2

Relay contacts

Some faults in modern high -power amplifiers can cause a large direct -voltage output,
leading to loudspeaker damage. Three tran-

sistors and a relay provide simple and reliable protection with the bonus of a speaker -

,""

Left
Speakers

Right

nents R,, C2, Tr2 and D2 provide similar
protection for the right-hand channel.
Maximum voltages across C1.2 are +0.6V
and -1.2V; a few tests indicated that modern
electrolytic capacitors exhibit virtually no

leakage under reversed polarity at these

mute facility.

Normally, left-hand channel output is

voltages. Capacitor C3 is included to provide

integrated by R1 and C1, greatly attenuating

a brief turn -on delay to mask switch -on

audio frequencies and preventing conduc-

transients. If the transient persists, the

tion of either D1 or Tr1. Positive d.c. however

circuit holds the relay open until it has

causes conduction of Tr1 and negative d.c.
causes conduction of D1,3. Both of these
conditions divert current from Tr3 and the

decayed. Switch S1 allows the relay to be
opened manually for headphone listening

relay opens. Diode D4 acts as a clamp,
preventing excessive negative voltage from
causing emitter -base breakdown. Compo-

and testing the integrity of Tr3.
J.N. Wells
St Albans
Hertfordshire

NEXT MONTH
High-speed modem. Kevin Kirk of Anglo
Computers describes the operation of a mod-

ern high-speed modem and illustrates his
description with a practical design for an
intelligent, Hayes -compatible modem for the
V.22/V.22bis standards

Random inputs to linear systems. Howard

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD
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modem Ando

The observer in science. In modern thinking,

the observer

is

not a separate, detached

"object", seeing nature from the outside. His
presence modifies natural processes and the
feedback loops which control his actions pass

through the outside world. The dualism of
observer and observed is therefore no more.
Tom Ivall discusses the idea.

Industry Insight. The second in our new
series of commentaries on selected areas of
the electronics industry focusses on com-

imemenal

Random -input

response of
linear systems

Pioneers optical fibres

1,5

Hutchings describes how random signals may
be modelled and processed by a linear signal
processor in the time and frequency domains.

Applications of autocorrelation and cross correlation are included.

Pioneers - Charles

Kao. In 1964, Kao

addressed the British Association, speculating

on the possibility of using glass fibres and
light for communications. When serious
development started in 1966, attenuation in
the available fibres was 1000dB/km.

Linguistics
and data

transmission
Literstrxwerre
Harmonic
extraction in
lasers

The seven -per -cent rule. Ivor Catt has investigated what appears to be a previously
unknown rule of linguistics, which could
have repercussions in data transmission and
the size of memories.

munications - both voice and data.
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Atomic fission

ray "laser" to pump the nucleus
into fission. Considering the dif-

I feel I must write with regard to

ficulty of secrecy associated with

what must be science fiction
(Electromagnetically induced

the development of the X-ray
laser for the SDI programme, I
would enjoy reading a detailed

atomic fission) in your January
issue. There are, I feel, a few

comments which should be

tuned and oriented e.m. wave"

made.
The claim half -way down p.16

generator to achieve fission,

that the electron and proton
both appear to have the same
physical diameter and no discernible internal structure is not
correct. Although classical e.m.
theory gives an estimate of electron and proton radius as approximately 2.8 x 10-15m, experiments have failed to determine a

since this device alone is clearly
at the forefront of technology.
D. Hankey
Crewe
Cheshire

Carl Adams' January article on

`Electromagnetically induced
Atomic Fission' is ahead of its
time: - by just three months!

size for the electron, an upper
bound on size being set by cur-

Filling in some of the numerical
details which he felt might be too
complex for EWW readers, nuc-

10-18m. The proton, however,
can be considered to be 10-15m
across, but unlike the electron,

lei from actinium to uranium
and beyond show systematic
shape oscillations with excitation energies of some 40 keV,

rent machine limitation at

interactions with the electric and

radiation simply waits for a while
and then spits it out again.

magnetic fields of beam focussing and trajectory -

However the Prize categories

management arrangements, and
it is therefore essential to use the
relativistic correction to particle
mass if the design is to be successful. That the devices in ques-

may yet be extended to include
Science Fiction.
C.F. Coleman
Grove
Oxfordshire

Relativity and

engineering
As a professional engineer, I enjoy reading the articles and correspondence you publish which
express unconventional views on

relativity theory and on other
aspects of physics in general.
Yours is the only publication
prepared to offer a forum for
such "non -conformist" views,
and while most of the contribu-

tions contain fallacious argu-

range of familiar sources of elec-

ments, they nevertheless serve a
thought -provoking as well as an
entertaining purpose. I hope you
will continue with this policy.

tromagnetic radiation. The

However, lest any of your

wavelength of radiation of this
frequency is about 3 x 10-11m,
or some 3000 times the nuclear

readers may have been misled
into believing that the Special

more fundamental particles now
called quarks.
In the light of this, the sugges-

radius, so that one has all the
difficulties normally associated

with using a receiving aerial

and only survives through an
Establishment "cover-up", it
should perhaps be pointed out

tion that the "ether" can only

does show internal structure.
The first hint of this structure

came with the identification of
the delta resonance at Brookhaven National Laboratory in the
US in 1953 and marked the start
of what became very strong evi-

dence that protons consist of

corresponding to frequencies of
some 101°GHz, well beyond the

Theory of Relativity is erroneous

tion need not be particularly
exotic can be appreciated by noting that even the common -place
colour television tube, operating
at 25 kV, accelerates electrons to
about 30% of the speed of light.
This results in a relativistic mass

increase of about 5% - an increase which is entirely "real" to
a practical engineer.
An even more striking demonstration of the engineering reality of Relativity - and one which I

believe will have particular
appeal to many of your readers is provided by the NAVSTAR
satellite navigation system. Very
briefly, this system comprises 18

satellites in nearly -circular inclined orbits whose radii is about

27,000 kilometres and whose
orbital period is 12 hours. Each

satellite carries a highly accurate atomic clock and broadcasts digitally -coded time signals

on carrier frequencies of 1,575
and 1,228 MHz; four satellites
are normally "visible" from any
terrestrial location at any time.
The terrestrial platform (ship,
aircraft, etc.) carries a receiving
system which is "locked -on" to

array (the nucleus) whose linear

that the formulae of the Lorentz

withstand a finite electric field

dimensions are much smaller

intensity equal to that which
exists at the surface of Carl
Adams' equally sized electron

than the wavelength of the excit-

Transformation are in regular
use by engineers who design

can however be excited by a pulse

equipment involving high particle velocities. The fact that ap-

and proton is baseless, as the two
particles do, in fact, have drastically different sizes.
The claim half -way down col-

of electromagnetic radiation,

plication of these formulae re-

provided by a close (but not too
close) encounter with a proton
or alpha particle with an energy

sults in equipments that actually

function as intended may not
constitute an adequate "proof'

with respect to its own, not so

umn 1 of p17 that the strong

of a few MeV. Afterwards all these

delay measurements are com-

interaction was never observed

nuclei, even those which can
undergo spontaneous fission,
simply re -emit the radiation
within a fraction of a microsecond of absorbing it. If Mr
Adams hopes to speed up the
decay of a lighter radioactive
nucleus the problems become

for philosophers, but it is good
enough for practical engineers

or measured is also incorrect.
Particle scattering studies have
determined both that it exists
and that it is some two orders of

magnitude stronger than the
longer range Coulomb interaction.
Finally, consider the frequency of a source of e.m. radiation
capable of inducing fission. The
critical energy of fission for uranium isotopes is around 5.5MeV.
To approach this electromagnetically would require a gamma -

I

article on Carl Adams' "precisely

nucleus which has absorbed the

ing radiation. Such oscillations

even more daunting.
Resonance excitation of nuclei
by electromagnetic radiation has
been observed, and Mossbauer's
explanation of the unexpectedly
large yields from Fe -57 won him
a Nobel prize, but once again the

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

who earn their living in these
fields.

the four visible satellites, and
which measures the arrival time
of each of their four time signals
accurate, clock. These four time -

bined with ephemeris data (also
broadcast by the satellites) to set
up four simultaneous equations

Examples of equipment whose

in four unknowns, which are

design in influenced by the relativistic increase in mass of a

solved by the receiving system's
computer. The resulting outputs

fast-moving particle include

are the platform's position in

high -power klystrons,

travelling -wave tubes, micro-

three dimensions (latitude, lon-

gitude, and height) together

wave gyrotrons, particle

with the necessary correction to

accelerators for medical and

the receiver clock to re -align it to

other uses, and free -electron lasers. These devices all involve the

satellite time. Positional accuracy has been quoted as 18 metres
r.m.s., and time accuracy as 35
nanoseconds.

dynamics of fast-moving particles (usually electrons) in their
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Einstein's theories is unsound
and contains the unconscious

ing effect to maintain the clock's

mained constant, then no rate

period constant, therefore, he

error would result from the non -

quired the system designers to
take due account of relativistic

acceptance of classical time in its

linearity of the balance spring

time -dilation arising from a

for a new definition.

pins up the balance spring so as
to make the balance spring combination faster in the longer arcs.
Thus, the increasing spring constant with increasing amplitude
will compensate for the increasing mass and the ratio KIM will
be kept constant.
The physicist pronounces the
clock satisfactory, and with due

The achievement of this remarkable degree of accuracy re-

attempts to prove the necessity

satellite's orbital velocity of ab-

There is, however, a further

out 4 km/s. Small though the
effect is, it results in the satellite's clock losing about 350
nanoseconds per hour, which
corresponds to a build-up of
positional error of the order of

reason to doubt the soundness of
Einstein's model, and it may be

100 metres per hour. In order to

Relativity by sending a clock to
Alpha Centauri and back. This

white coated ceremony it

spacecraft, then launched on its

set before launch to run 350

will, he assures his acolytes,
finally prove the case for the

nanoseconds per hour fast with

slowing of time under acceler-

Many years later, the

respect to standard time.
However, there is also an even

ated conditions. It will be a sim-

more important effect; General
Relativity predicts that clocks

elapsed time shown on the returned clock with the time kept
in our Galilean locality. As he
recognises the importance of
accuracy to the success of the
experiment, he approaches the

spacecraft returns and the now
aged physicist, supported by his
remaining acolytes, carries the

compensate for this effect, the
satellite's clock would have to be

run more slowly in a gravitational

field. Since the satellite

is

27,000 km from the centre of the

Earth, whereas the Earth's surface is only 6,400 km away, the
satellite is in a weaker gravitational field and its clock therefore runs faster than it did prior
to launch. The two effects are
therefore in opposite directions,
but General Relativity predomin-

ates in this particular case, and
calculation shows that the net
effect is that the satellite clock
runs fast to an extent that would
result in an error growing at a

illustrated by the following
thought experiment.
A relativistic physicist decides

to test the theory of Special

ple matter to compare the

best horologist in the world and

commissions him to manufacture a timekeeper equal to the
task.

The horologist agrees but, as
he has little faith in the prognostications of mathematical physi-

is

placed aboard the Alpha Centauri
way.

can be found between the
travelled clock and the stay at
home master clocks. The shock
is too much for the aged master
and he expires, leaving the bereft

eting. He has read 'Relativity'

lounge and kitchen in my home
as, in common with the houses
of most other horologists, none

tions) over the distance to Alpha

although there may still be scope
for deeper philosophical debate,

is a most careful and thorough

Centauri and back is such that
the hands of both master and
slave exactly coincided on its
return. Others busily examine

analyst). "And assuming that the

the data pertaining to the master

Relativity is now firmly established in engineering as a prac-

losses

in the system are un-

clocks and carefully test their
accuracy using the best (and

Harald Nordensen, many years
ago, the epistemological basis for
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assume that relativistic effects

are occurring between the

"If this is so", he reasons,
"Then neglecting the second

seeking some error in the mathematical reasoning upon which it
is based. As was pointed out by

how a clock actually functioned.
Otherwise, I shall be forced to

planation.
Some curse the clockmaker as

necessary relativistic correc-

order effects due to the increased
mass of the balance spring," (he

changed, being a function of the
oscillating systems velocity only,
then the amplitude of oscillation
must increase. The quality factor
of the oscillator, 'Q' is prop-

ortional to coM/r so that as the
mass of the balance increases,
the angular velocity will decrease
in inverse proportion to the

square root of the difference in
mass while the Q will increase in
direct proportion."
As the amplitude of oscillation
increases, he needs a compensat-

of the clocks therein show the
same time! I make no excuse for

the choice of a balance wheel
timekeeper in the above thought
experiment; in this I merely follow Einstein who did the same. If
it is wished to argue that quan-

tum mechanical clocks are
somehow different, that some
mysterious linkage exists between the functioning of atomic
structure and this derived para-

most expensive) test equipment

meter 'time', then the physicist
must show that the conditions

available. Some simply went

which were generated by the

home to beat their wives. Only

horologist in the thought clock
cannot possibly apply to atomic
mechanics. That is, that no nonlinearities or hidden variables

the clock was right.

The above parable for our
times has a further sting in its
tale. Even if Special Relativity
were not true, the clock would
still have shown no error upon
its return, assuming that the
horologist had completed his
task in a competent manner. If
the amplitude of oscillation re-

1

he had little understanding of

timekeeper that will be immune
to the effects of relativistic junk-

also increase.

Recent articles in EEW have
sought to undermine the foundations of Special Relativity by

the horologist whose tweezers
manipulated the balance spring
to such good effect. Clocks do
not measure and cannot mea-

acolytes to discover some ex-

and rigour to show that the effect
of the clock's journey (including

Avon

Let one thing be made absolutely clear, as clear as it was to

cists, he decides to make a

and is well aware of the predic-

1

call 'clocks'.

influence of the non-linearities
inherent in its operation. What
Einstein demonstrated was that

clock's velocity increases, the
mass of its balance wheel will

tical design tool.
Field
Bath

ment involving what we like to

of the clock is subject to the

hour. The atomic clock is therefore deliberately built to run slow
by the amount calculated by the

It can therefore be seen that

Special Relativity from an experi-

promising accuracy.
To their horror, no difference

tion by Einstein, that as the

satellite is positioned in its orbit.

the validity or non -validity of

have ticked away with uncom-

the master clocks which

rate of about 500 metres per

keeps correct time after the

It is therefore impossible to
draw any conclusion concerning

throughout this long period,

laboratory for comparison with

incompetent, others embark on
the formulation of a mathematical theory of great complexity

relativistic formulae, so that it

and no difference would occur in
the result of the experiment.

sure classical time. What we define as clocks are merely oscillating systems whose periodicity is
governed by the Galilean values
of the parameters at the epoch of
observation. As any clockmaker
could have told Einstein, the rate

timekeeper in triumph to the

1

1

are possible within Quantum
theory. If he persists that such a
view is correct I can only refer

him to the sound reasoning of
Popper on this subject2.
If he argues that such a system

of parametric compensation is

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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FEEDBACK
1
impossible or would not function, I shall direct his attention

Catt's anomaly:

to the Gurney clock in Norwich

It seems that Dr Catt has once
again set up his own version of
conventional theory in order to

which was built by Martin
Burgess, using the ideas of John

Harrison, the 18th century
clockmaker.
Harrison's investigations into

the stability of timekeepers led
him to the perfection of a nonlinear model for a clock oscillator with parametric compensation.
There is little evidence in phy-

sics that the subjective parameter, 'time' has any importance

to the universe. What we call
'time' is the product of our
cognitive perception and is gov-

erned by the 'clock' inside our

1

heads. It is perhaps, a product of

our arrogance that we have

debunk it. Catt's anomaly (EEW
Sept. 87. p903) isn't, as I will
explain. Practical people like myself prefer concrete examples, so

I will begin by putting dimen-

sions to his Fig.7. My Fig.1
shows the same strip line with
copper conductors 1mm apart,

but lm deep into the paper in
order that we can ignore "edge

effects": this doesn't matter you can repeat the sums for
narrow strips afterwards with
edge effects, or you can use
algebraic dimensions, but it will
not change the conclusions.

I shall assume a t.e.m. step

chosen that particular facet of travelling to the right as he does,
our abilities, which set our and make it 5 volts high. The
hominid ancestors apart from all
other species on this planet, as a
universal governor for the whole
cosmos. It was short term cogni-

tive time perception that made
Koestler's primaeval man "shudder and see omens at every step."

electric field E is then 5,000 V/m,
and the flux density D, or surface

change density on the conductor, whichever you like to call it
is:

D = 0E = 5,000 x 8.854 x
10-12coul/m2
=2,763 x 1011electrons/m2

It will be noticed that the
above experiment in no way con-

flicts with our concepts of I have, of course, used the fact
causality, although it does have that each electron carries a

the conventional theory I was

already dealt with that, since

taught, each copper atom contri-

butes one electron to the con-

even 4m/s is much less than an
electron's velocity. Behind the

duction flow, leaving itself posi-

step, the currents is of course

tively charged by the same

d.c., so one can imagine a transition from the regime of Fig.2 to

amount. Before the t.e.m. step

that of Fig.3. I find the above
conventional theory intuitively

arrives, the density of positively

charged copper atoms and the
electrons they have contributed

obvious. Your readers will have
to judge whose intuition is best.

is the same, so there is no net

I do not wish, in my turn, to
debunk Dr Catt's theories; in-

electric field. Assuming that the

copper atoms are arranged on
the surface in a square grid, this

deed I was designing capacitors
for thermonuclear experiments
using transmission line theory in
1958, because it seemed the only
sensible approach. But it didn't

density is

(1/2.28 x 10-19)2=1.92 x 1019
electrons/m2.

This is so huge that we need

lead me to lose my faith

only increase the existing surface
density by 1 part in 70 million in

the next 3.3ns to achieve our

Drs Catt and Watson's earlier

aims. This will happen if all the
electrons in the surface move up
a little bit, as shown in my Fig.2.
In other words, all the electrons
must start travelling to the right,
immediately the t.e.m. wave passes them, at 1/70,000,000 of the
velocity of light, i.e. about 4 m/s.

papers in WW you will find they
contain a mathematical howler,
as a result of which displacement

current isn't debunked after all.
Don't ask me what this howler is;

along with many of my colleagues, I find this correspond-

An electric field so high as to

ence very entertaining, and

cause flashover would involve a
difference from neutrality of only

wouldn't like it to stop. but I will

electron in 200,000 surface

Catt debunks conventional
theory he insists on using a

1

atoms, so we are never likely to

run into trouble with conven-

perfect mathematical step. Can
you differentiate at a step? Have
you ever seen a step? With mod-

tional theory.

It is actually better than this,
because whoever heard of a strip
line one atom thick? If we make

propensity dynamic which of strip must gain this same

the line 0.01mm thick (my Fig.

allows system behaviour to be
influenced by parametic structure.
In that context, if Harrison's

3), i.e. about 44,000 atoms thick,
the average electron drift veloc-

listic theories based on linear
algebra. It is closer to Popper's

charge in 3.33ns (yes, I agree,
Mips is nicer). Where, Dr Catt
asks, do these electrons come
from? The answer is that they are

ideas had been understood in his already there: copper atoms are
lifetime, if the functioning of 2.28 x 10-19 metres apart (I
non-linear systems had been rec- worked this out from my 0 -level
ognised by 19th century physi- chemistry book). According to

cists as vitally important, then
the muddle and misunderstanding described by Popper need
never have come about.

5V

F ig. 1

is 44,000 times
smaller, or about 10-4 m/sec,
which is what I was taught to
expect. Lest anyone point out
that current flow in the surface
"at these frequencies", I have
ity required

3.3ns later

ern oscilloscopes they always
turn out to be ramps.
John Matthews
Exeter
Fig.3

p.

rElectron
drift

1.1,100 mm

Fig.2
lm

Wayetront
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Electrons drift into
strip 1/70,000,000 m wide
Charged

I

give you a clue. Whenever Dr

charge of 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs.
As the t.e.m. step is travelling at
the speed of light, the next metre

grave consequences for probabi-

in

displacement current: quite the
opposite! If you read carefully

Not yet charged
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NEW 80,51 DEVELOPMENT CARD
The new Cavendish Automation development card carries a full symbolic Assembler and text editor
as well as the MCS-BASIC 52 package. It will allow the user to write applications programmes in
either BASIC or Assembler.
The text editor supports ORG, LOC, HIGH and LOW directives as well as the current location ($) and
the + and - operators. Full source text editing is included, and the source file as well as assembled
code may be blown into PROM/E2PROM on -card. A powerful feature of the system is that a function
library of over 60 routines within the interpreter may be accessed using assembly language CALL
instructions, enabling simple negotiation of floating point, logical operations, relational testing and
many other routines.
FEATURES:
000000400 14

III Only requires +5V supply and
dumb terminal

0400000000
041fli

Save assembled code or source
text in PROM on -card

j","

II Card I/O includes 9 x 8 -bit ports
and 2 serial lines.

********** OINNIN*4
Ctl.....
..... 1110VVg
.osk...4*.wk.kkv

Very fast interpreter
specifically written to access
capabilities of '51 Family

MSUirISNY

09£118 leader

P49424.94.:900::4

.e

...............

N

32K user RAM, 16K user PROM
(RAM jumpered to access code
or data space)

mIln.z
rodvr

.0o.C7

II Card supported by over 50
other types of CA I/O and CPU
target cards

So, for professional implementations at super -low cost, call us on (0480) 219457.
Cavendish Automation, 45, High St., St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1BN. Tel: 0480219457. Telex: 32681 CAVCOM G.
ENTER 49 ON REPLY CARD

`MEASURECOMP' PC
INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
* PC interface card drives up to 12
instrument modules in stand alone
case.

* Measurecomp Software gives high
level, menu driven, multitasking real
time ATE capability to PCs.
* Universal IEEE 488 Software driver
allows inclusion of other instruments
in a system.

* 8 different types of instrument
1111111111111111

module currently available.

111111111111111111

r

* The shortest software route to be
working Automatic Test System yet
devised.

For full data pack fill in card
Name

Company

EVVW/3/88

Position
Address
Phone

PPM Instrumentation Ltd, Freepost, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4BR
246

Ext
ENTER 51 ON REPLY CARD
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ASSERT
(Assessments of the Social Significance
of Engineering and Research for Tomorrow)

Write an essay and put
the world to rights
le

i

It has been said - usually by journalists facing a deadline
thirty minutes away with not an idea in sight- that there is
nothing quite so hostile as a blank sheet of paper; even
putting the date at the top of the page rarely seems to be
very stimulating.
Nevertheless, to judge from the number of letters that
come into this office, our readers do not suffer badly from
mental blocks of this kind and, on the whole, tend towards
the verbose. Encouraged by this tendency, we have decided
to run a competition during 1988 with the aim of extracting
readers' views on the way forward in engineering research
and development. The leader on page 219 poses one or two
questions that might be addressed, but there is no need to
feel inhibited about raising your own and offering solutions.
Bear in mind that engineering is international: narrow,
nationalist politics are, of course, important but the aim of
the competition is to elicit opinion on the larger question of
the direction in which international effort in electronics
might most usefully be directed.
Our intention is to publish a selection of the best essays,
so that the length should not exceed about 4500 words, or
three printed pages in EWW. Diagrams can be used if
necessary, but the space they occupy will have to be
deducted from the 4500 words.
The judging panel will be composed of respected names,
both in and outside industry and the prize -giving ceremony
will be in London.
NEC Electronics (UK) Limited have joined EWW in
sponsoring the competition and have provided the first
three prizes.

FIRST PRIZE
This is an all -expenses -paid week-long visit to
Tokyo as guests of NEC. who will provide the
winner with a tour of the NEC facility and Tokyo
itself.

SECOND PRIZE
NEC will provide one of their newest
PC -AT -compatible computers

THIRD PRIZE
An NEC digital video cassette recorder

EWWwill present a number of further prizes for the
runners-up.

is

s

This is the first announcement of the competition to
enable readers to begin the thinking process-the writing is
the easy bit! There will be several months during which to
marshal your thoughts and we will give more information in
the next few issues.

.40
40
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GOES WHERE

YOUR MARKET
WORKS
THE BENEFITS
Just two days off the road
No -fuss planning and set-up
Face-to-face customer contact
Hands-on demonstration opportunities
New customer leads
Low-cost; less than a half page ad

GLASGOW

11111111140,411

High quality

JUNE 14/15 1989

KILMARNOCK
NEWCASTLE

MI6

WI

THE INSTRUMENTATION
SHOWS ARE:
Low-cost: each unit is no more than the cost of a
half -page advertisement.

MARCH.29/30 1988
LEEDS
HULL

LIVERPOOL

MANCHESTER
SHEFFIELD

Cost-effective: because Trident's
spectacular promotion gets the audience.
For each show we use about 20 trade
publications, produce at least 250,000
tickets and hand -deliver posters to every
factory within about 40 miles of the
venue. It works.
High -quality: the royal blue structure is
custom -designed to be
the perfect base for your
products. Spotlight,
power points and name
board are all laid on.

JANUARY 27/28 1988

SWANSEA
CARDIFF

FEBRUARY 24/25 1988
SOUTHAMPTON

OCTOBER 25/26 1988

EXETER

um

INN

Minimum -effort: the no fuss format needs only two
days of your time, including
build-up and breakdown!
t.

Instrumentation is organised by:
TRIDE

EVENT

Trident International Exhibitions Ltd.,
21 Plymouth Road, Tavistock
Devon PL19 8AU, England
Tel: 0822 614671 Fax: 0822 614818

ti

ENTER 52 ON REPLY CARD
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TEST INSTRUMENTS

EPROM PROGRAMMER

UK's LARGEST IN -STOCK
RANGE

All 31h Digit LCD.
Digit

£33.50 tCase
4th Digit,
DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 05°/rtRI £33.00
plus life lest 10A

05%1111
AC/13C 20meg buzz
buzz

With Case,

AC/DC 20meg buu
10305 1126 range
range CAP IDA
0.0ro IP%
IN AC/DC 2I3meg
fl 31 range inc1.5

K15005 (1 A digit
KD508 IM 15 range

£83.00
= Rotary
£19.96
£34.50 Pb
(B = Push Button

28 range plus tile

OC 2 meg 1St

AC/DC volts 0.29

£33.50 S = Slide)

hold Oro 1111

range display

10A AC/DC auto

£39.

025 ,., I
K0578 1/1
10A AC/DC 20 meg
60101128 range

AT LAST! Over 50 Generic Device Types.
1-2508/10ms
2-2508/50ms
3-2516/10ms
4-2516/SOms
5-2532/10ms
6-2532/50ms
7-2564/10ms
8-2564/50ms
9-2758
10-2716
11-2732
12-2732A/10ms
13-2732A/50ms
14-2764-50ms

15-2764
16-2764A
17-27128
18-27128A
19-27256
20-27256/21V
21-27512
22-27513

29-8749
30-8750
31-8748H
32-8749H
33-8750H
34-8741
35-8742

36-8041'
37-8042'
38-8048'
39-8049'

23'87C64
24-87C256
25-8755
26-8755A
27-8355'

40-8050*
41-8751
42-8752/21V

28-8748

.

.

.

43-8744

44-8051'
45-8052'
46-8044'
47-87C51

48-63701V
49-63701X
50-63705V
51-63705Z

.

.

.

at a price to suit any budget!

THE MOP ELECTRONICS MODEL
18 PROM PROGRAMMER
* Automatic Data Rate setting 300-19,200 Baud.
* Two independent Communications Protocols built in.
* Terminal Mode Protocol.
Use any host computer with RS232 port and Terminal Emulator.
* Host Computer Protocol.
Use our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package
available for all MS-DOS, PC -DOS and CP/M-80 computers.
* No personality modules to install, no switches to set.
* Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate.
* Upgradable for future types.
* Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK. `EX -STOCK!
* Comprehensive 60 page User Manual.
* n.b. Devices other than 24/28 pin require low cost socket adapter.

Write or telephone for further details:

al

OM ELECTRONICS, 22 RINGSBURY CLOSE, PURTON,
Le SWINDON SN5 9DE. Telephone: 0666 825146
ENTER 10 ON REPLY CARD

6511 ElWallet auto
DM205 l' I 14 range

it Mac - all

£14.95

£2150

range
18)
display hold 0.5°T,
I OA 13C hie test

probes)
testers

with component

£698.00 5MHZ Bench

*205/ 2 Dual
sweep delay
*604 Dual 03MHZ
Ban 10MHZ
THANDAR SC1106
CROTECH 3031
track come.
Alo stockists for

20MHZ Single

portable

£146.00

3 chap delay etc

Portable

0ST5M

£314.00 GENERAL

*806 Dual 801110.
£527.00
20MHZ digital store £575.00 HII

Scope Add ons.

E36£41..5000

10A ACTIC Auto range

HC779 (120 Range

11212

AGRI

Dual 20teliZ

£330.00

£195.00

HUNG

CHANG 615 Dual 15MHZ

E399.00

Batt/Maros

£208.00

CM

E2.171

POCKET INSTRUMENTS
Digital Cap Meter

£34.74
£47.50

*81905 8 Range

HZ Audio Generator

to
AC/DC Hte Cap
multimeter 10A
2030E1 27 Range
A.1000 meg etc
FET meter 0.1 ,
5050E 41 Range
201(19.108 DC Buzzer

555 20HZ

10281

19 Range Meter
Probe. TTL. cram

07 20 MHZ Logic

62550 MHZ Logic

Probe Logic Pulse

0.5/40062

£10.39
£9.52
£22.95
E 1 1.50

with access

Probe 250 MHZ

Mouxi_5

£75.00

01 /010 Scope/Inst.

Fret counter
200MHZ LED 8 digit
. 14111200a
250MHZ IR Dipmeter
3134
AC 4 ranges
ROME, 1.5MIE! to
£32.83£65.00
AC 5 range 0/600V

*moo 0/300 AMPS

62550 M60 Logic probe

plus logic pulser

518C Digital

LCD

LCD
10A AC/DC volts
meter with probe
TH301 Digital temperature meter. 12A AC/OC
range analogue

1C200 Digital LCD
CAP/RES/IND

1KON Res clamp meter
00 1013 meg
insulation tester 500V
*501 Electronic
2KW/ 4KW too power
Digital power meter

140201 19

DC POWER

iNSTRUMENTS SECUITY

SUPPLIES
2409 ac input_
Stabilised variable
output voltages Direct

LOGUE

SEE CATAAUDIO/TV/VIDEO/COMPUTER

BENCH DIGITAL

MULTIMETERS

V AC/DC 1004100m

311, digit LCO 100., operated 208 AC/DC

meter reading volts

NM

£89.0

con buzzer battery
3225 0257'v basic
Version ario
3210 Due RMS
0.25%
LED 10A AC/DC

Mono version, box types and 5Hz fixed shift boards
also available.
SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.,

DIGITAL PSIEs

1m351 LCD 0.1%
0.25% £95.00
£139.00
AC/DC 0.1°,0
8035 LED 20A
£179.00
AC/13C True RMS
80351 LED 208
£169.00
20A AC/DC Dt5%
$14541/ digit LED

THORLEY.OW. THANDAR
AVAILABLE

SIGNAL SOURCES
AC220/ 24170 operations

The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG
Telephone: 0483 275997

Jupiter 500 0.1HZ to 500101Z

available.
Rear Box
H
W

Weight

19x3.5
19x5.25

17x1.5x10
17x3.0x10
17x5.0x10

2.4
2.9
3.5

23.50
24.50
26.50

19x3.5
19x5.25
19x7.0

17x3.0x12
17x5.0x12
17x6.5x12

3.3
4.0
4.6

25.50
27.50
29.95

Order
Code
to -10
2u-10
3u-10

Panel Size
W I-1(inch)
19 x1.75

2u-12
3u-12
4u-12

Price

Please add £3.00 P&P for the first item and £1.50 for each additional item.
To order send cheque/postal order. A new range of quality test equipment is now available
at the lowest possible prices, e.g. digital power supply at £38.95. Further information available. Mail order
only. Trade and overseas orders welcome.

T. J. A. DEVELOPMENTS
Dept WW, 19 Wellbeck Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA2 ORN
Telephone: 01-864 6641
ENTER 30 ON REPLY CARD
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£149.00

1610202K lo214112

COUNTERS
FREQUENCY
220/2404 AC 8 digit
METHOD

mFT600

mal000
mni5no
1F200

SYR o/Ps Colour

00
£99..00

8 digit LC060000

£199.00

8019 5 digit AM/FM

mez£175.00

BIRGIT LEO

COUNTER/TIMERS
£219.00
MORD MODEL
APPOLLO 10 ST
DISPLAY HOLD RPM
APPOLLO 100 PLUS
£285.0

(0214z - 2Mhz1

£165.00

2h1t10 Function

2O4 digit 0.210
2h1Hz Function
80160 6 digit 0210

LED 0.1HZ

sm, min Sensitivity

- B/W etc

DIGITAL DISPLAY

£126£175.00
RESOLUTION

02112 to 2MHZ

TY-VIDEO 5.5/6/55MHZ Fm SOUND f108 2
PAL VHF /UHF
£199.00

TIMERS

BENCH MO
ALL B

STOP WATCH ETC.

Kg

.00
£1£16100.00

2001(HZ

16101 0.02111to

COUNTERSDELS &

* Suitable for instruments, high quality amplifiers and many other applications that demand strength and
professional finish * Black anodised aluminium front panel * Separate front mounting plate, no fixing
screws visible on the front of the enclosure * Heavy gauge front panel is of brushed aluminium finish
enhanced with two professional handles * With ventilation slits and plastic feet * Rear box manufactured
from t.1 mm steel finished in black. Rack mounting or free standing.
Comes in quick assembly flat package. Spare front panels

E/TTL

FUNCTION SINE/SQ/TRIANDL11060
£

Jupiter 2000

19" RACK CASES

£64.50
E36.50
£66.00

0/30110/39 DC twin meter

£115.00: Im 35 6 LCD

(Bah operated)

£5039

0/3 amps DC

243 0/24 volts
0/5 amps OC
245 0/24 volts
0/4 amps DC
154 5/15 volts

035.00

1 m355 ay, digit

and

amps.

£11900

in public address and sound reinforcement.

£57.00

LCD

CAP/RESTS/file
£63£59E1 4:5.01407

ADDRESS TOOLS
MEASURING
PUBLIC
ACCESSORIES COMMUNICATIONS

Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction

and details.

LA160. Ask Mr prices
and Crotech.
Hitachi. Hung Chang
358. Logic analysers
BCH adaptor OM

Slot age TD201.

(*with case

60 6 0

STEREO STABILIZER 5

-r-----:

.:ile

CAP . toe ,-

M46301330 Range 10A AC/DC 20meg 0.25% IRI
05%1111
file mem/hold
HC5010 VI 31 Range

*203/6 gual 2DMHZ
.

£53.

90/0020 meg 05%
M3530 ri 28 range
1.35£51.0000
plus Me 298
0.3% tip
count. MA AC/DC
M38001130 range
incl. tile CAP trep
211meg 0.5% IRI
m3sso v130 range
E35£71.0000
Hle 20A AC/DC
213meo 0.06%181
M3800 ti 30 range
Utah* 20A AC/DC

SCOPES (*with
'READ ONLY

1

7,:,

£47.83

of 6010
etc 0. °T,
7030 Mo. :0
incl. CAP Me temp
AC/DC 05191
plus Hle IDA
501060 )1134 range
incl. 5 range CAP
181

0

Function

f215.00
£250.00

p.m -nag

SWEEP FUNCTION
d wavelam £190.00
80165 FM and 6 types
0.21661.216tlz AM/FM

8019 5 digit
Function

£250.00

PLEASE ADO VAT [UK ONLY)

4,11i

CATALOGUES WITH taltaty
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS Send 12 x 19 SAE 1E1 Stamp

UK)

TRADE EDUCATION EXPORT SUPPLIED
ORDER BY POST OR PHONE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS

AUDIO ELECTRONCS
301 EDGWARE RD, LONDON W2 1BN 01-724 3564
Account Enquiries 01-258 1831. Telex 298102 Trans G

Also at 404 Edgware Road, W2. Tel: 01-724 0323
ENTER 39 ON REPLY CARD
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THE GNC Z4

- THE SBC CHOSEN BY OEM'S
HARDWARE
64K EPROM
128K BATTERY BACKED RAM

8 CHANNEL A/D (7581)
20 KEY ENCODER (74C923)
8 DARLINGTON DRIVERS WITH CLAMPS
8 DIGIT 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY (7218)

2 CTC's -4 PIO'S WITH MODE 2 INTs
2 RS232 SERIAL CHANNELS WITH H/S

SOFTWARE
32K ROMDISC - 64K RAMDISC
DISC COMMS TO PC OR CP/M80
Further details and technical manuals on request

AS ALWAYS....
CROSS ASSEMBLERS - 8048, 8051,6801, 6805

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS
PRODUCT SUPPORT

GNC Electronics
Little Lodge, Hopton Road, Thelnetham, Diss,
Norfolk IP22 1JN. Tel: Diss (0379) 898313

CUSTOM DESIGN

ENTER 12 ON REPLY CARD

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD
Manufacturers, importers and suppliers of world famous communications products

MUX

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD. OLDBURY B69 4RJ
TEL: 021-544 6767 FAX: 021-544 7124

Amateur Radio, Business Radio Telephones, Sales, Service Accessories and antenna systems.

icomi YAESU

9Y

100Khz to 950MHz IN ONE BOX!

FOR THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGY IN SCANNING
RECEIVERS

DVM

480x

GENERAL
PURPOSE

IEEE
488.2

THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS
Are you looking for a commercial grade monitor receiver with options to suit your
requirements both in cost and performance?

4.5 DIGIT

DUAL
16 BIT
DAC

I/O

DEVICE

TTL OR
RELAY
DRIVE

Fo more information contact:
M A INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Moordene, Axtown Lane, Yelverton, Devon PL20 6BU
ENTER 18 ON REPLY CARD

All Band Capability. LW. MW. SW, VHF/Low Air -band. 137 -Satellite, HF/High Military, UHF/Low, UHF/High, T/V
UHF -CB. Cellular. (All Broadcast, Air, Marine, Amateur, Business Radio, Military TV, Cellular, up to 950MHz). This unit is
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4GHz synthesized local
oscillator design
The local oscillator of a spectrum analyser plays a vital part
in the overall performance. This article describes the
design of a microwave synthesizer.
IAN BRAITHWAITE

a

a

he radio -frequency spec-

which does not require tuning.
The first i.f. is selected by a

trum analyser, like its rela-

tive the communications
receiver, has to meet ever more

bandpass filter which must reject

the image frequency of the

demanding requirements as

a

second mixer. Because the selec-

communication technology advances. The signals to be analysed

tivity of any bandpass filter is
limited, frequency conversion
down to the final i.f., where the

can cover a very large range of
amplitudes (dynamic range), and
be closely -spaced in frequency,
making it difficult to resolve the
individual spectral components.
Accuracy and resolution is essen-

bulk of the gain and filtering can

be applied, has to be done in

stages, with each down analyzer incorporates a precision frequency synthesizer.

tial to make high quality

measurements. The analyser's local oscilla-

trum analyser (Fig.1) used as an example of a
practical design.

A greatly -simplified block diagram of the
spectrum analyser is shown in Fig.2. Similar
to the broadband communications receiver,
it is based on the superheterodyne principle,
orc
ON

filters. All the other local oscillators are fixed

in frequency, the 550MHz and 4.4GHz
sources being derived by multiplication

frequency of 4.9GHz. This allows the image
hand of mixer 1 (where the image frequency
is the sum of the l.o. and i.f. rather than the
difference) to be rejected by a low-pass filter

SPECTRUM ANALYSER SYSTEM

Ve.\\

One major difference from the communications receiver is the need to sweep
the first 1.o., so that a wide range of input
frequencies can pass through the resolution

4.2GHz to give a constant intermediate

a

a

times lower in frequency than its
input signal.

using a number of frequency conversions.
An electromechanically switched, resistive
attenuator keeps the input signal level into
mixer 1 such that the mixer generates very
little distortion. Mixer 1 is used as an
up -convertor, with the first local oscillator
tuning above the input band of 100Hz to

tor system is crucial to obtaining good
resolution, and forms the subject of this
article. Some of the design considerations
and building blocks are reviewed, with a
high performance 100Hz - 4.2GHz spec-

a

converting mixer producing an
i.f which is approximately ten

Fig.1. Marconi Instruments 100Hz - 4.2GHz 2383 spectrum

from a 50MHz low -noise crystal oscillator.

The resolution filters, as their name suggests, give the instrument its fine spectral
resolution, and considerable effort has been

expended in the development to provide
Fig.2 Simplified spectrum analyser block

state-of-the-art filtering down to 3Hz

diagram.
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Fig.4. Noise on a receiver local oscillator
is translated on to the final i.f. (reciprocal
mixing).
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Res bw 100 Hz
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or 60Hz hum sidebands can be resolved.

Following filtering, the signal is routed
through a logarithmic amplifier to give a
vertical scale calibrated in dB. Analogue -to -

digital conversion then takes place and the
information is sent to the display unit as a

serial data stream for processing, which
entails averaging, error -correction, peak detection and conversion to a form suitable for
feeding the cathode-ray tube display.

EFFECT OF THE LOCAL
OSCILLATORS

The benefit to be gained from narrow resolution filters will never be realised unless the local oscillator system is correspon-

dingly good. This is because any drift or
angle modulation (frequency or phase) by
coherent signals or noise on the local oscilla-

tors is transferred directly by the mixing
process on to any signal in the i.f. system,

and cannot then be distinguished from
defects in the input signal itself. This effect is

known as reciprocal mixing. Thermal drift
and low -frequency jitter on the oscillators
will distort the filter response shape, as Fig.3

shows. Coherent sidebands add apparent
signals or mask those present on the input
signal. For instance, it is of little use attempting to measure the level of mains sidebands
on the input signal of around - 50dB relative

reference signal. The phase detector output
is filtered, the filter defining the loop's

of the sources which have to be measured

loop, the v.c.o. frequency equals the reference frequency. The loop filter can be designed, if need be, to reject coherent signals

will be at low frequencies. As the frequency
of an oscillator rises so the drift, jitter and
sideband noise tend also to rise. Secondly,
the first I.o. has to be swept over nearly an

octave. This makes it very susceptible to

external noise on its tuning input; and
thirdly, there are a number of oscillators
which can all degrade overall instrument
performance.
As all oscillators but the first are fixed, and

can be derived by multiplication from a
low -noise, high -stability source, it is the first

1.o. which tends to be most critical. The
design of the swept first l.o. will be studied.
This is a frequency synthesizer with low drift
and jitter, giving good close -to -carrier resolution and frequency accuracy. Some frequency synthesizer techniques will first be
reviewed in order to clarify some of the detail
of the actual design.
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS

oscillators have such sidebands at -30dBc.

In frequency synthesis, the ultimate output

Angle modulation of the oscillators by

frequency is a combination of other frequen-

white noise or flicker noise, usually referred

cies. Phase -locked loops are commonly,

to as phase or sideband noise, limits the

though not exclusively, used to perform

resolution attainable. (Flicker noise is also
called 1/f noise because its amount is in-

frequency manipulations, since they act, in
effect, as narrow -bandwidth filters. Figure 6

versely proportional to frequency.) Such
modulation occurs in the oscillators them-

illustrates a number of different types of

oscillator or its driving circuitry, the net
result being a broadening of the spectral

now masked by strong

Fig.5. Reciprocal mixing by a strong sig-

line, as shown in Fig.4. As Fig.5 shows, the
sideband noise imposed on a strong signal by
the instrument's oscillators can mask a weak
signal which would otherwise be resolvable.
Achieving a good oscillator performance
in a spectrum analyser covering up to several
gigahertz is made difficult by a number of
factors. The first and second l.os work above
the highest input frequency, whereas some

to the carrier (i.e. -50dBc), if the local

selves and may be due to noise in the

Weak signal

nal can mask a weak signal, limiting resolution.

Fig.3. Effect of frequency jitter.
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basic loops. In (a), the phase of a voltage controlled oscillator is compared in a phase
detector (also commonly called phase comparator, or phase -sensitive detector) with a

bandwidth, and the filtered voltage then
tunes the v.c.o. The action of the negative feedback loop is to steer the v.c.o. until it
bears a fixed phase relationship to the refer-

ence signal, so that the phase detector's
input frequencies are equal, a common
feature of all phase -locked loops. In this

and noise present on the reference. One
application for this type of loop is a low phase -noise crystal oscillator with relatively
poor long-term stability, locked to a noisier

but more stable timing reference, to obtain
the advantages of both, the loop acting as a
filter.
In (b), a digital divider has been placed
between v.c.o. and phase detector. Since the
loop always strives to maintain the phase
detector input frequencies equal, the v.c.o.
frequency in this case is a multiple of the
reference frequency.

In loops where the v.c.o. operates in the
gigahertz range, digital dividers become
impractical with presently available technology. In (c), the loop reference signal samples

the v.c.o. waveform, using very narrow
pulses to close the switch for a brief instant.
When the switch opens, the sampled voltage
is held on a small capacitor. If the same point
on the v.c.o. waveform is sampled each time,

the sampling gate output will be constant,
the voltage depending on the relative phase
of the reference and v.c.o. If the sampling
point changes, the sampling gate output will
be a beat note whose frequency is the
difference between the v.c.o. and a harmonic
of the reference. The sampling gate operates
as a phase detector and the v.c.o. operates on
a harmonic of the reference frequency as in
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1

tout

V. c o.

V c.o. tune

Loop filter

(y.t.o.), the tuned circuit of which is a tiny

out

V co

sphere of yttrium iron garnet whose resonant frequency can be varied by changing
the magnetic field in which the sphere sits.
The magnetic field is provided by two coils
wound on a polepiece, the main coil giving

Divider

N

ti

about 20MHz shift for every milliamp of

Loop reference

Phase

Phase

detector

detector

I

If ref

f ref

a

current, and the f.m. coil with a sensitivity of
about 300kHz/mA. On the widest spans (100
to 4200MHz) the noise and jitter on the y.t.o.

A

cannot be resolved on the screen, so the
y.t.o. itself is simply tuned and swept in a
free -running state. The sweep voltage is
derived from microprocessor -controlled

f out
V. c.o.

digital -to -analogue convertors, the voltage

being applied to the main coil driver, a

n

Mixer

voltage -to -current convertor. For spans of 5
to 50MHz, the noise of the main coil driver
would be visible, so its bandwidth is reduced

and it receives only the reference voltage,

the sweep being applied to the f.m. coil
tir\-,

Phase detector

driver.

For spans of less than 5MHz the y.t.o.

Fil er selects

jitter would become noticeable again, so the

desired mixing /
product /d
ref

a

y.t.o. is phase -locked to a u.h.f. source, a
so-called "cavity" v.c.o. using a sampling
loop (see Fig.8). The cavity frequency is

Fig.6. Some types of phase -locked loop.

divided by two to provide extra harmonics so
L.f. synthesizer
1111

U.h.f. cavity v.c.o.

p.1.1.

550MHz

30 MHz 11

Microwave y.t.o.

550MHz
Lock

C:11 -t

30MHz

a

translation

L.f. slave

L.f. master
v. c.a/p.l.l.

that it only has to cover about 5% tuning

U.h.f. synthesizer

4.9 to 91 GHz

To 1st. mixer

/01,

Free -run

range to give continuous cover at the y.t.o.
This small tuning range helps to keep noise
and jitter low.
The y.t.o. loop contains a search oscillator
so that the y.t.o. only has to be steered by the
reference voltage to within 50MHz of the

correct frequency to acquire phase lock.

1 MHz

a

Frequency relationships in the loop are
summarized in the diagram. The cavity

.0 Lock

Free -run b

v.c.o. itself is always phase -locked, the
swept, free -running oscillators being located
in

a

Lock o1

2
'2 ',

Reference frequency
and sweep voltages

Park
30MHz

Fig.7. Overall simplified block diagram of
the synthesized first local oscillator.

1 Sweep

L.f. interpolation
oscillator

Reference
frequency
and sweep
voltages

a

the low -frequency synthesizer shown

overall, in Fig.7. and in detail in Fig.9. This

Fig.8. The y.i.g.-tuned oscillator (y.t.o.)
loop.

A-Microprocessor control
Y.i.g.- tuned oscillator
(y.t.o.)

Reference frequency
and d -to -a convertors

4.9 to 91GHz

(b). In (d), a third input frequency has been
introduced, which is mixed with the v.c.o. A
band-pass filter on the mixer's output selects
the wanted mixing product, often the difference frequency, and feeds this to the phase
detector. As the diagram shows, this mixer
loop gives frequency addition and subtraction.
As we shall see, practical designs of loops

To 1st mixer
f y.t.o.

Reference frequency
voltage
`11.02
Swgep voltage ramp

'02
3

Loop

may use a combination of the above ideas.

fitter

SYNTHESIZED FIRST LOCAL
OSCILLATOR
An overall system block diagram is shown in

Fig.7, broken down into the various loops.
There is always one free -running oscillator
which is swept. The actual oscillator which
feeds the first mixer is a YIG-tuned oscillator
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Sampling phase
detector

510 to 548MHz lfc
Divider

Switching :Position

Function

1

Sweep main coil (100 MHz to 426GHz spans)

2

Sweep f.m. coil (5 to 50MHz spans)

3

Synthesized sweeps (100 Hz to 2 MHz spans)
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L.f. slave

Loop

filter
To counter

v. c o.

27 to 35MHz

r\J

f LF

u.h.f.

To

translation
loop

28 to 32MHz
f

L.t interpolation

v. c o.

slave loop

L.f

fLF= f m +fI/32
: 32

Mixer

r\-1

Divider

Phase

detector
L.f. master v.c.o.

26 to 34 MHz

Reference
frequency

to y.to.

to y.t.o.

L2

Loop filter

L.f. master loop

rxj
r\J

3

Sampling

PP

phase detector

100 kHz
Reference

Sweep
d -to -a
cony.

frequency
d -to -a

To counter

Sweep

cony.

1

PP

Switching

:

Position Function

÷ 500

1

Sweep yt.o.lspans>2MHz)

2

Sweep interpolation osc.

3

Sweep Lf. master
(50kHz to 2MHz spans)

Divider

1100Hz to 20kHz spans)

50MHz

Fig.9. Low frequency synthesizer system.

NP

550MHz

cavity v.c.o. contains two loops: the first is
the l.f. master v.c.o. loop, whose v.c.o. can

From Lf. slave v.c.o.

Programmable

Phase

Low-pass

be positioned and swept free -running or
phase -locked using a sampling loop in

divider

detector

filter

27-35MHz

100kHz steps; the second loop is an 1.f. slave

f LF

which adds the frequency of the l.f. master
v.c.o. to that of the I.f.-interpolation v.c.o.

(low noise)

To cavity loop

rd

r\J

Mixer

553.-15%8MHz

fTRo.

(sweeps up

to 1MHz)

(which is never phase -locked) divided by 32.
Loop filter

The 1.f. synthesizer is operated in two
modes, as indicated in Fig.8. For spans of
50kHz to 2MHz, the l.f. master v.c.o. receives reference and sweep voltages, while
the interpolation oscillator is "parked". The
overall frequency is established by counting

both oscillators. Over spans of 100Hz to
20kHz, the 1.f. master is positioned close to
the desired harmonic of 100kHz, and phase locked to the instrument's timing reference.
The l.f. interpolation oscillator is now positioned and swept. Again, exact frequency is

established by counting. Because of the

ti

Microprocessor

control

V.co. tune
V. c o

f-rg .550MHz f fLF x 4/N

Fig.10. U.h.f. translation loop.
From translation v.c.o.
fTR (553-558 MHz)
Phase

Low-pass

filter

detector

510-548MHz

50MHz

fc

Mixer

division by 32, the noise and jitter of the l.f.
interpolation v.c.o. and hence the I.f. slave
v.c.o. which follows it, is more like that of a

1MHz oscillator, i.e in this context, very
low.The u.h.f. synthesizer in Fig.7 transfers
the sweeps from the I.f. synthesizer to the
u.h.f. range of phase -locking the y.t.o. As
can be seen from Fig.10, l.f. synthesizer

sweeps are digitally divided by the same
harmonic number involved in the y.t.o.
loop, then multiplied by four in the translation loop itself. The output from the translation v.c.o. covers 553 to 558MHz, with less
than 0.25MHz occupied by sweep.
The cavity v.c.o. loop in Fig.11 carries the
sweeps and also provides continuous coverage at the y.t.o., by causing the y.t.o. to step
in 10MHz intervals. It uses two dividers; the
N divider compensates for harmonic multiplication, so that the smallest change in the
m divider causes a 10MHz y.t.o. shift. There
are 27 steps to fill in the 270MHz or so gaps
between the y.t.o. harmonic lock points.
Following through the system, we see that

Loop filter

Cavity v.c.o.

ti

Microprocessor
control

fc = f TR - 50MHz x m

the net multiplication factor of the

=

fTR - 20MHz x m

5N/2

Fig.11. U.h.f. cavity v.c.o. loop.

l.f.

control via the GPIB, the microprocessor

synthesizer is two, so the process has forced

sets the system to the correct mode, depend-

the y.t.o. to have the drift and jitter of a

ing on the span. If the full synthesizer is

free -running 2MHz oscillator on the nar-

required, the cavity oscillator is tuned close
to the correct frequency by setting the cavity

rowest sweeps (l.f. interpolation oscillator at
around 32MHz divided by 32 and multiplied

by 2), which is considerably better than a
free -running 5 to 9GHz y.t.o.

USE OF THE MICROPROCESSOR

Once a reference frequency and span are
selected from the front panel or by remote

and translation loop dividers. The y.t.o. is
then steered close to the desired frequency
and locks to a cavity harmonic (the processor checks for lock) and the reference voltage is removed from the y.t.o. loop and
applied to the l.f. master or interpolation
oscillator. The correct frequencies are established by an iterative process of steering and
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a
counting, and when all is ready, sweeps are

PERFORMANCE

applied to the appropriate oscillator. Frequencies are checked at intervals to ensure

The resultant performance can be gauged
from Figs. 12 and 13. Figure 12 illustrates

accuracy.

a

In order that the system can work at all,
the tuning law of most of the oscillators is

the instrument's close -to -carrier resolution
when measuring a 50MHz crystal oscillator
with the 3Hz filter. Note the absence of 50Hz

calibrated using the instrument's special
diagnostic and calibration software. As all
the hardware is self-contained, this can be

power line sidebands. When tuned to

done in circumstances of field repair, no

the instrument is close to 5GHz. Figure 13
demonstrates the f.m. demodulation mode

50MHz, the first local oscillator frequency in

other instruments being required.

a

A d8
0. 0

50n

2383

DC TG off

trum analyser group. His spare -time interests include astronomy, amateur radio
and music.
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applications.
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Pattern recognition by Mike James. BSP

5Hz

Professional Books, £12. Introductory text
at undergraduate level, covering basic image processing techniques from a practical
engineering standpoint. Includes listings of
various Basic subroutines. The author was

Fig.12. Close -to -carrier resolution of a 50MHz crystal oscillator. Hum sidebands
80dB down can be resolved.

a

seen, illustrating the considerable stability
of the first local oscillator, now operating in

and is now Principal Engineer of the spec-
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fluctuations of the combination of the signal
source and the analyser's own oscillator are

Ian Braithwaite, B.Sc., has been with Marconi Instruments at St Albans for eleven years
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que known as slope detection). These are
traced out against time, to show frequency
deviation against time. Random frequency

the region of 9GHz.
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final i.f. some way down the filter characteristic so that frequency fluctuations are
turned into voltage fluctuations (a techni-
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Polytechnic and has worked with the image

processing group at University College,
London; this volume is a companion to his
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Automatic control engineering by Francis

H. Raven. Fourth edition, McGraw Hill,
£12.50. Based on the author's course on
control engineering at the University of
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methods, analogue computers and digital
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systems,
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BBC Basic 86 on the Amstrad PC's and IBM
compatibles by N. Kantaris and K. Thomp-

son: Book 1 - Language. Bernard Babani
(publishing) BP243, £3.95. Introduction to

a
a
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Ref

4. 025000943GHz

Inc

0Hz

FM demod
L

1

Res bw

sl

the p.c. version of the widely -praised structured Basic developed for the BBC Micro-

computer. Authors are with the computer

department of the Camborne School of

Fig.13. Measurement of residual f.m. on a 4GHz input signal using f.m. demodulation

Mines in Cornwall. Book 2 will deal with

mode.

graphics and disc files.
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V -series microprocessors
To improve computing performance you can either throw
your software investment away and start again or use a
more advanced processor that runs existing programs.
IAN ROCK

High density integration is not simply a

matter of finer patterns and smaller
chips. As the integration density in-

V8X

creases so, too, do the problems of heat

In addition to the functional improvements incorporated into the V20N30, a

dissipation. Complementary-mos technology, with its inherent low power dissipation,
is an obvious solution to this problem. It has
been used successfully in v.l.s.i. products for

32bit

some time but, until fairly recently, was
limited by the low speeds of early c-mos
technology. As a result, advantage could
only be taken of the increased complexity of

the prefetch pointer, in the bus -control unit,
operating independently to increase execution speed even further.

r

V40

V25

around 500mW.

A development of the V20, the V25 is a
complete single -chip microcomputer incorporating 16Kbyte of on -chip rom, 256 bytes

V50

of on -chip ram mapped into 1Mbyte of

V30

V20

choice of 8 or 10MHz clock speed is also
available and power dissipation is only

v.l.s.i. where speed was not of primary

external memory space, and eight register
banks. Program execution is optimized by a
three -stage pipeline processor utilizing the

concern.

By 1975, NEC had developed a c-mos
process capable of producing highly reliable

dual data bus maximum speed.

devices using 5.5µm geometry n -channel
technology. Before the end of the decade,

On -chip peripherals include two serial
channels, a programmable two -channel

..PD8086

three generations of 8080 based micro-

.PD8088

processors had been introduced, culminating in the 031)780.

16bit

The introduction of 16bit micro-

d.m.a. controller, and a three-channe116-bit
timer. Other features of the device include
interrupt control with eight programmable

priority levels and eight -bit external bus.

processors in the early 1980s gave designers

Powerful and compact, the V20 is designed
for applications such as process control and

PD780

a choice of external bus configurations to
suit the requirements of individual applications. Both the 8088 and the 8086, which
soon became industry standard devices, had

communications. A 16 -bit version, V35,
similarly based on the V30, is to be introduced shortly together with V25N35 ver-

..PD8085

a 16bit internal bus with 8bit and 16bit

sions optimized for real time operating

external bus widths respectively.

systems.

Continuing to build on this established
product base, NEC introduced the V -series

INTEGRATED PERIPHERALS

V20N30, Fig.1, enabling both new and

Higher integration capabilities and consequent increases in packing density have

existing equipment to benefit from significantly increased speeds. Besides being pin
compatible with 8086 processors the V20/
V30 can also handle all of the instructions of
these earlier devices. Included in the set of

8bit

greater complexity in microprocessor deFig.1. All microprocessors in the V -series
family can take advantage of the extensive

101 instructions are unique bit-field/bit-

range of 8080/8086 software already

manipulation operators and PUSH/POP instructions for multiple register transfer.

available.

Speed increases of some 30-40% are

mode in the instruction word, carries out

directly attributable to the introduction of a
dual bus architecture, Fig.2. In single -bus
processors, speed is restricted by the serial
processing of frequently used two -operand
instructions requiring two clock cycles. This

the appropriate calculation and transfers the
result into the data pointer register, DP, of
the bus -interface unit. Only two clock cycles
are required for effective -address generation, a function that would take five to twelve

bottleneck is eliminated by means of a 16 -bit
main data bus and a separate 16 -bit sub -data
bus arranged symmetrically about the regis-

clock cycles using the normal micro-

ter set. This concept improves the processing speed of all instructions linking two
operands, by enabling the arithmetic logic
unit (a.l.u.) to be loaded with 16 -bit data
while simultaneously transmitting 16 -bit
data.

Much of a processor's execution time is
spent in address generation. Special hardware, designed to support effective address
generation, recognizes the valid addressing

256

provided two potential development routes:

program method.
Other high-speed functions incorporated

into the V20N30 include a shifter that
enables 16 -bit multiplication/division to be
carried out up to four times faster. A 16 -bit

loop counter also eliminates repetitious
counting operations and increases shift/
rotation and block transfer speeds by many
times.
The two -level pipeline structure of the
c.p.u. is supported by two program counters,
one within the execution unit and the other,

sign, and the provision of on -chip peripherals for more compact systems.
The V40N50 fall into the latter category.

Based upon the V20N30 c.p.u. their
peripheral complement includes controllers
for interrupts, direct memory access d.m.a.
serial communication, timer, etc., classify-

ing the V40N50 as integrated -function
microprocessors.
Identical 16 bit internal architectures and

external 8bit (V40) and 16bit (V50) data
buses characterize the processors. Total
software compatibility with their V20N30
predecessors is ensured by the same 101 instruction set, and an emulation mode
continues the upward compatibility policy
for 8080 software. The same bit field manipulation instructions, allowing high-speed

processing, and addition/subtraction/
comparison instructions for packed binarycoded decimal string data, are provided as
well as basic arithmetic and logical instructions. These capabilities, and the ability to
address up 1Mbyte of external memory space
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and 64Kbyte of i/o space independently,
make the V40N50 particularly suitable for

Bus
buffer

grar:iics, binary-coded decimal, and electronic point -of -sale applications. They can enhance workstation power and add MS-DOS
compatibility to low-cost terminals.
The introduction of the next generation of
advanced microprocessors called for a series
of detailed studies to identify the optimum

4

l Ale/PSO - AtS/PS3
(ADO - ADIS)*
ADO - AD7, A7 LBSO

SUFFEN(SSO).

)BUFR/WISSI1
g

Program segment

Status
control

Stack segm nt

architecture. It was concluded that 16 -bit
architecture would place restrictions on the

development of future designs. A more

ASTSU2S01,INTAK ((0S11.

RD. WRIBUSLOCKI

Data segme 11

ScLG

Data segment 2

Ready
Reset

Prefetch

general main-frame type of architecture was
required as a basis for more powerful microprocessors, and the decision to move away

104;11SS21

Po

nter

Poll

Data poin e
TEMP

from the classic V20N30 architecture was
made. The supermicro V60N70 generation

bILDRO IFTCVAK01

00

(31

02

03

04

05

HLDAK (146/AKit
NMI

was to be based upon von Neumann

INT

architecture and would have a complex
Loop counter

instruction set.
The strength of the instruction set of such
a complex processor depends as much on the
extent of its symmetry and orthogonality* as
on the number of addressing modes and data
types supported. The V60N70 instruction

Bus
control
unit
d3Cltt

OK

Program counter
A

L

General
purpose

Execution
and
(EXU)

Effective address
generator

register
Index X

set was created according to well defined

Index Y

guidelines - it had to be easy to decode and

Base painter

must support high-level languages. As a

pInstruCII0q
storage

Stack painter

result, it is both symmetrical and orthogonal
and supports 21 addressing modes with 14
data types.
The V60 operates at a speed of 3.5 million

Microdata
29

bus

Temporary registers
TC
TA

instructions per second and the V70, 6.6
million. Throughput is maximized by a
six -stage pipelining architecture, Fig.3.

Shiner

TB

"'Sequence
control

allowing up to four instructions to be carried
out simultaneously. These six stages are the

ALU

Instruction decoder

bus -control unit, ecu, prefetch unit, PFU,
instruction -decode unit, IDU, effective address generator, EAG, memory -management unit, MMU, and the execution unit, EXU,
Fig.4.

, Program status word
Sub data bus (161

Main data bus 1161

Pipeline processing begins with the pre -

fetch unit, which continually fetches instructions and stores them in a 16 -byte
prefetch queue, PFQ, on a first -in -first -out

basis. While the instruction is being executed, the instruction -decode unit decodes

the next instruction from the prefetch
queue, initializes the effective -address
generator according to the addressing mode,

and puts the decoded instruction into the
decoded instruction queue, DIQ.

Activated by the instruction decoder, the
effective -address generator reads and calculates the operand address then sends it to the

memory -management unit for address
translation. Effective addresses are then sent

to the bus -control unit to fetch operands
from memory. The execution unit, a 32bit

processing unit consisting of micro sequencer and arithmetic and logic unit,
includes general and privileged registers. A
three -bus structure connects the execution

unit to the a.l.u., the barrel shifter and the
effective address generator. Floating-point
operations for both conventional arithmetic
*In a symmetrical instruction set, operations are
reversible. For example, if an instruction SUB A,B

exists, then SUB B,A also exists. Orthogonality

describes regular and consistent treatment of
operations among data types. If operation ADD is
applicable to word -integer data types, it is also
applicable to packed decimal, word -floating, and
all other data types.
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Applies to V30

Fig.2. On a microprocessor with a single
internal bus, frequently used two -operand

arrangement has the advantage that main
memory does not have to be accessed for

instructions have to be processed one

register manipulation or for effective -

operand after the other, taking two cycles.
Having two internal buses increases processing speed by some 30 to 40%.

address generation.
The privilege register set is reserved for
the management of program -execution and
processor -control environments. It can be
divided into four classes: memory -management, system -management and program debug registers, and stack -pointer caches.
Consistent task and task -switching man-

and conversion functions, are fully supported on -chip for 16 and 32 -bit data. The
IEEE 754 standard, with extensive error checking, is also implemented.
The V60N70 instruction set is very large,
comprising 273 instructions and accommo-

agement is assured in multi -tasking environments by provision of special task and

dating both fixed and variable data sizes.
Flexibility is enhanced by 21 addressing

task -point registers, and the c.p.u. can
address up to four gigabytes of virtual mem-

modes, and 32 general purpose registers are
provided to ensure rapid code execution.

ory per task. The 4Gbyte virtual address

In 'native' mode, the instruction set is
capable of handling system -management
operations by providing high-level instructions for virtual -memory management, i/o,
inter -process synchronization, and control transfer operations. Special emphasis is laid
on symmetry and orthogonality throughout
the entire instruction set.

Layout of the register set plays a major
role in the performance of both hardware
and software. In the V60N70, the 32 -bit
register set, which forms part of the execution unit, comprises 32 general-purpose, 23
privileged and two dedicated registers. This

space is divided into 1Gbyte sections each
consisting of 1024 areas of 256 pages, each
4Kbytes deep. Address translation and mem-

ory management are overseen by on -chip
hardware and firmware.

Memory protection for areas and pages
can be set at four levels, level zero corresponding to the privileged level which can,
generally, only be accessed by the operating
system. Area protection specifies the least
privileged level at which programs are permitted to access data, while page protection
affects all information on the relevant page.
Microprocessor failure in systems such as

satellite communications can be catas257

Pretetch
Instruction
Decode

EA Generator
Address
Translation
Operand
Access
Execution

Fig.3. Six -stage pipelining in the V60/V70
processors allows up to four instructions
to be carried out simultaneously.

Prefetch unit

(PFU)

Bus -controller
(8CU)

Data
bus

Prefetch
queue

interface

Fig.4. These six main elements of the
V60/V70 processors form the six stages of

the pipeline, starting with the instruction
prefetch unit

trophic. In order to ensure high reliability,

Instruction
decoder

Decoder

fault -tolerant systems, V60N70 devices are

Effective

Memory

address gen.

management

EA

Generator

TLB

Address
bus
interface

provided with a functional -redundancy
monitor. A second (or subsequent) microp-

rocessor, operating in parallel with the
master device which is driving the bus, is
used to indicate a malfunction if a mismatch
occurs. The malfunction signal activates a

fault interrupt line, common to all processors in the system, allowing the defective
c.p.u. to be identified and the system to be
reconfigured accordingly.
Already in development, the next generation of NEC supermicros, V80, extends the

(IOU)

24
32

(EA6)

Sequencer

General
Micro rom

registers

ALU

Barrel
shifter

complexity, the flexibility and the speed of
the V -series even further.

Ian Rock is Product Marketing Engineer
with NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd.

Execution unit

(EXU)

I/O handling using C
A microprocessor with an internal data -base and macro
service feature allows direct access of i/o peripherals by
high-level languages such as C.
ALISTAIR GREENHILL
interrupts within C.

space, making direct access to

from NEC minimizes these tasks by incorporating two features which allow efficient handling of the internal peripherals directly from

Software for the V25 is compatible with
V20N30 16 -bit microprocessors, and eight

peripheral systems difficult, even impossible.

the C language. One of these features, a

register banks and powerful high speed inter-

In order to handle peripherals residing in
routines are required. Similarly, assembly level routines may be necessary to switch
between interrupt processing modules writ-

relocatable, memory -mapped internal data
base, overcomes the problem of separate
peripheral i/o addresses by mapping all the
internal peripheral -control registers in one
area. The second, a macro -service feature,

rupt handling improve performance in control applications. Figure 1 shows the internal
structure of the V25, with on -chip features
such as 16 -bit timers, direct memory access

ten in high level format.
The V25 16 -bit single -chip microcomputer

performs predefined interrupt routines in
microcode, removing the need to handle

High level languages such as C expect all

data to reside in the same address

separate

258

i/o address areas, assembly -level

controller, and serial interfaces.

Two 256 -byte blocks form the internal
data -base area. The lower block contains eight
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to

0
AO -A19
r-)

P2O/DMAROO

P21/DMAAKO

Programmable

P23/DMARQ1
P24/DMAAK1

controller

--- RESET

L

DMA

HLOAK/P26

P25/TD--1

HLDRQ/P2 7
READY/P1 7
T x DO
R x DO

Serial

Internal

communication
interface

Internal ram

CTSO

TxD1
RxD1

Baud rate

registers

P16/SCK0

CTS1

P1O/NMI
P11/INTPO
P12/NT-01
INTAK/P13/TN-115-2

MREQ

rom
16 Kbyte

256 Byte

General-purpose

MST

R/W

Macro service

generator

- IOST8

channel

- ADD
Instruction decoder
micro sequencer

Programmable

interrupt
controller

GND

Queue

micro rom

Pt 4/INTR
/POLL

DO -D7

TOUT/P15

REPRO

CKOUT/P07

PO

P1

X1

Port with
comparator

Port

16 -bit timer

P2

PTO_

Osc
X2

VREF

banks of general registers, of which banks 0

Fig.1. Internal structure of the V25 single -

appropriate register. Take for example the

and 1 may also be used for macro -service or as

chip microcomputer. Besides a 1Mbyte

serial control register,

d.m.a. control channels. All the internal

address range and internal d.m.a. controller,
this processor has facilities that allow highlevel languages such as C to access
peripheral i/o directly.

special -function registers which control the
integrated peripherals are contained in the
upper block. The entire internal data -base
area may be mapped into the top of any 4K
block of the 1Mbyte address space. Within the
data base the registers may be addressed as a
byte only, as a word only, as a word or byte, or
as a byte or bit.
The most efficient way of accessing this type
of area in C is to define a structure made up of
character data types (8 -bit) and integer data
types (16 -bit). This structure is arbitrarily
given the name s.f.r., or special -function

register. Each element is given the name of
the appropriate register as defined in the V25

user manual. The first few lines of the
structure would look something like,

struct sfr

char PO
char PMO
char PMCO
char du m00 [051
char P1

ing an external variable at the beginning of
any C source, for example,

extrn struct sfr * IDB;

The pointer must exist as a physical location
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+TxEN
+RxEN
+ CHAR_8

in data memory, initialized with the correct
value by a start up routine, normally written
in assembler. This takes control from the

/* data bits:
also char 7 */
+ NO_PARITY/* no,zero,odd,
even possible*/
+ STOP_1;
/* stop bits

RESET

address and performs the following basic
functions,

- Initialize the segment registers.
- Initialize the stack pointer.
- Define the location of the data -base area in
memory by writing to location FFFFF16 at
which the data -base register is always located.
- Define a location called IDB which contains

This produces the correct bit pattern because

the following substitutions, defined in an
'include' file, will be performed by the preprocessor, List 1.

The logical way to deal with individual bit

either a full pointer to the base of the addressing would be to define each register
internal data -base area or an offset from the

data -segment register, depending on
whether a large or small C model is used.

- Call the main C module, usually called
MAIN.

as a union of character variable and bit -field
List 1. Serial control register definitions.

possible to refer to any register with the

define ASYNC
define SYNC
define RxEN
define RxDIS

following structures,

define STOP_1

Within the C source program it with now be
This defines the port and port -mode registers,
the dummy -character array being used to skip
undefined address locations.
Since the internal data -base area is located
in an absolute area of memory defined by the
value in the data -base register, the position of
the data base structure must be passed to any
C program in the form of a pointer to an s.f.r.
type structure. This can be achieved by defin-

IDB ->SCM1 =ASYNC

/* set up serial
channel 1 */
/* mode; sync.
or async. */

IDB ->TMCO = 0 x 33;
/* load timer control reg. zero */

1

0

64
0

define STOP__2

0
4

define CHAR.J

0

define CHAR

8

8

IDB ->WIC = 0 x 2244;
/* load wait -state control reg. */

0
define NO_PARITY
define ZERO_PARITY 16

Byte or word addressing

define ODD_PARITY 32
define EVEN_PARITY 48

is

automatically

produced by the compiler.
To make the C source code more readable it
is possible to define a set of key words as bit
masks for each register such that the arithmetic sum of the required key words will produce

/' asynchronous mode 1
/' i/o interface mode 1
/' receiver enable '/
/' receiver disable 7
/* 1 stop bit '1
/' 2 stop bits -/

/' 7 data bits'/
/* 8 data bits'/

define TxEN
define TxDIS

128 /* transmitter enable "./
0
/ transmitter disable */

define CLK_INT
define CLK_EXT

0

define TSK

8

1

/' internal clock for i/o mode 'I
/' external clock for i/o mode 7
/' trigger serial Rx clock bit '/

a bit pattern which may be written to the
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variables for example,
union {

Fi g.2. As with

unsigned TMMK
unsigned TMF

MSP

that a register :4;
:1;
:1;
:1;
:1;

0

MSS

services require

char BYTE:

struct {
unsigned dum
unsigned ENCS
unsigned MS_INT

8

xxE401616

d.m.a., macro

based control
block is selected
for each channel.

xxE3816

Not used

SCHR

SF RP

MSC

Channel 7

Internal data -

These blocks are
mapped within
register bank zero.

ram area

} BIT;

11.

}TMIC1;

xx E 0816

MSS
MSP

A byte write operation might appear as,
IDB ->TMIC1. BYTE = Ox 10;

and a bit write operation might appear as,

XX

IDB ->TMICI.BIT.ENCS = 1;

Unfortunately C defines bit fields in integer -

type data locations which result in a 16 -bit
quantity on the V25. Therefore a union of a
character variable and a bit field will allocate
two bytes of storage making it impossible to
define two consecutive bit -addressable 8bit
registers.

The solution is to define three pseudo

SCHR

SFRP

MSC

MSS - Macro service segment
pointer
MSP - Macro service pointer

Fig.3. Typical

macro service for
transmitting up to
256 characters
followed by a null
on serial channel

SCHR - Search character

(decremented by 1 every

time an interrupt request
occurs)

Transmit data
buffer

MSP (16)

switch interrupt saves present processor status in temporary registers within the current
register bank, the register bank is switched
and processing immediately continues as defined by the registers in the new bank. Macro
servicing is the third interrupt type.
Macro service interrupts cause the c.p.u. to
pause between execution of two instructions

MSC (8)

it

Tx B

Tx D

Set

mtertace

Fig. 3 shows how these blocks are mapped

handled by polling, standard interrupt or a

within register -banks zero and one. The
macro -service control block contains the following; 16bit segment and 16bit offset memory pointers; an 8bit offset address within the

context switch.

data base to the required special function
register; an 8bit transfer count, and an 8bit

include definitions of the control blocks to

search character.
Figure 4 shows a typical example of a macro

service in use. Here, a string of up to 256

known, the transfer count

maximum of 256.
In operation, a character will be sent to the

eight or sixteen bits may be transferred on
each occasion and for 8bit transfers a data
comparison option may be selected.
Control of macro -service operation is similar to control of direct memory access in that a

register -based control block is selected for
each active channel. Eight macro -service
channels can be operated at any one time, and
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control

_J

anywhere in the 1Mbyte address space. Either

The transfer must always be between a

service

IP-S)

nal data -base area and a memory location

defined as the macro -service control channel.

Macro

Interrupt
request flog

memory -mapped control register in the inter-

memory -to -memory data transfer. Internal
data paths are used, but this has no effect on
any of the working registers, other than those

Decrement by 1

Internal bus

characters, terminated with a null character,
is to be transmitted by the first serial channel.
The data -base address pointer is set to the
transmit -buffer address and macro service
selected for the buffer -empty interrupt. The
memory pointer is set to the beginning of the
character string and the search character is
defined as null. As the string length is un-

while the microcode executes a single

Increment by 1

SFRP (8)

cross between an interrupt and a direct

vectors to an interrupt routine. A context

Memory address

MSB (16)

Memory

which will force the compiler to manipulate
register TMIClusing byte reads and writes.
To facilitate these operations all bit names
are defined with a value equivalent to an 8bit

memory access transfer. Any interrupt may be
selected to behave in one of three ways.
In a conventional interrupt, present processor status is pushed to stack and program flow

MSP

MSC - Macro service counter

IDB->TMIC1 = IDB->TMIC1 I 0 x 80;

Macro service describes a function of the
V25 microcomputer which behaves like a

0000

MSS

pointer

processor to produce,

mask with a bit set at the appropriate position.
For example the timer mask flag, TMF, shown
above is converted to 128 = 1000 00002 by the
pre-processor.

Generation of
20- bit address

SFRP- Special function register

one.

functions, bit set, bit clr and bit tst which are
used as "bit set (rmici,TmF);". This causes the
timer mask flag, TMF, in the first timer -mode

register to be set. Define statements in the
appropriate 'include' file will cause the pre-

E 0 0 16

Channel

Not used

is

set to the

transmit buffer automatically on each interrupt, incrementing the memory pointer and

decrementing the transfer count on each

Since the macro and d.m.a. control channels are memory mapped, they may easily be

referred to by C. The s.f.r. structure can
allow reference to macro channels 2-7 thus,
IDB ->CH3.MSP = Ox 1122;
load macro service ch. pointer with 112216

Channels zero and one may be used either for

direct memory access or macro control,
therefore the use must also be defined,
IDB ->CHO.MAC.MSC = Ox 77;
load macro service counter ch.0 with 7716
IDB ->CH1.DMA.TC = 0 x 4455;
load d.m.a. ch. 1, terminate with 445516

Memory -mapped internal peripherals and the
macro service function of the V25 microcon-

troller allow efficient, readable code for
peripheral handling to be written in the C
language. In addition, basic interrupt driven
i/o may be controlled within C without the

occasion. When the search character is detected or the transfer count reaches zero, the

need for assembly -level interrupt handlers.

macro service will be disabled and the normal
interrupt -request flag set. This request may be

Alistair L. Greenhill is Applications Manager
with NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd.
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a
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Oscilloscopes PM3055
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TA2000 Logic Analyser,
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TD201 Digital Storage
adaptor, 200KHz

£2,950
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Power Supply
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The Archer Z80 61)C
a

The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,
counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.
ENTER 23 ON REPLY CARD

The )owman 68000 6bC
a

The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.

* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.
-a

4.
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acrwood Data 6 term Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067
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L.J. Technical Systems

MODICOM
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The Complete
Digital Communications
Training System

Now available from L.J. Technical Systems is a
modular system that meets the needs of modern
communications training.

The MODICOM series covers the spectrum of Digital
Communications training from signal sampling and
re -construction through to fibre optic technology.
For full details on the MODICOM System contact:.
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ALL THE SCOPE YOU MAY EVER NEED
ON PAPER!
We are not decrying today's excellent test instruments but we think you ought to know

1. No longer must you wait until a circuit is built before you can test it and

2. No longer must you wait until it is in production before you can sample its
behaviour statistically.

/
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74LSOO

7406
7407
74LS244
74LS245
74LS373
74HCOO

Effect of component tolerances in a filter
Waveform through switching circuit
Those Engineers have always offered the highest performance in analogue circuit

simulation. The latest version of ECA-2 is stacked even higher with useful features (fully
programmable signal generator, Monte Carlo and Worst Case tolerance analysis, Fourier

analysis of transients) and is up to four times faster than before. Circuits of over 500
nodes and 2500 components can be modelled. Its non-linear representations allow
switches, diodes (including zeners), JFETs, MOSFETs, BJTs, SCRs, discharge lamps,
motors and etc to be modelled complete with any saturation characteristics. Transducers
and signal conditioners can also be modelled using polynomial functions. Most
importantly, despite its capabilities, ECA-2 is easy to use and user-friendly. Interfaces are
now available to schematic and PCB design software.
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74HC14
74HC153
74HC244
74HC245
74HC259
74HC373
74HC374

KESTREL ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS LTD.
All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.
Many other items available.
`Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'
1+

50+
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Cossor Oscilloscope CDU150(C7531/3)
£150 only. Solid state general purpose

Test Equipment we hold a large stock of
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Signal
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- Spectrum
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(1) - mains lead. Tested in fair condition
with operating instructions - £150.00.
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Receivers. 500KC/S to 30MC/S in 30 bands 1MC/S wide from £175. All receivers
are air tested and calibrated in our
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A3 Racal Modern
Encryption
Equipment - Racal Modern Morse
Readers and Senders - Clark Air
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Government being surplus equipment price
is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries. Phone for
appointment for demonstration of any
items, also availability or price change
V.A.T. and carriage extra.
EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,
84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRRENSHAW,

BRADFORD, B01 I 2ER TEE NO (02/41 684007.
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Variations on the theme
of patents
Inventors can find it very difficult to obtain the protection
that patents are supposed to provide.
R.J. REDDING
If one invents some radically fresh form of

rodent exterminator - as opposed to a

Multiplier

better mousetrap - then patents are

Analogue

implement and so the original patent rights
will have died before recognition occurs.

-

One patent that might never have been

granted was this speech scrambler in-

tended for use with CB radio and
radiophones. The US National Security
Agency decided that it could use the

can influence the future of a whole industry
then it is a different matter and becomes one
of National concern.

intervention of a senator, the order was
rescinded and the Phasorphone became

An invention like the transistor and the
everywhere, but we have to find the right
way to apply it. The lone inventor may see a
widget to eliminate an intractable problem,

but what can he do about it? A entire
industry has to be convinced before it will
move and no amount of Government ex-

hortation or pump -priming money will
necessarily cause this to happen. Yet unless
an industry exploits its opportunities, then
the country is bound to go into a decline in
comparison with more adventurous ones.
Though the UK is good at inventing, it is

not so adept at applying and making real
worthwhile steps forward, and hence the
'brain drain' and the fact that many inventions that start in the UK are bought back
from abroad many years later.

However, such generalizations get us
nowhere. Let us take some specific examples, which perforce will be somewhat personal because my aim is to point out some

pitfalls - and new opportunities for the
individual, for it takes enthusiasm and the
right idea to make it happen, and here is the
inventor that matters.

a

R

a

Cl

Digital

practice which works at least for a simple
clear cut case which can be handled by one
organisation. If, however, one discovers
some technique that is widely applicable or

microprocessor has resounding effects

One shot

multivibrator

>

Most radical changes take at least 20 years to

might get recognised in 10 years, only to face
a similar period of legal battles.
A reputable organisation will not deal with
an inventor unless the ownership of ideas is
clear. The patent system is a time-honoured

Two slope switch
R

unlikely to be much help to the inventor.

Sometimes an active and vocal inventor

Active rectifier

system and slapped a secrecy order on it.

After a news story in Science and the
US patent No. 4,188,580. Details of nation
al and international patents are available

cream (which
(which is rather inconvenient for
orifice plates) and it gained a reputation for
measuring foods and similar substances.
Around 1980 there was a move to amalgamate instrument companies by associating a
number to give complete coverage of industrial requirements, so the new company was a
unique take-over acquisition. This seemed

to excite the competition because several
other Coriolis flowmeters started to appear
and a writ for a patent infringement was

through the UK Patent Information Network at major public libraries throughout

issued against one of them.

the country.

chance against the might of a conglomerate
but a further would -be -king intervened, and

years) and the further move to all -solid-state
electronics is painfully slow.

Consider the measurement of liquid and
gas flow. The vast majority of flowmetering
is on the basis of putting in a flow

restriction (orifice plate or venturi) and
seeing how much energy is lost across it.
There are all -electrical ways; for example,
Michael Faraday demonstrated on the River

Thames in 1890 how to use the earth's
magnetic field, but only a few per cent of

industrial flowmeters use that principle
today.

Let us take, as an example, one of the few
innovations in flow measurement in the last

decade. A small company in Colorado
evolved a new flowmeter about 1973 based
on Coriolis forces. This is the principle of the
gyroscope and inertial navigation. If something is rotating, then there is a resistance to

a change in the plane of rotation. This

Now a small upstart company has little

so it became a battle of the giants. The
eventual outcome that the patents were not
upheld, so we now have two conglomerates
at logger -heads and anyone can make the

same sort of thing, and the originator is
probably feeling very sorry for himself.
I write this with feeling, because I have an

even broader method of flow measurement
which doesn't need the tube arrangement at

all, and works directly by converting the
fluid velocity into hertz via a sound wave, by
solving the equation for wave motion. What
is more, it works on gases as well as liquids,

and is currently being examined by British
Gas for use in a domestic gas meter. I hold
patents on this in a number of countries, so
what can I do with them to avoid getting into
the same mess?

PROBLEM FOR THE ENTREPRENEUR

resistance is a measure of the mass and the
velocity. Consequently the new bright idea

Companies readily explore an invention but
it takes a "product champion" or a persistent
lone inventor to go in opposition to the rest

EXAMPLE FROM INSTRUMENTATION

was to, form the fluid pipe into a circular

of the world and provide something new.

Take for example measurement and control

orbital path, so that the Coriolis effect causes

Even then it will be difficult to get the

technology which is surely an important

a twist in the tube. Using magnetic sensing
and vibrating the tube for extra sensitivity,

resources and the backing without giving
some of the rights for the product and most
organisations will want an exclusive license
on the patent rights.

one, since it enables electrical, mechanical

and chemical engineers to talk to one
another and control their processes! The
instrument man's dials and pointers are
gradually being replaced by electrical signals

(I have been working on this for over 40
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

this could be resolved into an electrical
signal whose frequency represented mass
flow.

Eventually this was tried on some very
difficult fluid such as toothpaste and ice

If the product has a wide impact or
universal application then the exclusivity of
patents seems disadvantageous. It would be
Continued on page 287
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Tiltmeter
This instrument can show the movement of the floor
under the weight of a person or the continental tilt caused
by the Sun and Moon.
A. REFSUM

This article describes a mercury level
with which one can detect changes in
the gravitational horizon of the order
of 10-9 radians.
Its general arrangement is shown in Fig.1.
Two plastic cups are partly filled with mer-

cury. The mercury and the air above communicate through tubes 1 and 2 respectively. Above the mercury pools are two metal
discs a and b which can be screwed down
until the spacing is typically 0.5mm. The

mercury in the cups and the discs above
form two air -spaced capacitors Ca and Cb. If
the arrangement is tilted, mercury will flow

from one end to the other and change the
levels in the cups. This changes the capacitances differentially and the change can be
sensed electronically.
In the basic bridge circuit (Fig.2) a 1MHz
oscillator provides excitation to the capacitors. At balance there is no voltage between
the common mercury electrode of the capa-

citors and the mid point of the excitation
coil; any imbalance will generate a voltage
between these two points, which is amplified
and phase -sensitive rectified for an unambi-

General arrangement of the tilt meter. Any displacement of the mercury
brought about by tilting alters the capacitance between the mercury surface in the
Fig.1.

cups and the discs above.

guous display of the tilt.
If a small change 6s in s, the height of the

The rate of displacement of mercury from
one cup to the other must be equal to the

disc above the mercury, results in a voltage
Su across the balance points when the bridge
is driven by a voltage U, then, neglecting any
stray capacitances, these quantities are related thus:

rate of flow in the connecting tube:

au/U=6s/s

Neglecting fringing, the capacitance of a
parallel -plate capacitor is given by eo.A/s. If
the minimum readily detectable voltage Su
is 100 with a driving voltage U of 10V and a

mercury -disc spacing s of 1 mm, then the

4

angle of detectable tilt is one nanoradian.

This represents about the thickness of a

dh

7rd2

dt

4

As the level in one cup falls, the level in the
other rises. The difference in levels therefore

changes twice as fast as the level in either
cup - hence the leading factor of 1/2 in the
fluid continuity equation.
The three pressures sum to zero,

pl +p2 +p3 =0

minimum detectable change Ss

is one
nanometre. For comparison, the wavelength
of visible light is about 0.5nm. The tilt that
will cause this shift depends on the baseline.
If this is assumed to be lm, it follows that the

This can be reduced to a single, linear,
second -order differential equation:
O1*
z.

Mercury flows from one cup to the other
under the influence of three effects:

+d2

264

Periodic time T=2

'n

1/(S-D)/2/g.D/d

Damping factor t = T.8. iL/Tr/p/d2

This shows that the response is a damped

gravity: p1=- p.g.h

oscillation. Damping can be made critical for

inertia: p2 =p (S-D) dv/dt

baseline S= 750mm with cups D= 90mm if
the connecting tube is of 3.5mm diameter.

viscous friction: p3 =32 (S-D).p...v/d2

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT

In the electronic circuit (Fig.3) Tr1 and Tr2
form a push-pull oscillator. The frequency
determining factors are the inductance L
and capacitors Ca, Cb. Tr3 to Tro form a
long -tail compound gain pair followed by
Try-Trio in a current -switching phase sensitive rectifier.
The 50-0-50 microammeter senses the
average current difference between the two
sides of the current switch. Since the instru-

ment may be subject to ± lrnA current
excursions, a shunting resistor R10 is best
left in the circuit until balance is
approached.

Circuits using fewer than 10 transistors
can readily be devised. However, the stability

and lack of critical components in the
present design make it hard to beat. For ease

h+ -2t.-dh+ h = disturbance
dt2 (Op dt

florin over a 150 mile baseline.
FLUID BALANCE

In this case the periodic time of the tiltmeter
is 29.6s, with a damping factor of 0.706 (the
density of mercury p=13550kWm3, viscosity
p.=1.554Wm/s and g=9.81m/s/s).

of adjustment and stability, the potentiometer R11 should be a multi -turn type and
R3, R9 high stability types. Frequency drift in

the oscillator, transistor gain spread and
temperature drift have comparatively little
effect.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

Main components are shown in Fig.1 with
typical dimensions. The cups can be made

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

"You can detect a man standing

on a concrete floor..."

.9V

RM10 400

Fig.2. Imbalance between the two capaci-

tors (the mercury cups) will result in an
output from the bridge.

from 25mm Perspex; the machining is not
very critical.
The discs are best made from stainless

10t

10t

20t

20t

250.01'000

C

Cb

steel. Again, dimensions are not critical. The
stem should be square on the disc and have a

fine thread, 0.5mm or less. Fine threads are
readily machined on a lathe, but the tap for a
fine thread is more difficult to come by. If the
stem is taken through the perspex lid directly,

10k

R3

18k

R2

18k

7r6

drilling an undersized hole and just

forcibly screwing the stem through, while

6

10k

still lined up in the lathe, may be adequate.
Connecting pipes should be stainless steel

or glass. If stub ends are screwed into the
perspex cup and lid, heat -shrink plastic
tubing can be used to connect the pipes to
them.
The whole assembly should be mounted
on a very firm base. A two-inch slate slab
from an old switchgear panel is one economic solution. A monumental mason may be
helpful with shaping the base.
Once mounted, the device must be set up

level on a very solid foundation. A good

concrete floor is adequate for simple
observations, but for long term use bedrock
is necessary.

Mercury slowly gives off a vapour which is

cumulatively poisonous. Spillage should
therefore be avoided. The apparatus should

be filled with mercury only when it is in its
final, well ventilated position. A very deliberate approach should be adopted to the filling
with every stage carefully rehearsed.
Mercury very readily forms a dross on the
surface. One way to avoid getting dross into

the apparatus is to suck it in through a
branchpipe in the lower pipe from below the
surface of the mercury in the storage jar. The

branchpipe in the lower pipe must have a
stop -cock and the pipe into the storage jar
must be very carefully drained after use.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Fig.3. Circuit diagram of the electronic
module. An i.c. could be used for the
phase -sensitive rectifier.

R7

470

This should be made with a fair spacing
between the mercury and the discs. Measur-

ing the frequency of oscillation with added
capacitances across the cups will, through
repeated use of the L -C resonance formula,

Sealing the end with 'Blu-tack' is one way of
trapping the last irremovable drop from the
this pipe. This approach requires access to
the underside of the apparatus. When the
mercury is to be sucked in, the cups must

have temporary airtight lids with one suction pipe fitted. The mercury surface in the
cups may be kept clear if a very small amount
of silicone oil is dropped on the surface.

give values for L and C. The latter will
include any stray, but varying the cup
capacitance by reducing the mercury -disc
spacing by known amount should make it
possible to separate the two. The frequency
at final gap setting can then be used to infer
the value of this setting. Stray capacitance
changes the multiplier 8C.s/C implied in the
equations above but not the general form.

CALIBRATION
The long hydraulic time constant makes it a
slow process to balance and calibrate the
tiltmeter. From the machining of the thread
on the disc stem the pitch should be known.

Reference

C.L. Strong. A sensitive tiltmeter that serves as a
seismometer. Scientific American November
1973.

If not it must be determined. When first
filled the tiltmeter must be given time to

Dr Alf Refsum is a senior lecturer in the

settle hydraulically before electrical balance
is attempted.

electrical and electronic engineering department of The Queen's University of Belfast.
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Microcoding and bit -slice

techniques
Microcoding for a prom can be designed on a large sheet of
paper, but there are more elegant solutions in the form of
software tools.
A. N. EDMONDS

Having determined the hardware of a
microcoded system, like the controller and 16bit c.p.u. that I described in
the January issue, the designer is left with a
group of lines intended for microcode control.
Normally, each control line connects to

the output of a registered prom, the lines
being grouped into fields in an orderly
fashion, and all the proms receive their

catered for by simply altering parameters
determined during the definitions phase.
The syntax and facilities of the assembly
phase of a meta assembler differ little from

those of any other assembler. In a normal
assembler, a source -code line consists of
instructions and operands or directives that
may produce several words of code when
assembled.

A company called Step Engineering has
produced Metastep, my personal favourite,
which has a C -like structure making comprehension and maintenance simpler.
Amdasm source files can be converted only
with difficulty into Metastep form, and the
inverse is impossible, so it will be easier to
show
Metastep examples separately.
Amdasm ran under CP/M; all the other meta

A line of meta -assembler source code
consists of field assignments or assembler
directives, and one source -code line de-

assemblers are available for a number of

addresses from the same bus. With the first
design iteration there may be too many lines
- or indeed too few.

scribes all the parallel actions that must

DEFINITION

One way of microcoding a prom is to
laboriously draw a representation of the

occur in that one cycle. After assembly, this
line becomes one row in the control store.

prom contents as a matrix of ones and zeros
on a large sheet of paper. During this task, it

META ASSEMBLERS CURRENTLY

soon becomes obvious that particular patterns occur repeatedly and that particular
groups of bits will take only a limited range
of values.

As you might expect, there are software
tools that simplify and speed up this slow and

error -prone process, and that allow you to
take advantage of patterns that occur.

computers including the Vax and IBM PC.

Using the sequencer design in the January
issue, I will attempt to show how a meta
assembler definitions file can be built up.
List 1 shows the definition of the se-

AVAILABLE

quencer in Metastep syntax and List 2 the

The now extinct father of meta assemblers

same in Amdasm. Both of these say the same

was a product called Amdasm from Advanced
Micro. Devices. Several companies now pro-

duce assemblers that are 'upwards compati-

ble' with Amdasm, such as Meta29 from
Microtech Research, and since Amdasm is
the basis of these I will give examples in it.

Fig.1. During its assembly phase a meta
assembler is much like any other assembler, but since it can assemble code for any
destination hardware it must first be fed
with specific details aboutthe hardware.

META ASSEMBLERS
Definitions

Assemblers designed to produce code for any
destination hardware are called meta

Link contro' file

processor

assemblers. To be able to produce code for
any destination hardware, meta assemblers
first need to be fed with specific information
about the. hardware configuration. Figure 1
shows the stages involved in using a meta
assembler.

Definitions file

All meta assemblers have a definitions
phase and an assembly phase. During the

Assembly filets)

MI
0

raker

V/

definitions phase, the following are defined,

- physical lines to be controlled
- fields for groups of lines
- positions of fields in the bit map
-a list of field names.

Assemble,

_

Prom

These definitions form the vocabulary of the

Prom

description files

formatter

assembly language. When making a list of
named values that each field can take, it can
be possible to define macros grouping commonly occurring field assignments.

In the assembly phase, this language is
used to produce object code. At this stage,
the hardware is effectively transparent and

late changes in hardware can often be
266

Prom output tire;
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as

a

thing: width of the microword is 48 bits, the
lowest 12 bits form a next -address field with

default zero, and the 2910 instruction -set
field

is contained in next four bits. The

instruction -set field of the 2910 microprogram controller can take on the 16 values
given with the mnemonics supplied.
Metastep and Amdasm differ in the way

Terminal

that they treat symbols. In the Metastep

a

definition, 2910 mnemonics are local to the
2910 field, i.e. you could re -use the same

mnemonic in another definition without

a
a

conflict. In Amdasm, labels of EQU equate
statements are valid globally. The Metastep
`values' statement also prevents the use of
any symbol other than those given with the
particular field.
In List 2, the line,
12910: DEF 32X,4V,12X

looks complex but merely states that label
12910 will be concerned with a four -bit vari-

able field surrounded by don't care values

and set 12 bits from the bottom of the

Fig.2. In a microcode development system,

linking function can find it.

the microcode prom for the board under

There are thus two types of code - absolute and relocatable. Most assemblers can
handle this as long as you define two seg-

development is simulated in ram. Development systems are fast and convenient, but

they are expensive and can tempt the
tweaking of microcode at bit level rather
than through the adjustment of source

ments and show which code is in which. An
ORG origin statement will tether the absolute segment to the address given.

code.

ASSEMBLER OUTPUT

microword and 32 bits from the top. The
Metastep definition speaks for itself.

DEFINITION FACILITIES

as

For the definitions process, the assemblers
offer different functions. Common features
are the position and size of a field within the
bit map, its default value, and the values that
it can hold.

Other features can be very useful. Microcoded systems can often have highly pipe -

lined data paths which means that the
control path can be skewed in time with
respect to the data path, and that instruc-

a

tions to some fields must be issued in
different cycles to others. Metastep gives you
the opportunity to describe these pipelining
skews in the definitions file and render them
transparent to the assembly code.

Macro facilities are common, enabling

a

a

the field definitions together. It also reports
overlapping field definitions. Metastep is
more long winded,
START:

12910 = CONT;
12910 = CJP, nextaddr = START;

One of the strengths of Metastep is its ability
to handle macros covering common collec-

used for several purposes. For instance, a

needed for the same control lines. Some

a

a

sical states. Some meta assemblers provide a
way of doing this, resulting in an error flag
or warning during assembly.
Finally, all assemblers provide a means of
truncating, inverting, sign -extending or

otherwise manipulating values supplied to
field assignments.
PRODUCING AN ASSEMBLY FILE

Using the Amdasm definition above, the
following is a potential code fragment for a
conditional loop.
START:

12910 CONT
12910 CJP & NXTADD START

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

proms. Having successfully assembled your
source code, two more stages remain, name List 1. Definitions of a sequencer in Meta step syntax.
demopro: instruction version ('1.00'), length(48);
nextaddr: bits(11..0), default(0);
I' The next address field for the sequencer */
2910:
bits (15..12),
values

: JRP,

: RPCT,

h'a': CRTN, h'b' : CJPP,
h'c': LDCT, h'd' : LOOP,
h'e': CONT, h'f' :TWB),

begin

2910 = CJP, nextaddr = &1

START:

h' 1' : CJS,

h'6': CJV,
h'7'
h'8': RFCT, h'9'

jump &I;

macro

(h'0': JZ,

h'2': JMAP, h'3' : CJP
h'4': PUSH, h'5' :JSRP,

defined as,

would enable the code fragment above it to
be rewritten as,

symbol with optional parameters. Judicious
use of these can make assembly code much
more comprehensible.
Field assignments are not always static.
Sometimes a group of control lines can be

What you want out of an assembler is the
hexadecimal code with which to program

tions of field assignments. For instance, a
macro called jump in the definitions file

ments to be represented by a shorthand

language, it is possible that there are combinations of field assignments that need to
be avoided to prevent contention or nonsen-

a

duces the final code for each line by Oring all

endm;

meta assemblers allow this to be done.
In defining the vocabulary for an assembly

ar

assignments can be included on one line,
separated by an ampersand. Amdasm pro-

frequently occurring groups of field assign-

four -bit control field and a 12bit address field
may occasionally be used together as a 16bit
coefficients field so two field definitions are
ar

where CONT, OP and START take the place of the
variable field in 12910 and NXTADD. Several field

default (CON);

2910 = CONT;
jump START;

This improves readability, helps comprehension and further hides the hardware.

ASSEMBLER FACILITIES

Designing something like a processor involves writing many different sections of
code, most of which are independent of each

other. Some external hardware configurations force the sequencer to point to the start
address of each of these as they are required.
These start addresses may already be fixed,
or they may be subject to a constraint such

as having their least -significant four bits
made zero.

The remainder of each code section does
not have to be fixed in the same way, and
efficient use of microcode memory will often

dictate that it should be separated from the

start address. For example, if the system
decoding hardware determines that two
functions have contiguous addresses, yet
they are both longer than one cycle, then
subsequent code must be put elsewhere and
linked by a jump. It is not important where

the subsequent code goes, as long the

/* the 2910 instruction field '7
endlnstruction;

List 2. Sequencer definitions in Amdasm
syntax.
WORD 48
; THE NEXT ADDRESS FIELD
; BITS 0 TO 11
NXTADD: DEF 36X,12V:%H#000
; 2910 INSTRUCTION SET
JZ:
CJS:r
JMAP:

EQU H#0

OP:

EQU

PUSH:
JSRP:

EQU H#4
EQU H#5
EQH H#6

CJV:

JRP:
RFCT:
RPCT:
CRTN:
CJPP:
LDCT:
LOOP:
CONT:
TWB:

12910:

EQU

H#1

EQU H#2

EQU

H#3

H#7

EQU H#8
EQU H#9
EQU H#A
EQU H#B
EQU H#C
EQU H#D
EQU H#E
EQU

H #F

DEF

32X,4V,12X

END
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ly linking and formatting. Most meta asemb-

lies in updating and correcting the micro-

sentative of the final working prototype.

lers allow you to write wholly in terms of
symbolic addresses. During the linking
stage, these addresses are fixed and several

code. Obviously, a new set of proms can be
programmed each time that a bug is found,
but fast proms are expensive and can usually
only be programmed once. However there is

Trying to make the assembly language
match the code in the proms so that the

object files can be stitched together.
The formatter takes absolute -address object code from the linker and divides it into

a range of erasable registered proms from

design can be reproduced can be a nightmare.
Development system manufacturers have

files corresponding to the way that the

Cypress.
Erasable proms have the added advantage

microcode will be physically contained in

that the person doing the debugging is

realized this, and have made it possible to
edit and reassemble the source -code in the
development system itself, thus keeping the

your proms. You must therefore tell the
formatter how your hardware is arranged.
Usually, it is also possible to specify an
output form, such as Intel hex or Ascii, to

forced to correct the bug at the highest level,

software in step at all levels.

suit a particular prom programmer.
DEBUGGING

Having put the code into proms and run the
system, you will usually find that it does not

work. Debugging a microcoded system is
much like debugging anything else; the first
requirement for eliminating a bug is to find
it.

But unlike a microprocessor, in which the

functions are enclosed and internal states
must be inferred (unless in -circuit emula-

that is in assembly language at either the

There is a third solution to debugging,

definition or assembly phase. Thus the final
software source code will represent the final
debugged system.
A second solution involves use of a micro-

and that is to design a debugging aid into the

code development system. These devices

PC -based parallel interface could be used for
example.
Bit -slice i.cs from Analog Devices simplify

replace your microcode proms with plug-in
adaptors on flying leads connected to two port rams. The two -port rams, contained in
the main housing of the development system, Fig. 2, are known as a writeable control
store.
Development systems are normally sup-

system. One could build a prototype using
ram, two -port or otherwise, as a microcode

store. As a means of loading the ram, a

built-in debugging by providing hardware
assistance and dedicated commands in their
sequencer. The problem here is that you
have to write your own control software,
either for the PC or for the prototype.

plied with a processor and terminal, and

tion is used), bit -slice hardware allows you to
apply a logic -state analyser at the heart of the

permit very fast changes in microcode. But
they are also very expensive. Development
systems that allow the prototype to run at

Andrew Edmonds is consultant digital design engineer and Director of Guyvale Ltd,

system. Functional blocks in a bit -slice

full speed must have control stores made

Olney.

processor operate faster but are simpler than

from costly high-speed e.c.l. rams.
The drawback with development systems
is that they tempt the operator to tweak the
microcode at bit level rather than at source code level, leaving the source code unrepre-

His third article describes a partial instruction set and corresponding microcode for
the demonstration processor presented in

those of a microprocessor, and bugs can
seldom hide for long, even in the most
complex of circuits.

The problem with microcoded systems

the January issue.

Soft microcontroller development system
The DS5000 'soft' microcontroller has

the same pin configuration and instruction set as the 8051 microcontroller, but it also has a 32Kbyte non-volatile

ram, a data -encryption unit, power -down
circuits and a lithium battery. Despite these
additional features, it is still easier to design
with in hardware terms than the 8051.
Development of the 5000 can be carried
out through a small module that plugs into
an 8051 -type socket at one end and a serial

port to the host computer at the other.
Software written using standard 8051 development tools is sent to the module down

Program

ata

counter

pointer

the serial link and may be modified at will:
because the program memory of the 5000 is
non-volatile ram, there is no need for extra
erasing hardware. Once at the module, the
8051 -like software enters the 5000 and the
programming is done.
If an IBM PC -compatible computer is used
to design the software, development is further simplified. Disc routines supplied with the

DS5000 evaluation kit provide a high-level
interface between the software writer and
the device so the programmer doesn't even
need to know how the 5000's serial -loading
mode works.

DS5000

As yet, microcontroller chips contain only

small amounts of ram, but the DS5000
8051 -like controller has 32Kbyte of nonvolatile memory. Admittedly, this memory is

not part of the microcontroller chip but
since the 5000's pinning and instruction set
match those of the 8051, where the ram is
vided that economy in the final design is not
an overriding factor.

Besides memory and a controller, the
5000 module holds a lithium battery, power
down circuits and a data -encryption unit for
software protection. During power failures
or interruptions, all memory and controller
registers are automatically protected for up

15 -

encryptor

Address
bus

Buffer

to 10 years.
Embedded

40 -bit
Resident
loader

or 214 450 0400 in USA.

physically positioned doesn't matter pro

Address

Internal address bus

Information about the Dallas Semicon
ductor DS5000 and its evaluation kit can be
obtained by ringing 021 745 8252 in the UK

Security
lock

encriptton key

iI

Bidirectional

buffer

Internal data bus

Data encrypt°

I

rent

Because the 5000's ram is non-volatile
there is no need to program roms or eproms
programmable registers divide the memory

space into program and data areas. Programmable registers also determine the controller's 40bit data -encryption code anc
power-control/watchdog-timer modes.
Once software is created using 8051 development tools, programming of the 5000
is done through a serial or parallel interface.

In parallel mode, the 5000 emulates the
8751 so that an eprom programmer can be
used and in serial mode it is simply fed with
data through an RS232 link.
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mi

A significant step towards high gap the material also has a low
temperature devices has been dielectric constant and a high
circular track pattern was then made by a team of Japanese thermal conductivity. The only

thin film of cobalt was first deposited on to a smooth substrate. A
defined on the disc by an electron

physicists working at the Nation-

real remaining problem is how to

beam on an electron -sensitive al Institute for Research in In- fit permanent ohmic contacts
photoresist layer. The exposed organic Materials at Ibaraki. Us- with less than about 1M(/ conphotoresist was removed by de- ing what they describe (Science tact resistance.
When that problem is solved
veloping. Etching removed the vol. 238 p. 181) as a temperature
magnetic material between difference solvent method, they we may then end up with semiresist -defined tracks, leaving have successfully fabricated a p -n conductors that will work at
physically discrete tracks of junction diode from boron nit- temperatures well above those at
cobalt alloy. Tracks were 200 ride that functions to a tempera- which valves being to melt!
microns apart, so that conven- ture of 530°C. Boron nitride, the
tional recording heads could be simplest III -V compound, has
used for reading and writing the widest energy gap (>6.4eV)

1

data.

Obviously, before it can become practical for a 3.5inch disc

and remains stable up to 1300°C.
Cubic boron nitride is a trans-

itate some of the bird sounds that

the feathered variety find particularly uncomfortable, such as
alarm calls. But the ingenuity of
this Mkt machine doesn't stop
there.

In what sounds remarkably
like a spin-off from Star Wars
research, the Russian bird scarer
- sorry, bioacoustic stimulator makes use of moving light beams
to get the birds off their perches.
But does it work? Novosti claims
that the idea has been tested in a

sweet cherry plantation and that

about 1.5 tons of cherries per
hectare were saved.

will have to be vast improvements in recording heads and

parent diamond -like material
made by putting the common
hexagonal form under intense
pressure (55 kilobars) at high

disc -drive technology. Nevertheless this work does seem to show

temperatures (1700°C). The search Notes on what birds do
cubic form is then heated again when they perch on overhead

that magnetic disc technology

under similar conditions with a

power lines are not likely to raise

still has room for development.

lithium calcium boron nitride
solvent to which about 1% of
beryllium metal is added. Dark
blue crystals of p -type boron
nitride separate out. These p -

even a flicker of a smile among
engineers working for Nippon

When a field of endeavour ad-

Telephone and Telegraph.

being experienced in supercon-

type crystals are then treated yet
again in similar fashion, but using a solvent containing 5% silicon. This creates an n -type boron

antennae during enforced stop-

to store 1010 bits of data, there

Semiconductors:
some like it hot
Those of us brought up on valve
technology have clear memories
of the early germanium transis-

nitride layer which crystallizes

tors - one whiff of a soldering on top of the p -type material.
iron and they were dead! Since
Two of these composite crysthen, of course, silicon technology has made life somewhat easier
from the point of view of circuit

assembly. But there are many
environments today where it
would be a great advantage to

1

How Russians
stimulate their
birds

stimulator. What it does is im-

have semiconductors capable of
working at temperatures well in
excess of 200°C. Engine monitoring devices and spacecraft are
just two examples that come to
mind.

tals were cut into slabs and
ground with a diamond wheel to
expose a surface on which contacts could be fitted. Since there
is no way of making permanent
ohmic contacts, pointed probes

Observations in last month's Re-

Migratory flocks are apparently

soiling the surfaces of dish
overs. Doves and sparrows make

their nests in the antenna
frames, while crows peck at the
wires, causing short circuits. But

before Japan's whole telecom-

munications infrastructure
grinds to a halt under the weight
of the avian invasion, help may

V (Volts)
20

10

5

1.0

300°C

02

4iO°C

530°C

ductivity, some interesting
things happen to the normally
sedate process of scientific publishing. Researchers are no longer willing or able to wait for the
days, weeks or months it can take
for the latest journals to arrive.

In the hope of gaining an edge
they are relying increasingly on
informal means of communications such as the telephone or on

advance drafts of unpublished

quarter.
In a rare and touching exam-

papers. Computerized listings of

ple of glasnost, Soviet resear-

such unpublished papers are
now becoming increasingly

were used instead. Test results
shown below, left, demonstrate

chers have revealed a novel way

available.

to keep the engineers happy,

that unidirectional properties

whilst at the same time sparing
our feathered friends from che-

However, scepticism surrounds all aspects of high -

600°C, though the Japanese researchers say that an ideal boron
nitride diode should operate up

mical extermination.

to 1300°C, the temperature at

phology and Ecology of Animals,

are maintained up to about

thermally unstable.
The source of the reverse leakage current at high temperatures
is not yet precisely understood,

02

vances at the rate currently

be at hand from an unusual

Researchers at the Severtsev
Institute of Evolutionary Mor-

which the material becomes the Lithuanian Academy of SciIlmA10 4

Superconductivity paper chase

ences and Moscow University
have developed a new type of

bioacoustic stimulator (sic)

temperature superconductivity.
No sooner does someone claim
to have discovered a compound
that loses all resistance at room
temperature than someone else

debunks the claim. In the last
few months there have been
several such claims, nearly all of
which have proved either unrepeatable or which relate to some

but the researchers say that the

which, according to the Novosti
Press Agency, is effective in in-

performance of the diodes might

fluencing birds' behaviour. A

be improved in this respect by
the use of more refined materials. Given such refinements
they believe that cubic boron

sort of electronic request to use
the proper facilities?
Admitting frankly that the scientific and technological revolu-

happens in the next few months
in the world's laboratories, one
thing is clear: room temperature
superconductivity is no subject

nitride holds out real promise of
a range of practical high temperature semiconductor devices. As
well as possessing a large energy

tion has "complicated the rela-

to start writing a text book about.
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exotic phase of an inherently
unstable material. Whatever

tionship between man and
birds", the Russians report brief
details of a second -generation

Research Notes is written by
John Wilson.
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Biggest antenna
in the universe
Readers working on high -gain

antenna systems may be interested to know that the largest

collecting mechanism in the
universe is not at Jodrell Bank or

Arecibo, or even in the possession of extra -terrestrial intelli-

such 'optics' intensify a point source such as a distant star at
the edge of the Universe. The

But if the earth is a bad
timekeeper because of irregular-

form of interstellar energy

answer, as with a man-made

ities in its motion, the same is

If a gravity wave were to pass

not necessarily true of more dis- through the pulsar or through

telescope or radio dish, is dependent on wavelength. The shorter

the wavelength the greater the
gain and the greater the angular
resolution.
In the case of a typical galactic

`lens', the gain at radio

gence. It's actually several orders

wavelengths will be approx-

of magnitude better in terms of

imately 105 increasing to 108 at

resolving power and has a gain of

X-ray wavelengths. The beam

100 000 at radio wavelengths.
Still guessing? The antenna in

width at X-rays is corresponding-

question is nothing man-made at
all, but a whole galaxy floating in
space: in fact, many of them.
A galaxy, being a large cluster

arc second.

of stars, has associated with it
powerful gravitational fields.

object no bigger than a few
kilometres across at the very

These fields have the property of
bending any passing radiation in

edge of the universe. Of course,
without an astronomical antenna rotator, there are strict limits

much the same way as a lens
refracts rays of light. About 15
years ago this theoretical prediction was verified by the discovery
of 'pairs' of stars which, because

of their properties, were later
shown to be single stars. What
was happening was that the light
rays from these stars were enter-

ing different parts of a gravitational lens and merging in
slightly different directions,

ly narrow, of the order of 10-17

Obviously that situation cor-

responds to an optical system
that is out of focus and it provides little advantage for an

astronomer who merely sees
double. The interesting question

is whether, by good luck, it
might be ever possible for some

distant object to form a single

A paper in Nature vol.330
no.6146 from the physics department of University College, Dublin and the astrophysics division

sars, those flashing rotating stars
discovered at radio wavelengths

in 1967 at Cambridge, have a

change in the timing of any radio
pulse travelling between them.

Distinguishing the effects of

pulse repetition rate accurate to

gravitational radiation from

one part in 1012 over a time scale
of a few years. But conventional
pulsars with a period around one

other perturbations is a difficult

second are relatively young and
hence unstable objects, no more
precise as timekeepers than relatively cheap atomic standards.
What has excited astronomers

they can now use these measurements to place a firm upper limit

task (to say the least!) but the
American researchers believe

on the energy density of such
radiation. The quantity in question, 7 x 10-36g/cm3, may not
seem much, but to cosmologists
grappling with the future expan-

On the basis of this theory it

in recent years is the discovery of

very fast pulsars, the so-called

able conditions to observe an

millisecond pulsars. Four of sion of the Universe it is an
these puzzling objects have so far

nomena that may well drift into
the areas of maximum intensification as observed from earth.
Core regions of quasars, active
galactic nuclei and other objects
associated with black holes are a
few suggested possibilities.

Experiments
with cosmic
time
If the cosmos contains the
biggest -ever telescope, it may

also contain the most accurate
clock. But reviving the idea of
may seem rather odd after their

relatively recent demise in
favour of atomic standards. Only

extremely useful piece of new

been discovered, which emit data. It may make all the differbursts of radiation at a pulse ence between whether the uni-

repetition rate of 1kHz or more. verse goes on expanding for ever
Not only does this presuppose a or ends up in a Big Crunch.
prodigious rate of spin, it also

on the practicability of such a
giant system! Nevertheless the seems to make for a very high
universe is far from static and degree of stability.
there are many interesting pheObservations of radio emis-

sharply focussed and highly astronomical time standards
magnified image here on earth.

tant astronomical objects. Pul- the earth, it would cause a

should be possible under favour-

hence producing two or more
images as seen from earth.

known as gravitational radiation.

sions at 1408MHz and 2380MHz

by physicists at Princeton University, New Jersey, and at the
Arecibo Observatory at Puerto
Rico suggest that millisecond
pulsars may have a frequency
stability at least as good as one
part in 6 x 1014 when averaged
over a four -month period. Over
longer periods still, the measurements are limited by the accuracy of the reference atomic clocks,
which are locked to international
standards by satellite.
Whether or not long-term pulsar observations will ever be used

to correct our present-day

Denser discs
Scientists at IBM's Almaden Research Centre have produced ex-

perimental magnetic discs with

tracks half a micron wide. At
such dimensions, the 3.5inch
diameter discs used in computer
storage could each hold 1010 bits
of information - 50 times more
than today's densest disc.
In magnetic discs information
is recorded as 'bit cells', tiny

magnetized regions along the
tracks. The group claims to have

recorded, read and erased bit
cells measuring 0.5 by 0.5 microns.
The scientists discovered also

caesium and rubidium time that the magnetic regions in

standards is a moot point. But these narrow tracks behave in a
knowing that the fast -spinning similar way to the much larger
pulsars have a high long-term regions in today's discs. For ex-

Estec in the Netherlands addresses the theory behind such speculation. The conclusion appears

versal Coordinated Time (UTC),

caesium atom. GMT when com-

to be that an elliptical galaxy
creates not a sharply focussed

stability opens the way to some
interesting experiments on radio
propagation.
Writing in Science vol. 238 p.
761, the Princeton group reports
its observations of radio wave's
arriving from pulsar PSR 1937 +

pared to UTC varies up to a

21. Short-term instabilities in

second per year, due to perturba-

the arrival time of the radio densities than originally antici-

in 1967 was Greenwich Mean
Time, based on the Earth's mo-

of the sciences department of tion, abandoned in favour of Uni-

based on resonances in the

point image, but a series of so-

tions in the earth's movement.
called caustics like the bright To keep broadcast UTC time curves on the surface of a bright- signals in step with the earth,
ly illuminated cup of tea. Doctors

B. McBreen and L. Metcalfe
calculate the extent to which
270

one pip is added or subtracted in
the form of a leap second by the
international standards bureaux.

waves are not due to the pulsar
itself, but to modulation of the

ample, the fundamental process
of reading the recorded informa-

cells enable even higher storage

tion can be carried out in a
predictable manner down to sub -

micron bit -cell dimensions.
They also learned that magnetic

interactions within such small
pated.

The sub -micron tracks were

emissions as they travel between formed by etching the surface of
the pulsar and earth. The source the disc with photolithographic
of this modulation, according to techniques similar to those used
some cosmological theories, is a in semiconductor processing. A
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aloONIC BROKERS
OF SECOND USER
TEST EQUIPMENT
Hewlett
Packard

DISTORTION ANALYSERS

a

Hewlett
Packard

OSCILLOSCOPES

334A 5Hz-600KHz
339A 1 0Hz-110KHz

£1,550
£1,950

3581A Wave Analyser,
15Hz-50KHz

£2,450

350MHz, 2 channel

a

100MHz, Analogue

468

Hewlett
Packard

1715A 200MHz, 2 channel
1740A 100MHz, 2 channel
1741A 100MHz, Analgoue

£995
£2,350

Hewlett
Packard

£3,600
£650
£750
£595

1411, 85528, 8555A
10MHz-1 8GHz

£7,250

1411, 8552B, 855413

100KHz-1.25GHz
3582A 0.02Hz-25.5KHz

Counter
1333A High Res. XY display
1332A XY display

Marconi

TF2603 R.F. Millivoltmeter

Claude LyonsLVC 250 Line voltage

Tektronix

conditioner, 2.5A
200C Scope Trolley

£249
£695
£595
£995
£750
£250
£295
£175
£150

All products fully refurbished and sold with full one-year warranty.
Electronic Brokers,140-146 Camden Street, London NW1 9PB.
Fax: 01-267 7363. Telex: 298694. Tel: 01-267 7070.

tt

Electronic Brokersi

£6,450
£6,950

5300/5305 90-1300MHz,

7475A 6 pen plotter
85A Micro
98256A 256K Memory

P.O.A.

0.1-990MHz
TF2015/1 10-520MHz
TF2013 800-960MHz
184 Sweeper, 5MHz

P.O.A.

SPECIAL OFFERS

£4,500

8624B Synthesized,
100Hz-2.11GHz
8656A Synthesized,

Wavetek

£3,500

100051-1000MHz
TF2950/5 65-180MHz,
420-470MHz
4010A 0.01-480MHz

Hewlett
Packard

8640B-001-002
20Hz-1024KHz

Marconi

SSG520/TTS520 10-520MHz

IFR

Solartron

SIGNAL SOURCES
Hewlett
Packard

Farnell

Marconi

£2,750

Storage

£14,950
£6,950
£5,950
£3,750

TEST SETS

£3,950
£1,750
£1,150

Storage

Takeda RikenTR4132 100KHz-1 GHz

£13,500

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

£4,250
485
465B 100MHz, dual channel £1,550
£2,250
475A 250MHz, 2 channel
£2,350
2445 150MHz, 4 channel
£3,250
2465 300MHz, 4 channel

Tektronix

Antritsu
Marconi

3585A 20Hz-40MHz, HPIB
8565A-010
10MHz-22GHz, HPIB
M5621310KHz-1.8GHz
TF2371 50Hz-200MHz

Prices exclude VAT and carriage. All information correct at time of going to press.
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HIGH QUALITY - LOW PRICES

FORTH INSTRUMENTATION
COMPUTER
4+11GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's, FEED HORNS,
ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS,
POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
For further details contact

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way, March, Cambs. PE15 80W Tel: (0354) 51289

'008

QUALITY QUARTZ
CRYSTALS QUICKLY

A powerful control computer based on the new Hitachi
6303Y and high level language Forth. 100mm x 72mm.
30K bytes RAM, 16K dictionary RAM/PROM, 256 bytes
EEPROM, 16K Forth. You can attach 64 key keyboard.

Our frequency ranges are:

LCD and PC bus peripherals. Built in are interrupts,
multitasking, time of day clock, watchdog timer, full

FM.P.U. Crystals

screen editor and symbolic assembler. 32 parallel and two

M.P.U.Oscillat rs

I
10kHz

I
50kHz

I

I

100kHz 500kHz

I
1MHz

I

I

100MHz 250MHz 360MHz

Professional Crystals
We also supply quartz crystal filters.
oscillators of all types and
communication antennae.

Webster Electronics
ILMINSTER. SOMERSET 141990A, ENGLAND
TEL: (0460) 57166 TELEX: 46571 FRONCYG
FAX (0460) 57865

ENTER 31 ON REPLY CARD
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I

serial ports. Single power supply and low power 3mA
operational mode.
1 off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAM.

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01-520-0442

Telex 262284 (quote A40775)

ENTER 9 ON REPLY CARD
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LOW COST ELECTRONICS C.A.D.
TV IF AMPLIFIER

,r.

,r

15.11.

11.l.

MM.
NM a

11%

Lc'
SIMPLE AMPLIFIER

I, gib
1.5111t
11.7111
7.1.171E.

I31.10

:11
;

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS, AUDIO
AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER CROSS -OVER NETWORKS, WIDE -BAND
AMPLIFIERS, TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS, TV I.F.
and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS, LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

IBM PC (and compatibles), RM NIMBUS, BBC MODEL B, B+
and MASTER, AMSTRAD CPC and SPECTRUM 48K
"ANALYSER" and II compute the A.C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE of linear
(analogue) circuits. GAIN and PHASE INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE and GROUP DELAY (except Spectrum version) are calculated
over any frequency range required. The programs are in use regularly for
frequencies between 0.1Hz to 1.2GHz. The effects on performance of
MODIFICATIONS to both circuit and component values can be speedily
evaluated.
I

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by "breaking
the loop".
Tabular output on Analyser I. Full graphical output, increased circuit size and active
component library facilities on Analyser II.
Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days.

ANALYSER can greatly reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard new designs.

Circuits containing any combination of RESISTORS, CAPACITORS,
INDUCTORS, TRANSFORMERS, BIPOLAR and FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTORS and OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS can be simulated -up to
60 nodes and 180 components (IBM version).

Used by INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT and UNIVERSITY R & D DEPARTMENTS
worldwide. IDEAL FOR TRAINING COURSES, VERY EASY TO USE. Prices from £20
to £195.

Full AFTER SALES SERVICE with TELEPHONE QUERY HOT LINE and FREE update service.
For illustrated leaflets and ordering information please contact Ref: WW

HunnISEC

MS

Os'q

ffED O

Harding Way, Somersham Road, St Ives,, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WR.

Telephone: St Ives (0480) 61778

ENTER 25 ON REPLY CARD
li

Xen-Electronics
0983 292847

MA

,

At.

RACKMOUNT CASES

Just a sample of stock. Ask for items not listed.
I.C'S
4001UB
4011UB
4011

4017
4028
4040
4053
4066
4081
Z8OACPU

Z80APIO
72171PI
64021PL
555
558
741

LM380N
TDA3810
TL074CP
SG3526N
SG3526J
SL486DP
SL490DP
ML926DP

.12

.12
.12
.31

.29

38
.37
.19
.12

1.85
1.68
4.00
7.30
.41

3.30
25

1.87
5.56
.51

3.69
4.92
2.20
2.13
3.04

Diodes
1N4001
1N4002
1N4003
1N4004
1N4005
1N4007

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.06

IN5401

'12
'14

1 N5406

Zener Diodes
2V7 4W
5V1.4W
7V5.4W
9V1.4W
10V.4W
11V4W
L.E.D.'s
5mm dia

.05
.05
.06
.06
.06
.05

Red

.13
12

Green

Orange
Yellow
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15

3mm dia
Red
Green
Orange
Yellow

.13

.13
.21

.13

Fixed Voltage
Regulators

+5V IA

.36

+8V 1.5A
+12V 1.5A
+15V 1A
+24V 1A

.68
.36
.36
.68
.39

-5V 1A
-12V 1A

2.10

__16V 1A

.39

-24V 1A

.39

TIP126
TIP31C
TIP32C
2N2646
2N3055

-5V 0.1A
-12V 0.1A
-15V 0.1A
Transistors

25W Plug

Capacitors
Radial Lead

.30
1.18

.47

I.C. Sockets
Low Cost
6 Way
8 Way
14 Way
16 Way
18 Way
20 Way
22 Way
24 Way
28 Way
40 Way

.28y

+5V 0.1A
+8V 0.1A
+12V 0.1A
+15V 0.1A

34
.30

2.15

.11

4.71...F 63V

.06
.04
.06

Resistors
Carbon Film

33µF 16V
471...F 10V

.06

0.25 Watt 5%

.11

47µF 25V
47RF 35V

.08

1 to 10M0

.13

471.i.F 63Y

.08

0.5 Watt 5°A,

.15

47µF 100V
10µF 35V
10µF63V
22µF 100V

.17

toll tp 10MI) .04 each

1001.)F 10V

.06

GM472W (4.7K11) 1.95

100uF 161/

.06
.07

Potentiometers
PCB Mount
Cermet Top Adj

.16
.18

.20
.23
.33

100uF 25V

Turned Pin

100u.F 35V

.06
.06
.21

.08
.19

470µ116V

.44

.21

.19

Connectors

05

D -Type solder
9W Skt
9W Plug
9W Cover
15W Skt
15W Plug
15W Cover
25W Skt
25W Plug
25W Cover
PCB Mount
15W Skt
15W Plug

.43

470µF 50V
470uF 63V
1000µF 10V
1000p1 16F
2200µF 16V
Axial Lead
4.7µF 63V

.38

100.F 35V

.11

.98
.60

47µF 25V
100µF 100V

.10
.18

.53

4701...F 10V

.22

1000uF 10V
Metalised

.31

.04
.04

.42
.54
.58
.49
1.61

4.10
.57
1.44
34

.17

07

AO

.05

.33

.05

22 Way
24 Way
28 Way
40 Way

BC212
BC546B
BC556A
BD233
BFY51
BF259
BSR50
IRF520
IRF840
J112
MTPBN10
TIP121

.17

2.21...F 63V

20 Way

.16

.08

0.15µF 63V
0.33µF 63V
0.47µF 63V

.66

.12
.16

BC107
BC108
BC109C
BC182

.08

0.1 µF 63V

2.2µF 50V

6 Wa
8 Way
14 Way
16 Way
18 Way

.28
.28
.36
.30
.30
.30

0.0471...F 100V

28
.32
.36

.48
.56
.80

1.07
.60
.53

1.16

1.02
39

100µF 50V
100µF 63V
220µF 10V
330)xF 16V

.21

.06
.19
.25
.40
.63

(RTC)

.30

im,

30
50

10K1)

.50

.50

.23

200Kf 1

.50

.27
.45

Project Kits
RS232 to Centronics
Converter
Kit Only

18.40

Z80 Based Controller
20.45

Ultrasonic Tapemeasure (Display23.52

.08

Four Digit LCD -

.08
08

Module for above
Kit Only
14.30

Mail or Telephone Orders Only Please to:

Dept 10, Samuel Whites Estate, Bridge Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP
Please add £1 for 1st class post and packaging, and 15% VAT to total.
Stock listing available soon, please send SAE to be put on the mail list
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ENTER 32 ON REPLY CARD

.30

5Kfl

Module Extra)
Kit Only

Width Behind Front Panel 437m (All Types).

J. D. R. Sheetmetal, 131 Grenfell Road,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1EX. Maidenhead 29450.

10011

Board, 4Mhz
Kit Only

£28.30
£33.60
£41.00

All prices include Postage & VAT Cheques, Posta! Orders Payable to'

100Kf1

.06

1U (13/4) height, 230m depth
2U (31/2) height, 308m depth
3U (51/4) height, 230m depth

Thermistor Bead

20Kil

Polyester
5/7.5mmPitch
3.3nF 400V
0.010µF 100V
0.022µF 63V

.02 each

19" Self -Assembly Rack Mounting Case wi'h lift off Covers. Front Panel 10 guage. Brushed
Anodised Aluminium, Case 18 gauge, Plated Steel with Removeabie -fear & Side Panels. In
1U & 2U Types, a Subplate Chassis is Mounted to Bottom Cover. In 3U Type the Suuplate s
located on Iwo Rails Mounted Between The Side Plates

Andelos 68000 SBC-4
Powerful 68000 microprocessor running at 8MHz without
wait states. 128Kbyte EPROM and 128Kbyte (expandable
to 512Kbyte on board) fast dynamic RAM (also fast static
RAM sockets). Two serial ports standard (expandable to
three plus Network interface). Parallel I/O port. Full
expansion bus via DIN41612 socket.

Supplied with "SEKA" a comprehensive screen editorassembler-disassembler-debugger resident in on -board
EPROM. Facility to download software from host. Software

Traps are provided to allow user to add software to the
ROM.

Including full hardware and software manuals £295 + VAT

Andelos Systems - (0635) 201150
Solina, Bucklebury Alley, Cold Ash, Newbury,
Berks RG16 9NN.
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Pioneers
15. William Shockley, John Bardeen and Walter Brattain:
inventors of the transistor.
W.A. ATHERTON

The forerunner of today's ubiquitous
silicon chip was the point -contact
transistor made by John Bardeen and
Walter Brattain at Bell Laboratories in

school. The family returned to the USA and
Brattain grew up in Washington State. Early

on he demonstrated an aptitude for mechnical tinkering and at high school he even
volunteered to maintain the diesel engine
which powered the school lights. His experimental talents were the perfect comple-

America in December 1947. It was followed
by the junction transistor conceived about a
month later by William Shockley, also at Bell
Labs, and first made in 1950.
By some, the transistor has been hailed as

ment to Bardeen's and Shockley's theoretical gifts.

the most important invention of the 20th

This experimental aptitude was strongly
reinforced when he took his physics degree
at Whitman College in Washington State,

century. It is a dangerous claim because, to
some extent, we all suffer from professional
and chronological snobbery. Fifty years ago,
electronics engineers would have included

where his professor maintained that once
something was written down "it has become

the triode in a list of the most important

a fossil". It was to Whitman that Brattain

inventions. Fifty years from now the transistor may be a passing memory. But for now,
as electronics continues its invasion in most
walks of life, it is difficult to see how we could

returned as Visiting Professor when he
retired from Bell in 1967. He died last

manage without the transistor in its many
forms.

The importance of the transistor was
officially recognized when the three were
awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1956.
John Bardeen, by then professor of electrical
engineering and physics at the University of

Illinois, had no idea they were even being
considered for the prize and was stunned
when he heard of the award - on the 7.15
a.m. news bulletin. Sixteen years later he
was awoken by an early morning telephone
call from Sweden to be told that he was the
first person ever to be awarded a second
Nobel Prize in the same field, this time for
his work with L.N. Cooper and J.R. Schrieffer on the theory of superconductivity.

October, aged 85.
Brattain gained his Ph.D. at the University
The three inventors: Shockley seated, Bardeen standing left, Brattain standing right
(Bell Laboratories- AT&T).

of Minnesota in 1929. His supervisor, John
Tate, had studied in Berlin under Heinrich
Hertz. At that time in the United States only

immense effort to develop and improve
radar. Interest revived in the by then obsolete crystal or cat's whisker (point -contact)
diodes which could operate at higher frequencies than the available valve diodes.
Germanium and silicon came to the fore in

mersed in solid-state physics and quantum

a handful of leading physicists were immechanics. One of them was John Van Vleck
at Minnesota, and from him Brattain learned
quantum mechanics. Later when Van Vleck

preference to materials such as copper oxide

was at the University of Wisconsin he also
taught quantum mechanics to Bardeen!
After receiving his doctorate Brattain

because, as elements, their understanding

failed in a bid to join Bell Labs and settled for

and processing was expected to be simpler.

a job in the radio section of the National
Bureau of Standards, earning about $50 a

Teams of physicists, chemists and metallurgists were brought together and mater-

ials and theories were improved. In 1941

week. He was not there long before he was

accepted by Bell at the second attempt.
Within a couple of years he was studying

,rst

On that day in 1972, the Bardeen tele-

R.S. Ohl at Bell Laboratories found that the
rectifying properties of a p -n junction were

ill

phone was swamped with incoming calls and

excellent as had in fact been predicted in

copper oxide semiconductor rectifiers. He
stayed at Bell until his retirement in 1967

'

was taken off the hook so that breakfast

1938 by B. Davidov in Russia.

except for a spell during the war when he was

could be eaten in peace. When Bardeen came
to leave home his departure was delayed by a
fault in his transistorized garage door opener. The story grew that on the day he won his

By the end of the war some researchers
recognised that further work might pay off

at Columbia University working on sub-

iii

second Nobel Prize the inventor of the
transistor could not get out of his garage
because of a faulty transistor. A good story:
but, as John Bardeen points out, the prob-

lem lay with a faulty switch, not a blown
transistor.
SEMICONDUCTORS

The foundations of solid-state physics, and

hence semiconductor theory, were laid
between about 1925 and 1933 mainly in
Europe where physicists used the new quantum mechanics to develop an understanding
of electrical conduction in solids.
Then came the Second World War and the

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

marine detection.

with practical devices. In July 1945 Bell Labs

set up a solid-state research programme.
The official authorization for the work stated

the purpose as obtaining "new knowledge
that can be used in development of completely new and improved components and
apparatus elements of communication systems". A sub -group, the semiconductor
group, discovered the transistor effect three
years later.

ASSEMBLING THE CAST: BRATTAIN

Of the three inventors, the oldest, and the
first to join Bell Labs, was Walter Houser
Brattain. He was born of American parents

SHOCKLEY
The second of the trio to join Bell Labs was
William Shockley, the only one of the three
to join straight from university. Like Brattain, he was born of American parents in a

foreign land - in London on 13 February,
1910, almost eight years to the day after
Brattain's birth.
When he was aged three, the Shockleys

returned to the US and settled near San
Francisco in the Santa Clara valley. In 1955,
with the aid of Beckman Instruments, William Shockley set up the Shockley Semicon-

on 10 February, 1902, in Amoy, China,

ductor Laboratories in his home town of
Palo Alto. It was the first semiconductor

where his father was a teacher in a private

company in what is now Silicon Valley.
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Terminal

Terminal

Gold foil
contact

Base

contact

Support for
contacts
Germanium

Transistor
action

Support

Fig.2. The first point -contact transistor, 16 December, 1947 (photograph by courtesy of Bell Laboratories).

His reputation attracted a number of the
relatively few semiconductor experts around
to join him. The company changed to manufacturing and was renamed Shockley Tran-

sistor but the factory eventually closed in
1969. In 1957 however, eight of those who
had joined Shockley left to form their own

+ Input

BARDEEN
Metal plate

Induced
charge
+

®-

+

e- ()Semiconductor
®-

company - Fairchild Semiconductor. In
turn Fairchild employees left to form a
one could say that William Shockley founded
Silicon Valley and based it on his home town.
Since 1963 Shockley has been a professor
at Stanford University but he was educated at

the California Institute of Technology and
took a Ph.D. in semiconductor physics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
1936. He was immediately attracted to Bell
Labs where he was assigned to work under
C.J. Davisson who, with L. Germer, won the
Nobel Prize for their 1925 work on electron
diffraction. Shockley was loaned to another
section to work on valve research but, three
years later, he paired up with Brattain to try
to make a semiconductor triode - in 1939.
The similarities between semiconductor
and vacuum diodes had led several people to

speculate on the possibilities of putting a
'grid' into a crystal to make a crystal triode.
J.E. Lilienfeld filed for American patents in
the 1920s and 0. Heil for a British patent for
what would now be called an insulated -gate
fet in 1935. Neither had the technology to
make a workable device. In 1938 R. Hilsch
and R.W. Pohl gave a scientific demonstration of a working crystal triode using potas-

sium bromide. but it was not something
which could be developed into a useful
amplifier.

On joining Bell, Shockley had been inspired by Dr Mervin Kelly, the director of

research, with the dream

of replacing

mechanical telephone exchange switches
with electronic switches. "He stressed its
274

Wisconsin, on 23 May, 1908. He will be
eighty this year. His schooling was at Madi-

son (where he hated English) and he received a bachelor's degree in electrical en-

gineering (1928) and a master's degree
(1929) from the University of Wisconsin

whole string of other companies in what was

almost a chain reaction. Tongue in cheek,

Unlike the other two Bardeen was actually
born in the United States, at Madison,

Fig.1 Shockley's idea for a solid-state fieldeffect amplifier in which a signal applied at

the input would modulate the surface
conductance of the semiconductor (1945).
The experiments were unsuccessful.

where his father was a teacher in the medical
school.
Since 1951 Bardeen has been a professor
at the University of Illinois, where he retired

with the status of Emeritus Professor in
1975. But his early career was one of

importance to me so vividly that it made an
indelible impression," Shockley recalledl.
That impression helped to drive Shockley's
future work.
On 29 December, 1939, Shockley's notebook records what he now sees as his first

movement. He began as a geophysicist with
Gulf Oil in Pittsburgh, a far cry from semiconductors, but after three years he enrolled

milestone on the way to the transistor, his

vard he took a teaching position at the.

at Princeton for a Ph.D. in mathematical
physics. It was this which introduced him to
solid-state theory. After a fellowship at Har-

ideas for what would now be called a
Schottky -gate fet made from copper oxide. It

University of Minnesota. During the war he
went to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in

was this that he and Brattain tried, and

Washington, D.C., where he stayed until
Shockley tempted him into the newly formed solid-state group at Bell Labs in

failed, to make early in 1940. In fact both
men had separately rejected even earlier

autumn 1945.
By then Shockley was again thinking of

ideas. These were the first of what Shockley
has come to call "creative failures."
The war took Shockley and Brattain away

ways to make a solid-state amplifier. His

from Bell to work separately on anti-

main idea was for a field-effect device made

submarine warfare. Shockley was awarded
the Order of Merit for his work on bomber
radars.

from a thin layer of semiconductor and a

After the war, it was back to Bell Labs
where in 1945 Mervin Kelly signed the
authorization mentioned above for the research to develop new components. Shockley headed the semiconductor sub -group
which now included Brattain, Gerald Pear-

sheet of metal arranged together as a parallel
plate capacitor (Fig.1). A voltage applied to
one plate, the metal, would induce charge on

the other plate, the semiconductor, and so
control the conductance of the semiconduc-

tor. A signal applied to the metal should
modulate a current flowing through the
semiconductor and so provide an amplifier.

son (a physicist), Robert Gibney (a physical

The theory was fine and is the basis of

chemist) and a new recruit to Bell Labs
whom Shockley had persuaded to join -

today's mos field-effect transistors, but for

John Bardeen.

Shockley in 1945 the device just did not
work. The induced charge in the semiconELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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Entry from W.H. Brattain's notebook of
Christmas Eve, 1947: he had demonstrated

the point -contact transistor to Bell executives the previous day (Bell Laboratories).

a

ductor 'plate' was apparently not there. He
calculated that the effect achieved was some

a

1500 times smaller than his theory predicted. Bardeen checked the calculations

In September, back at Bell Labs, Shockley

and two weeks later there were two puzzled
physicists instead of one.

could be used as a negative resistance thermistor. Again he was close, but not close
enough, to the junction transistor.
Then in November, whilst studying

But nine months later, on 19 March,
1946, Bardeen cracked the puzzle with what
Shockley has described as "one of the most
there after all, suggested Bardeen, but it was
thoroughly trapped by the conditions at the

immersing the semiconductor and the metal
plate in an electrolyte. This galvanized the

surface of the semiconductor, trapped by
"surface -states". The induced charge was

group into intense action. Suddenly the

p -type silicon. It was the first of a number of
occasions when he came close to the idea of

the junction transistor, only to turn away.
But he was unravelling p -n junction theory.
Late in June a two -month interlude began
for Shockley and Bardeen when they left for

blocking effects of the surface states by

field-effect crystal triode seemed realisable.
An electrolyte device gave some amplifica-

tion at very low frequencies. Bardeen and
Brattain tried to improve matters by evaporating a gold spot on to the surface of n -type

germanium. To their surprise they found
that a positive bias injected holes from the
spot into the germanium, so changing its
conductivity without any use of the field
effect at all. A point contact placed close to
the gold spot collected the hole current. The
transistor effect had been observed but was

According to Shockley' the date was 16
December, 1947. It is usually stated that the
transistor was invented on 23 December, but

that was the day when the device was
demonstrated to executives at Bell. The
public announcement did not come until
1 July, 1948.

The discovery of bipolar transistor action
was a magnificent Christmas present and the
members of the group were elated. William
Shockley admits to an understandable feeling of frustration that, after all his efforts, he

had not played a significant part in the
invention. On 20 January, however, he
announced his ideas for replacing the point
contacts with p -n junctions-the conception
of the junction transistor. It was not just an
idea, he had worked out the theory as well
which he included in a book published in
1950, a year before the first reliable junction
transistor was made.
Once junction transistors were produced
commercially the point -contact device became obsolete.

a trip to Europe to attend a conference in
Bristol and visit major research centres
throughout Europe. The list of the people

They soon worked out that two point

References
1. W. Shockley, The path to the conception of the
junction transistor, IEEE Trans. ED -23, 597-620.

contacts placed about 0.05mm apart should
succeed. How to do that was a problem, but

See also: E. Braun & S. MacDonald, Revolution in

they met reads like a Who's Who of physics.
Accommodation was sometimes a problem,

polystyrene wedge and separating the gold at

though, as Bardeen has recounted. In Amsterdam only one room was available - and it

had a double bed! It is amusing to think of
these two great scientists sharing a bed with
their heads at opposite ends.

I

photovoltages, Brattain and Gibney (the
physical chemist of the group) overcame the

This concept of surface states became a
central part of the research effort. Meanwhile Shockley proposed a lightning arrestor made from alternate layers of a n- and

I

studied the theory of how an n -p -n structure

significant research ideas of the semiconductor program". The induced charge was

immobile, unable to do the job Shockley had
appointed for it.

a
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too feeble to offer amplification.

July 1976.

it was solved by evaporating gold on to a miniature, Cambridge University Press 1978. and
J. Bardeen, Science, November 1984.

the point of the wedge by cutting with a
razor blade. The point -contact transistor
was born and, after all the efforts to produce
a field-effect device, it was the bipolar transistor that had unexpectedly been found.

Next in this series of pioneers of electrical communication: Charles Kao - father of fibre optic
cables.

Confessions of a
frustrated inventor
Most technical journalists are familiar with the "aggrieved
inventor" who can persuade no one to listen to him. Many
can be written off as self -deluding cranks, but there are too
many for that always to be true.
HEINZ LIPSCHUTZ
bout two years have now passed since
the late R.E. Young's series of articles

or even just slightly influencing the out-

more British soldiers (and civilians) died
needlessly, or suffered in German p.o.w.

ppeared in Electronics & Wireless

come. Thus, I normally kept all the results of
a lifetime of independent R do D work secret,

World, describing Britain's hidden strength
in the field of invention and electronics.
To this could be added, with much justification, the generally accepted high stan-

especially the big successes, having found
early in life that to be called an 'inventor' is
synonymous with being considered a crank,
and occupying a status next in line to the

concentration camps might have been

dard of engineers, which I for one never

village idiot.

doubted, even when my life depended upon
it during the many years I spent flying as an

Nevertheless I decided, ten years ago, in
spite of my earlier bad experience, to have a
second try, for two reasons. Firstly, because,
on a personal level, I had met so many nice
people who deserved some contribution by
myself towards a better future for everyone
and secondly, I was curious what the out-

thereafter printed in The Listener of 7 April.
from which, herewith a few quotes.

airline captain, on aircraft designed, built
and maintained in Britain - which never let
me down; or the earlier years spent among a
highly professional group of civil servants in
the Civil Aviation Department (attached to
the RAF during the war) and later in broadcast engineering.
However, after reading the series, I could
not put my finger on any point in the articles

which explained the existing discrepancy
between the obvious potential and the equally obvious lack of translation of this potential

into something like the recent 100 billion
dollars trade surplus that the Japanese managed to achieve - even without North Sea oil.
Granted that the ability and the means exist,
why the long list of failures as depicted in the
pictures from the Engineering Council and
reproduced in the final article -a list which
is by no means complete and to which could
be added pages full of missed opportunities,

come would be if I persevered for at least ten
years. By highlighting in this report some of
the obstructions to progress faced by anyone
trying to advance technology here in Britain
with a fundamental invention, it is just
possible that a change towards a less hostile

attitude may occur. However, since the
treatment of inventors throughout history
was well known to me even while still in
school, I was under no illusions. Hence
when I decided to come forward with a major

and fundamental invention - that first time
in 1939, at the beginning of World War 2 when Britain was in difficulties, I did so only
because I felt some obligation to contribute.
Aware of the fact that the RAF was virtually blind when navigating over Germany and

camps. Also, probably a million inmates of
saved.

Much of this navigation problem was
reported on Radio 4, in April 1978, and
Page 423. Cherwell- a civilian member of
the cabinet office, analysed 600 photographs

taken by crews which claimed to have
reached the target area. It was clear that the
average crew could not find, let alone destroy a small target.
Page 426. By the summer of 1943, neither
precision attacks, like the dams raid, nor the

relentless destruction of whole cities had
had any visible effect on the German war
effort; indeed, as we now know, production
during this period actually increased.
INS was later re -invented, built by Professor Draper of MIT in the US, and test -flown
for the first time in 1956, eleven years too
late to be of use during the war. Ever since,
the USA has cashed in on the fact that most
of the patents are held there, with royalties
paid by all others, including Britain.

After the war I generally avoided arguments about inventions, although in 1957,

in urgent need of a system which could not

again in 1960 and 1962, I gave some support
to several acquaintances of mine who tried,
with the help of some of their MPs and also

are unknown to the public.
Having been personally involved in 1939
with one such missed major opportunity and
the serious consequences which followed, I
have since then devoted a greater part of my

be jammed, I tried to give to the British
Government the design of what is now

Air Vice Marshal Bennett, to interest the
British Navy in the `U -Plane' (short for

known as 'INS' i.e. `Inertial Navigation Sys-

`Undersea -Plane), i.e. the application of the

tem', with yearly sales presently said to

principle of flight (as in the air) to craft

exceed a value of one billion dollars (mostly

operating below water. As this permits the

life to studying the causes, and inquiring

in favour of USA firms such as Litton

construction of submersibles which are

into the hidden motivation that controls the
often counter -productive and highly dangerous actions of so many people. After more
than 40 years of double-checking the accur-

Industries Inc.) and serving as the backbone
of all military aviation, missile guidance and
spacecraft.
My free offer to the British Government in
1939, presented as an `Automatic Position
Indication System', was rejected in the most
patronizing way, preventing me from even
getting to the stage of a dialogue. I was not

heavier than the water displaced, with the
missing buoyancy replaced by lift from a
small wing -a trick known to several kinds
of shark for several million years - such a

some of which are known but also many
which have never been published and thus

acy of my observations, I now feel reasonably
sure I can rely upon the conclusions
reached. These are chiefly based upon firsthand experience, not hearsay, and are as free
from personal wishful thinking and environ-

annoyed, but quite surprised, since my

mental influences as I could make them,

intention had been to follow-up my offer

since originally my interest had been limited

with several others.

to discovering the causes just for my own
satisfaction, as free from errors as possible;
and I had no intention of getting involved, or
publishing my findings for any other reason.
On the whole, I have kept my opinions to
myself, because it has become quite clear to
me that there is very little hope of changing

To a number of people it was quite

craft can be constructed with a crew module
which is exceedingly strong and so permits
descent to the deepest bottom of any ocean.
When published as a general suggestion in
the letter pages of New Scientist in 1960,
Vickers' comment - published a week later was that `present-day' submarines are
already able to descend `as deep as is wished',

well-known during the war that, due to the
lack of precise navigation equipment, the

using conventional design. As there is no
answer to that, I shelved further effort to

effectiveness of the RAF's bombing raids was
much reduced, and the hoped -for damage to

influence the establishment at that time.
Only after about 1977, i.e. shortly after my

the German war effort and hence an early
victory was not achieved. As a result, many

retirement from active flying with British
Airways, was I once more tempted to try to
n.
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both seemed to deal with the same problem,

to the Bottom of the Sea' so that, with the
oceans of the world eventually crawling with

intentions, I found myself enveloped in what
seemed to be a gigantic sponge or black hole,

but in my opinion less successfully. Since
claims were very broad and inclusive, and I
also wrote to the Patent Office to alert them

into which everything I did, said or wrote

to this, both companies had virtually no

notice.

disappeared without trace or response.

hope of getting their patent granted. Yet, for
the money they had spent, they could have

the Patent Office dated 17 Dec. 1984 which

do something in return for the good times.

However, like other people with similar

.It might help to explain the problems
facing inventors if I give hereafter just a few
details which are based on first-hand experience, which is available for investigation by

had mine, as well as my know-how. Both
firms are of course quite free to make their

anyone interested enough to check up, and
not second-hand hearsay. Also, in a later
paragraph I will indicate other problems

to disagree with me or my work; and, if
preferred, even go bankrupt in the face of

decisions as they see fit and are also entitled

repeatedly met, and solutions needed to

Japanese or Korean imports.
I realised that, if I gave such reasons as the

improve the whole situation.

above to explain and excuse my lack of

A major problem I discovered, was the
inability to get a fair hearing. The reason was
a 'Catch 22' situation in that nobody wanted
to know, having never before even heard of
me, and that most of the media did not want

to publish anything by me for the same
reason, so that as a consequence nobody

thousands of U -Planes of foreign navies,

even people here in Britain might take
So, shortly after receiving a letter from
revoked the demand for secrecy they had
earlier imposed upon the use of my pending
patent application, I decided to take the

necessary steps, as by then it had become
abundantly clear that nobody here in Britain
showed any interest. It had also been made

success, it would only be taken as the gripes
of a crank. I therefore decided that what was

clear beyond a shadow of doubt by the
response of the media to the various
approaches by myself and several other
people, that they had not the slightest

necessary was to speak from a position of

interest in the subject, or any intention to

strength and success when referring to such
matters.
Bearing all this in mind, I decided that, in

inform the wider British public of it.

Till then I had always assumed, from the
reactions received from some editors, ex-

order to succeed in my intention to help

pecially those in the general media who had

heard about me.
When I occasionally did succeed, as with
my letter published in the magazine Practical Hi-Fi, December 1979, I found the subject

local industry to overtake the advances made
by other countries in the technological race,
and do so by means of the active promotion

referred to about three years later in New
Scientist dated 13 Janauary 1983 but with-

already in my possession, it was necessary to

no scientific training at all and had to rely
upon the advice of 'experts', that they had
been getting poor advice. Or else, that my
write-up was not lucid enough to bring out
the significance of the U -Plane design, in
spite of the fact that my description of the
craft, and later also my patent specification
had been written with the average reader in
mind. It began to look that, somehow, my
credibility was being discredited to prevent
publication in Britain of anything I submit-

of inventions (and solutions to problems)

out mentioning my name or Practical Hi-Fi.

diversify my career by establishing a track
record which would overcome the apparent

In this letter I had pointed out that "In a

credibility gap I found myself faced with.

sealed loudspeaker enclosure the load presented to the cone by the enclosed air was

U -PLANE

considerably greater during the inward
movement of the cone than during the

From a number of possible contenders I

outward movement, with the difference in a

eventually chose the U -Plane, since this was

small enclosure reaching 10% or more,

the key for opening up the last frontier on

which was thus liable to cause some degree
of asymmetrical clipping". This later
appeared in the New Scientist of 13 January
1983 as "Loudspeaker designers have only

this globe, i.e. Inner Space, and would create

recently realised that when a speaker is
mounted in a sealed cabinet, the piston
movements of its diaphragm create pressure
changes of up to 104dB in the trapped air.

The variations present a non-linear resistance to the diaphragm's movement, which
distorts the sound. Now the British loudspeaker company Goodmans has developed a

clever circuit which automatically adjusts
the air pressure
". While the New
Scientist cannot be blamed for not being
aware of my letter published three years
earlier, it does not help my efforts to establish a track record upon which to build a
reputation.
When presenting my findings to the journal of the IERE, the 'Member of the Committee' was reported (in a letter of 7 April 1981)
as stating that my "claim was based on a false

premise, in that an infinite baffle system
merely isolates front and back air pressure
variations and cannot be non-linear"; totally
disregarding the not unimportant fact that I

had referred to a sealed enclosure, not an
infinite baffle (which could in theory also
have infinite volumes of air on each side). I

never heard from them again. This was a
early exact copy of the brush-off in 1939.
Also during 1979, having approached two

major British loudspeaker producers with
my pending patent, described in Hi-Fi News
April 1980, and been politely informed (individually) of their disinclination to proceed,

both thereafter applied for patents which
looked to me very similar to my own, and
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many jobs in the maritime and electronics
fields, in addition to giving a head start to the

Royal Navy. It also had the advantage of
being based upon concepts which were
readily understood, and easily demonstrated
by radio -controlled models.
After pursuing the original aspects of this
plan for some time (which, if I also include
the earlier period from the first moment of

trying to interest the Government or the
media in 1957, is now thirty years) the
result, after special efforts since 1977,

proved a total failure. Nobody wanted to
know.

Hence I then decided to apply for a patent

in which

I

disclosed considerably more

details. This decision was also due to the fact

that a number of scientists in the Department of Maritime Studies at UWIST (University of Wales Institute of Science and
Technology) in Cardiff had suggested that
the only thing that would convince people in
positions of influence and power would be
collaboration in the construction .of a man -

carrying prototype. This would of course
require disclosure of many of the advanced
technological features known to me so that I

could work together with the scientists of
UWIST as a team.

However, after my earlier experience, I

that, when the craft had been
finished, nobody would bother to turn up to
watch its performance, and it would eventually finish up, with so many other items,
cluttering up my garage.
By that time I had come to the conclusion
that what would be more likely to succeed
was the promotion of an 'International Race
feared

ted. This also was the opinion of my friends..

even some of my letters addressed to MPs
elicited no reaction. Ten years was too long
a time to accept the notion that all this was
just imagination. Clearly, I was flogging ai
dead horse.
I now made copies of everything relating
to the U -Plane, travelled to London, visited

the military attaches of one country after
another, and gave them all the available
information, while at the same time letting
it be known that they were not alone, and
that the same information was also given to
at least 20 other countries; thereby making

it clear that everyone was in competition
with everyone else. I also informed all that a
patent had been applied for only in Britain,
and that therefore the rest of the world was
totally free to proceed and use the information disclosed in my patent specification for
their own purposes. Later, after a friend had

made a video-tape of a working model, I
revisited most of them and submitted a copy
of this, as well as some additional information written in the form of a newsletter.

In the meantime my patent claims were
published by the Patent Office in March last
year, and copies of the specification are thus
available to anyone world-wide, with a rising
number of people in many countries actively
pursuing the goal of production. Whenever
requested by these people I have disclosed
sufficient information for them to go ahead
successfully, and thus prove the significance
of that design so conclusively, that even the

most cynical and unwilling of people here
will finally have to admit that fact.

While this information is now known
throughout the world, it unfortunately is

still being withheld from the public

in

Britain, who do not, as a rule, visit the Patent
Office; they normally expect to be informed
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by the media of any significant new development, but are, so far, completely in the dark.

Meanwhile the race has been truly 'on'
now for almost three years, while all of
Britain appears to be in total ignorance.

was applied to the search for diamonds when
there are thousands of grains of sand to every
diamond found, then diamonds would be an
unknown substance.

It is a self-evident fact that the general

the meantime be in possession of the competitor company who took the right course
at the time.
What hope has a company chairman when
confronted with choices he cannot comprehend, let alone make any decision between
often conflicting advice given by his experts?

Meanwhile, there was an interview on
Radio 4, at 1 p.m., on the 7 August 1987,
dealing with the British invention of the
body scanner (nuclear magnetic resonance
imager). During the interview it was stated

media has for many years treated inventors

by Prof. John Mullard of Aberdeen University

expecially when no great sums of money happens to have the loudest voice, or the

that from the sale of the scanner by GE for
about £1 million each, BTG (British Tech-

changed hands.
Thus a life -time of work resulting in new
technology is, if reported at all, regularly

nology Group) obtained royalties for the
patents of about £1,000-£2,000, and that the
inventors received only £5 for every £1,000
obtained by BTG. This was said to be due to
the fact that whenever the R & D is financed
by BTG or the Government, they hold the

patent rights, and the inventor has hardly
any say in the matter. It follows therefrom,

that, unless an inventor has the financial
muscle and the will and time to see the
project through from the idea stage to the

with ridicule and derision, and they have
been so successful that nobody even notices
any more the condescending and dismissive
way an inventor's efforts are often reported,

described as just an 'idea', as if what was
involved was nothing more than the result of

a moment's inspiration, a lucky accident,
requiring neither brains, thought or effort,

But being 'in charge' he at least has to
pretend he knows where he is going, so he
often follows the advice of the expert who
majority of board room members all as blind
as himself.
Most engineers, especially those in elec-

tronics and allied fields, do not realize the
great gulf that separated them from people
in other professions, where mediocrity is
the norm. While those in electronics deal

and hence not deserving more than a pat on
the back. For this reason the 'idea' will also
arouse immediate doubt as to its usefulness
and practicality, especially if it differs in any
way from the conventional wisdom as it is

daily

known to the media person who, in most

tured items as excessive, the rest of society is

with

standards

measured

in

nanoseconds, distances measured in the
wavelengths of light, thicknesses of one
atomic layer, and consider distortions of
0.001% or a failure rate of 1% of manufac-

cases, is not only totally untrained in science, but often may also not have the intellectual equipment to be in the same league as

an employee, but instead has the special

used to thinking that a quarter of an inch is
the pinnacle of exactness; and those people
who belong to the legal profession applying
the inventor. This breeds immediately an the law and its failure -rate of 65% - i.e. the
atmosphere of tension. Additionally, he has number of re -offenders, after having been
to write in such a way that it can be readily through the system once, supposedly to be
understood by the greatest number of read- cured of their bad habits - seem quite
ers, which means adjusting standards to the content to make a good living out of their
lowest common denominator. By this time job. If I were navigating my aircraft in such a
the story often bears no semblance to the way that 65% of the time I would arrive at

pleasure of having to come begging cap -in -

actual facts.

sale of the complete and saleable product, he
is better off using his time and effort growing
roses for his mother-in-law on the fast lane
of the M1 .

Otherwise, the moment he approaches a
government (or any other) organization for
backing or funding, he ends up just like any
employee working for somebody. Only, in
this case, he has none of the usual rights of

hand to an 'examiner' who, after spending
possibly all of seven minutes perusing the
submitted material - which, in my case of
the U -Plane is based upon something like 70

thousand man hours of R & D - will then
pronounce his verdict on whether they are
interested in backing the project or not.

There are a number of other hurdles to
overcome.
Most developments of major importance
and value usually include a substantial number of sub -inventions, which preferably are
all patented individually. The act of writing
the patent applications and dealing with all

the details associated with this work, is in
itself a full-time job.

If he is in fact employed by a firm or
Government department, then normally all

the wrong airport, or would smash my

What may have been the result of ten or

undercarriage every second landing, I would

more years of strenuous work is thus, by the

retire from that job long before I would

simple act of calling it an 'idea', at once

expect to be thrown out.

denigrated by the media to the equivalent of
an unplanned product of one's mind. And,
being unable to correctly judge the value and
significance of the invention, they therefore
feel more secure when basing their judgement solely upon the money made from it,
and the professional status of the inventor.
It is surely a great loss to all if a capable

While writing this, I listened to Alistair
Cooke reading his Letter from America,

inventor is ignored precisely because he
sticks to what he does best, until he finally
either avoids disclosing anything at all and
chooses another career, or gives his invention free to any competing nation. Neither is
it surprising if low status eventually extends
to all of science and technology, leading to

inventions of the inventor are the property of

avoidance of these fields by most of our

the firm, government or whosoever funds

brainiest youngsters.

the bill of his R & D or other expenses. If his

employment is in any defence industry, or
funded by the MOD, then, due to the secrecy

surrounding his work, nobody may ever
know of his work. Nor can he complain when
treated as nothing more than a number.

If the invention has military potential,
then MOD scientists may be working on
similar R & D in good faith; in which case,

due to secrecy all around, there may be
costly duplication of effort and loss of time.
If as a result of all these reasons a valuable

and important invention is lost to Britain,
one reply often given by those holding the
money strings is the fact that, according to
them, most inventions presented to them
are worthless, only 1 in ten is any good, so
that any misjudgement leading to a loss of a
good invention is understandable and pardonable. If the same degree of complacency
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wherein he told of the golfer who recently,
after bashing a ball into a hole in the ground,
- admittedly from some distance-was given
a prize of a quarter million dollars. Another
golfer, also having bashed a ball into a hole
in the ground was given a Rolls Royce worth
over a hundred thousand dollars.
Now, I do not begrudge these people their

money but, if I had to explain to a person
from another world why bashing a ball into a
hole in the ground was so highly valued by

the people on this earth compared to the
activities of those inventors of the body
scanner who were given £5 for every expensive scanner sold, I would not be surprised if
I would find myself faced with a difficult task.
What can be done to improve matters here

Britain? Compared with many other
countries around the world, the people of
standing of technology and electronics, Britain are not badly off or in desperate
since these have entered into every other straits. There are many whose standard of
field of human activity. Thirty years ago,a living is high and whose complacency can be
in

Decision -making now requires deep under-

company director unable to change a tyre on understood, if not condoned. There are also
his car could still be expected to make the many success stories of firms able to comright decision on whether to spend a million pete with anyone in the world or even
on new record presses in the factory or not. beating the best. Thus what ought to be said
Today, entering production of, for example, is that Britain is not doing badly, but could
CD late in the day, in ignorance of the do vastly better.

coming of DAT could be fatal. Likewise,
being unable to foresee the potential of DAT
technology for application as computer
memory in comparison with other forms can

also mean taking the wrong course. Once
done, it will be very difficult to enter the
winning stream, since most patents will in

Heinz Lipschutz is a retired airline captain,
formerly flying Viscounts for British Airways.
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Fig.l. Block diagram of
millimetre -wave transponder
for the personal satellite communications experiment.

volcanic eruptions or other natural phenomena.

uplink transmitter will have an
r.f. output power of 0.5W and,

Video telephony and con-

with the antenna gains men-

When the Japanese ETS-VI geo-

ferencing will be a third experiment. Another will be centred on

stationary test satellite is laun-

the Pacific Ocean region and will

tioned, the resulting e.i.r.p. will
be about 35dBW. The satellite
transmitter will have the same

ched in 1992 it will be carrying a
millimetre -wave transponder for

provide both personal com-

experiments with a personal
satellite communications service. The word personal here

rious islands and information

means that the earth terminals

fifth system will be a mobile

will be for exclusive use by indi-

radio type service for travellers in
land vehicles. It will provide

Personal mm wave satcoms

viduals, or perhaps very small

munication services for the vaexchanges between libraries and
universities in major cities. The

Millimetre waves, of course,

communication, position finding and localized information

allow antenna reflectors to be

about such things as traffic con-

very small to achieve a given gain

and directivity. So earth termin-

groups of people.

als can be made compact and
light for carrying about either as
portable or as transportable units. The main engineering problem is in obtaining adequate r.f.

amplification at frequencies
above 30GHz.

Five experimental systems are
to be tried out. One is for slow -

speed video news gathering,

ture stability of 3 x10' for satisfactory s.c.p.c. operation.

Semiconductor devices are to

be used throughout this transponder, and, of course, at the
present level of the technology
r.f. power output, giving a down-

the choice of suitable transistors
to operate in the mm -wave region is very critical. At 39GHz,
be -142dBW at the satellite and
-143dBW at the earth termin- for example, the solid-state r.f.
power amplifier in the transmitals. Overall the carrier power to
ter is required to provide a gain
noise density ratio is reckoned to
of 27dB or more, to give an r.f.
be about 54dBHz.
link e.i.r.p. of about 37dBW.
Received power is expected to

These figures apply to person-

output of 0.5W. The Japanese

ditions, accidents and blocked

al communications based on a
data rate of 64kbit/s -a standard
rate in the telecommunications

engineers have decided on a power amplifier consisting of several
fet amplifiers phase -combined in

roads.
Engineers from the Radio Re-

field. For the slow -speed video
news gathering experiment,

vices more advanced than the

search Laboratory of the
Japanese Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications and from

the NEC company gave a descrip-

tion of the proposed mm -wave
scheme at the 38th Congress of
the International Astronautical
Federation at Brighton. Uplinks
will operate in the 43.5-47GHz

however, the faster data rate of
512kbit/s requires higher trans-

parallel. They expect to use denow familiar GaAs fets to achieve

the required performance.

mitter powers - 2W for the

In the receiver part of the

uplink and 4W for the downlink.
Here the antenna sizes and gains
are larger, the gains being in the

transponder, the 43GHz low noise amplifier front-end will
also use a fet. The developers

range 40-48dB. Consequently

expect that by the end of the

the e.i.r.ps are also greater: present decade new devices with
44dBW for the uplink and noise figures of 5.2 to 5.7dB at

working at a data rate of 512kbit/

mobile -satellite frequency

s. Reporters will carry around a
small, portable terminal with a
40cm diameter uplink dish. The

allocation and downlinks in the
related 37.5-39.5GHz band.

second application will be the

antenna diameters can be as

collection of geophysical or

A block diagram of the planned mm -wave transponder for
the ETS-VI satellite is shown in
Fig.1. Weighing I lkg and con-

small as 30cm for earth termin-

suming 44W of power, it will

meteorological data from speci-

als and 40cm on the spacecraft to
achieve substantial gains. Antenna gains of 37-38dB are expected
for earth terminals and 39-40dB
for the satellite transponder. The

part of a phase -locked loop. The
output of this circuit is

operate on the single -channel -

frequency -quadrupled to give

fic places. Portable terminals will

be taken to temporary measure-

ment sites only when needed
there, to monitor earthquakes,

At these frequencies the
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53dBW for the downlink.

this frequency will be available.
In the local oscillator a GaAs fet

is used in an 11GHz voltage
controlled oscillator which

is

per -carrier (s.c.p.c.) principle.
The i.f. is 2GHz and the receiver

41GHz, thus providing an i.f. of
2GHz in the receiver frequency
noise figure 6dB. The 41GHz converter when mixed with the
local oscillator needs a tempera- 43GHz incoming signal.
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[SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Laser links
between
satellites
Laser optical systems are now
being developed in several countries as an alternative to radio for

spacecraft and can see them for
long periods.

Current examples of such relay stations are NASA's Tracking

and Data Relay Satellites
(TDRS). Three of them, TDRS-A
-B and -C, were deployed by the

space shuttle in 1983, 1985 and

communication links between

1985 respectively. These, however, and other projected data relay

satellites. They have several

satellites, all use radio links to

advantages. One, of course, is

the low -orbiting (and other)

that they provide a wide frequen-

spacecraft.

cy spectrum and at the same

Other benefits of direct communication links between satel-

time save space in the microwave
or mm -wave radio bands.
Another advantage is that high
gain can be achieved with small
reflectors at optical frequencies.

This allows the transmitter and
receiver to be small and lightweight with low power consump-

tion. These optical links also
provide a high degree of privacy
in communication and are large-

ly immune from electrical interference.
But laser links do have a prob-

lem, relative to radio systems,
because of their extremely narrow beam widths. Beam divergence is measured in micro -

radians and a typical figure is
about 8p.rad. This makes acquisition difficult - keeping the
transmitter and receiver accurately pointed at each other when

they may be up to 50 000km
apart - and introduces a need for
special automatic pointing, acquisition and tracking systems in
the satellites.
Nevertheless the development
of laser systems for this kind of

communication is going ahead
fast, to judge from a recent IEE
colloquium in London (Inter satellite links and on -board
optical techniques'). One impor-

tant application giving an impetus to the work is the need to
collect data from low -orbiting
satellites which are engaged in
scanning the Earth for various
kinds of information - environ-

lites include the avoidance of
double hops (cutting out earth

stations), a better use of the
available frequency spectrum
and a less complicated earth seg-

ment. Communication between
satellites in the geostationary
orbit is called inter -satellite
while that between geostationary
and low -orbiting spacecraft is
distinguished by the name inter orbit.
According to several contribu-

tors from STC at the IEE colloquium, the wavelengths envisaged for laser links range from
10.6µm down to 0.85µm. These
are really fixed by the currently
available laser sources. The
longest wavelength, 10.6p.m, is

600mW from this type of device
and himself described an MBB
laboratory set-up which he said
was capable of generating "one
watt or more." This comprised

a greater angular velocity than a

geostationary one, any

electromagnetic -wave link be-

tween them is subject to the

Doppler effect, which changes
one Nd:YAG laser used as an the frequency of the propagated
oscillator, followed by another carrier wave as seen by the reNd:YAG laser operating as an ceiver. This means that the receiver 1.o. laser has to be tunable
amplifier.
However, the amount of pow- over about 15GHz (assuming a
er needed depends on the type of wavelength of 1.06p.m) to cope
laser radiation and the method with the Doppler shift.
Receiving devices for optical
by which the data signal modulates it and is detected at the links are, of course, photodetecreceiver. Two techniques are tors, and have to be as sensitive
being investigated. In the first as possible for good communica-

the laser generates multi - tion efficiency. A. Hadjifotion
frequency, incoherent radiation and N.E. Jolley of STC reviewed
and is modulated in intensity by semiconductor devices now
pulses. Here the process at the being studied for this task, for
receiving end is called direct both direct and coherent detecdetection. In the second techni- tion systems. According to them,
que the laser produces single - avalanche photodetectors in silifrequency, coherent radiation. con for wavelengths up to 1µm

This is modulated in a similar and in the alloy GaInAsP for
manner to the carrier of a radio wavelengths up to 1.6p.m offer
transmitter and the process at the most promising performance
the receiving end is called cohe- - which means a group of parameters including high values of
quantum efficiency (photoelecis more sensitive and efficient trons per photon), gain and gain
because the demodulator acts as x bandwidth product.
Silicon and the alloy both have
a very narrow band filter, rejecting most of the background a typical quantum efficiency of
rent detection.
In general the second method

noise. The coherent method 80%, the first with a gain x
therefore requires less transmit-

bandwidth product of 150GHz

in practice because of its large
size and weight, poor reliability

method. As an example, A.R.

and the second with 10GHz. The
STC speakers compared receiver

Goodwin of STC mentioned that

sensitivities that might be

and need for gas replenishment.
Semiconductor lasers will generate wavelengths of 1.5p.m (using

a 50 000km inter -satellite link

obtained with avalanche photo -

produced by a CO2 gas laser, but
this device is unlikely to be used

GaInAsP), 1.3µm (using
GaInAsP) and 0.85p.m (using
GaAIAs). A solid-state device us-

ing Nd:YAG as the lasing
medium and pumped by a semi-

conductor diode is very much
favoured, and will produce a
wavelength of 1.06p.m.
Powers generated by the semiconductor lasers are generally in
the range 20-50mW, and it

ter power than the direct

carrying a data rate of 120Mbit/s

detectors used in the two

had been calculated to need

methods of detection. They said
that, at 1.55µ,m wavelength and

20mW of laser output power for
coherent detection but ten times
as much, 200mW, for direct detection.

a data rate of 140Mbit/s, the
receiver sensitivity to be expected for direct detection would

But obtaining a single - be -50dBm and for p.s.k./

homodyne coherent detection
the coherent transmission sys- would be -67.9dBm - a "mastem is not so easy. In practice a sive advantage" of about 18dB for
frequency carrier from a laser for

spectral line with a certain width

in Hz is generated. What line -

the coherent method.
Two Marconi speakers discus-

width in the frequency spectrum
is tolerable in a system depends

sed the problems of pointing,

scheme chosen. G. Hacker gave
some examples of three different

Cope outlined methods of ac-

of the STC researchers described
a newly -developed device called a

kinds of carrier keying and detec-

these satellites their orbital

double quantum well laser,

tion. Assuming a data rate of

periods are very short - typically

which gives 30mW of continuous
radiation at 0.85µm.

120Mbit/s, a.s.k./homodyne required a linewidth of 250kHz,

But many of the contributors

f.s.k./heterodyne required a line -

achieving higher powers, in hun-

homodyne required a linewidth

mental, meteorological, military
and soon.
Because of the low altitudes of

90 to 100 minutes. To collect

transmitted data from them

seems that about 30mW would
be enough to establish an inter orbit link. As an example, three

acquisition and tracking in
on the modulation/detection narrow -beam laser links. P.E.G.

quisition based on charge coupled sensing devices. P.C.
Wyatt, discussing beam stabilization techniques, said that any
system for pointing, acquisition
and tracking had to be capable of

directly entails having a chain of
earth stations all round the globe

spoke of the desirability of width of 4MHz, while p.s.k./ tracking to an accuracy of

if continuous reception is to be
maintained. This is complicated
and expensive. A cheaper solu-

dreds of milliwatts. Here the of 25kHz.
Another problem with the
Nd:YAG solid-state laser seems

tion is to use a few geostationary
data -relay satellites which look

West German aerospace firm oscillator laser in the receiver
MBB mentioned that recent has to be made tunable. Because
American work had achieved a low -orbiting satellite travels at

down on the low -orbiting
280

very promising. G. Hacker of the

coherent system is that the local

0.3µrad in the presence of disturbances from the spacecraft
and accelerations in the line of
sight.

Satellite Systems is written by
Tom Ivall
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE

& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM £203.93 (excluding VAT & carriage)
Prices
CCIRI3 £203.93
CCIRI3.1 £260.64

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
RICE AT ONLY £189.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

Power requirement
Video Input
Audio Input
FM Sound Sub -Carrier
Modulation

- 240V 8 Watt (available other voltages)
- IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohm
- .8V 600 Ohm
- 6MHz (available 5.5MHz)

- Negative

IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple on IF Saw Filter
Output (any channel 47-860MHz)
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Intermodulation

- 38.9MHz
- 32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz)

- 50us
- .6dB

- +6dBmV (2mV) 75 Ohm

- 10 to
- Equal or less than 60dB
I

Spurious Harmonic Output

- -40dB (80dB if fitted with TCFLI filter or
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller

CCIR/3-1

- Specification as above but output level
60dBmV 1000mV Intermodulation 54dB

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM ONLY £104.53 (excluding VAT & carriage)

Other Options Available

- I.F. Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output

Alternative Applications

- CCTV Surveillance up to 100 TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera control
signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction.

802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range

- 45-290MHz, 470-860MHz

- +/- 1.8 MHz

A.F.C. Control

- IV 75 Ohm
- .75V 600 Ohm unbalanced
- 4 Ohms
Tunable by internal preset

Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

Available for PAL System I or BG

- Channel selection via remote switching.

Options

Crystal Controlled Tuner.
Stereo Sound.
CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Power Requirement
Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output
Modulation
Audio Sub -Carrier
Frequency Stability
Intermodulation
Sound Pre -Emphasis

- 240V
- IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohms
- IV rms 30K Ohms Adjustable .4 to 1.2
- 10 to
1

- 6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz

- Negative

- 6MHz or 5.5MHz
- 25 Deg temperature change 150KHz

- less than 60dB

- 50us

Double Sideband Modulatounwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4
Combiner/Leveller)
CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER

to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4
TSKO

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2
CCIR/5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

1 Modulator £104.53
2 Modulators £159.99
3 Modulators £226.28
4 Modulators £292.56
5 Modulators £358.85

2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4x TCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND
ENTER 15 ON REPLY CARD

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

Current -conveyor
sine -wave oscillators
Using a unified representation for single current -conveyor
oscillators, new circuits of this class can be discovered
systematically.
MUHAMMAD TAHER ABUELMA'ATTI and NOURIAABDULLAH HUMOOD

Y3

Y5

Because of its distinct advantages over

Single current -conveyor multiple
feedback configuration.

current -conveyor has attracted the
attention of many researchers in the field of
active filters and oscillators'. Over the past
few years, a number of schemes have been

developed for realising single currentconveyor active -RC sinusoidal oscil-

Current -

Fig.1.

the operational amplifier, the

--(

Y6

conveyor

Y

Yt

Fig.2. (below): these oscillator circuits are
derived from Fig.1 with Y6=Y8=0.

Y7

Y4

I

I

Ye

Y2

I

lators2-7. But papers available on this subject are concerned only with one new circuit
in each paper. This is because these circuits
were discovered by accident or with the help
of intuition.
Our objective in this article is therefore to

provide a unified treatment for single
current -conveyor active -RC sinusoidal oscil-

lator circuits. Apart from the obvious advantage of unifying the analysis of this class of

oscillator, this treatment leads to the sys-

tematic discovery of numerous single
current -conveyor active -RC sinusoidal oscil-

lators. We shall consider here the performance of a few specimen circuits and shall
provide a selected catalogue of potentially
useful oscillators of this type.
Figure 1 shows the generalized representation of a single current -conveyor multiple feedback configuration. Assuming that
the current -conveyor is ideal with ix=iz,

(b)

I a)

63

iy= 0, vx=vy, routine analysis yields the
characteristic equation of this circuit configuration given by
YiY7P12-EY3+Y6+178 -Y4 -Y51 +YiY21Y3+Ys +Y61
+ FYI (Y3+Y5)(Ys-Y4)1 +Y2Y81Ys +Y71- YiY4Y6
+112Y312Y5+Y7+Y81+Y6Y8lYi +Y2+Y3+Y7]

+Y3Y61Y2-Y4+Y71-0

c

(1)

This equation is complex and not easy to

d

(C)

visualize. Therefore, the analysis in the
following sections will proceed by consider-

C3

ing some special cases.

C3

II

CASE I

Il

G5

G

X

For Y6=Y8=0, equation 1 reduces to
YTY2(Y3+Y5+Y7)+Y3Y7(Yi +Y2) + 2Y2Y3Y5 -

Current Y

conveyor

Current sr

z

conveyor

Yill5Y7+YiY4(Y3 +Ys +177)

The oscillator circuits shown in Fig.2 resulted from performing all possible per-

mutations to explore the possibility of
oscillation. Table 1 summarizes the frequency of oscillation and the condition of oscillation for each circuit.
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Gi

G7

1
(el

(f)
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NM

oscillation of the circuit are given by

CASE II

(00 =

For Yi =Y5=0, equation 1 reduces to
and

Y8Y6(Y3 + Y7 + Y2 ) + Y3Y7 (Y6 + Y2 ) + Y8Y2

C8(C1

G7G8

C C2

C2)=Ci(G4 -G7).

(Y3 + Y7 ) = Y3Y6 (Y4 -112 )

This yields the oscillator circuits shown in

CASE IV

Fig.3. Table 2 summarizes the frequency and
condition of oscillation for each circuit.

With Y3=Y8=0 and Y1=00, equation 1 reduces to
-1-Y5) +Y7(Y6 -Y5) =0

(Y2 -Y4 )(Y7 +

The process of permutation gives us the
CASE III

With Y3=Y5=0 and Y6= co, equation 1 reduces to
\VI = Y8(Y1 +Y2 +Y7) +Yi (Y2+177)

which yields the oscillator circuit shown in
Fig.4. The frequency and the condition of

( a)

oscillator circuits of Fig.5. Table 3 summarizes the frequency and condition of oscillation for each circuit.
CASE V

With Y4=Y6= 0 and Y5= co, equation 1 re -

Table 1. Frequency and condition of oscillation for the six oscillator circuits of Fig. 2.

lb)
G1[G3G4+G8G7-G3G7]
a

c2[GI(G3+G7)+G3G7] = G1C5(G4+ G7)

C2C8[G1 +2G3]
G2G3G7

b

C1[G2G3+ G2G7+ G3GA +2C8G2G3-- C2G4(G3+ G7)

C1C8[G2-G7-G4]
2G2G3G5
C1C7[G2 + G3

C1C2[G3+ G8]+ C7G2G3=CIG4(G3+ G8)

G5 - G4]

G1G7(G2-G4)

d

(C3+ COGIG2+C3GAGI+G2) = (C3 +COGIG4+ C8G1G7

2C3C5G2

G5G7-G2(G5+G7)

e

C3[(G1+G2) G7 + G1G2 2%65] = C4G (G6 + G7)

C3C4

(c)

G1G8(G2- G4)

(C3+ C7)GI[G4- G2]

CA1G5=2C3G2G8

C3C7(G1 +G2)

Table 2. Frequency and condition of oscillation for the circuits of Fig. 3.

toolthtiori of oscillation
G3G7G2

a

G3C6 (G7 + G2) + G2C8 (G 3 + G7) = G3G4C6

C6C8(G2+ G3+ G7)
G2G6G8

b

G6G8 (C3+ C2) + G2G8(C3+ C2)

C3G2G6 = C3G4G6

C3C7(G8+ G2)
G8G7Ga

c

(d)

G6G6 (C2 + C3) -I- G6G2C3+ G2G8C2 C3G4G6

C3C2(G8+G7+G8)
G2G3G8

d

Fig.3.

(above) Oscillators derived from

Fig.1 with Y1=Y5= O.

G8C6 (G3 ± G2)+G2G3C2+ G3G8C7+G2G3C6- G4G3C6

C8C2(G3+ G8)

Current conveyor

.4f

G5

Fig.4. Oscillators derived from Fig.1 with
Y3= Y5= 0, Y6= cc

(a)
65

(b)

5

(c)

I

Fig.5. Oscillators derived from Fig.1 with Y3=Y8= 0, Y1= °°

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

)d)

Fig.6. Oscillator derived from Fig.1 with
Y4= Y6 = 0, Y5= oc
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MO

duces to
Y1Y7=Y1(Y2+178)+Y7(2Y3+Y8)

and the oscillator circuit shown in Fig.6
results. Frequency and the condition of
oscillation of the circuit are given by

lb

2G2G3
o

C IC8

CiG7=CIG.,+C8G.).

and

100k

CASE VI

Fig.8.

WithY9=Y6=Y8=0 and Yi = co equation

1

reduces to
Y3(Y4- Y7) +Y4(Y5+ Y7) +Y5Y7= 0

which results in the circuits shown in Fig.7.
Table 4 summarizes the frequency and condition of oscillation for each circuit.

100k

Circuits illustrated here are based on this twin op -amp current conveyor

arrangement Special-purpose current -conveyor i.cs could bring improved bandwidth
and output drive capability.
Table 3. Frequency and condition of oscillation for the
oscillator circuits of Fig. 5.

Circuit
a

Frequency

Condition of oscillation

0607-G4(G6+ 07)

C2 ( G 6 + G7) - C5(G 4 + G7)

C2C5
b

0507-G2(05+07)
05(02- 04)

c

(C + C7) (G2

G4) =C7G5

(C5+ C7)(G2

G4) - C7G6

C6C7

G6(02-04)

d

3. Naqshabandi, S.F.N., Shah, N.A., and Sharma,
R.S., 1984, On the realization of a voltage controlled oscillator, International Journal of Electronics
vol.56, 359-363.
4. Senani, R., 1979, New canonic single resistance -controlled sinusoidal oscillator using a

C5C7

vol.15. 568-569.
5. Soliman, A.M., 1978, A novel variable frequency

sinusoidal oscillator using a single current conveyor, Proc. IEEE vol.66, 800.
6. Soliman, A.M., 1978, Realisation of frequencydependent negative -resistance circuits using two

capacitors and a single current conveyor, Proc.
IEE vol.125, 1336-1337.

Table 4. Frequency and condition of oscillation for the
circuits of Fig. 7.

1

Circuit Frequency Condition of oscillation

al

a

G 5G 7

C3G7= C4(G5+ G7)

C3C4
b

G3G4

a

single current conveyor, Electronics Letters
C6 (G 2 ± 07) - C4 (G5 + G7)

C4C6

G7

NI

7. Soliman, A.M., 1975, Simple sinusoidal active
RC oscillators, International Journal of Electronics vol.39, 455-458.
8. Huertas, J.L., 1980, Circuit implementation of
current conveyor, Electronics Letters vol.16, 225226.
9. Wilson, B., 1984, High-performance current

conveyor implementation, Electronics Letters
C7 G = G (C 5 ± c7)

C5C7

vol.20, 990-991.
10. B. Wilson, Using current conveyors, Electro-

a

a

nics & Wireless World April 1986, 28-32.

C5

Current conveyor

Y

Z-11-0-

Table 5. Summary of the performance of five new
selected sample circuits.

Circuit

Component values

Frequency range

Fig.2a

R, = 5.6k, R3 = lk,
R7 = 2.5k, C2= In.

5.3kHz-,305Hz

a

R4=10k,

C5=19n-,1p.

Ib)

Fig.7. Oscillator circuits derived from Fig.1
with Y2=Y6= Y8= 0, Y1= °

Fig.3a

R2=7 -4k, R3=2.5k, R4= 1k
R7 -10k, C6= 10n

2-5kHz-,1.11kHz

C8 = 1n --030n

Fig.4

Fig.5a

Fig.6

114= 2.5k, R7-= 5k, R8 = 10k

11.9kHz->1.75kHz

R4=2.5k,R6= lk, R7= lk
C2= ln, C5=3n--,300n

28.9kHz->0.6kHz

Local Telecommunications 2: into the digital era, edited by J. M. Griffiths. Peter Peregri-

= lk, R7= lk
C8=3n, C,=5n-.1p.

30.8kHz-1.7kHz

nus for the IEE, £27. A further symposium
in print: chapters cover the present local

R2=2.5k,

FURTHER POSSIBILITIES
Obviously, several other special cases can be

considered and numerous oscillator circuits
can be obtained by performing all the possible permutations. Also, it is worth pointing
out that permutations in the six cases considered here employ a single passive element
per branch; either a resistor or a capacitor,

and two capacitors only per circuit. However, by allowing more than one element per
branch and/or more than two capacitors per

circuit, hundreds of new oscillator circuits
could be obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Although the current conveyor realisation8
shown in Fig.8 is imperfect , highly stable
oscillations have been obtained with it. Table

5 summarizes the performance of a few

selected sample circuits. With a highperformance current -conveyor implement -
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OOKS

C2= ln, C,= In ->20n

network; voice and data communication
ation9, better results over a wider frequency
range would be obtained.

The practice of realising current conveyors using operational amplifiers and
resistors results in poor bandwidth and
output capability into even moderately low
loads. However, research may result in the
production of high-performance i.c. current
conveyors. In this case the i.c. technology
used will play an important role in deciding

which of the numerous circuits derivable
from Fig.1 are preferable.
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a
a
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number 17 in the IEE's telecommunications
series: others cover radio receivers, phase
noise in signal sources, spread -spectrum
communications, advanced signal processing, land mobile radio, telcommunications

a
a

economics and numerous other topics.

Introduction of Queueing Networks by E.
Gelenbe and G. Pujolle, translated from the

French by J. C. C. Nelson. John Wiley,
£14.95. Mathematical study of queueing
networks with applications to data proces-

sing and communications in mind. Hard
covers, 177 pages.
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Frequency Calibration Dependent on the
200kHz Droitwich Transmission?
Upgrade to a traceable
MSF off -air Standard

before the change to
198kHz.
The Radiocode Clocks Model RFS1000 represents a
significant advance in off -air Frequency Standard

design and offers important advantages over
conventional instruments based on broadcast

The

transmissions.

O Traceable to NPL
O No Scheduled Frequency Changes
O Instant and Automatic Operation
O 24 -hour Transmission
O Self -Contained, Battery -Powered, Portable Unit
O High Noise Immunity
O Long Range
O Real Time Synchronisation

Access

Alk

RF51000 costs

only £485+E10 carriage. VAT extra.
Available from:

Thoroughbred Direct Sales Ltd.
25 St Margaret's Green, Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 2BN.

Tel: (0473) 225951
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PLOTTERS

Quarthand

HP98725 with Feed 8 Cutter

Televideo 925

DEC Bought and Sold
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

from £400

Intel Development Systems
Mitsubishi 1/2Ht 961pi DSDCI Floppy

£60

UNIBUS

SIMULATION

SYSTEM

£620

VDU's
E120

HP2621

£150

HP2647A Graphics Computer

£350

Cifer T2

£195

Qume QVT 101, German Keyboard

£150

VT -100

£155

11/34A, 128KB, 2x RLO1's
DZ-11 Mux

£350
£375

PSU's

RL-11 RLO Controller

£375

Gould MG12-10 Switch Mode

DR -11C Gen Purpose I/f

£90

Televideo 950
HP2624 with Thermal Printer

E275

£25

£75

DN-11

£450

LP -11 Printer

£200

R001 + Controller

E350

OSCILLOSCOPES

TEK 7603

£750

PLUG -INS
Q -BUS

DIV- I 1.1 4 -port serial

£175

f1,500

11/23, 256KB, Dual RL02
LPV-11 Printer I/F

£200
£100
from E75

DLV-11 E/F

Turn your -IBM -it into an
EPROM Simulator

Backplanes with PSU

WINCHESTER DRIVES

Seagate ST225 20MB 1/2 height
Fujitsu M2312K, 84MB, SMD
Atari 4036, Voice Coil, 45MB

£160
£875

TEK7A22 Diff. Amplifier
TEK7A26 Dual Trace Amp 200MHz
TEK7B53A Dual Time Base
TEK7B80 Delayed Timebase 400MHz

£600
£800

TEK7885 Delaying Timebase 400MHz

£950

DVM's
Outran 1051 51/2 Digit Autoranging
Solartron 1765
Solartron 7050

£950
£850

E650

£350
£450

£220
VARIOUS TEST EQUIPMENT

Now you can develop programs for any microprocessor
system using your IBM-PC (or compatible) without the
high cost of an in -circuit emulator.

Octagon add -in card simulates up to 4 x 32k bytes
of EPROM

Unique de -bug window
Ribbon cables connect to your target
microprocessor's EPROM sockets
Accepts binary or hex load files
We can also supply most cross-assemblers/compilers
to make a complete low cost development system.
For more details contact:
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
LIMITED

Engineering Solutions Limited
King House, 18 King Street, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 1EF
Tel: (0628) 36052 Telex: 849462 Fax: (0628) 74928
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DAISY PRINTERS

Diablo 630 R5232 (New)

£575

TEC Starwriter 110/40 (New) 12Bit 1/1

£550

NEC Spinwriter 3510, as new, RS -232

£325

Dome Sprint 11/55 Parallel i/f (New)

£525

MATRIX PRINTERS

Genicom 4410 400lpm ex -demo

Dataproducts 5PG 8051 Colour (New)

£2,250
£450

Printronix P600 (New) inc. commissioning +
yr
warranty
£3,200
1

HP3400A RMS Voltmeter

131;5

HP5326A Counter Timer
Fluke 895A Differential Voltmeter

£175

Marconi TF2162 Attenuator 0-11 1dB

£100

Marconi TF2430 Freq Counter 80MHz
Racal Dana 9500 Counter Timer
HP5004A Signature Analyser
HP612A UHF Sig Generator
HP1602A Logic Analyser

£200

Solartron 3430 Portable Data Logger
Radford DMS2
Marconi C1452A Sig Gen

£750

£200

£250
£395

£375
£450
£275
£250

30 DAY WARRANTY
ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

Quarthand Ltd, 01-885 5522
Unit 4, Hotspur Estate, West Road, Tottenham, London N17 OXJ.
ENTER 40 ON REPLY CARD
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Continued from page 263
Variations on the theme of patents

far better to spread the novelty widely and
get it used wherever it is beneficial. Yet just
declaring it "in the public domain" is not
ideal, because the inventor has to live with
the results of his brain child, so he needs
some vestige of control over what results,
both from a commercial and an ethical point

I

of view, since anything new has potential for
good or evil.
However, to leave such a decision to the
inventor would lead to legal wrangles just as
bad as infringement ones.

UES FREE
We offer a massive saving of almost 25% on a three-year subscription. To buy
36 copies of Electronics and Wireless World "over the counter" would cost
£70.20: subscribe and have them delivered to you for £53.

GLIMMER OF HOPE

Although the future looks bleak, there are

one or two rays of hope that are worth
exploring. If one has a very broad or widely

applicable idea, then it is in no one company's interest to adopt it because the others
could gang up and oppose it. We therefore
tend to have stale mate. If, however, one can
somehow manage to introduce it to everyone on equal terms, then there is no reason

why it should not be readily adopted. Ray
Dolby seems to have managed this with his
Dolby noise limiting system, which is now
widely used on tape and other sound reproduction systems.

This has been hailed as a miracle in
licensing and the key appears to be the
electronic chip. Once a chip has been successfully made for a duty, it is idle to build
the circuit from components. Further, the
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common good. The result is self policing and

thorn*. of

merits are perhaps worth exploring.

Curls, grade,

Vero low

strong interest in working together for the

which will decrease with the usage, so the

applications

algorithms

high-rollagr

apish fibres

exploit the technology.
Whether this is applicable to other than a
chip remains to be seen but most inventions
will have a key item, the production costs of

Capacitors techniques

analysis

product companies paying the royalty have a

co-operative action to enhance and further
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In retrospect, there are earlier illustrations of the same theme; the 555 timer chip

has replaced the cam-motor-microswitch
clocks of the 60's.
My attempt at using electronics instead of

ELECTRONICS ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD

For £53, you can have a
three-year
subscription

& WIRELESS WORLD and save nearly 25% eight free issues.

pneumatics in the 1950's led to worries
about the explosion hazard in chemical
plants and oil refineries. The normal foil to

this, explosion proof housings, was most

ungainly but the alternative - intrinsic
safety - was difficult to apply. The answer
was to use the Zener safety barrier but there
were legal and commercial difficulties.
Eventually at the suggestion of an Inspec-

tor of Factories, a unit was designed by a
committee representing a number of manufacturers, and certified for general use at a
solution to this safety problem. It has since
become the world standard way of dealing
with the bulk of such problems. There were
no patent rights outside the UK, but the idea
spread and money was made out of books,

4

REDUCED SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Please send me Electronics & Wireless World for one year at the special price of £19.50*
Please send me Electronics & Wireless World for three years at the special price of £53.00'
*Includes postage and packing

I enclose a cheque/PO to the value of £

seminars and consultancy work, which is
probably more satisfying than royalties

Please debit my credit account:

anyway.

Signed

I conclude that patents are fine to 'make em -listen' but it takes hardware to promote
action.

ftame
Job Title

made payable to Reed Business Publishing Limited.

Expiry date:

Access 0 BarclaycardNisa 0 Diners Club 0 Ame ican Express

Address
Please return to Electronics & Wireless World, Room L303, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

Bob Redding is director of Design Automation Ltd, in Maidenhead.
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
Linear array

Programmable bandpass filter

design manual
Originally, semi -custom linear devices were
almost as difficult to design as full -custom

i.cs since they required interconnection of
resistors and transistors scattered about the
chip in a semi -random fashion.
Modern fixed arrays consist of uncommit-

ted component modules arranged in a grid
so design involves determining the function
of each block on the grid. From the ground
up, grid -based arrays would also be difficult

An LM604 four -channel multiplexing amplifier provides a simple bandpass filter whose

switch the amplifier output to high impe-

centre frequency can be selected under

devices

microprocessor control. Each channel has a

although that may not be appropriate for

2kHz bandwidth and a gain of one at its
centre frequency.
To simplify microprocessor interfacing,
the device has chip -select, enable and write

this particular example.
There are no further details of this example in the LM604 data sheet from National
Semiconductor, but full specifications of the

inputs to latch the channel address. Using
enable and write inputs, it is possible to

i.c. are given, and an example of how to

to design, but this approach allows the

dance so that outputs from a number of
may

be

connected

together,

connect outputs of two devices together.

Digital inputs

functions of the blocks to be standardized.
Turning a block into say an op -amp is simply

a matter of selecting the required function

1n5

Design is further simplified since performances of the various functions in the

4k32
1%

macrocell library relate to industry standard
devices. Raytheon's RLA series linear -array
design manual says that most engineers will
find designing with RLA series devices about
as difficult as designing a discrete component circuit and two-sided printed circuit board.

n5 1110k 1*/0

-.

1n5

1k1%
1n5

54k91/

110k 1%

LM604

your

442 1%

design, component specifications and
marcocell data. It includes a full discussion
of how the programmable differential ampliis

1n5

54k9 1%

The design manual is a comprehensive
guide that discusses array structure, i.c.

fier shown here

110k 1%

54k9 1%

from a macrocell library.

1n5

54k 9 1%

obtained from basic

2471°/

1%

4

1n5

specifications and of how the final circuit is
evaluated. In the model library description,
subcircuit listings for the Spice emulator are
given.

.15V

20k

50k

Vin 1)

150k

20k

Iset X
input

20k

15V

20k

10k

10k

,> 50k

10k

10k

I set X
input

10k

0
text 1
10k

10k
10k

0

10k

Logic in1

11-0-

Cext 2

Logic

10k

10k

"2

10k

10k

10k

Vin (.1
10k

40k.

10k

<C

R5e11
140k

10k

-15V
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
Frequency
synthesizer with
analogue phase
detector
a
a

CR

loop vc.o. signal)

TI

CR

Discharge

phase detectors normally need heavy filtering, which compromises overall loop performance. The higher -gain analogue phase
detector in the MC145159 synthesizer reduces v.c.o. modulation sidebands and
allows greater loop bandwidths.

pulse
( reference signal )

I

Sampling
switch

discharge
switch

Error voltage
(d.c.output)

VDD

VDD

Rout

would be possible with traditional sample and -hold detector configurations. Normally
during the sample window, the ramp signal
feeding the hold capacitor is still rising,

(external)

RR

(external)

causing ripple on the output, as shown

>1

below. After sampling, the ramp continues

a

current

Ich

In frequency synthesizer designs, digital

that makes its output much cleaner than

a

Sampling pulse
derived from

source

This analogue detector is actually a
sample -and -hold circuit with a new feature

iaa

Constant

to rise, causing problems with parasitic

ramp feed through. Ramp clamping, as the
new feature is called, stops the ramp before it
is sampled, producing a clean output almost
ready to drive the synthesizer v.c.o.

Charge

In note AN969 covering operation of the
MC145159, Motorola says that the device is
suitable for applications including two-way
radios, cellular radio telephones and
avionics equipment. It has three programmable counters, one for the reference frequency and two for division, that can be loaded

Discharge
pulse

Sampling pulse
(derived from
loop v.c.o. signal)

pulse

VDD

CR

Sampling

discharge
switch

Analogue
phase

switch

detector
output
CR

CH

T(external)

T(external)

through the serial interface of a c-mos
so

microcomputer.
Sawtooth
voltage

a

Bedford MK40 1TR
0234 270027

V8
VA

Sampling
pulse

ra

Addresses
Raytheon Semiconductor
National Semiconductor Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire MK8 OAJ Ogilvie Road
301 Harpur Centre
0908 568989
High Wycombe
Home Lane

ref --0-1

Displaytech
Optilas
14 Cochran Close
Crownhill

.

L

1/f sample -ad

Sampling

Sun Microsystems Europe
Sun House
31 Pembroke Broadway
Camberley
Surrey GU15 3XD
0276 62111

window

Buckinghamshire HP12 3DS
0494 450327

Enichem
Steatite Insulations Ltd
2 The Square
Broad Street

Birmingham B15 1AP
021-643 6888
(10 lines)

Motorola
STC Electronic Services
Edinburgh Way
Harlow
Essex CM20 2DF
0279 26777

a

a

I

Crystal

Reference

Phase

Low-pass

oscillator

divider

detector

filter

Voltage
controlled
oscillator

Output
frequency

MC 11.5159

I
I
I
I
I

÷N
counter

counter

Dual modulus

prescaler

a

I
I
I
a

I

a

I

Control
logic

a
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
called Introduction to electroluminescence
produced by Enichem and available through

70

Steatite. Included in the booklet are a
discussion of radiometric versus photomet-

60

ric units and graphs showing brightness
against frequency for the various display

Standard
white

50-

colours.

lig =II

LinVYWr

.

lr

1342
E2

20

0 FlIMARr

...

10-

0.2

04

06

08

12

14

16

18

au

2

FREQUENCY (kHz)

Electroluminescent
panels

= = , , 7-=!`r ,!, ,, 7 V'

Improved manufacturing techniques result in a constant and uniform light output
over the entire panel surface without the

panels were only available in green and were

need for heating, and greater efficiency.
Sacrificing brightness, it is possible to run
the higher efficiency green panels from a

prone to "hot spots". Modern panels still

60Hz supply of about 100V. Less efficient

require a relatively high voltage a.c. supply
but they are more efficient and can be made

panels of other colours still need about 100V
at 400Hz but specially designed d.c.-to-a.c.
converters of about 25mm3 are available.
Theory behind these panels and technical

When first introduced, electroluminescent

in a range of colours. Adding dyes to the
phosphors or overlaying photoluminescent
material allows colours such as white and
red to be produced.

vow
4-

I

II I

46-

ilILLICA 'NW
Ilb

details relating to light output and spectral

performance are contained in a booklet

Liquid crystal light modulator in image recognition
Ferroelectric liquid -crystal shutters that
switch in a few hundred microseconds are
now readily available for evaluation in industrial and commercial applications. Such
light modulators have been used successfully in three-dimensional television and light
beam switching experiments but there must
be many less obvious applications yet to be
discovered. One such application is suggested by Displaytech in a very short note

Spectral response

Open time

'2'15 Volts

Shutter
-1 8-

.15V

Shutter
control

y-2-6-

-CI

.,

15V

Pixel clock

_riff

that describes using the company's 150ps
light modulator to enhance computer image
recognition.
In machine vision, moving objects appear

n_rrt-u-Ln_
,--- -Frame read out time

350

450

550

650

750

WAVELENGTH Ins)

blurred so image freezing is introduced to
obtain a sharp picture. Normally a stroboscope is used for image freezing but unless

Stroboscope

Response to square wave
l'15 Volts, 633nm, 25°C
T open

the object is in complete darkness, unwanted light reaches the camera or detector
while the stroboscope is off. Adding a light
modulator provides a very fast shutter that

100%

transmittance

Detector
array

1_1

04-

Light
modulator

Lens

only opens when the stroboscope is activated, hence blocking unwanted light.

The one -sheet note is part of a booklet
containing data on the modulator and discussing its operating principles. A further
equally short note describes using pulse width modulation for light attenuation.

Object

0-2-

Tc lased

0 0001

01

1

FREQUENCY (kHz)

1

10

Timing
and
control

Optilas distributes the modulator in the UK.
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-TELECOMMS TOPICS
and private leased services be-

`Big Bang' and any future growth

tween the two countries with

that will be required. The num-

Alcatel, Nokia and AEG have service being planned to begin
signed an agreement covering early this year. The other agree-

ber of lines in use has already

Euro-cellular

ment, for the joint planning of an
development, manufacturing,
marketing and sales of pan- optical fibre submarine cable

European digital cellular sys- system linking the UK and the
tems operating to the GSM standard. This agreement, which will
remain in effect until 1993, supersedes a memorandum of
understanding signed last Octo-

Netherlands, covers a multiple fibre unrepeatered digital link of

some 170km in length. It

is

expected to come into operation
in 1989.

ber at Telecom 87.
The consortium will be known
as ECR900, i.e. European Cellular Radio 900MHz, and will have

Stock
Exchange's
System X

its 'programme office' in Stuttgart, West Germany at the Standard Elektrik Lorenz subsidiary
The London Stock Exchange has

of Alcatel. Specific tasks will be
switched over to a private System
allocated among the three comX digital telephone network suppanies and it expects to employ plied, installed and commisup to 400 engineers. They will sioned by Plessey. This provides
share the total costs, expected to the most modern communicainvolve some 150 million ECU, tions facility of its kind in the
or roughly £100M, over the next world.
four years.
The new exchange privately
Fifteen of the 26 CEPT coun- links the regional stock extries have already agreed to the changes at Glasgow, Liverpool,
introduction of the GSM system. Manchester, Birmingham and

Mercury/
Netherlands
co-operation

The contract was awarded after extensive evaluation by both
the bank's staff and the consultants Butler Cox. This included

doubled since last year.

visits to existing user sites of

The network already has the
built-in capability for DASS II
which will be offered shortly to
Stock Exchange telephone exchange users, enabling them to

System 400 and competing systems in London and overseas.

have a wholly digital connection
into the system. DASS II is a new
digital signalling system enabling digital private branch exchanges to use common channel

Communications,

France Telecom International
and

change.

Radio Marconi (CPRM) have

Companhia

Portuguesa

signed an agreement for

an
optical fibre submarine cable
system linking the United Kingdom, France and Portugal.

Message switch
for Standard
Chartered

The cables will terminate on
the south coast of England, in
the north of France, and near

Standard Chartered Bank has
placed an order worth over £3M
with Systems Designers p.l.c. for
its System 400 Banking Message

Switch, which runs on Tandem
equipment.
The bank will use the System

400 to provide gateways on a
worldwide basis to banking in-

in four of these regional offices
and are connected by dedicated
leased lines supplied by both BT

puter systems. The first three
nodes will be installed in Lon-

provision of switched telephone vides 12000 lines in London and
services and the planning for an 1000 lines spread between the
optical fibre link between the UK provincial centres. It has sufficient processor capacity to supand the Netherlands.
The first agreement covers the port the current heavy traffic
provision of all public switched requirements resulting from the

Mercury

signalling to a System X ex-

Dublin with the main London
Stock Exchange. Remote concentrator units, which form an
integral part of the System X
exchange, are remotely located

Mercury Communications Ltd
and the Netherlands VII' have and Mercury.
The exchange initially prosigned agreements covering the

565Mbit/s
European cable

dustry networks, national clear-

ing systems, other public networks and the bank's own comdon, Hong Kong and New York

Lisbon.

The direct England -

France cable will be a multiple
fibre unrepeatered link some

150km in length, one of the
longest such links in the world.
The cable connecting Portugal
will be a repeatered system operating at a capacity of 565Mbit/s

per fibre pair. This represents
one of the largest capacity submarine links in the world.

Vodafone offers
cellular on the

by the third quarter of 1988.
Interfaces will be provided to

p.a.b.x.

SWIFT, telex, the bank's private

Vodafone cellular phones can become mobile extensions by

network, CHAPS, CHIPS, and
the bank's mainframes. Future
nodes have been proposed for
Bahrain, Hamburg, Tokyo, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.

means of a direct connection
between the Vodafone network

and the customer's p.a.b.x. or
private branch network.

For asdwitselissm Oise sitas.sage -cal ways
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, RADIO, CABLE,
SATELLITE AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Communications

FIXED & MOBILE RADIO
TELEPHONY

MICROWAVE & SATELLITE LINKS
FIBRE OPTICS & CABLES
ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
BATTERIES & POWER SYSTEMS

10-13 MAY 1988
NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
Organised by Industrial & Trade Fairs Ltd

Major product areas on show include:

FOR INFORMATION & TICKETS, USE
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-TELECOMMS TOPICS
While direct terminations at
Vodafone exchanges have been in
service for over two years, recent

changes in the configuration of
the Vodafone network allow the

connection to be made to the
nearest Vodafone base station.

This new facility, known as
Vodanet, reduces the length, and
the cost, of the dedicated link.

Since calls through Vodanet
are not switched at any point by

either of the public telephone
networks, the cost to RacalVodafone of delivering these calls

capacity of nearly 10 000 voice grade circuits as compared with
the 120 of the coaxial cable system that it supersedes.

The £3M contract placed by
Manx Telecom and British Telecom includes the provision of the
land -based terminal equipment.
STC is currently manufacturing

an even longer unregenerated
optical fibre system. This is the
133km link between the south of
England and the Channel Islands
which is scheduled for completion at the end of 1988.

reduced. These savings are

is

being passed on to the customer.
Call set-up times, both from extension to mobile and vice -versa
are also significantly reduced.

STC breaks

submarine
system record
What is believed to be the longest
unregenerated optical fibre
underwater telecommunications

Low-cost

earth station
Inmarsat, the International
Maritime Satellite Organization,

has approved the trial use of
limited -capacity earth stations,
designated L-CES, for the provision of telex services to ships and
possibly other mobiles via its
system.
These new stations, which will

system to be won against com-

be adapted versions of Inmarsat
Standard A ship earth stations,

petitive tender, has been suc-

will have antennas less than 1

cessfully completed by STC. It is
also believed to be the first commercial application of 1535

metre diameter and will cost less

nanometre lasers for undersea
telecommunications systems.
The lasers used in the terminal
stations are distributed feedback

single line lasers. These have a
very narrow spectral width and
thus much less dispersion over
long transmission lengths.
The 90km armoured cable link
between the Isle of Man and the
UK mainland contains six pairs

of optical fibres, five of which
have been equipped to operate at
140Mbit/s.This gives a basic

than $50 000. They could open
up and simplify access to Inmarsat satellites, particularly for developing countries and from

areas where the existing telecommunications infrastructure

Telecom has also produced a
Abstracts should be sent to
video, with an accompanying (and more information obtained
book, to provide an introduction from) ECOC 88 Secretariat, Conto data communications.
ference Services, IEE, Savoy
This latter, The Datacomms Place, London, WC2R OBL, tel.
Connection, has been produced 01-240 1871.

to educate newcomers and refresh practitioners on fundamentals. It should also be useful
to senior management in view of
the fact that business is becom-

British Telecom
digital mapping

ing increasingly dependent on

British Telecom has embarked

data communications. It is avail- on a £19M digital mapping proable through BT's BuyLines cata- ject to transfer records and maps
logue, price £120 + v.a.t.
of its inland cable network from
BT's one -day Data Com- paper to computer. BT has
munications User Course has chosen Intergraph, which claims
been specifically developed for to be the world's largest cad/cam
users of personal computers who and digital mapping specialist, to
have a requirement to exchange be its sole supplier in the first
data with similar systems - both phase of this major project.

nationally and internationally.

The training methods employed

include direct tuition, demon- kind in the world.
In the first phase of the proexperience, with each course ject, BT will supplement existing
member having access to a per- capacity with four DEC VAX
sonal computer. While obviously computers supplied by Internot being able to cover every graph. These will serve approxcontingency, this approach imately 110 workstations to be
should give a prospective user an provided in BT operating disunderstanding of what can be tricts. The computers will initialachieved and the basic know- ly store maps and records of BT's
ledge to get started. In addition, cable networks in the principal
it gives an appreciation of the towns and cities in each district.
approach needed for fault dia- This first phase is expected to
gnosis. More information from take about two years.
strations and practical hands-on

Joe Bulman, BTI External
Course Manager on 01-936 4478.

In

the

three-year

second

phase, the system will be extended to include all urban areas.

is inadequate.

It will be enlarged to include

Optical expo

BT aims to
educate

When ultimately completed it is
expected to be the largest of its

rural areas in the final stage.

Papers are invited for the Fourteenth European Conference on
Optical Communications (ECOC

UK contract for
Telindus

88). To be held from 11 to 15
As well as marketing certain of September 1988 in Brighton, it
its in-house training courses will provide a major internation- Telindus Ltd, the UK subsidiary
outside the organisation, British

A joint -housing in the 1.55 micron BT -Manx No.1 unrepeatered
submarine optical fibre system, passing through the supporting
guide tube on its path to the plough on the sea bed. This ensures

low residual tension when the cable is laid and so prevents the
cable unburying itself in sand -wave areas.

al forum for the dissemination of of the Belgium communications
significant new results on all company of the same name, has
aspects of optical fibre com- won a contract worth £400 000
munications - both scientific from East Sussex County Counand technological.
cil to supply and install a new
In addition to the technical data network.
The new network will replace
programme, for the first time
there will be an associated ex- three separate, ageing comhibition. Original papers are in- munications systems which
vited on topics related to the together serve 79 different estab-

theory, fabrication and charac- lishments. When the scheme is
teristics of materials, passive completed in three years' time it
components, active devices, is expected that it will cover all
fibres and cables, optical and major towns in the county and
optoelectronic integration, as
well as systems and applications.

reach 128 establishments. These
will include social services

Papers are also invited for two
special 'highlight sessions' on

offices, libraries, schools, and

photon ic

switching

intensity -dependent effects on
fibres.
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fire stations.

and

Telecomms Topics is compiled
byAdrian Morant
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Slee Electro Products

MEI

1

complete
the circuit.

.
I

.pm .1111111..

4111111

Used Test Equipment
and Computer Products

Manufacturers and Designers of

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCKS
ALL ITEMS CARRY OUR COMPREHENSIVE PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE

Quality Conventional

PRICES SHOWN, (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY), EXCLUDE DELNERY AND V.A.T.

Printed Circuit Boards
Volume and small run
See us

C.N.C. drilling and profiling

at

Modernised and re -equipped
factory
P.C.B. design and
photographic services

//*IdIlk

Tel 0226 200717
Fax 0226 731817

Circuit
Technology
...Stand
J974

1

CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

At "The Week"
OLYMPIA, LONDON. 26-28 APRIL 1988.

ENTER 36 ON REPLY CARD

TIME WRONG?
MSF CLOCK IS EXACT
8 DIGIT display of Date, Hours, Minutes and Seconds.
SELF SETTING at switch -on, never gains or loses, automatic GMT/BST
and leap year, and leap seconds.
EXPANDABLE to Years, Months, Weekday and Milliseconds and use
as a STOPCLOCK to show event time.
COMPUTER or ALARM output also, parallel BCD (including Weekday)
and audio to record and show time on playback.
DECODES Rugby 60KHz atomic time signals, superhet receiver
(available separately), built-in antenna, 1000Km range.
LOW COST fun -to -build kit (ready-made to order) with receiver.
ONLY £97.90 includes ALL parts, pcb, 5x8x15 cm case, by -return
postage etc and list of other kits. Get the TIME RIGHT.

CAMBRIDGE KITS
45(WQ) Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge. TeL860150

Guide Price £

Serial Data/Protocol Analyser:
Up to 19.2 kbps

Interview 4600

20MHz dual trace Digital Storage
scope: 2MHz sampling

0S1421

production

Unit 4, Grange Lane
Industrial Estate,
Carrwood Road, Barnsley,
South Yorkshire
S71 5ASEngland

Atlantic Research

895

Hewlett-Packard
141T/855213/8555A

0.01-18GHz Spectrum Analyser

1630G

Logic Analyser: 65ch.state/timing:
Clock up to 100MHz
Logic Analyser: 43ch state/timing:
Built in 2ch scope
100MHz dual trace/dual timebase
oscilloscope
Synthesiser, sweeper, function
generator: lmicroHz-21 MHz

system

1631D
1740A

3325A

7350

3456A

31/2/61/2 Digit high performance
systems voltmeter

4342A

"Q" Meter, with internal source:

4951A/001/100
5342A

Protocol Analyser: inc. data
cassette & RS232/V24 pod
Microwave counter: 11 digit:

7475A/002

A3 size six pen plotter with

8505A

RF Network Analyser:
0.5-1300MHz: Built in sweeper
Signal Generator: Phase locked:
AM/FM 0.1-990MHz

22 kHz -70M Hz

6000
1550

2750
1450

2450
3000

HP -I B interface

86568

5900

2650

10Hz-18GHz

950
12500
2975

Hughes
Probeye 649

Portable infra -red thermal viewer:
Argon cooled

3500

Spectrum Analyser: built in
tracking gen.30Hz-110MHz

6950

Marconi
TF2370

Philips
PM3310
PM3266

60MHz dual ch. digital storage
scope: 50MHz sampling
100MHz 2ch./2 t/base very fast
phosphopr storage scope

1850

2900

Tektronix
2445
2465

150MHz 4ch/dual timebase scope
300MHz 4ch./dual timebase scope

2250

3500

Thorn -EMI
6150/51

U.V. Recorder: 12ch. magnet block:
6ch. conditioning amps built in:
Galvos charged extra

1400

Watanabe
MC6601-4z
MC6601-6z

Toroidal & E.I.

4ch. flatbed chart recorder:
overlapping fibre pens
6ch .flatbed chart recorder:
overlapping fibre pens

Transformers

Carston Electronics Limited

As manufacturers we are able to offer a
range of quality toroidal and laminated
transformers at highly competitive prices.

Middlesex TVV11 OLR

Toroidal Mail Order Price List

4750

2-6 Queens Road, Teddington,
Tel: 01-943 4477
Telex: 938120 (CARLEC G)

prices inclusive of VAT & Postage
15va 9.12, 30va 9.48, 50va 10.16, 80va 11.02, 120va 12.23, 160va 14.44,
225va 16.37, 300va 18.05, 500va 26.46, 625va 30.66, 750va 34.14, 1000va 49.40.
Also available 1k2, 1k5, 2k, 2k5, 3k. Prices on request.

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-0-9, 12-0-12, 15-0-15,
18-0-18, 22-0-22, 25-0-25, 30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110, 220,
240. Primary 240 volt.

Quantity prices and delivery on request

Air Link Transformers
The Maltings, Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425
ENTER 44 ON REPLY CARD
Unit

If not
Phone 01-943 4477
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Is your Carston Stock
Guide Up -to -Date?

CAN'T SEE THE ITEM YOU NEED?

THEN CALL US

WE'LL TRY TO HELP YOU
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--TELEVISION BROADCAST
Eureka h.d.tv
project

Time compressed

side panel lows

The DTI is providing funding of

Standard NTSC receiver

Time expanded

£2.5M to the BBC and IBA to
assist in the demonstration and

Centre

centre panel

promotion of the compatible h.d.

tv standard being proposed
under the European Eureka

Component 1

main NTSC signal
NTSC-

EU95 compatible high -definition

compatible

television system project in

42 MHz

R

L

which the leading ("A") participants are Robert Bosch of West
Germany; Philips of the Netherlands; Thomson of France; and
Thorn -EMI of the UK, with the

baseband
signal
NTSC -

L

Centre

R

compatible

Component 2, time expanded

6MHz r.f.

side panel highs

signal

support of 25 other firms and
organizations as "B" participants

including seven UK members:

BBC, British Telecom; IBA;

Component 3: extra

ITVA; Quantel; Rank Cintel; and

horizontal detail

STC.

EU95 members are investigating an h.d.tv studio standard for
Europe of 1250/50/2:1 for programme production aimed at the
50Hz world, and also an h.d.tv

Centre

Wide screen ACTVreceiver

Component A.,z extra

vertical detail

digital world production standard of 1152/50/non-interlace/
16:9 aspect ratio with 1920 lumi-

nance samples per active line

CBS, with Joseph Flaherty, has

(960 samples for colour difference signals). This would, they
believe, overcome the problems

been a prime advocate of the system providing wide-screen
Japanese 1125/60 standard for pictures over a single conven-

of the two (50/60) field rates,
providing headroom for conversion to either 1250/50 or 1125/60

while satisfying the needs of
cinema -like large screen presentation. They consider there to
be strong arguments for a world

standard based on 50Hz rather

than 60Hz, claiming that the
transfer to and from film would

electronic production in order to
phase out costly 35mm film pro-

duction; NBC, which remains
connected with the David Sarnoff Research Centre although

ABC in a technology that was

ACTV - an NTSC-compatible
tional channel.

utterly inappropriate for the US
market. For engineers, the legacy of teletext is, hopefully, a
sense of respect for the business
facets of new technology."

ing but commercial inappropri-

Historically, it was the deciate technology. In a "Point of sion of the BBC to go ahead with
this is now part of SRI, is linked View" article in the SMPTE Jour- its Ceefax service in the mid with the recently announced nal (October 1987), Max Berry 1970s - for which initially it
"advanced compatible televi- and Robert Thomas of ABC insist expected there would be a supsion" (ACTV) system which is that for the American commer- plementary licence fee - that
being developed to provide 525 - cial broadcasters "a prime exam- persuaded the ITV companies

be superior; that, for a given

line compatible wide-screen pictures over a conventional single

bandwidth and interlace factor,

channel (with the potential of

ple of inappropriate technology

(albeit reluctantly) to follow suit,
subsidizing the Oracle service to

and that (with a non -interlace

h.d.tv through the use of a wider
bandwidth or a second channel);

is teletext, a derivative of a dream
of the late 1930s, whereby newspapers were to be delivered to the
home by facsimile. Teletext was
destined to fail in the US for two

system) motion portrayal

is

while ABC, now owned by Capital

principal reasons. First, the pub-

satisfactory with field rates of

Cities, remains to be convinced
that any radical new systems are

lic had faster access to better services would certainly not reinformation without having to gard teletext as "inappropriate
devote their undivided attention new technology" or agree that

50Hz provides greater spatial resolution than higher field rates;

50Hz or greater.

Teletext written
off in USA?
The potential impact of new
technology and new technical

standards on television con-

further enhancement to full

accepting that some of the proposed compatible enhancement
systems offer immediate potential for significant improvement
in picture quality in the home,
together with economic integration with existing facilities without recourse to wide-screen dis-

broadcasters. This has been

plays.

highlighted by the continuing

Traditionally, ABC has tended

debate on high -definition television (h.d.tv).

to argue that broadcasters

294

vice) during 1985.

Users of the effective British

appropriate to the domestic
broadcast medium, although to a screen or become entangled the public has other faster access

tinues both to excite and divide

In the USA, the three major
networks have split on h.d.tv:

the tune of millions of pounds
until it became self-supporting
(other than the subtitling ser-

should always recognize the difference between "profitable innovation" and technically excit-

with a complex menu -driven sys-

tem that even many engineers
found perplexing. Second, and

even more decisive from the

to news and information. Rather
that teletext is a prime example

of the way in which a strong

element of public service broadstandpoint of management, was casting and regulation can result
the inadvisability of furnishing a in eventual commercial viability
secondary broadcast service that for an innovation that is likely to
might encourage viewers to tune lose money in its early days.
away from the main programme
channel, especially during commercial messages. In recogniz-

ing these innate deficiencies,
Julius Barnathan avoided an

Television Broadcast is written

enormous capital investment by

by Pat Hawker.
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10 CHAPEL STREET. LONDON NW)

10KHz to 1024MHz
AM/FM SIGNAL GENERATOR

1 72

I

I/ .*

a

3581A Wave
analyser.
15Hz-50kHz. 30nV
sensitivity. 80dB dynamic range.
Price £1500

EST.
35

YEARS

mg
Microprocessor controlled AM/FM signal generator TF2017.
Superb specification. Dem' use only. 10KHz-1024MHz

a
a

a
Ili

TF1020A RF power meter 0-100W 250MHz
TF1152A/1 RF power meter 0-25W 250MHz
TF106613/6 AM/FM signal generator 10-470MHz
TF1245/1246 0 -Meter and oscillator
TF2002B/2170B AM/FM signal gen' 10KHz-88MHz
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz
TF2012 FM signal generator 400-520MHz
TF2016/2173 AM/FM signal gen' 10KHz-120MHz
TF2020 AM/FM synth' signal gen' 50K-520MHz
TF2092C noise receiver. Some filters available
TF2162 MF attenuator 0-111db in 0.1db steps
TF2167 RF amplifier 0.05-80MHz 47db gain
TF2001 AF signal source/monitored attenuator
TF2300 modulation meter AM/FM to 1GHz
TF2300A as above with deviation to 1.5KHz fad
TF2300B modulation meter as above
TF2303 modulation meter AM/FM 2.5-520MHz
TF2304 modulation meter automatic
TF2331 distortion meter
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz
TF2430 frequency counter 80MHz 7 digits
TF2501 power meter 0.3W fsd DC-1GHz
TF2600 millivoltmeter AF 1 mV -300V fsd
TF26008 video voltmeter 1 mV -300V fsd
TF2604 electronic multi -meter
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
2828A digital simulator
2829 digital analyser
2833 digital in -line monitor
TF2905/8 sine squared pulse & bar generator
TF2908 blanking & sync mixer
TF2950/5 mobile radio test set
6460 RF power meter
6460/6420 power meter/microwave head
TF893A audio power meter 1mW-10W fsd
TF995A/5 AM/FM signal generator 1.5-220MHz
TF995B/5 AM/FM signal generator 0.2-220MHz

£5000
£75
£75
£350
£500
£500
£325
£325
£600
£850
£350
£100
£450
£200
£250
£350
£450
£325
£425
£350
£650
£75
£150
£75
£175
£150
£400
£750
£750
£275
£250
£250
£850
£350
£495
£75
£195
£250

ADVANCE BRM40.30.PSU. 0-40V 30A.
£350
AVO 8151 RCL bridge
£295
ADVANCE VM77E AF milli -voltmeters
£60
BIRD 43 wattmeters
£75
BIRD 4340 standard RF wattmeter
£250
DL905 transient recorder c/w X- Y display
£295
BRUEL & KJAER 1013 BFO
£225
BRUEL & KJAER 1521 comparator bridge
£125
BRUEL & KJAER 2209 sound level meter
£375
FLUKE 8600A digital multimeter 41/2 digits
£350
GEN RAD 1390B tone -burst generator
£150
GEN RAD 1606B RF bridge
£295
GREEN 2601 RF wattmeter 0.3-300W to 500MHz
£200
LEADER TV pattern generator colour. LCG392
£200
LEVELL TG66A decade oscillator
£150
PHILIPS PM2554 audio milli -voltmeter
£175
PHILIPS PM6302 LCR component bridge
£250
PHILIPS PM5590 TV IF Modulator
£2000
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF TV Modulators
£295
RACAL -DANA 9083 2 -Tone signal source
£350
RACAL -DANA 9084/9934A sig gen/GPIB i/face. 104MHz
£2500
RACAL -DANA 9301A RF millivolt meter. 1.5GHz
£395
RACAL -DANA 9303 digital RF mVmeter c/w 2 head
£950
TELONIC Rho-tector
£195
TEKTRONIX 7511 sampling plug-in unit
£750
TEKTRONIX 51 and S2 sampling heads £500
£600
RACAL 9918/04A 560MHz 9 digit counter
£295
FEEDBACK PMG390 variable -phase oscillator
£325
WAYNE KERR 8642 auto -balance bridge
£295
WAYNE KERR 8905 automatic precision bridge
£1500
WILTRON 350 phase meter 10Hz-2MHz
£295
ALL OUR EQUIPMENT

IS

SOLD

IN

EXCELLENT,

FULLY

FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

1122A power unit for fet probes
11602B transistor fixture
334A distortion meter
355E & F attenuators, pair
4204A digital audio oscillator
435A/8481A RF power meter/head
4800A vector impedance meter
5300A 50MHz counter 6 digits
608F AM signal generator UHF
8004 pulse generator
8007B pulse generator
8407A/8412A network analyser/phase-mag display
8733A pin modulator
8600A & 86632A Sig gen/mod section
400E milli -voltmeter
400F milli -voltmeter
3400A milli -voltmeter
180C 50MHz oscilloscope

MIX 'N'
MATCH!

£195
£395
£850
£150
£250
£750
£250
£100
£195
£195
£495
£995
£250
£2500
£225
£250
£495
£400

COMPARE
OUR
PRICES!

141T storage main-frame
8552B I.F. unit
8553B 110MHz analyser unit
85548 1250MHz analyser unit

£950
£1500
£1000
£2000

SPECIAL OFFER: 1405/8552B/8554B complete 1250MHz
system just £2750.

Tektronix 7L12 spectrum analyser
plug-in unit 0.1-1.8GHz. 300Hz
resolution bandwidth
£4500

No frame? - No problem, order
now for a free 7000 -series
mainframe and time -base unit.
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TELEVISION
SERVICING PROJECTS VIDEO DEVELOPMENTS
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FREEINSTRUMENT

SCREWDRIVER
For easier precision work!

Versatower

A range of telescopic towers in static
and mobile models from 7.5 to 36

metres with tilt -over facility enabling
all maintenance to be at ground level.
Designed in accordance with CP3 Chapter V, part 2
1972 for a minimum wind speed of 140 kph in
conditions of maximum exposure and specified by
professionals world-wide where hostile
environments demand the ultimate in design, quality
and reliability.
Suitable for mounting equipment in the fields of:
Communications '
Security surveillance - CCTV
Meteorology
Environmental monitoring
Geographical survey
Jefence range -finding
Marine and aero navigation
floodlighting
Airport approach lighting
Further details available on request.
II

STRUMECH ENGINEERING LIMITED

Wide -range Capacitance Bridge
A Low-cost TVRO Installation
The Art of Fault Finding
Fast -shutter Video Cameras
Digital Stereo Sound Systems
TV Fault Finding VCR Clinic

Portland House. Coppice Side. Brownhills
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7EX. England
Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 452321
Telex:335243 SEL G.
Fax: 0543 361050

0
VA

tOP
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RADIO BROADCAST
H.f. receiver
front ends
The 'front end' design features of
recent h.f. communications and
broadcast receivers seem to have

McCune, R. F. Technology Expo,

A dramatic improvement on
the passive diode ring mixer is
now offered by the recently introduced passive silicon fet ring

February 1987) holds great

events network, though one

promise as a replacement for
p.1.1. synthesizers, offering

wonders how this will be viewed
by those in Government advocat-

almost instantaneous frequency
changes, free of p.1.1. lock -in
time - "but more work is needed

ing the elimination of 'simul-

mixer, pioneered by the Siliconix

loop (p.1.1.) synthesized local

integrated device Si8901, and
offering further potential im- to achieve the necessary low
provement in the form of a gal- spectral noise densities demanlium arsenide passive fet ring ded from h.f. local oscillators."
mixer which, to quote Robert
In his recent design of a high-

oscillator and a passive ring
diode mixer, with pre -mixer

Zavrel, W7SX (Ham Radio Magazine, November 1987) "could add

settled into a pattern that includes up -conversion to a v.h.f.
first i.f., using a phase -locked -

as a sustaining programme on its

about 100mW of signal power.

performance receiver for broadcast and communications recep-

casting'.

From a technical point of
view, there is no doubt that v.h.f.
in

its primary service area is

vastly superior for music, but the
BBC is laying it on a bit thick in
its annual report in claiming that

"medium and long wave offer

another 7dB or so increase in tion, Ray Howgego felt that p.1.1.

only a pale apology of the v.h.f./

synthesized oscillators, with all

f.m. signal quality; the band-

their problems, should be

width is barely 5kHz, compared
with some 15kHz; the dynamic

diodes in the better diode ring

he used a balanced Kalitron tun-

mixers in order to achieve grea-

able oscillator, tuning 4.4 to

range is limited; there are no
stereo transmissions; and in

ter current handling had led to

34MHz in ten switched bands

the need for a massive increase in

and using a pair of 2N5458 fets

many areas interference is a serious problem, particularly after

local -oscillator power. With a
passive fet commutation mixer,
recognized that this form of gate voltage rather than forward
front-end, unless implemented biasing current turns the switch-

buffered by a pair of 2N3866

dark."

bipolar transistors. After an initial switch -on drift, this remains
stable within 20Hz for an indefi-

minority of domestic, portable

selectivity provided by a series of
sub -octave filters. Such receivers

have excellent frequency stability and, with digital read-out and
memory, provide easy and accurate setting to a desired channel.
Dynamic range, as a laboratory
measurement, can be better than

third -order intercept point".
In 1986, Ed Oxner of Siliconix

noted that the paralleling of avoided like the plague. Instead,

90dB.

But increasingly it is being

with sub -systems designed to the

es on and off. With the higher

highest professional standards,
results in some performance
characteristics significantly below those achieved in the best

gate impedances, oscillator pow-

Vasil Uzunoglu (Synchtrack,

er can be dramatically reduced,
with only about 25mW of power
needed to switch 100mW of r.f.,

formerly Fairchild) and M. H.
White (Fairchild) have recently

receiver designs of the 1960s thus in effect giving to solid-state
the advantages of the beam There is, as Ray Howgego, deflection valve (without the

based on valves.

nite period.

In practice, only a small
and car -radio receivers is capable

of taking full advantage of the
f.m. signal and many are used
with inadequate aerials. For a
great many listeners, for speech -

been drawing attention to the orientated channels such as
useful features of synchronous Radio 4, m.f./1.f. provides entiretracking oscillators (shades of ly acceptable quality from
Professor Tucker's 'Synchrodyne' receivers of 40 years ago) as
an alternative to p.1.1. or Costas

ferrite -rod or car aerials at distances or in sites unsuitable for

G4DTC, has pointed out, still a
good case to be made for using
thermionic devices for a cascode
signal -frequency amplifier and

problem of susceptibility to mag-

ner achieved with the silicon
Si8901 third -order intercept

loops and as overcoming the
instability and poor selectivity of

For both broadcasters and

the mixer stages of a high-

points of over 40dBm with less

listeners, m.f./1.f. is an econo-

performance receiver. He be-

than 20dBm of oscillator power.
The better valve designs of the

the regenerative detector (a.m./
a.m. converter) while retaining,

lieves that

in terms of cost-

effectiveness, the little-known
7360 beam -deflection mixer is

still an optimum choice:
"Although now quite costly (about £15), it probably still repre-

sents best performance per

netically induced hum). Ed Ox-

1960s often used permeability tuned oscillators providing both
stability and a low -noise spectrum. Such receivers could thus
achieve a good close -in dynamic

as an a.m./p.m. converter, the
regenerative detector's property

that its sensitivity is inversely
proportional to the input signal
level. Whether the synchronous
tracking oscillator could overcome the disadvantages of p.1.1.

pound". This RCA -developed

range; overloading from strong
off -frequency carriers was re-

valve appeared on the scene

duced by the use of high -Q pre -

performance receivers remains

mixer signal -frequency tuned

to be seen.

rather too late ever to be widely
used in receivers. It was introduced in 1960 primarily for use
as a balanced modulator in s.s.b.
transmitters or as a product detector in receivers, but can function very effectively as a highly
linear switched (commutation)
mixer with excellent strong signal capabilities, low equivalent

noise resistance and requiring
relatively little local oscillator
power.
While some passive diode ring

mixers have good strong -signal

performance they need a 1:10
ratio of signal power to oscillator
power; about one watt of oscilla-

tor power for handling up to
296

frequency synthesis in high-

circuits, ganged -tuned with
mechanically variable capacitors
rather than the modern lower -Q
electronic tuning diodes.
Spectrally -pure and jitter -free
p.1.1.

synthesizers, needed to

overcome the effects of reciprocal mixing, are rare except in a few
very high -cost designs. The performance of permeability -tuned
oscillators of the 1960s "remains
difficult if not impossible to

v.h.f. reception on mono, let
alone stereo.

mical system. Indeed the BBC
report notes that running costs
can be further reduced by such
techniques as dynamic carrier
control which has been designed

to reduce electricity consumption at m.f. transmitting stations
by reducing the transmitted carrier power during loud passages,
the inverse of the old controlled carrier systems that raised output power to cope with peaks of
modulation. The BBC points out
that every radio set has an auto-

What price a.m.
broadcasting?

matic gain control circuit

The BBC is being forced by irate

received signal levels, so listeners are unaware of the reduction

listeners to defend its plan to
concentrate its main domestic

radio networks on to v.h.f./f.m.
over the next few years, creating
duplicate with p.1.1. synthesiz- an 'events network' on its long ers" Zavrel points out, although wave, now 198kHz, channel and
he suggests that the recently eventually dropping its Radio 3
described 'direct digital synth- medium -wave outlets. The BBC
esis and numerically -controlled points out that it hopes to carry
modulated oscillator' (Earl 90% of all Radio 4 programmes

111

(thanks to H. A. Wheeler's inven-

tion of January 1926) which
compensates for variations in
in transmitter power. Tests on
the Radio 2 transmitter at Brook -

mans Park show that significant

energy savings can be made
without affecting the quality of
service.

Radio Broadcast is compiled by
Pat Hawker.
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rNEW PRODUCTS
Time key for
software protection

Control system
designer on a PC

Software can be licensed for a specific

Educational and professional use is
intended for the Codas control design and simulation program which
runs on any PC -compatible computer. Consisting of two subsystems;
'controller' and 'plant', the program
allows the entering and editing of
control functions in time, frequency
or other parameters and will display
open and closed -loop time responses
in Bode, Nyquist or Nichols plots.
A window facility allows any two
plots to be displayed at the same time

stores passcodes to use the software
and is internally programmed to
self -erase its memory after a specific
time period of between a day and two

years. TimeKey is used in conjunc-

tion with KeyRing which fits the

computer parallel port without

Precise temperature controllers
An extensive choice of variations is

gives the instrument a very wide

available with the Rex range of

control compensator. Time delay can

microprocessor -controlled tempera-

range with automatic programming
for a variety of thermocouples, plati-

ture controllers. Perhaps the

num probes and thermistors.

greatest advantage is their small size.

Calibration is automatically carried

Controllers are often the deepest

out twice a second. Accuracy is better

item on an instrument panel and the
whole panel needs to be made bigger
to accommodate them. Rex controllers are only 100mm deep behind the
bezel which is a third of the size of

than 0.25%. Many options include
RS422 serial link, self tuning, re-

flected throughout the system. The
program comes with a comprehensive manual and includes a tutorial.

Complementing the Codas program is another, PCS, for process
control simulation with many similar facilities. The programs are avail-

able as one-off for single users or
multi-user licences are available for

I

Dallas Semiconductors. The key

and the software has the ability to
switch between plots to show the
before and after effects of using a

be introduced with its effects re-

j

timespan and protected against piracy through the use of TimeKey from

rivals.

Built-in microprocessor control

affecting the operation of the printer.

Plugging the key into the receiver
identifies the authorized user and
'unlocks' the software.
The key can be used with any IBM

PC or clone and does not prevent

motely programmable set points and
alarm levels, and a variety of outputs;
heater and cooler controls and valve
motor drives. TC Ltd, PO Box 130,
Uxbridge UB8 2YS. Tel: 0895 52222.

educational or training establishments. Golten & Verwer Partners, 33

Moseley Road, Cheadle Hume,
Cheshire SK8 5HJ. Tel: 061 485.
5435.

legitimate copying of software, such
as transferring it to hard disc.
However, any such copy needs the
key to be accessed. Four sections on

Signal generator
with counter

the key's memory contain: communication protocol; a software

An integral digital counter is incorporated into the GFG-813 function generator. Frequencies ranging
from 100Hz to 13MHz give the in-

identity code; the programmed password and 384 bits of additional mem-

strument applications from radio
and tv test and repair to laboratory,
prototyping and production work.

In addition to sine, square and

a

triangular waves, the unit provides
sweep and toneburst outputs which
may be gated or triggered. Amplitude

and frequency modulation is provided. Main output is 20V peak -to peak into an open circuit or 10V into
a 500 load at 1kHz. Flight Electro-

nics Ltd, Ascupart Street, Southampton SO1 1QL. Tel: 0703 229041.

Switchmode power family
Outputs range between 30 and 800W
in the family of switch -mode power

supplies from STC. Each model is
mechanically compatible with other
standard supplies, although a higher
performance is claimed for supplies
occupying the same space as rivals.
Compliance with international safety
standards is included.
An efficiency of 70% is guaranteed

on all models, which have a wide
choice of output voltages and dual
mains input, 110 and 220V. These

ory that can include further protection software. All the information is
randomized so that it is impossible
for anyone without the keyword to
decode the contents of the key. Avail-

power supplies are particularly suit-

able througfh Joseph Electronics
Ltd, 2 The Square, Broad Street,

able where low noise and heavy -

Birmingham B15 1AP. Tel: 021 643

current power sharing equipment is
used, such as computer peripherals.
STC Components, Edinburgh Way,

6999.

Harlow, Essex CM20 2DE. Tel: 0279
26811.

High-speed power
op -amp

Twice as many i/o

lines on STEbus

Speed and power are combined in the
TP1465 op -amp from Teledyne Phil -

The use of a Zilog counter -timer and

brick. This operates from a ±15V to
±40V supply and can provide output

yr

i/o controllers has allowed a single

voltages up to ± 34V at ±750mA.

di

card to provide 80 input/output lines,
effectively doubling the number normally available on an STE card. Lines
are organized as eight 8 -bit and four
4 -bit ports.

With 125dB open loop gain, 2.5GHz
gain -bandwidth product, and 1000V/
j.ts slew rate, two versions have differing temperature ranges.
Typical applications include high-

Support for vectored and non vectored interrupts allow the SP800
card to be used in various applications including real-time control. If
required, a signal conditioning card,

which provides opto-isolation, is
available. DSP Designs Ltd, 100 St
Pancras Way, London NWI 9ES.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

ly accurate audio amplifiers, video
distribution amplifiers and yoke driv-

ers, drivers for test equipment, and
for inductive and capacitative loads.
Available through MCP Electronics
Ltd, 26 Rosemont Road, Alperton,
Wembley, Middlesex HAO 4QY. Tel:
01-902 6146.
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rNEW PRODUCTS
Terminals for p.c.b.
connection
No tools are needed to connect wires

into these Turn -o -lock terminals.
Contact is made by insulation displacement when the locking lever is
turned. Any number of the connectors may be stacked side by side and
end covers are optional extras. Each

module has a test point for the

Interface card for PC includes Z80
On -board processing allows the
Alpha Super Card to run indepen-

logue inputs can have set limits, gain
and sampling sequences. Analogue

dently of its host computer. Its functions include eight analogue inputs
and four analogue outputs, fqur relay
drivers and 16 logic -level input/
output lines.
All functions and the 40Kbyte of

outputs can be used to generate

buffered memory are controlled

A straight guide to
enclosures

low -frequency waveforms and ramps

Calculating and drawing electronic
packaging has been made easier by

independent of the computer. Com-

Vero who has produced a rule gradu-

parator functions are also easily

ated in the U and HP units used in

programmed.

designing enclosures. It has an over-

The card is controlled through a
series of simple commands which

all length of 9 U or 84 HP and also has

a metric scale (440mm). It is made
from anodized aluminium and costs

through a Z80 processor which can
be set to undertake specific tasks and

may be sent from the host running in

left to get on with it. Data can be

OUTPUT "F10,G10,10,11,T" will set
input channels 0 and 1 with a gain of

£2. BICC-Vero Electronics Ltd, Flanders Road, Hedge End, Southampton
S03 3LG. Tel: 0703 266300.

10 and f.s.d. of 10V. Further details
from CIL Group, 4 Wayside, Commerce Way, Lancing, West Sussex

Graphics

downloaded to the host at convenient
breaks in the program currently running.

With 16 -bit accuracy and programmable sampling time the ana-

any language. The equivalent of

BN15 8TA. Tel: 0903 765225.

supercomputer
Operating at over 200 mips, the
Reality graphics computer can man-

ipulate 15 million pixels/s. This
makes it possible to calculate over

100,000 three-dimensional

loNt.
Nst

transformations/s, including colour
shading and hidden -surface removal.
All this is possible through the use of

the Inmos T800 Transputer which
gives it both the high-speed ability of

the entry-level computer and the
ability to upgrade to an even higher

.

introduction of a 2mm probe or test
headphones. Contacts are tin -coated
phosphor bronze. Each contact can
cope with a nominal current of 4A at
50Hz with a voltage rating of 2.5KV.
Valley Microelectronics Ltd, 5 Langley Business Court, Beedon, Newbury, Berks RG16 8RY. Tel: 0635

Signal processing on the STEbus

robot control. Incorporated on the

of use as a maths co -processor in

248111.

single Eurocard are 12 -bit d -to -a and

conjunction with a master processor

Hard -disc expander
Memory capacity on a hard disc can
be more than doubled by using the
Konan KXP-230Z. It uses half a slot

on a PC and may be used with the
majority of disc drives.

When the card

is

installed an

expanded disc is created automatical-

ly. It is partitioned into an MS-DOS
section with the KXP's own software

Typical applications for the Trident
320 digital signal processing card are
adaptive line filtering, digital filtering, speech processing, optical char-

ipulation are a feature of the card
which can perform Fourier transformation at high speed. A 16 by
16 -bit multiplication takes only

acter recognition and industrial 200ns. Such processing power can be
a -to -d converters and a TMS 32010 ' on the STEbus. With this in mind,
processor, running at 20MHz. The Essex Electronics have made the card
card operates as a slave on the STE- available without analogue interbus and features dual -ported ram and faces. Essex Electronics Centre, Unia 16 -bit communications port.
versity of Essex, Colchester, Essex
Fast real-time mathematical man- CO4 3SQ.

performance by the addition of further cards with more transputers.
First in the system comes a frame
store board which can store up to 2M
pixels, or four complete images.
Each board has a 12 -bit in/24-bit out
colour look -up table to display 4096

colours simultaneously from a palette of 16.7 million. If a true -colour
image is required, three framestore
boards are used together to provide
256 shades of red, blue and green

with four overlay planes for each
channel. A frame -grab input on each
channel is standard for real-time

video digitizing. Virtual images can

be larger than the screen to allow
panning and zooming. Buffered
framestore images allow one to be
displayed while another is being
loaded. Rapid switching between the
buffers give real-time animation. For

three-dimensional digital images,

and the remaining partition is the

and additional Z -buffer board holds

expanded disc. Typically a 20Mbyte
disc will have a 1Mbyte DOS section

framestore boards in the system.

with up to 38Mbytes in the Edisk
(expanded) partition. High -capacity
discs, up to 302Mbytes can be further
partitioned into 'volumes' or treated
as a single volume. Built-in 'intelligence' notes the files most regularly
accessed and keeps them loaded in a
cache area for instant access.
Data is compressed but stored in

the normal MFM format without
run -limited formatting. Disc errors
are automatically corrected by the
built-in error -detection facility, and
a fragmentation control allows data
to be added to a file contiguously,
rather than in the next available disc

location. Further details from

the depth information for all the
Further processing power is pro-

vided by a geometry card which
consists of a 'pipeline' of processors

(between 12 and 20 Transputers)
which can process such complex
geometries as shading an image
according to the position of simulated light sources. The geometry
processor is also used to improve the
rendering of an image.

All the cards in the system are
VMEbus compatible. The makers,
Real World Graphics, have previously

concentrated on add-on graphics
cards for IBM PC and AT computers.
The Reality machine is claimed to be

9, HPCC, Harrow Road, London

the first British graphics supercomputer. Real World Graphics Ltd, 5
Bluecoats Avenue, Bluecoats, Hert-

NW10 ORG. Tel: 01-965 829

ford SG14 1RB. Tel: 0992 554442.

Prudential Computer Solutions, Unit
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TIME AND FREQUENCY
The Company is Registered to Def-Stan 05-21 (AQAP-1)

* Synchronisation of remote sites.
* Time Stamping GMT/BST.

RADIO CLOCKS

CHRONOMETERS

rillrealia''

* Quartz master/slave systems.

STANDARD FREQUENCY
RECEIVERS

Generators, Readers with high speed tape search
and control. Timecodes IRIG A, B, vela, EBU,

TIME CODE
INSTRUMENTATION

!Nooll0011111.1,

Accurate off -air standard (MSF Rugby).
* Calibration and reference for timers, counters,
frequency meters.

NASA, XR3.

Analogue, digital and self -setting analogue types
(desk, wall or console mounting).
* Public time displays for airports, bus, railway
stations and factories.

DISPLAYS

WATCHDOG

A computer network monitoring and management
system for synchronisation and fault reporting of
up to 64 independent computers.

CONSULTING AND
MANUFACTURE

* Feasibility studies and consultancy.
* Small quantity manufacturing and test services.
* System design.

All the above can be supplied with a wide range of options and interfaces including Airborne, Military and
Commercial versions. Customised systems available.

European Electronic Systems Limited,
Maldon, Essex CM9 GSW, UK.
Telephone: 024 541 5911

Telex: 995917 EULEC G Fax: 024 541 5785

ENTER 8 ON REPLY CARD

RAEDEK ELECTRONICS
Tel 021-784 8655

BANNERLY ROAD, GARRETTS GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B33 OSL
Telex No 333500 CROSAL G

Ar
'CRT's

Electron
Tubes
IGNITRON$

MAGNETRONS
ArRECEIVING

TETRODES

TRAVELLING WAVE

KLYSTRONS

PLANAR TRIODES

RECTIFIERS

THYRATRONS
TRIODES

vik

SPARK GAPS
TRANSMITTING

SOCKETS & ACCESSORIES

R.F. Power Transistors
MOTOROLA

GENERAL ELECTRIC

RCA

JOHNSON

THOMSON - CSF REGENCY WILSON T R W MSC ACRIAN
TOSHIBA

-

NEC

MITSUBISHI

PHILIPS

AMPEREX

MULLARD

R.F/H.F. Induction Heating
Equipment and Ancillary Spares
_

NEW AND SECONDHAND GENERATORS RF CERAMIC CAPACITORS

SOLID STATE CON V
WORK COILS
H F TRANSFORMERS
CARBON FREE HOSE WATER FLOW SWITCHES CARBON RESISTORS
CARBON
OSCILLATOR VALVES

WHEN ENQUIRING PLEASE STATE WHICH PRODUCT IS OF INTEREST.
ENTER 47 ON REPLY CARD
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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rNEW PRODUCTS
Pick -and -place for

Megabit eeprom

Teletext on a PC

Hybrid circuitry on a ceramic sub-

Ceefax and Oracle broadcasts as well

Prestel-like database to be created

strate produces a one megabit eeprom module that is pin -compatible

as other data services incorporated

and updated.

with standard 1Mbit eproms. It

is

configured as a 128 by 8 -bit device
with byte or page -mode write cycles,
allowing up to Mbytes to be written
in 10ms. Access times between 250
and 350ns are available in different

versions. HMEE48128J can cope
with a minimum of 10,000 erase write cycles and retain data for ten

into the tv signal can be received and
decoded by a plug-in card for the IBM
PC. Software supplied with the card

The TD 400 board only needs a tv

screens. Pages of information can be

aerial to be complete and will work
with the majority of PC -compatible
computers. Metrotel Viewdata Systems Ltd, Argyle House, Joel Street,
Northwood Hills, Middlesex HA16

stored, retreived from disc and

1TU. Tel: 09274 28573.

is menu -driven and is compatible

with colour and monochrome

surface mount
Automatic pick -and -place machines
for surface mounted components can

be prohibitively expensive for the
smaller company. Manual assembly
with tweezers and glue is very fiddly.
A nice compromise is offered by the
Sumopolar 1 which is a manually operated pick -and -place machine.
Polar coordinates are used to move

printed. The system also enables a

the arm which can pick up compo-

nents from cylindrical containers

years. Hybrid Memory Products Ltd,

carried in a rotating table and place
them on the p.c.b., which is held in

Elm Road, West Chirton Industrial
Estate, North Shields, Tyne and Wear
NE29 8SE. Tel: 091 259 0997.

place by an adjustable frame.

Low-pass video

filters
Passive high -frequency filters are de-

signed to minimize interference
from out -of -band signals by band
limiting, frequency separation and
interference suppression.
Video low-pass filters in the Lexor

range are based on seventh -order
Cauer filter designs incorporating
high -stability inductors to provide
sharp cut-off and low ripple in the
pass band, while providing return loss characteristic to match external
equipment. Filters are manufactured
in a range from 0.5MHz to 20MHz.
Active Electronic Laboratories Ltd,
Turriff Building, Budbrooke Road,

Warwick CV34 5XJ. Tel: 0926
499019.

Four -channel pushpull driver
Loads of up to 600mA can be driven
by the CD -293 i.c. of Cherry Semi-

conductors. Each of the four channels is controlled by a t.t.l.-level logic

input which has a separate power

Printed -circuit plotter uses laser
High accuracy is promised to users of

moving parts are involved; the mir-

the Li photoplotter which can be

ror and the linear positioning carriage. Film is exposed within five

interfaces to a number of p.c.b. cad
systems. An argon -ion laser emits a
blue light which is focussed with an

accuracy of 10µm, providing an
accuracy of 2540 dots/in. Low-cost
orthochromatic film is held on the
inner surface of a drum and the laser
beam is reflected by a rapidly rotating
mirror which moves along the drum,

providing a raster scan. Only two

Heat -resistant
ceramic capacitors
High -voltage ceramic capacitors
from ICC can operate over the full
military -specification temperature
range. Values between 10pF and
33000pF are available. Use of NPO

Equipment UK Ltd, Midland House,
Halesowen, West Midlands B63 3HY.
Tel: 021 550 9758.

range. The Step 50 debug station
complements the Step Engineering
range by providing a cost effective

pieces. Complementing the machine
is a portable storage unit which holds
up to 321 of the cylindrical contain-

ers, thus providing a wide range of
components ready for a specific ap-

Chip -carrier sockets
The use of TI's CPR sockets enable
delay compensation and design rule
management. The control store editor provides full symbolic display of
microcode including disassembly to

the user -defined mnemonics. The
trace display can be disassembled in
the same way. Monitor mode makes

The target system microcode is
simulated in a control store, up to

execution control commands available to the designer to run (execute)
the microprogram, halt, single step

p.l.c.c. components with 0.05in
pitch to fit onto a standard O.lin
p.c.b. matrix. Three types available
have 44, 68 and 84 pins and may be
assembled manually or automatically with an orientation index for robot
assembly. Other features are a very

and run to a breakpoint.

The whole debug station is con-

trace facilities, 80 bit wide and 4K

trolled by an IBM PC/AT running

deep at 25MHz. The clock and trace

under Microsoft windows to enhance
the display of system functions. De-

are controlled by a comprehensive
logic state analyser with multi -level
triggering and 80 bit qualifiers. As

used with the machine which can
also be adapted to take stick -fed

Bucks HP12 3RT. Tel: 0494 36113.

solution for small to mid -range computers.

160 bit wide and 4K deep with 25ns
access. The debug station also includes clock control and high speed

contained within the unit. The suction head can be augmented by a
rubber sucker which can cope with

plication. ECC Electronics Ltd, 9
Blenheim Road, High Wycombe,

microprogrammed systems is the,
user defined architecture. This permits a huge range of configurations
speeds down to lOnsec and up to 512
bits wide. Step Engineering supplies
development systems to cater for this

8NL. Tel: 0635 298547.

larger components.
Tape -mounted components can be

sors. One key feature of bit -slice

with microcode memory access

Kingsclere, Newbury, Berks RG15

the other so that both operations are

processors are used internally to
control the plotter which accepts
RS274 (Gerber) photoplotter data
and performs the translation into
raster format. Electronic Industrial

Bit slice design is the main method of
designing high-performance proces-

tion. Each full -bridge driver has an
enable input which switches all four
resistors. Output clamping diodes,
allow the driving of inductive loads.
Available from Clere Electronics Ltd,

minutes, independent of size. Three

Bit -slice and microprogram designs system

supply input to reduce power dissipa-

The suction head at one end of the
arm is balanced by a glue dispenser at

bug facilities can be selected from

with other Step Engineering systems

menus. Data from different tasks can
be presented simultaneously in mul-

the complete operating range, and

the MetaStep language provides

tiple windows improving efficiency

also ensures stability under extreme
d.c. bias, high frequency and ageing.

high-level instruction definition and

and productivity.

assembly of microcode.

MetaStep language system provides high-level language features

Step Engineering systems are
available through Thame Microsystems Ltd., Thame Park Road,

tion force for the components. Avail-

Integrated Ceramic Components
Ltd, 9B Intec Two, Wade Road,
Basingstoke, Hants RG24 ONE. Tel:

and still gives control at the bit -

0256 460746.

vector level. It copes with pipeline

Thame, Oxon OX9 3XD. Tel: 084 421
7272.

croft Road, Harlow, Essex CM19 5BY.
Tel: 0279 29666.

dielectric keeps the temperature
coefficient within ±30p.p.m. over

300

wide operational temperature range,

a totally gas -tight seal, shock and
vibration resistance and low inser-

able through VSI Electronics Ltd,
Roydonbury Industrial Park, Horse -
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rNEW PRODUCTS
Power distribution
switched
sequentially

Single -axis motion
control
Many functions are incorporated into
a single -card indexer for motion control. Velocity, position, status report-

Computer equipment needs to be
switched on in a sequential order to
operate correctly. A hard -disc drive,
for example, needs to reach operat-

ing and many other parameters can
be programmed. Local processing
relieves the host computer of many
tasks. Handling of velocities, in the

ing speed before it can be accessed by

the computer. Kleanpower is a sys-

range of fractions of a step to over a
million steps in a second is possible.
With a similar range in acceleration
rates, the board can be programmed
with a complex move program. As

tem that will switch on each

peripheral in order with a lOs delay
between each. Whichever device is
the slowest becomes the 'key' equip-

ment and switching this on will
automatically power three other

many as 50 separate moves or 15
multiple -move sequences can be

items in sequence. Sequential

stored on the card. Self -test routines
are included.
Model 1811, as it is called, connects directly to the system bus of a

power -down works in a similar way.

Each Kleanpower unit consists of
four 13A -type power sockets with a
lead and a 13A plug. Lightning Eliminations Ltd, Bandet Way, Thame,
Oxon 0X9 3SJ. Tel: 084 421 3204.

Compact disc coder for testing players

Lithium battery with

Simulation of a compact -disc laser
pickup signal is provided by the

and error patterns are available for
testing the digital operation of the

9V

Kenwood DA -3531 CD encoder. Ra-

player.
16 -bit precision and low distortion

Twice the life of an alkaline battery is

to align the mechanism and modulated audio signals test the audio frequency band characteristics of a
CD player. Nine test patterns in the

which provide encoder outputs for
testing the d -to -a converters and

audio section are used to check
emphasis function, crosstalk be-

Thurlby Electronics Ltd, New Road,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17

tween channels and i.m.d. Subcode

4BG. Tel: 0480 63570.

offered by a new 9V lithium battery
from Kodak. In addition, the shelf life

of up to ten years compares with the
two -to -three years of the alkaline.

dial and focus error signals are used

are claimed for the test patterns
low-pass filters. Available from
host processor and fully conforms to

the IEEE -796 Multibus standard.
Standard outputs include step pulse,
direction and a shut -down function;
inputs include 'home' and end -stop
limits. Other functions may be defined by the user and include separate machine -control functions with

trigger inputs to monitor external
events. Two extra outputs can be
Kodak has taken great care to make
the battery safe, both in manufacture

used to trigger secondary operations.

and in use, and leakproof. Its long life
makes it particularly suitable for

other positioning devices can be controlled, and the card can interface to
a joystick for real-time position control. Parker Digiplan Ltd, 2k Balena

Direct -drive motors, servos and

long-term use, in alarm systems, for
example. Lithium batteries are also

lighter than their alkaline equivalents. Kodak Ltd, PO Box 66, Hemel

No sweat in strain measurement

Hempstead, Herts HP1 1JU. Tel:

Two strain -measurement bridges are

0442 61122.

claimed by H. Tinsley to be easy to
use and offer accurate measurement.
Single -channel operation is offered
by Sterling, which can operate for up
to 40 hours on an internal recharge-

Microwave digital

telephone link
Line -of -sight communications for up

to 20km is offered by the NEC LDR
(local distribution radio) system.

able battery or from the mains. A
range of ±19999 microns/m (Tinsley
calls them microstrains) is covered.

Ten bridges are provided in the

Sovereign model and the single display may be switched between the
channels. Common to both models is
the direct reading of strain and high
temperature stability. Both operate
in 1/2, 1/4 or full bridge configuration.

H. Tinsley and Co. Ltd, Standards
House, 61 Imperial Way, Croydon,
Surrey CR0 4RR.
Tel: 01-681 843L

Microwave communications at

Low power eproms

link to a p.a.b.x. Three units, a

C-mos versions of 256K and 512Kbit
eproms offer much lower power con-

allows the devices to be used in

sumptions than their n-mos equivalent. These from Advanced Micro
Devices offer a 70% power reduction
in active mode and a 92% reduction

Two versions of the eproms are
available; with windows for eprom

in standby. Access times down to

Am27C256 and 27C512, the devices
are made by Advanced Micro Devices
(UK) Ltd, Goldsworth Road, Woking,
Surrey GU21 UT. Tel: 048 62 22121.

transmitter/receiver and an indoor
baseband unit, make up the system.
LDR is compatible with BT's Mega -

stream digital network and can be
used for digital voice, video and data.
NEC Business Systems (Europe) Ltd,

1 Victoria Road, London W3 6UL.

200ns make the eproms suitable for
use with the newest high-speed pro-

Tel: 01-993 8111.

cessors. Low power consumption

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

BH17 7DX. Tel: 0202 690911.

Off -air frequency

standard at 198kHz
BBC's longwave transmitters
changed their carrier frequency to
198kHz on the first of February.

A new receiver has been designed
for fixed installation in standard frequency distribution systems for the

checking of atomic standards or

2MBit/s on one or two channels can
be used as a permanent or temporary
600mm dish, a pole -mounted 13GHz

Close, Creekmoor, Poole, Dorset

compact and portable systems.

erasure or without windows for one-

time programming. Called the

quartz -crystal standards, although it
can also be used itself as a standards
unit. R.f. outputs at 10MHz and

5MHz or 1MHz are locked to the
transmission by techniques which
minimize phase shift.
The unit is designed by HCD who

provided the BBC with the equipment to transmit the signal. HCD
Research Ltd, 179 Junction Road,
Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15
OM. Tel: 04446 2967.
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Convolution -time-domain
signal processing

rr

In part two, Howard Hutchings describes the digital
system equivalent of a first -order low-pass filter.

lib

HOWARD J. HUTCHINGS

rr

Having discussed convolution in general in

the last article,

I

will now describe the

s -plane
jw

digital -system equivalent of the first -order
low-pass filter.

Under the z -mapping, the system pole
given by s= -1/CR has been transformed

Lpicy:)eirn(z)

z

esT
Unit circle

a

from the left-hand stable region of the
s -plane, to a point on the positive real axis of

Re 12)

z.T/CR

sr-1/CR

the z -plane located inside the unit circlet,

1/CR

z -a

a

1111

Fig.6.
The transfer function of the digital system
is given by,
H(z) =

a

Fig.6. A digital system equivalent of the first -order low-pass filter can be derived from the
pole position of the system impulse response.

a

where,

a=e- TicR
To obtain a recurrence relationship from the
transfer function,

tionship in a neater form and ensures a d.c.

sponse, aligning it so that 110 and the sample

gain of unity.

of current interest xn are coincident. The

Y(n)=0.5y(n -1) + 0.5x(n - 1)

ordered weighted products will then follow
automatically.
A numerical example may help. To find

the rest of the terms in the sequence,

y(z)(z -a)= 1/CRx(z)

Using the recurrence relationship in the
advertised form it is instructive to examine

continue moving the reverse impulse re-

zy(z)-ay(z)=1/CRx(z).
As usual interpret z as a unit advance so that

the shape of the processed output when

sponse to the right until none of the samples

input signal x(t)=C° 5t is sampled every T

of the two sequences overlaps. My results

seconds.

are:

y(z)
x(z)

1/CR
z

the recurrence formula is given by,
y(n +1)- ay(n)= 1/CRx(n)
and finally,

filter.

y(n)= ay(n -1)+1/CRx(n - 1)
Notice that current output y(n) is the sum of

weighted versions of the previous output
y(n -1) and previous input x(n-1). This is
an illustrative example of a system with
digital feedback; as with all feedback systems

care must be exercised to ensure that it is
stable.

A system which calculates the current
output using one or more previous outputs
is called recursive. Recursive systems arise
when the transfer function has poles situated other than at the origin of the z plane.
This particular system can also be realized

non -recursively by expressing the transfer
function as a power series,

H(z)=

1/CR

1

z -a = CR(z

-1

+az-2+a 2z -3 +...

Coefficients of successive terms make up the

impulse -response sequence which completely characterizes the behaviour of the
system. Alternatively, the impulse response
is obtained from the recurrence relationship
with a unit pulse input3.
In an attempt to simplify the arithmetic

let time CR = 2.0s and sampling period
T=1.38s. This gives the recurrence rela302

Table 1. A convenient method of representing the
history of the input signal as it is processed by the

Yo =0
Yi =0.5
Y2 =0.501
Y3 =0.376

Sample
number

Previous Current

input

input

Previous Current
output
output

Y4

n

x(n-1)

x(n)

y(n-1)

Y5

y(n)

Y6

0

0

1

2

1.000
0.051

3
4

0.251
0.126

5

0.063
0.032
0.016
0.007
0.004

6
7

8
9
10

0

0

Y7

0.500

0.500

y8 = 0.031

0.501
0.376

Y9

0.007
0.004
0
0

0.094
0.055

0251

0.157

0.157

0.094
0.055
0.031
0.018
0.009

0.031
0.018

Using the discrete form of convolution
confirms the results shown in Table 1. To

a

=0.157
=0.094
=0.055

0
0

0251

=0.018

yio =0.009

ra

Table 2. Evaluation of system output yn after n conversions needs a systematic approach.

t=0

t=T

t=2T

t=3T

t=4T

Response
due to

xoho

xohi
xiho

xoh2

x0113

xokt

xo

x1h1

xlh2

x1

x2ho

x2h1

x1h3
x2h2

X3110

X3h1

x3

evaluate yn, the output of the system after n

conversions, a systematic approach is required. In Table 2 the rows represent the

X4ho

response to the input sequence x0, xi, x2, x4

respectively. The columns show the terms
present at times t=0, t=T, t=2T, etc, Fig.8.
Response yn is simply the sum of the terms
in the nth column.
Within this algebraic jungle exists a very
simple pattern. To find the convoluted response, simply reverse the impulse re-

Igt

= 0.251

1.000
0.501
0.251
0.126
0.063
0.032
0.016

0.501
0.376

IND

Column

Sum

1

2
3

Yo=xoho
Yi= xohi+ xiho
Y2= xoh2+ xihi+ x2ho

4

y3 -x0113+

5

y4= X0 h4 + XI 113 + X2h2+ X3h1+ X4ho

h2+ X2h1+ X3ho
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Input sequence

1

Programmer's guide to PC & PS/2 video

systems by Richard Wilton. Nuts'n'bolts

0,151

0';1"b

oNlb

Reversed impulse response

,zi.<1.

5

6

,

7

8

9

10

n

y0

105
OObtiS

4

3

0

of EGA, CGA, MDA, VGA, Hercules and

0.00*

=x0h0
=1x0

)

=0

other graphics hardware for IBMs and
clones: a mass of useful information for
programmers and applications designers. Chapter headings include IBM video
hardware and firmware, pixel program-

ming, circles and ellipses, region fill,
graphics text, bit blocks and animation,

advanced video programming techniques. Appendices provide a summary of
the video bios with details of system calls,
= xi h0.x0
\9.5

=0501x0.1 x05
=05

ert5
I

a selection of screen -to -printer dump

routines in assembly language and
routines for identifying a computer's
video hardware. The extensive program
examples (mostly in assembly language

or C) are reproduced in an artistic but
Y2 = x2h0.x1h1+ x0h2

=0251x0+0501x05+1x 0 25
=0501

somewhat faint shade of green. For those

with poor eyesight, a disc is available
from the US for $24.95. The book, a
544 -page large format paperback, is pub-

lished by Microsoft Press, Penguin
Books, at £22.95.
x(n)

yln)

El VIM
II
05

05

Fig.8 Graphical convolution of the input
signal and impulse response is achieved
by reversing the impulse response under
the sample of current interest The sum of
the coincident cross products is the convolution of that sample and the impulse
response of the system. The procedure
should be repeated at each sampling in-

Fig.7 System block diagram of the digital

stant by moving the impulse response too

filter representing the recursive rela-

the right until none of the samples over-

tionship y(n) =0.5y(n -1)+ 0.5x(n

laps.

Marine electronic navigation by S.F.

Appleyard with R. S. Linford and P. J.

Yarwood. Second, enlarged edition,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, £40. Textbook for those studying for navigating
officer or radio officer qualifications.
After covering the basic theory of radio
propagation and time measurement, the
authors deal in detail with all the principal

radio navigation systems: Consol,

Loran, Decca Navigator, Omega, Transit
and Naystar-GPS. Further chapters cover

sonar navigation, berthing systems,
CONCLUSION

Time domain convolution is a fundamental
operation which provides a basis for more
advanced signal processing applications. For
example the analogue form of convolution
integral,

x(t)*h(t)=

f x(T)h(t-T)th

-oc
bears a remarkable resemblance to the finite
form of the auto -correlation function,

r(T)=

f-x(t)x(t+T)dt

To obtain the auto correlation function by
signal -processing methods, the signal x(t)
must be multiplied by a time -shifted version

time reversed impulse h(t-T) are made
identical to the characteristics of time shifted pulse x(t +T) then the operation of
convolution is identical to that of autocorrelation4.
References
2. Hutchings, H.J., Digital filters explained. Electronics and Wireless World, December 1985, p.23.

3. Hutchings, H.J., Closing the loop (practical
closed -loop control), Electronics and Wireless
World, December 1987, p.1222.
4. Meade, M., Electronic Signal Processing. T326,
Open University Press 1984.

A less esoteric description of the auto -

Howard Hutchings is a senior lecturer with
Humberside College of Higher Education

and a part-time tutor with the Open University.

In the first part of this article, in the
February issue, the lower equation in Fig.5
should have read,

correlation function is obtained by making T
equal to zero, in which case r,(0) is equal to

apparently unconnected signal -processing

Electronic circuits handbook

by Michael

Tooley. Heinemann, £14.95. Cookbook
for the student or technician, containing
hundreds of circuits with associated de-

sign information. Categories include
power supplies, amplifiers, logic circuits,

porting chapters cover the practical side
of choosing and using components, cir-

cuit construction and test equipment.
Soft covers, 277 pages.

Practical digital electronics handbook by
Mike Tooley. PC Publishing, £6.95. Introduction to the subject for newcomers:

logic gates, monostables and bistables,
timers, microprocessors. memories, i/o

breakout box, counter/d.f.m. etc.). soft

operation is in fact closely related to the

covers, 197 pages. PC Publishing is at 22

convolution integral.
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pages.

devices, interfaces, STE bus. Appendices
include some constructional designs for
digital testgear (logic tracer. RS -232

the mean square value of the pulse. This

Notice that if the characteristics of the

Clear and readable. Hard covers, 605

timers and computer interfacing. Sup-

of itself x(t+T) and the product then averaged. The result, an even function of T, gives
a measure of similarity between the original
and time -shifted pulse.

radar, marine communication systems
and services, and the gyro -compass (this
last is drawn from 'The Ship's Compass',
by G.A.A. Grant and the late J. Klinkert).

We apologize for this oversight.

Clifton Road, London N3 2AR.
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KENWOOD
The TRIO transformation!

What's in a name? For over a decade Trio has been associated

with quality and innovation in oscilloscopes and other test
instruments. In fact Trio was a trademark of the Kenwood
Corporation who are also market leaders in communications and
audio equipment. Now all products carry the Kenwood logo.

101O1.04.10 03,12

4,41

The oscilloscope range is extensive and expanding, real-time
models from 20MHz to 150MHz plus advanced digital storage in
the form of the CS -8010 illustrated below. This features 10MHz
sampling, simultaneous real-time and stored display, and cursor
measurement, all for £1,195. Beat that!

1104,

With its new models, competitive pricing and improved support
the Kenwood range is outstanding. To make afull evaluation, send

for the data book quickly. You won't be disappointed. Oh, if you
need a translation of the Japanese text, please see below*

ueder

'Thurlby Electronics Limited
New Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon,

Thurlby

411111111

Cambs. PE17 4BG England

Tel: (0480) 63570 Telex: 32475

Send for the big

fgHeno.

Kenwood Databook

ENTER 48 ON REPLY CARD

..

becomes a reality!

The PROTEL family is the answer to all these

dreams - at prices you can afford!
When you look at its price, specification and
ease of use, it's not surprising that PROTEL

_3

The Circuit Designer's
Dream . . .

is fast becoming a world standard for LOW
COST PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
CAD on any IBM PC or compatible.

TRY FOR YOURSELF!
For £25 per program you can try our "full
facilities" evaluation packs.

o
/ dreamt that the
computer was laying the
tracks automatically

-

right there on my /BM PC
screen . . .

5P

I dreamt that the
computer was drawing
perfect schematic
diagrams for me . . .

becomes
pinrote
The dream
withaeon
l
pity
rea
Engineering Solutions Limited
King's House, 18 Kings Street,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 lEF
Tel: (0628)36052 Telex: 849462 Fax: (0628) 74928

ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
LIMITED
ab

ENTER 16 ON REPLY CARD
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FIELD ELECTRIC LTD. 01-953 6009.

4Olria

3 SHENLEY

ROAD,

BOREHAMWOOD,

Newbury Wyndsor 9412 80 Meg 8" hard disk drives e.
c with user manual £149.00

12" 750. Composite Video 22MHz bandwidth monitor. 230V AC input.
new & boxed. green phos. In case data c p 5.00, £59.95.

Card No. 1: 1 x Z80A DMA. 1 x Z80A CPU. 1 x D8255 AC5 in holders.

1 x 5MHz. Xtal. 8x MB8264 15.1 x SN74198N. -53 various chips. new
ex -equipment. £16.50.

HERTS WD6 1 AA.
--

Variable P.S.U. all 240V AC input. all metered. Kingshill 501. 0-509 0 -IA

Hewlett Packard 864 Personal Computer with built in interfaces for 2
disc drives and centronics compatible printer, 64K built in user memory
14 user definable keys. display capacity 16 or 24 lines x 80 characters.
c 'with system demo disk, user programme. library, pocket guide. full
user manual etc. complete new in sealed boxes £350.00+ c p.
discount for quantity.

£35.0-40V 0-3A x 2 £115.0-20V 0-10A £115. 0-50V 0-3A £85.0.40V
0-2A x 2 £125.Weir Maxireg 762.0-60V 0-2A £140. Lambda 0-40V 0-3A
£98.0 40V 0-1A x 2 £125 Solartron 0-30V 0-1A x 2 £45. H.P.6824A
±50V ± IA £75. Oltronix 8401 0.40V 0 -IA £50. B817S0-10V 0.7A £98.
Sorensen SRL4012 0-409 0-12A £345. 60-40-60V 0-4A f260. Lambda
LMG 12.12V DC ±5% 65A DC Lin £345 c p details please mi.

Card No. 2: 1 x WD1933B-01 in holder + 16 various new ex -equipment.
£12.25.
Card No. 3, 2x D8255 AC 5.2 X HLCD0437P in holders +10 various
new ex -equipment. £4.95.
Card No. 4: LCD 6 digit display. 12 momentary plain keyboard rocker
switches. 4 bar LEDs. Green. yellow, red. Flat top type. £6.95.

Power supplies All 240V AC input unless stated. 5V 20A sjmode £18.50.
5V 40A s/mode £25.00. 5V 60A £16.40. 12V 60A £70.00. Farnell SM

Marconi Inst. 0.1% universal bridge TF 1313A. power rating 259 A £260
+5V 10A. +24V 4A, +12V 500M -5V
1A. new data £28.50. Farnell.
H. Packard X -Y Recorder 70356 £175.

Card No. 5: Peripheral Communication Controller. 8 x MC68661.
8x MC14891. 8 xMC1488P. 13 various chips all in holders, new
ex -equipment. £18.95.

SM 12V 2.5A ultra small £38.00. Farnell Fan Cooled SM -59 10A. -5V
1A. 4-12V 3A. -129. IA £32.50. 12V 3A Linear £1725. Farnell SM 6V
40A£26.50. Farnell 6V 5A SM ultra small £25.00. 10.5V 30A SM
£26.50, 5V 1A PC Card Regulated £8.60, ZX PSU 9V 1.4A £8.00. Gould
379.59 40A. 12V 4A, I5V I1A. s/mode £59.00. Power supply makes

Card No. 6: 64 x 64K 16 pin Ram 150ns. Access time +AM2964
controller IC +14 various chips, new ex -equipment. £19.95.

Farnell Function Generator FG1 £75.
Schneider Electronic MN124 Multifunction Meter with Printer £125.

Tektronix type 286 sampling head multiplex unit £120.
Sivers Lab Rotary Vane Attenuator 8.2.12.4GHz cal to 22.8.88 £215.

are Farnell Advance Gould Coutant AC DC. Aztek. Solartron.
Special Offer: AC DC Electronics 5V. 60A, 129x 2, 2.5A 240V or 1159

H. Packard 62605M DC PSU 5V DC ±5°n 100A £125.
Solartron 7055 Microprocessor Voltmeter £230.
Krohn -Hite Corp wide band DC 1 MC 10 watt amplifier model DCA 10

input £50.00.

Card No. 7: Hard disk, floppy disk controller. S100 type. Inc: D765AC.
D8237 AC5. 8253. 8085A. 2764 64K Eprom. SN74L240N. 224N, 373
etc, inc, block dia, new ex -equipment. £26.50.

£200.

SEW Panel Meters. First brand meters MR52P, size 60x 60. MR45P size
50 X 50. MR65P 80 x 80. MR38P 42 x 42. accuracy 2%. New & boxed.

Card No. 8: Infra -red Remote Controller, 1AY-3-8470A Encoder IC. 1
Infra -Red Emitter. 16 membrane keyboard £3.50.

H. Packard Multi -function meter 34506 £1501
Keithley Inst. 610C solid state electrometer P.O.A.
Singer Gertsch Phase Angle Voltmeter c 'with 400Hz plug in £250
H. Packard 675A Sweeping Generator 10KHz to 32MHz £460,
Fluke AC/DC Differential Voltmeter Model 887AB £150.
Devices O'scope 3120. 3130 time base, 3160 x 2 amplifiers £175
H. Packard 1801A Dual Chn, vertical amp plug in. new £230.
Tektronix 53A Sampling Heads £120.
Tektronix 017 0083-00 500 2W termination £69.
Tektronix FET Probe 6045 £90.
Ballantine 323-01 True RMS voltmeter £115.
Gen Rad Co Slotted Line Recorder type 1521-SLQ1 c/w drive unit

MR52P (SR) 30A AC M/Iron £7.00. MR52P (SR) 10A AC M/Iron £7.00.
MR45P IA DC M/Coil £6.00. MR65P 2A DC £6.00. MR65P 5V DC
M/Coil £5.75. MR45P 300V AC M/Coil with rect £625. MR45P I MA DC
M/Coil £5.75. MR38P (CR) 300V AC M/Coil with rect £6.00. MR52P (CR)
300V AC M/Coil with rect £6.25. MR52P 50V DC M/Coil £5.75. MR38P
500i,.A DC M/Coil £5.00. MR45P 20V DC M/Coil £5.75. MR45P 50p.A
DC £625. SD830 82 x 110 5A DC M/Coil £7.00. SD830 VU Meter
£6.25. MR65P 50A DC M/Iron £7.00. Many more panel meters. quantity
discount.

Card No. 9: 1 x MC68000L12 Motorola ceramic CPU. 1 x 16MHz Xtal +
various chips inc block dia. chips in holders, new ex -equipment £29.95.

Card No. 10:1 xMC68000L8 Motorola ceramic CPU, 1 x 16MHz Xtal +
various chips, inc. block dia. chips in holders, new ex -equipment

£10.95.
Motorola TTL Monitor Chassis, 7" green phos. 22MHz bandwidth 12V DC
input. 1.2A new & boxed, circuit dia & data compatible to BBC/IBM
comps, diagram supplied for connection to BBC. 750 comp, video

Cherry TTL Alpha Numeric ASCII Coded Keyboard, including 8 colour
coded graphic keys. 108 keys form X -Y matrix, full cursor control, 6
encode keys, 9 graphic control keys. 5V rail, teak & black ali case. new

circuit dia, supplied, discount 10+ £20.60.

1521.P10.13 £150.

Datron 1051 Multifunction Meter £250.
Tektronix 178 Linear IC test fixture £375.
KSM 0-240V 0.15A metered PSU new £500.

and boxed. £24.95 3+ £22.00 each.
Thandar 750 Composite Video Monffor Chassis, new & boxed. I2V DC.
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis, 9" £34.50 Green.
Thandar Composite 750 Monitor Chassis, 9" £34.50 B/White.
Thandar Composite 7501 Monitor Chassis, 12" £43.50 Green.
Thandar Composite 750 Monitor Chassis, 12" £43.50 B/White.
Monitors are new and boxed. 12 volt DC input £4.00 c/p.

Shugart SA400 51/4" full height disk drives, single side, single density,

ex -equipment data supplied £20.60 2+ £37.50.
Securicor delivery on larger items £14.
Smaller items please ring.

CDC Wren 51/4"full height, hard disk drives, new ex -equipment. c/with

user manual £145.00 c/p 3.50.

We would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment
Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries Welcome/Order by phone or post. Open 6 days, half day Thursday. Please ring for C/P details not shown. Postal rates apply U.K.
mainland only. Alf test equipment carries warranty. All prices including 15% VAT & c/p unless stated. Save time, phone your order for quick delivery with Access, Amex,
Diners or Visa cards, Remember all prices include VAT and c/p unless stated.

ENTER 42 ON REPLY CARD
Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied if possible. This is a very
small sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS. Please check availability before
ordering. Carriage all units £16. VAT to be added to total on Goods and Carriage.
OSCILLOSCOPES

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN POWER CONVERSION
1937-1987
[I DC -AC Inverters (Transvertors)

SPECIAL OFFERS

TEKTRONIX 575 Curve Tracer
TEKTRONIX 576 Curve Tracer

12.000

COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE CD11150 Dud Trace 35MH3 Delay Sweep

/2.500

Solid State Portable 8 s 10cm Display will

TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 200MH, Delay SweeP
TEKTRONIX 4658 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 2236 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 2215 Dual Trace 60MHz Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 455 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 453 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep

11.400
£1,000
£1,500
£500
£500

manual -

£450

M.P. 170713 Dual Trace 75MH, Delay Sweep

H.P. 1800 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep.....£300

SINE/SQUARE WAVE INVERTERS 30 to 2000
watts, 50 (or 60) Hz, 115/230V, single phase
AC. From 12, 24, 50, 110 or 220 Volts DC.

AC POWER FROM
DC SOURCE

£600
1500
PHILIPS 3240 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep..__..1400
1350
LELEQUIPMENT 083 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
PHILIPS 3262 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
PHILIPS 3244 Four Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep ...

..

E100

LELEQUIPMENT 043 Dual Trace 15MHz ....

TELEQUIPMENT 554ASingleTrace l0MH1
OULD ADVANCE 053000 Dual Trace 4OMH Delay Say
DVANCE 00255 Dual Trace 15MHz .........
ADVANCE 05250TV Dual Trace 10MH1Q......
.

E DC -DC Converters

Battery Chargers

E AC -DC Power Supplies
E AC -AC Frequency Changers

Standby/UPS Systems

E Line Conditioners

£300
£225
1150

£2,000
1500
1300

TEKTRONIX 466 STORAGE Dual Trace 100M1-1/
HOPS PM3234 STORAGE Dual Beam 10MHz
TELEQUIPMENT D63 STORAGE Dual Trace 15MHz
TELEQUIPMENT DM64 STORAGE Dual Trace I DALT

1225

NOW ONLY £180 ea
Opbonal Front Protect ron Cover Containing 2 Probes n 0 Meanie:
Hood
£10
SOLARTRON OSCILLOSCOPE DD1400 Dual Beam lbarlelL will,
manual
ONLY /85 ea
AVO VALVE TESTER CT 160 Sr !case Made.
22 bases
ONLY E25ea (p&p £7)

MULTIMETERS

VALRADIO POWER LTD
LAWRENCE ESTATE, GREEN LANE, HOUNSLOW TW4 6DN, UK

7000 RANGE TEKTRONIX
Main Frames 76230 - Storage 7704A. 7504 & mo3. Many
Plug in options ova table
P.O.A.
MARCONI MOBILE RADIO TEST SET TF2950.

Tel: 01-570 5622

GENERATORS
f1,200
£800

MIEWMFL 1 Li.5.5=07:0N-41:116201MMOMIltir=111

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
COMMUNICATIONS
APRIL ISSUE
The second in the series is concerned with the explosively developing field

of electronic communication of voice and data, using radio or cable
techniques.

We look at private mobile radio, local area networks and the facilities
offered by video services such as Prestel.

The way ahead in p.m.r. is not always clear, in view of political and
spectrum considerations: industry experts present their views.

TO ADVERTISE WITHIN INDUSTRY INSIGHT RING
JAMES SHERRINGTON ON - 01-661 8640 NOW

MARCONI TF20X16 FM 4-500Mblz

MARCONI TF2008 AM/FM 10KH7-510MHz
11,200
MARCONI TF2015 AM/FM 10MHK520MH7 with TF2171
Synchromzer
£900
MARCONI TF2015 without Synchronizer
E600
MARCONI TF2016 AM/FM 10KFT-120MH/ cots LF2 173
1111
Synchronizer
/600
MARCONI TF2016 with Synchronizer
L400
MARCONI TF2002B with Synchronser TE2170B 10Hr-88MH/
MARCONI1IFIOB6B AM/PM IOMHz-470MHz
f250
MARCONI TF995 range AM/FM 1.5-220MHz from.
£150
ADVANCE Type SG63E AM/FM 4-230MHz
£100
ADVANCE Type SG62B AM 150KH,220MHz,.
£45
VENNER (MARCONI 1F2103) OSCILLATOR 10Hzil MHz Sine/

L60 (p&p bp

Square

FARNELL LFM2 OSCILLATOR 11-1,1 MHz Sine/Square £80 (p&p ES)

1200

DYMAR 1525 AM/FM 0.1184MHF

£5

H75mm,0180mm. Cased. Unased ONLY 110.00 each (46/3)
QWERTY KEYBOARD tas In LYNX MICRO) Rush to make
ONLY ,E5 each (p&p13)
Cased .
SWITCHED MODE PSU
I 2V 0 75.5 5V 15k 24V 1 4A
.

i

£20 each (p&p.13)
OTHER SWITCHED MODE PSU AVAILABLE Please enquire
0ATRON 3001 PROM COPIES (Copes rip to 101

£150 each (p8p 17)

GRUEL & KJOER EQUIPMENT
£3,500

High Resolution Signal Analyser lype 2033
Many other items available - Please ermurre

MARCONI AF POWER METER TF893A. 2011/-35KHz. 20tEW IOW
with manual... ....
..
only L35 (p&p L7)
MARCONI RF POWER MEIER Tf 11520 I DC 500NIFK. 05 to 25W.

50 ohm with manual

only E45 (P&P 11)

NEW EQUIPMENT
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 605 Dual Trace bOMTT Delay Sweep
Component Tester ..

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 2036 Dual Trace 20MFP Component 15"
Tester Korth Iwo probes. ..
..
£314
All other models avertable.
BLACK STAR COUNTER TIMERS (p&p £5)

£219
£285

APOLLO 10-100MH/ Ratio/Period/Time interval Mc
APOLLO 100-100MW (As above well more lunctIonN
RACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS (p&p 1:41 Meteor

MARCONI Automatic Distort ion Meter TF2337A.40051/ or
1KHz

£65

DISK DRIVE PSU 2400 in 5V 1 64 & 120 1.5A Oct Size W125mm.

ONLY L950 each

MARCONI TF2006 FM 10-1000MHt

ENTER 48 ON REPLY CARD

/90
,r ape

TEST LEADS sralahN tor AVOMFTERS Red Lb Plonk with 2
and 2 Prods (p&p £2)

.

For details:

£50
£10

AVO 8 Complete with botterms and leads horn
Leather Cases available._
AVO 8 MIN Complete with batteries. leads and case
AVO TEST SEE No. 1 (Military vers. ol 01/0 8) Complete wall
batteres. leads & carrying case

100-100MHz
Meteor 600-600MHz
Meteor 1000-100/

199
£126

111

£250

MARCONI Drstortion Factor Meter TF2331, 20114-20KH4
1200
FERROGRAPH RTS2 Recorder Test Set.
1300
WOELKE Wow & Flutter Meter MEI 08
£125
LEADER LMV186A 2 Charmer Millivoltmeter. I00µ1/ 300V, 5H4
100KHz.
£150
FARNELL H30/100 P5U 000V. 0-100A
/1,200
1111 £750
FARNELL H60/50 PSU 0-60V. 0-504
MARCONI MOD METERS TF2300A. 23005. 2/041,/c,
E450
RACAL UNIVERSAL COUNTER 9900, 9903.9904 Irena
£200
H P. 4243A Q Meter..
£1,200
RACAL 9081 Synthesized AM/FM 5-256MHz
£1200

.

/175

BLACK STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENE RAT OR Sloe tiro

e

£110
£199

Triangle a 11-1/-500KH/ (p&p £41
ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pal TV/Video

HUNG CHANG DMM 70303!2 diger Hand held 78 ranges myluilme
10 Amp AC/DC 0.11/4.

£39.50

Complete well battery and leads Ip&p £41

As above DMM 6010 0.25£........_......_133.50
OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES Switched x',

£11

STEWART OF READING Telephone: 0734 68041
1'194

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PI,

Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm. MON-FRI. (UNTIL 8pm. THURS)

ENTER 32 ON REPLY CARD
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Tighter e.m.c.
regulations

changes to Part II of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949.
The DTI advises trade associa-

Draft proposals from the Com- tions and companies with semission of the European Com- rious concern about the propomunities for a Council Directive sals not to lose any opportunity
on "the approximation of the to lobby the Commission, possLaws of Member States relating ibly in association with their
to electromagnetic compatibil- European counterparts, adding:

trail
at aboutMeteor
midpoint

Lp=(f)di2,d22
-1 0 0 k m

600-2000km

ity" (COM (87) 527 final, of "It should also be noted that after
November 1987) foreshadow ma- the Council of Ministers has
jor changes in UK legislation on adopted an initial position, the
electrical interference, including proposals will go to the Euro-

pean Parliament and Economic
and Social Committee, so there
Electromagnetic compatibil- are lobbying opportunities there
ity (e.m.c.) is defined as "the too."
ability of a device, equipment or
Such advice seems to indicate
system to function satisfactorily that DTI is more concerned with
in its electromagnetic environ- the impact of the directive on
ment without introducing in- industry than with maximizing
tolerable electromagnetic dis- the reduction of spectrum pollu-

d2

Meteor trail
near
endpoint

changes to the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949.

turbances to anything in that tion and minimizing e.m.c.
environment". The DTI has problems. Meanwhile the
circulated for comment copies of
the 28 -page draft directive, making clear its own reservations on
some aspects of its implications

which manufacturers will be ex-

apparatus (BS:6527); radiation
from industrial, scientific and

medical apparatus; radiation
from household appliances,

of endpoint reflection. Aiming
the antennas at trails directly

about five elements directed towards the E -layer midway be-

represent a serious source of

Short-range
meteor -scatter

ers and related apparatus; im- entering the earth's upper
munity of television receivers atmosphere to provide two-way

from information technology

mitters of up to 1kW output are

devices such as home and personal computers continues to

pected to comply comprises Use of the short-lived but highly
radiation from television receiv- ionized trails left by meteors

and related apparatus; radiation

Path loss of meteor -scatter signals can be reduced by the use

used with Yagi antennas with

electronic appliances, equip- weak -signal reception, with
ment and installations (except BS:6527 in limbo.

The list of present and proposed European standards to

equivalent to a continuous radio teleprinter link. Typically, trans-

amount of radiation from digital

for the industry, noting that the interference to television and
proposals cover all electric and broadcast reception and to all
motor vehicles and tractors), and
the whole of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

300-1300km

\A

communications in discontinous bursts has been recognized for more than 30 years and
used primarily for defence communications, but also increasingly in this decade for civil

portable tools, etc.(BS:800); and applications. Most of the many
radiation from fluorescent lumi- millions of meteors daily enternaires (BS:5394).
ing the atmosphere produce
While the standards with BS trails with useful lifetimes of on
numbers have already been average only about a quarter of a
agreed, some amendments are second, although a few, particucurrently in progress. The Com- larly during the regular meteor mission has insisted that those shower periods, persist for many
marketing a product must certify seconds.

tween the terminals.
Radio amateurs have used this
technique on 50, 70 and 144MHz

for many years, though often
concentrating only on the longer
lasting trails. Chris Bartram,

G4DGU, drew attention to a
little-known method of reducing

1000km but also that other

but also the regions above and to

ward angle of one of the antennas

ground is of little or no conse-

the rear of the stations: at short
ranges a significant portion of
the duty cycle, he finds, is con-

quence.
Many observations of meteor -

tained in these regions. Additionally, at short ranges, mini-

tate antennas to use meteor
trails nearly overhead one station, rather than aiming at trails
roughly mid -way between the
two stations (Radio Communication, "Technical Topics" October

1981). He pointed out that not
only can this result in a useful
8.3dB reduction of path loss at

means that its height above

scatter signals had convinced mizing the synchronization and
Chris Bartram of the value of acquisition time is very imporoverhead reflections though he

tant, much more so than at long

ranges. Finally, increasing the
burst data rate up to the point

of the order of 0.5a (a being

The trails provide reflective
and scattering layers in the E

earlier considered this an undue
burden.
The directive requires manufacturers to certify compliance
except in the case of some tele-

region about 90 to 110km above

the earth. Most meteor -scatter

cal technique for reliable low

communications apparatus for
which type -approval is envisaged. The DTI believes that the
UK implementation of the pro-

posals will require substantial
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above, with an optimum range of
between 800 and 2000km. Mod-

ern computer -controlled sys-

tems, with burst rates of the
order of 4800 bit/s, can provide
an average throughput roughly

fulness of meteor burst as the
range decreases below about
400km. He states that several
experiments have shown that

advantages arise: the high up-

300 to 1300km. This is to orien-

that it meets the directive's
objectives, although the DTI

bands of about 30 to 50MHz or

much controversy as to the use-

connectivity can be maintained
at shorter ranges if the antenna
patterns are designed properly.
He puts forward three requirements that need to be satisfied.
These bear out and also extend
the 1981 observations of Chris
Bartram.
Dr Weitzen concludes that for
shorter ranges the antenna patterns at both terminals must be
designed to illuminate not only
the regions between the stations,

path loss over ranges of about

had found it difficult to convince
other enthusiasts.
Meteor burst is today acknowledged to be a useful and practi-

systems operate in frequency

above one station can give an
improvement of some 8dB over
a 1000km path.

data rate communication at

that the ratio of the packet duration to average burst duration is

ranges from 800 to 1200km.

between 1 and 2) increases the
actual throughput while mini-

However, as Dr Jay Weitzen (Sig-

mizing the time to deliver a

natron Inc. and University of
Lowell, Massachusetts) has
pointed out in IEEE Transac-

tions on Communications,
(November 1987) there is still

message.

Radio Communications is
written by Pat Hawker.
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[UPDATE
Looking at the
weather from
space
Microwave and laser applications
are to be studied for possible use

in new ESA weather satellites.
British Aerospace has been com-

missioned to investigate the
feasibility of a microwave sound-

er which will measure temperature and water vapour content of

the atmosphere at different
levels. Such an instrument
would have the advantage over
infra -red and visible imaging in-

struments as it would be unaffected by cloud cover.

Wind is the main concern of
the study to be undertaken by

Ferranti, who will develop a
high-powered CO2 laser for
possible use as a wind sensor. A
lidar (light detection and ranging) uses the laser as a transmit-

ter in a system that accurately
measures the movement of air
particles. Lidars have been used
to demonstrate the detection of

the complexity of the circuits
and can be produced at lower
cost than conventional c-mos
i.cs. The use of sputtered refrac-

tory metal interconnection increases speed over silicon -gate
devices by a factor of up to ten
times. Speed can be further increased by using molybdenum
rather than aluminium.
Radiation hardness has been
developed by using gallium and
arsenic as silicon dopants with-

out the cost overheads of full
GaAs devices. Another advantage

is that sputtered layers can be
buried within the silicon and
surface interconnections no longer need to be arranged in channels.

The company has been responsible for many innovations.
It designed the world's first

Electronics
traders trade
electronically

stressed the saving in time, cut-

Paperless trading for the elec-

Electronic Services. The system

tronics industry' was the title of a
conference held recently in London where component manufacturers and distributors were told

had been so successful that his
company was transferring other

how the Tradinet Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) system
has dramatically cut costs within

the industry. Mike Pickett of

ting the turn -around from received order to committed delivery date from five days to one.
Purchase orders were the chief
concern of Keith Pierson of STC

documents to the electronic
medium.
Linking the system with parts,
materials and engineering databases had been the main advan-

tage to STC Telecommunica-

Mullard, chairman of the tions, said director Peter GerAFDEC/ECIF working party on
EDI pointed out that the cost of
1000 documents, including mail
handling, computer cost, entry,
verification and error correction
amounted to £1510, which fell to

shon, who exhorted trading partners to set up "intravenous links

£325 using the electronic net-

between internal networks to
achieve a maximum matching of
blood groups."

Amphenol was so convinced

quartz -controlled watch for

work.

by the arguments that it signed a
contract with International Data

Seiko. The development of on chip thin-film resistors led to a
number of linear devices, including the first single -chip d -to -a

UK sales manager of Texas
Instruments, Tony Wildman,

Services, operators of the system, at the conference.

Arthur C. Clarke at 70

converter. Other 'firsts' were a
heart pacemaker chip, a digital At 70, Arthur C. Clarke is still

pocket pager i.c. and the de- fully occupied with four novels,

total eclipse of the Sun from the

Cunard luxury liner QE2 on

wind shear, a localized down
draught which can affect the
airspeed of an aircraft during

velopment and production of the

fastest flash a -to -d converter.
The company now concentrates

books and at least two film

on standard linear products,

China Sea.
Clarke was awarded the Stuart

take -off or landing.

scripts. Since 1956 he has lived

Laser pulses are reflected by
aerosol particles and movement

second -sourcing many Harris

in Sri Lanka, and is Chancellor of

Ballantine gold medal by the
Franklin Institute in 1962 for his

detected by measuring the
Doppler -shift of the reflected

Moratuwa University, on the
devices, and on custom i.cs. The board of the Institute of FunCalifornian company is repre-

is

light. CISE of Milan are handling

expertise in CO2 laser technology.

Faster chips
need not be
smaller
The quest for larger -scale integration and higher speed has
resulted in a rush for smaller
geometries in integrated cir-

damental Studies and has a Cen-

sented in the UK by Tekelec tre for Modern Technologies
Components.

the resonator design and frequency stability aspects of the
laser cavity. Dornier of Germany
is looking at the space qualification of the overall system. RSRE
Malvern will be contributing its

has planned a number of other March 18th, somewhere in the

Ultra -highspeed gate array

named after him.

conception of the geosynchronous communications satellite,
published in Wireless World in
1945. He now takes advantage of

An accident in 1962 totally

such satellites to transmit his

paralyzed him for a while and he

texts to publishers and film pro-

still needs physiotherapy or ducers.

other exercise, and to keep his
public engagements to a miniPilot production has com- mum. Luckily the Sri Lankan
menced on a Plessey gate array institutions with which he is
made in the 1µm bipolar pro- connected are all within six miles
cess, developed as part of the (10km) of his home in Colombo.
Alvey programme (see the report One trip planned is to witness the
on Alvey, p.1140 in our Novem-

Sarong -clad Arthur C. Clarke
with his pet monkey and a
British -built hovercraft used by

his company, Underwater
Safaris, for diving expeditions
off Sri Lanka.

ber 1987 edition.) Each of the
240 gates in the array can be
configured in high, medium or
low -power options with, respec-

tively, 3.5GHz, 2.5GHz and
1.5GHz operation and gate delays of 80,120 and 200ps.

The high speed has been

cuits; thinner conductors placed achieved through such features
closer together and smaller com- as trench isolation, double overponents. An alternative has been lapping polysilicon and three
found by Linear Integrated Sys- layers of metal interconnect.
tems, who have developed a four - Three power options allow the
layer interconnect c-mos process user to choose the optimum
that achieves toggling speeds of speed/power combination for a
300MHz and higher circuit den- particular application. Digital
sities.
microwave and other high-speed
Four layers of interconnection communications are obvious
are achieved without adding to candidates.
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rUPDATE
Broadcasting
show in Spain

and cosmological concepts: the
big-bang hypothesis would be

that require further investiga- generate a greater awareness of
tion: the handling and assembly problems that may arise and to

wrong; the Hubble shift would be

of fragile substrates; the cutting
of through holes for connection
between layers; and the design
limitations imposed by shrinkage during firing.

identify those areas where work
needs to be done. Copies of the

ERA is proposing to undertake
the research on behalf of a number of clients who will share the

Hitchin, Herts SG5 ISA.

caused by cosmic gravitational

Munditele is the name of a new
broadcasting show to be held on
15 to 19 April in Zaragoza,
North-east Spain, in new exhibition grounds opened last year by

shift; the universe would be infinite and the velocities of celestial

the King and Queen of Spain.

eccentric solitary genius who

A Festival of Television will

include the Caesar Augustus
awards for the best drama series
on tv. Z awards will go to people
for outstanding tv work. There

will also be a general market
place for tv productions. This
will be complemented by a radio
and tv equipment trade show and
a series of conferences and sym-

posia on all aspects of broadcasting.

bodies would be very low.
Special homage will be paid to
the memory of Nikola Tesla: "the

helped lay the experimental fundamentals of our electromagnetic civilization and who unlocked

child, while the name of Tesla is
ignored, even by the physicists."

The Congress takes place in
Munich, 22 to 24th April and is
organised by Emil A. Maco, Ges-

European plans
for h.d.tv
The aim of the Eureka high definition tv project, which involves some 30 European broad-

casters, research institutes and
industrial companies, is to define
a standard for a system compati-

ble with the MAC transmission
system for satellite broadcasting.
A complete prototype production
and transmission system is planned to be developed and demonstrated by 1990.

The BBC is to contribute its
knowledge of digitally -assisted
tv. The MAC system was de-

veloped by the IBA and both
authorities will have financial
backing from the DTI for their
participation in the project. Preview demonstrations are planned
to take place at the International

Broadcasting Convention in
Brighton in September.

Opponents of
relativity unite!
Concepts of space, time and
energy are to be aired at an
International Congress on relativity and gravitation which

sellschaft zur Forderung der
Randwissenschaften, Georgiestrasse 31, D-3000 Hanover, West
Germany. Tel: (0511) 326251.

terference' are available, price
£10, from the IEE, PO Box 26,

costs and will be able to have

In brief

circuits of their own design made
for evaluation.

many doors to the secrets of
nature. One must be justifiably
indignant that the name of Einstein, who brought physics to a
terrible mess, is known to every

Report, 'Electromagnetic In-

Cambridge University is to provide each of its 15,000 students

John Bowers
John Bowers, founder and chairman of Bowers and Wilkins, died
on the 20th December, aged 65.
With Roy Wilkins, with whom
he served in the army, he started
a radio and hi-fi shop in Worthing. His own love of music led to
his experiments in loudspeaker
design and with Peter Hayward
he founded B&W Loudspeakers
in 1966. He claimed a number of
achievements, including the first

Multilayer
ceramic

linear -phase loudspeaker, the
use of laser interferometry in

substrates

Conscious of the need for styling

audio technology and digital
techniques in quality control.
and design, he worked in con-

and staff with a desk -top computer. The 5 -year strategy, Project
Granta, is expected to have 1000
devices in place by the end of the

year, the majority being Acorn
Archimedes models, which will
also be used to replace the BBC
micros at present in use. All the

computers will be networked
through optical -fibre links and
will have access to mainframe
and Unix -based minicomputers

as well as a number of other
facilities, including facsimile de-

vices. Funding will be mainly
provided by the departments and
colleges of the university. Very

much a local affair, the Cambridge equipment is being supplied by a Cambridge company,

With integrated circuits becom-

junction with Dr Kenneth

ing bigger and faster there is a
greater need for advanced inter-

Grange to create enclosure designs which complemented the

connection external to the de-

technical excellence of the

vices which is also densely pack-

speakers. His greatest pride was
in the company's acoustical research laboratory, claimed to be
the best in Europe.

supplied by EB Telecom of Nor-

Report on
interference

to commence in July to assist

ed and which does not degrade
performance, especially speed.

ERA Technology are undertaking a study of multilayered
ceramic materials. The 'buried
metal' technique, tracks of conductor between ceramic layers,

Qudos.

D-MAC/packet equipment for

the IBA's d.b.s. uplink is to be
way. Similar coding equipment
is already in use in Norway which

may account for EB Telecom's
success in landing the contract.
Terrestrial test D -MAC signals,

approach but the process is highly complex and needs very care-

Electromagnetic interference is

ful control. Ceramic materials

report published by the Institution of Electrical Engineers. It

receiver manufacturers, are to be
followed by test satellite signals.
Delivery of the main equipment
will be in Spring 1989 in preparation for the launch of the service,
due in Autumn 1989.

summarizes the sources of e.m.i.

BBC engineers have com-

seems to offer a promising

which need much lower temperatures for firing are a possibility

the subject of a wide-ranging

and some companies have from lightning to CB radio and pleted installing the RDS netadopted this method for internal

points out the problems and work for all the v.h.f. transmit-

use. Similar materials are now
becoming commercially avail-

methods of overcoming them.

Future trends are also dealt

dule. They will now go on to the

able. One such uses a filled glass

with. Potential sources of e.m.i.

rest of the UK. Initial services

ters in England, ahead of sche-

ceramic which has the same

aims to unite all scientists who

are growing more numerous will allow suitable receivers to
coefficient of expansion as alu- with office IT systems and tune automatically to the
mina and may be fired at about microprocessor -controlled strongest signal, display the sta-

do not accept Einstein's theories.

850°C, allowing conventional

equipment, together with cord-

tion name and the current time

Offering experimental evi-

thick -film conductors to be used.
The ceramic is sold in an unfired

less and mobile telephones.

and date. Travel information

"kinematic and gravitational
acceleration are two different

`green' state and can be printed

national and international recommendations and standards

categories and there is no

before firing.

dence, the organizers claim that:

equivalence between them". If
correct, there would need to be a
massive re -think of many basic
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with conductors and resistors

Summaries of the main

dealing with e.m.i. and

allowing traffic information to be
received automatically by mobile

users is to be added in Autumn.
The whole service will be official-

Although there seem to be electromagnetic compatibility ly launched at the BBC Radio
considerable advantages in the
materials there are still areas

are included.

Show, Earls Court, September

The aim of the report is to 30 to October 10th.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
HARDWARE, SOFIWARE & SYSTEMS APPOINTMENTS

pissr.FF
Ge./k7

L10,000 - L30,000

OM

- With the most successful companies and consultancies - both large and small - throughout the UK: Offering first class salary/benefit packages - several include
company car - plus excellent career advancement opportunities.
BSc, MSc or PhD with interest and experience in any of these fields:
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING; ADVANCED PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES; IMAGE ANALYSIS; GRAPHICS / SPEECH PROCESSING; LASER I
FIBRE OPTICS; PARALLEL PROCESSORS; REAL-TIME CONTROL / C31 SYSTEMS; RADAR; SONAR; COMMUNICATIONS; OSI / X400 NETWORKS;
Al & IKB SYSTEMS; ANALOGUE & DIGITAL VLSI / ASIC DESIGN; SIMULATION; MILLIMETRIC SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE - C, PASCAL, ADA, OCCAM,
68000 ASM, MODULA, UNIX / VMS; CAD TOOLS.
ECM offers confidential and professional guidance: we will listen to your requirements and identify opportunities to suit your plans.
Phone now for your FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology" and hear how ECM can help you to develop your career.
Call ECM on 0638 742244 - until 8.00 p.m. most evenings - or send your cv by FAX (0638 743066) or mail to:

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED
THE MALTINGS, BURWELL, CAMBRIDGE, CB5 OHB.

Abekas Cox

STATE OF THE ART BROADCAST TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
We are a flexible, growing company specialising in the research, development and
manufacture of high performance analogue and digital micro -processor based video
products for the Broadcast Television industry.
Due to reorganisation and the mplementation of Group Working, opportunities have arisen for

TEST ENGINEERS
Circa £10,000
al

Applicants, preferably with a
broad test background ideally
in broadcast television, must
possess the ability to test and
set up at least some of the
following:
Routing Switchers
Vision Mixers
Digital Processor Systems

PCB DESIGNER/
SYSTEMS ENGINEER

SENIOR SUPPORT
ENGINEER

Circa £12,000

Circa £15,000

Applicants should have
Applicants, with at least three
experience of computer aided years' experience in software
and hardware applications,
P.C. design using the
following RACAL based
related to broadcast
system:
equipment will be required to:
Take developed products into
Redboard, Redlog
manufacturing.
Sustain and enhance
products.

Benefits will include competitive salary; five weeks holiday; contributory pension scheme.
Please send CV to:

Susan White, Abekas Cox, Hanworth Trading Estate,
Hampton Road West, Feltham, Middlesex TW13 6DH.
Tel: 01-894 5622
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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CLIVEDEN
Technical
Recruitment
SERVICE ENGINEER
Berks
Repair, service & Installation of data
acquisition systems.
10,000+ car

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
TO LECTURE ON BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
The IBA Harman Engineering Training College in

Starting salary, dependent on qualifications and

Seaton, Devon, provides professional specialist

experience, is within a range rising to L14,791 per
annum. Relocation expenses to the Seaton area will
be paid, where appropriate.

training for IBA engineers.

We now need an Engineer Lecturer to prepare
lecturing and training material and deliver lectures
to both internal staff and external organisations on
specific areas of broadcast technology.
You should be qualified to degree level (or
equivalent) in Electrical/Electronic Engineering or
Physics and have at least five years' recent
experience in Electronics. Experience in the field of
broadcast engineering would be an advantage, as
would some experience of lecturing.

Applicants should write or telephone for an
applicauan form, quoting reference Eller 8265 to

Mike Wright, Personnel Officer, Independent
Broadcasting
Winchester,

Authority,

Crawley

Hants 5021 2QA.

Court,

Telephone..

Winchester 822270
Closing date for receipt of completed application
forms is 18th March, 1988.

* AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIMS EMPLOYER

TEST ENGINEER
Middx
To join an expanding company engaged in
the repair of complex digital video &
broadcast T.V. systems.
£8,500SERVICE ENGINEER
W London
Install, commission & repair CCTV
systems.
£9,500+ car
TEST ENGINEER
Berks
Maintain & upgrade a wide range of local
area networks. Some breadboarding
involved.
£9,000
TEST ENGINEER
Surrey
Final test & assembly of advanced
analogue & digital marine comms
systems.
£10,000
PC/MINI FIELD SERVICE

various locations
Field Service Engineers for MICRO/MINI
computers urgently needed by companies
in Hants/Berks/Surrey/Sussex. OEM's
training/exp. ideal. range £8-14k,+ cars
Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies

IBA,
-.011111111

INDEPENDENT

CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT

BROADCASTING

92 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1AR
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)

AUTHORITY

-.011111M111

SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN
LEE VALLEY WATER COMPANY
Salary £9,100 per annum
Lee Valley is a large and progressive Statutory Water
Company serving a population in excess of 1 million in
North London and large parts of Hertfordshire, Essex and
Bedfordshire.

A Systems Technician is required, based in the Company's
main offices in Hatfield, to join a small team responsible for
promoting and supporting new technology, including data
and voice communications, telemetry and computer
networking. A proven record in installation, fault finding
and maintenance of datacomms, radio and general
electronics is required. HTEC is required, and personal
computer experience would be valuable.
A clean driving licence is required, and a vehicle will be
provided for business use and travel from home.
Assistance with both relocation expenses and mortgage is
available.
Application forms may be obtained from
Mrs. Wendy Trim, Personnel and Welfare Officer,
Lee Valley Water Company, P.O. Box 48, Bishops Rise,
Hatfield, Herts. AL10 9HL
(Telephone Hatfield 68111)
to whom they should be returned to arrive no later than
Friday, 4th March, 1988 quoting reference 1701/5/27.

Come and join a progressive team
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Roger Howard, C.Eng, M.I.E.E., M.I.E.R.E.

NEW RF SYSTEMS
SOUTH EAST to E2011:
Our company is designing a totally unique approach to
communications. You will be involved in pushing this technology
beyond current limits.

RF Amplifier Design, Microprocessor and Digital Control,
Systems Engineering, Reliability and Maintainability Engineer.
You should have at least two years' experience of RF preferably
in the High Frequency range or knowledge of mobile radio
techniques.
Please telephone GORDON SHORT for a discussion on
0442 53300 (day or evenings) or send him your CV attached to
this advert to:

Executive Recruitment Services
THE INTERNATIONAL SPECIALISTS IN RECRUITMENT
FOR THE ELECTRONICS COMPUTING AND DEFENCE INDUSTRIES

Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 41.T.

Theatre Projects Sound and Vision
require a

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN
Responsible to the service engineer,
duties will include fault finding, repairing
and routine maintenance of our hire
stock of professional sound, AV and
video equipment.
Experience of the Theatre/Presentation
industry or a related field would be an
advantage but not essential. Relevant
experience will be given greater
consideration than formal qualifications.
Theatre
Projects
Salary negotiable depending on
Services
Limited
experience.
8-34 Blundell Street
Apply in writing with CV to Chris Jordan SSA London N7 9BW

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

us

SALES ENGINEER
Quartz Crystals,
Microwave,

Opto Components

TO £20,000 + CAR + BENEFITS
HIGH BASIC SALARY

Seldom does an opportunity arise to work for a
world leader specialising in this field of
technology. Such an opening now exists within a
well established, highly regarded European
manufacturer and we seek a technically
accomplished Sales Engineer for a key role in this
exciting venture.
Reporting to the Managing Director you will control
the core of this specialist division, operating primarily
within established Military and Telecom major
accounts in the UK. A degree of European travel will
be an additional benefit.
This is an exceptional chance to join as a principal
member of an elite team of professionals. You will
have an engineering background in Analogic, HF,
VHF, or UHF, with experience in Quartz Crystal/
Microwave components. You may be working as a
Development/Applications Engineer, or be a
successful Sales Engineer wishing to advance your
career.
Either way, if you are ready for a stimulating change
of direction, contact Nigel Follett or Sophia McArthur
on 0784 34322 or write enclosing career details to
Semiconductor Division, Kramer Westfield
International, 5 The Avenue, Egham,
Surrey 1W20 9AB.

karneriffstfekl
INTERNATIONAL

Kingston and Esher
Health Authority
Based at
Kingston Hospital

Electronics Technician Ill
Salary - £8178pa - El 0,361pa

You will join a small team of
technicians maintaining a wide
range of equipment. Both
medical and office instruments
are included. As training can
be given previous experience
in the medical field is not
essential.
You should be qualified to
ONC - HNC level.
Application details available
from the:

Personnel Department,
Kingston Hospital,
Wolverton Avenue,
Kingston, Surrey.
Telephone 01-541 1862
(24 hour answerphone)
Closing date: 4/3/88
555

HAMAD MEDICAL CORPORATION
Doha, State of Qatar

BIO MEDICAL ENGINEERS
required to ion a busy Hospital Bic Medical Engineering
Deportment
qualificotrons should include B Sc in Biomedical or Electronic
Engineering or equivalent, and of least five years experience in one

of the following specialities
I
Commissioning, and development and maintenance of general
medical equipment

2 Maintenance cad modthcotion of Pathology Laboratory
Equipment

3 Maintenance and modification of Medical Pneumatic Equipment
the terms of service ore competitive and fringe benefits ore
excellent and tax free salaries
interested and qualified applicants should send a detailed copy
of their resume with references to

Heed of Itecroltrodt, Persodel Deadhead, Nomad Merkel
Carvell., P.O. Bee 1050, Deld, State of Odor
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Technical/Marketing
Assistant
Use your technical skills to move in a new direction
Panasonic Industrial, one of the leading
suppliers of CCTV are renowned for the
quality of their products and service. At the
forefront of new technology breakthroughs,
we now require an individual who can help
guide us in this ever developing market.
As Technical/Marketing Assistant you will
act as technical liaison for our Area
Managers, while also assessing the market
potential for existing and new product
developments as well as competitor
activities; in short, developing a unique
knowledge of the CCTV market.
Ideally aged 25+, you should be either an
engineering graduate or have attained that
level through practical experience in the field
of CCTV, and be keen to use your technical

expertise in more of a marketing orientated
role.

The work will primarily be office based at
our headquarters in Slough, (due to move to
Bracknell in Spring 1989) with potential
progression towards a field based role.
In return you can look forward to an
attractive salary and an extensive range of
benefits and real opportunities to advance
your career.

To apply, please write or telephone
Gary Thompson, Personnel Director,
Panasonic Industrial UK Ltd, 280-290
Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6JG.
Tel: Slough 73181.

Panasonic
Video Systems
Panasonic Industrial U.K. Limited.
311

Professional
Career
Opportunities

The successful candidate will join a small engineering

The effective way to find your next job

team, responsible for the technical support of our full range
of hi-fi, car audio and video products.
He/she will be responsible for the technical evaluation of
products which includes investigating and resolving

PioNcEn®
has vacancies for
A TECHNICAL LIAISON ENGINEER and ARMONK° ENGINEERS
TECHNICAL LIAISON ENGINEER

c £11,000-£13,000 p.a.

£8,000-£,22,000 pa

product problems, answering dealer's and consumer's
correspondence, telephone enquiries and giving advice

We have many clients throughout the UK
seeking Engineers at all levels.

relating to Pioneer products and after sales service.

Systems Engineering Analogue Design

AUDIONIDEO ENGINEERS

Real -Time Software Project Management

Digital Design Test Engineering

c £10,000-£11,400 p.a.

He/she will carry out repair of a wide range of new higl
technology audio/video products in our Service,
Department.
The applicants for these very important and interesting
positions will have at least 3 years' experience in repairing
domestic audio and video products and should ideally be
qualified to City and Guilds in Radio and Television and/or
HNC in Electronics or equivalent.

Name

Address

Benefits for the above position include, four weeks
staff restaurant, contributory pension
scheme and private health cover after the qualifying period
of service.
For further information and an application form please
contact:
annual holiday,

Tel.no.
Bus.no.
539

John Prodger

Recruitment

Freepost 499, St. Albans
Herts AL3 5BR

Phone: 0727 41101 (24 hrs)

Mrs Sheila Austin, Personnel Division,
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford,
Middlesex UB6 8UZ. Telephone: 01-575 5757.
575

TV -2 is the acknowledged world leader in the design and
development of miniature TV camera systems.
We urgently need a:

GCHQ

Broadcast Vision Engineer
to help us maintain this position, and assist us in the work we do in
Formula One Grand Prix motor racing.
The ideal candidate must be of a practical nature, able to get on with
people and enjoy foreign travel.
Salary would be in line with ability.
Please telephone for appointment or apply in writing before
Friday 4 March 1988 to: -

Mrs B. Agus
TV -2 Communications
The Old Brewhouse, Castle Ashby
NORTHAMPTON NN7 1LF
Telephone: 060 129 601

TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR COLLEGE LEAVERS
For a rewarding career in the forefront of modern communications
technology apply for

TRAINEE ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
Basic qualifications are either:
a) BTEC or SCOTVEC National Certificate in Electronics or Communications

Engineering together with a GCSE English Language qualification at
grade A, B or C (or equivalent). A GCSE in Physics or Technology would
be desirable; or
b) BTEC
Higher National Certificate or HND in Electronics or
Communications Engineering.

557

Preference will be given to candidates under 25 years of age on
1 November 1988.

Candidates should demonstrate an interest in both analogue and digital
communications.

Hardware/Software/Systems
L9,000-05,000

As a leading recruitment consultancy we have a wide selection of opportunities
for high calibre Design, Development, Systems and supporting staff throughout the UK.
If you have experience in any of the following then you should be talking to us for
your next career move.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE * IMAGE PROCESSING * ANALOGUE DESIGN
MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE * GUIDED WEAPONS * C * PASCAL
ADA * RF & MICROWAVE * ELECTRO-OPTICS * SIMULATION * C31
REAL TIME PROGRAMMING * SYSTEMS ENGINEERING * ACOUSTICS

SONAR * RADAR * SATELLITES * AVIONICS * CONTROL * ANTENNA
VLSI DESIGN
Opportunities exist with National, International and consultancy companies offering
excellent salaries and career advancement.
To be considered for these and other requirements contact John Spencer or
Stephen Morley or forward a detailed CV in complete confidence quoting Ref. WW/66.

Training involves a year in the GCHQ Technical Training Branch followed by
2 years' Directed Objective Training during which time students may study
for their HNC if not already held.

Successful trainees will be engaged in the engineering support of GCHQ's
modern communications systems.
Total pay package (including special pay additions):
Trainees aged 18 years £6,634 rising to £9,471 pa in 3 years.
After training salaries range from £10,444 to £13,172 with opportunities
to progress further.
The Civil Service is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Closing date for receipt of application forms 18 March 1988.

ffffff
.........
..........:
............

Write or telephone for application forms
to the address below:

"at.,
THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108
OAKLEY, PRIORS ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5A.1
OR TELEPHONE (02421232912/3

IaCH4f/

STS Recruitment, 85 High Street, Winchester,
Hants S023 9AP. Tel: (09 6 2) 69 4 78 (24 hrs).
Recruitment
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CELESTIDT1

BECAUSE SOUND PRINCIPLES DON'T CHANGE!
£Generous + Large Company Benefits.

Location: Ipswich

Professional audio loudspeaker manufacturing is an evolving industry where advances in technology and materials place
high demands on designers and engineers in the search for perfection.
At Celestion, we have consistently held our position as one of the foremost companies in this challenging field. Success in
this market means that we now require a number of professionals to enhance and strengthen our committed team. Based
in Ipswich, we boast first class facilities and offer a range of salaries and benefits commensurate with a major company.

SENIOR ELECTRONICS DESIGN ENGINEER

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS

Spearheading a team working on the design and
development of professional electronic audio equipment,
you will be qualified to degree standard, with a minimum of
seven years' experience in professional audio or related
analogue hardware design. Candidates must be able to
demonstrate the ability to take a project from conception to
production, together with first-class communications skills
and experience of leading other engineers within a team. A
strong interest in the recording and music industries would
be a distinct advantage.

Qualified to at least HND level and with at least five years'
experience in an electro-mechanical production
environment, you will need a sound knowledge of work
study, MRP, JIT and other up-to-date production and
manufacturing control techniques. The ability to
communicate with staff at all levels is essential, together with
good diagnostic and analytical skills. These posts will
particularly appeal to production engineers wishing to apply
their skills in a dynamic environment which offers both
challenge and real career prospects.

LOUDSPEAKER DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Working on the company's complete range of professional
new products, you will
productsdeal and
e
of neaa
track
of
be agedth arounddevelopment0
successful development work on high performance
speakers. Experience of modern man -management and
project engineering skills is essential. This is a senior
post and will
opportunity to build a stimulating long-term career.

EXPORT SALES MANAGER
Selling into Europe and the Middle East, you should be a
professional export sales manager with solid industry -related
experience. Specific knowledge of the professional and/or
consumer audio markets would be an advantage. This senior
role, which involves the organisation of overseas distribution,
offers outstanding career development prospects.

To learn more about the above vacancies, please contact Derek Smith, Consultants In Action,
Henderson House, New Road, Princes Risborough, Bucks HP17 OJZ. Telephone 08444-2681
(After 7pm 0865-243498).

CONSULTANTS IN ACTION
SEARCH SELECTION AND RECRUITMENT

INSPECTOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INSTALLATIONS AND SITES
c E15,000 pa tax free

Saudi Arabia

Cable and Wireless, the international telecommunications group, are managing and maintaining a large
communications network for the Saudi National Guard.
We require an experienced and multi -disciplined
Telecommunications Engineer or Senior Technician
to inspect our manned and unmanned sites
throughout Saudi Arabia. He will inspect sites to our
in-house standards (time is allowed for system
familiarisation) and will produce a detailed and clear
status report for senior project management.
The successful applicant will be mature,
experienced and confident enough to discuss with
engineers and senior engineers any deficiencies or
lapses in procedures or site efficiency, and will be
able to offer corrective advice where required.
Applicants should hold a C&G Telecommunications

Technician Certificate, BTEC National Diploma, or
equivalent qualification in an appropriate discipline.
PCs are used extensively within the job, for report
writing and database management, and experience
with IBMs orAmstrads would be a distinct advantage.
We offer a 12 month renewable single status
contract plus an excellent range of benefits including
free board and lodging and other facilities, home
leave every 4 months and all air fares paid. The
salary is in the region of E15,000 pa tax free, and is
paid mainly in sterling. Applicants should possess a
valid British passport and UK driving licence.
Please write or telephone for an application form,
to Cable and Wireless plc, Mercury House, Theobalds
Road, London WC1X 8RX. Telephone: 01-405 4980
(24 hours).

Cable and Wireless

Helps the world communicate

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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NATO
HEADQUARTERS ALLIED FORCES CENTRAL EUROPE

University of Surrey
Department of Electronic and
Electrical Engineering

Candidates are sought for the civilian post of:

Spacecraft RF Systems

Research Fellow
The UoSAT Spacecraft Engineering Research
Unit urgently requires a Research Fellow to join a
rapidly expanding team of researchers involved
in the exciting field of satellite engineering. The
appointment provides a unique opportunity to
participate in a live' spacecraft programme
based on the Untversitys' own two low earth orbit
satellites. UoSAT-1 and 2.

PRINCIPAL TECHNICIAN
(Test Equipment DC/HF)

The Research Fellow will be responsible for the
design, development and construction of costeffective spacecraft and groundstation RF
communications systems. These systems will
support the telemetry. telecommand and digital
communications payload requirements of a new
spacecraft UoSAT-C currently being built by the
Unit at Surrey, as well as the continuing orbital
operations of the existing satellites.

NATO Grade B-5
at HQ AFCENT, Brunssum, The Netherlands
The successful candidate will have:
- An MTS/Fachoberschule/A2/HNC/ONC - diploma, or equivalent.
- Thorough theoretical knowledge of electronics, including transistors, solid
state devices, digital theory and computer techniques.

The post is initially for two years, salary on
Research 8 Analogous 1A scale up to £14,825
per annum. Superannuation under USS
conditions.

Applications in the form of Curriculum Vitae (3
copies) including the names and addresses of
two referees should be sent to (KG) Personnel
Office, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH.
(0483) 509282 by 29 February 1988, quoting
reference no 675/EWW.

- At least two years' practical experience in major maintenance, repair
overhaul and calibration of electrical and electronic precision measuring
instruments.
- Proficiency in: - using standard test equipment
- reading and understanding technical manuals
- experience in training staff
- The incumbent must be prepared to travel and be away from base.

Applicants who meet these requirements are invited

to

Further details are available
from Dr M.N. Sweeting, UoSAT
Spacecraft Eng. Res. Unit
extension 9143.

HI -TECH ELECTRONICS
DESIGN ENGINEERS

request an

application form and further information from the Civilian Personnel Section,
Headquarters AFCENT, Post Box 270, 6440 AG Brunssum, The
Netherlands. The completed application (with CV) must reach the Civilian
Personnel Section not later than: 4th March 1988.
Candidates may be expected to undergo a written test and interview.

Wanted immediately. Design Engineers
for MAC transmissions and Television
Encryption systems. Must have a very
thorough knowledge of all types of
creative electronics. Degree preferable.
Salary to £18,000 p.a. Send full C.V. to:

Chris Cary,
Hi -Tech Electronics, Innovation
House, Albany Park Industrial
Estate, Frimley Road,
Camberley, Surrey GU15 2PL.
Tel: (0276) 684715
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APPOINTMENTS

Hillingdon Health Authority
Mount Vernon Hospital
Northwood, Middx HA6 2RN
Tel: Northwood 26111

Sinclair House, 74 Willoughby
Lane, London N17 OSF
Telephone 01-808 3050

571

BIOENGINEERING UNIT

ARTICLES FOR SALE

A Medical Physics Technician,
Grade 3

THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS if you are looking for a
job in DESIGN, FIELD SERVICE, TECHNICAL SALES
or SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.

Telephone NOW for one of our FREE Jobs lists or
send a full cv to the address below.
Vacancies throughout the UK to £18000 pa.

system.

Capital Appointments Ltd., FREEPOST London N17 OBR.
Engineers

Please send me your list for
Name

(ww)

Address

analyser -singer

SSB-50-

er with power supply. Excellent condition £495. Marconi TF2300B modulation meter £325. Tel: 01-866 3300. 3
Eastcote View, Pinner, Middlesex HA5

314

578

ranges up to 60,000 RPM, £145. Variable
PSU, 27.v., 2A, metered voltage & current,
£45. Wide range LCR Bridge £98. Oscilloscopes - various. 60.W. IC power amplifiers
£6.50. ea. Chart recorder pens, various £3 ea.
Pure silicon slices £1.50 ea, packed in sealed

boxes of 25 or 50. Audio generators. 9.5mm
parts & spares. Flat field illuminators (microscopy etc) £12. Electric motors - various.
Flowmeters, welding, gas measurement etc.,
£8-£18. Ionisation chamber £20. Geiger -Muller amplifier heads £10. Sony reel -reel tape
recorder, stereo, with two speakers £49. High
& low voltage transformers & Capacitors etc.

1KW, 230 &
115.v., outputs & inputs £35. 40 watt RF
Mains Isolation transformer,

Power meter £29, Mortar & two pestles £20.
Electrostatic EHT meter 6KV £8. Muirhead
servo motors 18M 10FI £20.ea., various other
servos. Tektronix 100 MHz mainframe £95,
type 81 adaptor (permits use of both number
and letter plug -ins) £45, CA dual -trace plug-in
£39 etc. etc. 040-376236.

2016
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LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
FIGOLLEDGEI

IELECTRONIQSJ
High power signal generators:- Rohde
& Schwarz BN41004 275-2, 750MHz,
QUARTZ
CRYSTALS OSCILLA20mw-50watts £595 and Sierra Electronic 40-200MHz, 45watts max £275. TORS AND FILTERS of all types.
Microwave Counter-Systron Donner Large stocks of standard items. SpeModel 6057.20Hz-18GHz. VGC £1,250.
Professional 10mW Helium -Neon Las-

inputa from: contactor, transducer, pulse, free -

flash head -removable on extension lead, four

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS
BULK BUYERS. ETC.

ARTICLES FOR SALE
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.

10Hz-40MHz with manual - £495.

E.M.I. Power Stroboscope, white light, sync
run etc., output for slave, recorder etc., dual

ARTICLES FOR SALE

01-808 3050 - 24 HOURS

1AT.

Salary £7105- £9184 per annum
plus £718 London Weighting.
For further information please
contact Godfrey Mott, ext. 329
Application form and job
description from Personnel
Department, ext. 388
Closing date: 5/3/88

Post Code

Spectrum

The Bioengineering Unit is a friendly,
busy department engaged in the formal
acceptance, maintenance and repair of a
wide range of patient connected
equipment at Mount Vernon, Harefield
and Hillingdon Hospitals.
Candidates should have an HNC or
equivalent in Electronics with appropriate
experience; own transport would be
desirable. Opportunity for further training
will be given. We also operate an on call

mmmm

Co Ns

is required for the Equipment
Management team of Hillingdon Health
Authority.

cials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design

advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics,

Merriott, Somerset YA16 5NS. Tel:
0460 73718.

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS,
DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS. etc. RESISTORS, C/F. M/F, W/W. etc.
CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE. C280, C296, DISC
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES,
SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc.
ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London, N.12
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

(2472)
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ARTICLES FOR SALE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER.
Ideal for testing boards, racks, mechanical assemblies. 25 inch cube inside.
-70°C to +200°C in 1°C steps, 24 hour
multipoint cycling timer, vibration
table fittings. Castor mounted. Complete and fully working. £1,950. Horizon Technologies, 14 Drakes Way,
Working GU22 ONX. Tel: 04862 66761.

SIG GENS. Marc TF995A2 1.5/220 Mc/s AM/FM
£115, USM-44 (HP608) 10/420 MG/S AM £95,

j

TS405 1.9/4Gz, TS419 0.9/2.1 Gz £115, AF Gens

CT439 10c to 100Kc sine 600 ohm £65, CT433
(J.1) 15c to 50 Kc sine 5 & 600 ohm £38. CT303
Absorb WM head 1.9/5.1 Gz £24.50. W.G. 16 Ass
with diode & BNC sk 5" long £9.50. Spare S Band
WG & Klyst Ass for Marc Spec Anly £23. X Band
Absorb W.M. 9.17 to 9.47 Gz direct cal £32.50. X

Band Dishes arc radar 32"dia 5" deep ali new
£28.50. Hand Geny Army nom 12/14v DC stab 1

amp £24.50. Variacs panel mt 2400 2 amp
£18.50. 4 amp £26.50. Isol Trans 240v 500w
£17.50. Bird Meters spares for Thru line 30 Ua

564

new £17.50 Timer meth panel rrit 0 to 8min 2"dia

28.50. Aerial SWT

£16.50. Educ Analog Comp Lan Elec LA -4 C135.
Video Tape 1/2" Sony V -60H new 4 for E11.50. All

Please contact: Dr D.J. Martin of Martin, Davis & Partners,
21 Gilmais, Great Bookham, Leatherhead,
Surrey KT23 4RP. Telephone: 0372 56843

Communications Receivers - Racal
RA 17 £175. Eddystone 730/4 £110

Sheffield S9 5HA. Telephone (0742) 444278.
561

plus carriage s.a.e. for details. SM111
Oscilloscopes £150 plus carriage.
Bradley CT471 Electronic Multimeters
£28 inc, p&p. Many bargains for
callers. Racal A.F.V. Helmet
headgear Nato no. 5965-99-620-5674

Billinqton Valves. I.Cs, Transistors,
Valves. Usually the lowest prices.
Rarities our speciality. Discount for
large value enquiries (We wish to

Interested manufacturers of mine signalling equipment are also
invited to get in touch.

SERVICES

slightly used ex. Govt. Good visual
condition but sold as is. Headset mic.

equivalents. Valve connections,
transistors, audio equipment, shop
clearance purchased).
For quotations contact:

QUICK BOARD DESIGNS A speedy

helmet and carrying bag £25 inc.
P&P.

printed circuit design service to get
ideas into practice, Circuit Design,

565

PCB Artwork, Prototypes. Everything
from concept to production. Tel: 01 404

Martin Billington, 39 Highlands Road,
Horsham, W.Sussex RH13 5LW.
Tel: 0403 864086
Fax: 0403 210108. Telex: 87271

0020

TEST EQUIPMENT

549

GOOD USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Marconi lnsts AM/FM synthesized, signal

UNWANTED PCB DESIGN SOFTWARE WITH SCHEMATIC CAP-

TURE and full PCB layout with auto -

routing. All output and menu driven
supplied with EGA colour. Fully supported by supplier. Originally cost
£4,000 will accept £2,500. Please phone
548
0322 57223.

generators type 2019 keyboard entry digital
readout programmable, as new £2500:
Hewlett Packard 1741A 100MHz, storage
scope, mint £1,250.
Tektronix 2215 dual trace 60MHz scope £500.
Hewlett Packard 17158 Portable 200MHz, DR
with delay £750.

Solartron 1172 frequency response analyser
£1250.
lists.

specialists repairing and
recalibrating scopes.
All makes. All models.
Nationwide collection service.
Handbooks bought & sold.

Telephone: 069 172 597574

(2616)

tional PTH or Multilayer. SMD and/or
standard parts. Contact ACL, Pendre
Pontrhydygroes, Dyfed SY25 6DX. Tel:
0974 22670

COOKE INTERNATIONAL

West Sussex P022 OEB.

lel: 0243 68 6111/2

TURN YOUR SURPLUS i.cs

transistors etc. into cash, immediate

ARTICLES WANTED

WANTED

Test equipment, receivers,
com-

ponents, cable and electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.

M & B RADIO

factory clearance. Contact COLESHARDING & CO, 103 South Brink,
Wisbech, Cambs. 0945 584188.

(92)

Hotline: 0703 848961 493

PCB DESIGN SERVICE. Fast turnaround CAD, PCB artwork sing e,
double or multilayer boards, conventional or PTHs, SMDs, etc for very
competitive rates. Contact: Karafive
Ltd, First Turf Fen Drove, Warboys,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 2TZ. Tel:
0487 823009.

capacity available for single/double
sided, P.T.H. and multi -layer P.C.B.'s,

also silk screens, solder masks, labels
etc. For C.A.D./Photoplot, artwork &
photography, contact Mr. Williams, 49
Westbourne, Honeybourne, Evesham,
Wares, WR11 5PT. Tel? 0386 832152.

CIRCOLEC
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE
Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A.
Consultancy, Prototypes, Final Assembly. Full PCB Flow Soldering

661 3033

Service.

Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details.

TAMWORTH MANOR
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM

COURSES

11391)

9956

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
at the
UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX

WANTED

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER

SCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for
within 24 hours relay contacts, thermo
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit
boards, plugs, connectors, palladium,
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We
have the technology to do the difficult
refining jobs that others can't handle.
Totally free sampling service. Send

samples or parcels (Regd post) or
contact Eric Henderson, 0773 570141.

Steinbeck Refineries (UK) Ltd,

Peasehill Industrial Estate, Ripley,

Derbyshire DE5 3JG. No quantity too
arge or small.

556

P.C.B's DESIGNED. ArtworK

Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices.

86 Bishopsgate Street
Leeds LS1 4BB
0532 435649

settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete

For further details
on Classified
Advertising please
contact:
Peter Hamilton on

Same Day Service
Any frequency from
2MHz-55MHz

Hythe,
Southampton SO4 6ZY.
CREDIT CARD SALES

tem. Outputs, Penplot or Photoplot,
Driumap or Excellon Tape. Conven-

Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road,
Barnham, Bognor Regis.

QUARTZ
CRYSTALS
McKnight Crystals
Amateur Radio Division
Department Z,
Hardley Industrial Estate,

PCB ARTWORK DESIGN. CAD Sys-

BUYING OR DISPOSING
Contact:

505

3

SCOPES
Mendascope are the

Considerably more always in stock send for

BRIDGES waveformn/transistor
analysers. Calibrators, Standards.
Millivoltmeters. Dynamometers. KW
meters, Oscilloscopes. Recorders.
Signal generators - sweep, low
distortion, true

I.

559

-

purchase valves types PX4 & PX25 or

transmitters,

VHF radio communication in mines and tunnels
between hand -portable sets in conjunction with a leaky feeder.
British Patent Specification 2 176 079 A relates.

40/42 Portland Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: 0903 34897

prices inclusive list on request A.H. Supplies,
Unit 12, Bankside Wks, Darnall Road,

valves,

Enquiries are invited
From any specialist firm (which could be quite small) with expertise
in RF circuit design and modest production capability and
interested in developing on a collaborative basis a device for
extending the range of:

G.W.M. RADIO LTD

swt for R1154/55 inst

deviation. Tel: 040 376236.

Promising new development in underground
radio communication

495

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1PL.
TEL: 0734 68041
TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS

etc. ANY QUANTITY
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Graduates who have (or final year
students who expect to obtain) a
first or upper second class honours
degree are invited to apply for
research leading to a higher
degree (M.Sc., M.Phil. or Ph.D.) in
the following areas:
Audio Engineering
Computer -Aided Design
Digital Transmission
Display Systems
Human -Computer Systems
Image Processing
Network Systems and Applications
Optical Communications
Performance Engineering
Radio Frequency Systems and
Technology
Further information and application
form available from:

Professor D.E. Pearson,
Chairman, Department of
Electronic Systems Engineering
(WW), University of Essex,
Wivenhoe Park,
Colchester C04 3SQ.

AUCTION
AUCTION - TUESDAY 22nd MARCH, 1988 AT 10.30 am
Industrial Sales Ltd, Unit 18, Daniels Industrial Estate,
Bath Road, Stroud, Glos.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION AT THE ABOVE
PREMISES:
Satellite TV Studio, including 2 Ikegami CTC-3X cameras, power
supplies, dishes, aerials, lighting, cabling and test equipment.
Large quantities of crystal monitor displays, mini -disc drives,
miniature tape mechanisms, rechargeable battery packs, monitors,
CPT Wordpak II System, keyboard system, speakers and sonic
alarms, miniature power packs and components including diodes,
transistors, capacitors, D & Edge connectors, equipment cable and
1/2 million 1986 and 1987 integrated circuits.
Also Gilt including scrap computer systems and 6 tonnes of PCB's
and connectors.

In all some 500 lots.
On view Monday 14th to Friday 18th March 8.00 am to 4.00 pm.

Tel: Stroud (045 36) 79482 for free catalogue.
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This index contains references to all individual
contributions in articles and letters as well as
Circuit Ideas (CI). Items of significance have been
selected from the various news columns; Radio
Communications (RC), Radio Broadcasting (RB),
Research Notes (RN), Satellite Systems (SS),
Telecomms Topics (TT), and Update (UD). New
Products, Application Summaries and Books are
not indexed.
A -to -d converter using dither, G.P. Ormiston, CI

Wheeler, 1190 Dec.

- - - see also Digital computer modelling...

CI 172 Feb.

Conductive windows for-i.f. immunity RN 37 Jan
805 Aug.
Connector revolution, J. Curry, 9, Jan.
- -with increased resolution, R.A. Beck, 373 Apr. - Designing a surface -mount connector, A. Hyner,
- -with serial output, S. Eisenpress, CI 696 July
14 Jan.
Acorn's fast risc microcomputer (Archimedes), 839 Conquest of thought, I. Catt, 1250 Dec.
Aug.
Countdown to small -dish satellite tv, 791 Aug.
Admixture, Letter, H. Morgan, 182 Feb.
Coupling coefficient, does it matter? T. Iva, 577
Advanced vision system, RN 424 Apr.
June, Letters P.E.K. Donaldson, 842 Aug; F.G.
Advances in spectrum analysis, S. Gledhill, 359 Apr.
Clifford, 1210 Dec.
Aftersales (R. Pinner School Foundation), Letter, S. Crossover distortion in class B amplifiers, E.
Thurtell, 306 Mar.
Margan, 739 July; Letter, L. Sage, 915 Sept.
Airmac, Letter, L. Bar, 182 Feb (see also Feedback
Author's reply, 1131, Nov.
450 Apr.)
- drivers for high resolution tubes, P. Bissmire,
Alcatel and ITT converge on IT, A.J. Morant, 456
337 Mar.
Apr.
Curls and divs, All about, Joules Watt, 809 Aug.
Alvey showcase, 1140 Nov.
Current source, digitally -controlled, T.G. Barnett,
- see also Fifth generation
CI 604 June.
A.m. stereo, RB 1167 Nov.
Data acquisition system, single chip, C. Yager and
Amplifier, see Modulated -pulse.., Crossover...
H. O'Hara, 1013 Oct.
Analysis of solids by glow -discharge mass
Data capture for Fourier analysis, P. Finch and D.
spectrometry, P.M. Webb and N.E. Sanderson,
Tayler, 823 Aug.
997 Oct.
Data error correction (in communications), A.J.
Antennas, see Modelling yagi...Box loop.., Inter Morant, 1259 Dec.
mural...
Digital audio for broadcasting, economical, S.E.
Applications summary, 43 Jan; 163 Feb; 297 Mar;
Forshay, 286 Mar.
385 Apr; 506 May; 572 June; 701 July; 829 Aug;
- computer modelling of linear systems, R. Oxley,
933 Sept; 1037 Oct; 1141 Nov; 1253 Dec.
107 Jan. RB 1272 Dec.
Autocalling two-way telephones, N.Cook-Abbott, CI
- Image processing- an overview, A.S. Kwabwe,
804 Aug.
R.N. Gorgui-Naguib and R.A. King, 321 Mar.
Automatic testing (of p.c.bs), G. Elliott,
- tv, TB 445 Apr.
69 Jan.

- - of surface -mounted components, K. Beselin
and H. Schauflinger, 273 Mar.
B -MAC (satellite tv system) SS 263 Mar.

Baseband signal generator (p.55 December
1986)Letter, J.C. Rudge, 182 Feb.
Bessel and
Joules
1101
Betrayal of science by modern physics, Letters
I. Catt, 683 July; R.D. Dyson, 914 Sept.
Biocomputers, RN 424 Apr.
Biofeedback, RN 733 July; Letters G.N.C.Kenny,
J.T.B. Moyle, 913 Sept.
Box loop (antenna), G.W. Short and V Smith, 637
June
Bridge amplifier with common driver, T.G. Thomas,
CI 805 Aug.

British rSid - the light under the bushel, Leader,
563 June
Building blocks for active op -amp compensation,
A.M. Soliman, 486 May
Cable tester for multiple cores, K. Dvorak, CI 408
Apr.

Capacitor technologies compared, M. Baker, 690
July
- for r.f.i. suppression, R. Hanson, 991 Oct.
- see also Europe's market... and Surface -

mounted...
Catt's Anomaly, see Diode...
Cellular radio, second -generation, UD 52 Jan.
Centronics handshaking ability, N. Frewin, CI 1246

- -studio, UD 198 Feb.

Diode as an energy controlled, not charge
controlled device, I. Cat, 903 Sept.
Dirty design (r.f.i.), Letters F.B. Kyle, 840 Aug; J.
Wilson 1132 Nov.
Display for instruments, B. Rose, 128 Feb.
Display processing, see Within the 68020
Dividers faster than 3GHz (with bipolar devices), N.
Cowley, 699 July
Domesday discs (interactive video) 189 Feb.
Domestic harmony, Leader 243 Mar.
Double -notch filtering simplifies distortion
analysis, B.J. Sokol, 47 Jan, 156 Feb.
Double-side-band-s.c. detector, K. Fahme, Cl 35
Jan.

- - demodulator, K. Fahme, CI 803 Aug.
Dynamic -ram controller for 680xx, J. Udby, CI 605

June.
Earthquake, H. Aspen, 230 Feb; Letters 611 June.
See also Radioquake.
Eastern promise, leader 355 Apr.
Electrometer amplifiers for sub-picoamp currents,
D.F. Caudrey, 65 Jan.
Electronic car- myth or reality? P. Bastock, 990
Oct.

Electronic exchanges, Letter, D.J. Wattson, 182
Feb.

Electronic organ generator system, S.J. Kearley,

817 Aug.
E -m. compatibility, RC 217 Feb.
Embarras de richesse, Leader 667 July
Dec.
Energy transfer, Letter, J.D. Ryder, 183 Feb.
Circuit ideas, 35 Jan; 171 Feb; 295 Mar; 407 Apr; 604 Engine management, advanced system, P.D.
June, 695 & 706 July; 803 Aug; 908 Sept; 1007
Jordan, 1225 Dec.
Oct; 1150 Nov; 1246 Dec.
Engine management, see also microprocessor Clock circuit for async data transfer,
controlled...
H. Tacca, CI 407 Apr.
Eprom programmer, minimal, B.J. Sokol, 619 June
Clock chips, what has happened to them? Letter, N.
735 July
Muir, 1132 Nov.
- - for the CPC6128, J.R. Hunt, CI 1150 Nov.
Closed -loop control systems, H. Hutchings, 1222
Equivalent circuits, Joules Watt, 1201 Dec.
Dec. (more in 1988)
Error -free microprocessor, RN 37 Jan.
Common satnav receiver (GPS) SS 377 Apr.
Ether, the, Letters P.J. Ratcliffe, 786 Aug; K.
Communications receiver, design, J.R. Thorpe, 409
Wootten, 786 Aug; H. Aspden, 786 Aug; M.G.
Apr.
Wellard, 1210 Dec.
Compact disc read-only memory (600 MByte), J.R.
European path to digital cellular, 658 June
Watkinson, 1046 Oct.
Europe's capacitor market, K. Thomas, 688 July,
Comparison of power mos and bipolar power
Letter, R.H. Hanson, 1210 Dec.
transistors, S. Cain and R. Ambrose, 499 May
Complex filter using two i.cs, T. Mason, CI 696 July
Fifth generation (Alvey programme), B. Oakley,
1137 Nov.
Compute -a -drug (protein molecule modelling) RN
Filters and pulses, Letter, J. Hollingworth, 62 Jan.
425 Apr.
- see also Double -notch.., Gyrators...
Computer -aided design of analogue circuits, M.
Flow diagrams- a new approach, D.J. Sweeney, 787
George, 1187 Dec.
Aug. Letters S. Ross, 1030 Oct, J.D.G. Pratt,
- - - Toleranced design by circuit analysis, R.
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1131 Nov.

Forethought, Leader 769 Aug.
Computer memory, Synchronous static ram, D.
Forth as machine code (pt. 3 of Novix), A Haley and
Jones, 1243 Dec.
W. Watson, 584 June.
- -See also Dual -port static ram.
Forth processor- see Novix
Computers, language and logic, A. Medes 165 Jan,
Fourier, a series of remarks, Joules Watt, 1000 Oct.
Letter, P.J. Ratcliffe, 684 July
Fourier and filters, Letter, C.F. Coleman, 182 Feb.
Conductive foam measures pressure, Amir Ali Khan Frequency allocations, Letter, H. Price, 306 Mar.

- analysis (Solartron) 360 Mar.
- analysis, see also Hadamard...
- control in Wien -bridge oscillators, F. Michele, CI
1008 Oct.

- multiplier, D. Hoggett, CI 407 Apr.
- planning, "Spectral lines" Leader, 3 Jan.
Frost protection, K.M. Redford, CI 1246 Dec.
F.s.k. receiver, M. Lee, CI 1007 Oct.

Fuse monitor indicates three states, R.B. Hughes,
CI 174 Feb.

G64 bus (November 1968) Letter, R.F. White, 611
June (with author's reply)
Gain -bandwidth product, a new look, B. Wilson, 834
Aug.
German v.l.f. Letter, T.F. Bernascone, 62 Jan.
Getting to the root (r.m.s.), Letter, J.M. Bryant, 612

June
Glitch filter, S. Retailer, CI 1150 Nov.
Good neighbourliness for personal computers
(r.f.i.), R. Marshall, 923 Sept.
Gyrators in band-pass filter design, R.H. Troughton,
1127 Nov.

H.f. radio-deciding the future, D.P. Leggatt, 191
Feb.

Hadamard versus Fourier transformation, M.S.
Varney, 16, Jan, machine -code listing 276 Mar.
Hands-on engineers, Letter, R. Gill, 450 Apr.
Heat transfer, Letters N. Pritchard, 62 Jan, G. Nalty,
306 Mar.

Heating elements, self -sensing, C.H. Langton, 606
June
Heaviside, Oliver (review of biography by G.F.C.
Searle), M.K. Hobden, 1174 Nov. see also
Pioneers
High -definition tv, TB 456 May

High-performance colour graphics controller, J.
Adams, 368 Apr, 472 May

Image acquisition system, G.J. Awcock, F.W. Stone
and R. Thomas, 441 Apr, 531 May, 589 June
Image localization and interchannel phase
difference (audio stereo), F.O. Edeko, 799 Aug.
Impact on VME in the UK, Bob Squirrel, 147 Feb.
In -car entertainment, RB 855 Aug.
Inductive coupling, see coupling coefficient.
Insanity (of cable colour coding) Letter, J.C. Rudge,
450 Apr.

Instrument supply, G.R. Nimmo, CI 806 Aug.
Intentional logic symbols, Letter, R.G. Mellish, 182
Feb.

Intermural tv signals (antenna), 705 July
Isolan: a fibre -optic Ethernet, D.A. Rowarth and N.
Howe, 774 Aug.
IT is still a miss, Leader 1081 Nov.

"j"- real thoughts on an imaginary axis, Joules
Watt, 938 Sept. Letter, C.F. Coleman, 1132 Nov.
Janus link, two (nerve stimulators) for the price of
one, P.E.K. Donaldson, 1097 Nov.
Japanese displays reflect UK shortfall, 193 Jan.
Keypad encoding, F. Braunschmid CI 171 Feb.
Large -screen I.c.d. RN 37 Jan.
Laser -diode power supply, J. Vandewege, H.
Peremans and J. Schotte, 167 Feb.

Lithium cell users guide, N. Houslip, 569 June batteries, new cathode material, B.A. Nevett, 571
June
Logic analysis (analysers) -an introduction, 465
May

- design of i.cs using state diagrams, D. Batchelor,
947 Sept.
- intention and sexual equality, J.E. Kennaugh,
916 Sept.
Low-cost factory network, S. Hinton, N.D.
McQuillon and B. Worth, 631 June
Low -resistance measurement, D.H. Haigh, 342
Mar.

Machine vision at BAe, UD 52 Jan.
Mains cable marking, (Or not as the case may be)
Letter, W. Scott, 62 Jan.
Mains control interface, G. Hardy, CI 806 Aug.

- see also Noise resistance...
Mains equipment control, N. Gardner, 267 Mar.
Marx generator for high voltage experiments,
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analysis, Joules Watt 140 Feb.
Pass -band pilot filter, L. Jovan, CI 909 Sept.
Personal computers (IBM PC, XT) enhancements,
Mathematics, Letters (reply to MacHarg, Jan)
B.J. Sokol, 1091 Nov.
J.R. Ridley, 307 Mar and 840 Aug; JA. MacHarg,
Phase -angle averager, A. Dhurkadas, CI 171 Feb.
501 May; B.E.P. Clement, 501 May,
Maximum power theorem, Joules Watt, 41 Jan;
Phase -check pulse generator, D.R.G. Self, CI 706
Letter, F.J. Lidgey, 306 Mar.
July
Pioneers, WA. Atherton, 1. Stephen Gray 100 Jan;
Maxwell's e.m. theory revisited, Joules Watt, 697
2. H.C. Oersted, 180 Feb; 3. A.M. Ampere 291
July; Letters, I. Catt, 1132 Nov; B.P. McArdle,
Mar; 4. C. Wheatstone 381 Apr; 5. S. Morse, 481
1212 Dec.
May; 6. W. Thomson (Kelvin), 599 June; 7. A.G.
Measuring low frequencies, H.G. de Mattos-Shipley,
Bell, 716 July; 8.0. Heaviside, 789 Aug; 9. G.
479 May
Marconi, 893 Sept 10. V.K. Zworykin, 1019 Oct;
Memory and i/o access tracer, J. Duffy, CI 604 June
11. E.H. Armstrong, 1111 Nov; 12. J. StC. Kilby,
Memory in small computers, R. Stubbs, 874 Sept.
1213 Dec. (Series continues in 1988).
Michelson-Morley, Letter, R. Fricker, 786 Aug.
Microprocessor: design for test, M.I. Catherwood
Planck and the fine structure, Letters, 0. Tedenstig,
182 Feb; M.Z. Akil, 450 Apr; T.H. Bridlea, 501
176 Feb.
- controlled engine management, P. Jordan, 876
May; 0. Tedenstig, 842 Aug.
Sept.
Pocock, Hugh, Obit 534 May; Letters, M.G. Scroggie
- link, high-speed, G.I. Hiyiannis, CI 1247 Dec.
(Cathode Ray) 842 Aug; A. Douglas, 913 Sept.
Microterminals for (satellite reception of) data, SS
Political semiconductors, Leader 123 Feb.
159 Feb.
Portable stereo (radio), RB 446 Apr.
Microwave diodes, 2GHz surface mounted p-i-n
Power-fet shunt regulator for 50V, G.C. Loveday, CI
diodes, 1261 Dec.
806 Aug.
- Europe's first GaAs foundry chip, J.M.C.
Power supply, current -limited 0 to 200V, M.
Nicholas, 888 Aug.
McDermott, CI 695 July
- landing system (for airports) UD53 Jan.
Purple plague (i.c. failure) RN 308 Mar.
E.A. Richley, 519 May; Letter, B Phillips, 1131
Nov.

- Microstrip and s -parameter design, SA.C.
Smith, 885 Sept.
- modulation goes digital RN 162 Feb.
- transistor, fastest, RN 37 Jan.

- -low noise (h.e.m.t), 890 Sept.
- see also Dividers... and next entry
Millivoltmeter, 1GHz, N.G. Michaelides, 278 Mar.
Mobile radio (and satellites) SS 31 Jan.
- - for Lancashire's police, J. Davies 96 Jan,
Letter, R.L. Glaisher, 450 Apr.
- - update (MRUA conference), 677 June; Letter,
D.E. Kershaw, 1131 Nov.
Modelling the cochlea, R.W. Guelke, J.P. Ramakers
and A.E. Bunn, 19, Jan.
Modelling Yagi antennas, C.J. Railton, 710 July
Modern physics see Betrayal...
Modulated -pulse amplifiers revived, B. Friedman,
415 Apr.
Moving -coil head amplifiers, design, D. Self, 1206
Dec.
Multi -beam comsats, SS 32, Jan.
Multiplexed analogue confusion, Leader 977 Oct.
Multiprocessing with VMEbus, S. Heath, 1106 Nov.
Multistate indicator, simple, J.M. Bryant, CI 173
Feb.
Multi to single -element transform, J.C. Belcher,
421 Apr; Letter, A.D. Wilding, 613 June
Musical instrument tuner, D. Greaves, CI 174 Feb.

New markets, Letter, D. Power, 683 July
New -wave (systems) architecture, D. Hunt and K.
Hodson, 671 July
Newton's Principia, tercentenary, SS 159 Feb;
Letters, T. Theocharis, M. Psimopoulos, 842
Aug. T. Ivall 1030 Oct.
Noise in electronic systems, D.A. Bell, 1194 Dec.
Noise factor or noise figure? Joules Watt, 582 June
Noise resistance in mains signalling, NA. Young,
1040 Oct.
Novel Q -meter, (October 1986), Letter, M.W.
Egerton jr. 184 Feb.
Novix- a radical approach to microprocessor
design, W. Watson and C. Stephens, 135 Feb;
processor hardware 394 Apr; see also Forth as
machine code

Observing the Earth, (SS), 31 Jan.
Op -amps, high -precision composite, J.D. Yewen,
227 Feb. see also Versatile...
Optical memory, 3-D, RN 308 Mar
Optical regeneration, RN 38 Jan.
Orthogonal functions- an introduction to Walsh
functions, C.H. Langton, 283 Mar.
Oscillator amplitude stabilization, Letter, R.
Shankar, 683 July; Letter, J. Langvad, 1030 Oct.
Oscillators, novel, M.T. Abuelma'atti, WA.
Almansoury, R.H. Almskati and NA. Humood 67
Jan, 794 Aug; 1053 Oct.
- synthesized, J.R. Page CI 172 Feb.
- universal, voltage -controlled with low phase
noise; A. Dekker 707 July; correction 1067 Oct.

- See also Frequency control...
Oscilloscope problem, Letter, B. Whatcott, 913
Sept.
Parallel data multiplexer with RS232, G. Sullivan,
CI 695 July

Parameters, a black -box approach to network
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Q and oscillator stability, DA. Bateman, 843 Aug.
Quality assurance, Letter, C. Whitehead, 612 June;

Sinewaves with fast amplitude stabilization (CI
November 1986) correction 174 Feb.
Single -board computers and the VMEbus, a
practical design system, S. Heath, 1083 Nov.

- - -, design, M. Parry, 1087 Nov.
Single -ended conductance, G. Shaw, 219 Feb.
Single -reference window comparator, S.
Murugesan, CI 804 Aug.
Skynet-4, military comsat, SS 527 May
Soft power switch, T.G. Barnett, CI 1246 Dec.
Soldering technology, 249 Mar.
Sophocles and soap, Leader 873 Sept.

Sound synthesis- Increased range for the 8910
sound chip, M. Saunders CI 35 Jan.
Sputnik's 30th anniversary, SS 1031 Oct.
STE bus as an i/o bus in VME systems, T. Ellsmore,
143 Feb.
Stereophonic image, see Image localization...
Stream encryption, B.P. McArdle, 821 Aug.
Subscriber tv, TB 1066 Oct.
Sunspots (and radio reception) RB 89 Jan.
Supercomputer for science and engineering, UD
595 June
Superdeformed nuclei RN 38 Jan.
Superregenerative circuit stabilized, RC 1275 Dec.

Surface -mounted chip capacitors, terminations,
692 July
Switch -mode input filters, I. Rose, 1146 Nov.
Synchronous static ram, D. Jones, 1243 Dec.

Telecomms topics (news column), 33 Jan; 153 Feb;
340 Mar; 403 Apr; 495 May; 629 June; 731 July;
827 Aug; 931 Sept; 1035 Oct; 1154 Nov; 1235
Radio broadcast (news column) 89 Jan, 213 Feb; 325
Dec.
Mar; 446 Apr; 458 May; 649 June; 754 July; 855
Telephone exchange, one -to -four-way, R. Farrugia,
Aug; 959 Sept; 1063 Oct; 1167 Nov; 1274 Dec.
CI 36 Jan.
Radio communication through rock, BA. Austin,
Teletext in the US, TB 215 Feb.
943 Sept.
Radio communications (news column) 93 Jan; 217 Television broadcast (news column) 91 Jan; 215
Feb; 328 Mar; 445 Apr; 546 May; 652 June; 757
Feb; 330 Mar; 447 Apr; 550 May; 654 June; 755
July; 858 Aug; 962 Sept; 1066 Oct; 1169 Nov;
July; 859 Aug; 963 Sept; 1067 Oct; 1171 Nov;
K.V. Castor -Perry, 841 Aug.

1275 Dec.

Radio data system, see Towards...
Radio -frequency interference, see Capacitors..,
Dirty design, Good neighbourliness...
Radioquakes, Letters, R.E. Hill, RA. Waldron, 611

June. See also Earthquakes..Ether...
Radio spectrum privatization, RB 649 June, D.
Rudd, 919 Sept.
Random-access phrase recorder, A.L. Evans and J.
Fenner, 54 Jan.
Rectifier, Fast current -mode precision, C.
Toumazou and J. Lidgey, 1115 Nov.
Relativity -a critique, S. Grieve, 1026 Oct; Letter,
H. Aspden, 1212 Dec.
Relativity letters; L. Coe, 63 Jan; D. Marquis, J.A.
MacHarg, A. Jones, C.F. Coleman, R. Fricker,
B.E.P. Clement, 63 & 64 Jan; B. Jones, M.H.
Butterfield, 183 Feb; C.F. Coleman, 307 Mar; R.
Thomas, A. Watson, H. Pursey, 451 Apr; RA.
Waldron, W.A.S. Murray, A. Jones, 613 June;
M.Z. Akil, 684 July; R. Fricker, 786 Aug; C.F.
Coleman, R. Berriman, 841 Aug; M.G. Wellard,
914 Sept.
Relational analysis, JA. Corbyn, 1218 Dec.
Reos- a new document image processing system, R.
Kreuzer, 622 June.
Research notes, 37 Jan; 161 Feb; 308 Mar; 424 Apr;
551 May; 627 June; 733 July; 797 Aug; 925 Sept;
1009 Oct; 1099 Nov; 1215 Dec.
Revolution in Europe, Leader by A.J.M, 1185 Dec.
Roberts Radio, Letter, R. Roberts, 501 May
RS latches using inverters, H. Tacca CI 296 Mar.
RY generator for RTTY, P. Harrison, CI 706 July.
S5/8 bus (July 1986), Letters, L. Hayward, 62 Jan
and 501 May; A. Hardie, 306 Mar; A. Morris, 501

1274 Dec.

- sound, TB 652 June
Television standards conversion, S.M. Edwardson
and C.K.P. Clarke, 75 Jan.
Thermostat, remote sensing room, B.V.W. Isaacs,
CI 909 Sept, correction, 1150 Nov.
Thin layers-faster circuits RN 161 Jan.
Thyristor current pulser for high magnetic fields,
P.J. Ratcliffe, 225 Feb; Letter, M.G. Wellard, 502
May

Time and Space (WA.S Murray, Dec 1968), Letter,
H. Aspden, 685 July
Time decoding using a microprocessor, C.H.
Gough, 428 Apr.
Timer, programmable 1 to 15 minutes, N.E. Evans,
C.I. 908 Sept.
Timing diagram plotter, Q. Rice, 1239 Dec.
Top brains' exodus (brain drain), 802 Aug.
Toroidal transformers, T. Monaghan, 255 Mar.
Towards an intelligent radio (RDS), S. Shute, 1023
Oct.
Transconductance amplifiers, K. Lewis, 580 June;
correction, 788 Aug.
Transistor sound, Letter, R.C. Lowry, 684 July
Transistors in parallel, S. Cain and R. Ambrose, 883
Sept.
Transformer design- a simple method. P.J.
Dinning, CI 35 Jan.

- see also Torodial...
Tripos- life after the Amiga (68000 multi -tasking
o.s.), L. Gledhill, 897 Sept.
Twenty-five years of space communications
(anniversary of Telstar), 813 Aug.
Twin -T filter, general analysis and bandpass filter
theorems, P.J. Ratcliffe, 639 June

UK space plan, SS 32, Jan.
May
UnixNMEbus, real-time operating system, 1204
Satellite broadcasting, TB 858 Aug.
Dec.
Satellite systems (news column) 31 Jan; 159 Feb;
Update (news column), 52 Jan; 196 Feb; 335 Mar;
263 Mar; 377 Apr; 527 May; 602 June; 737 July;
390 Apr; 491 May; 595 June; 762 July; 862 Aug;
832 Aug; 927 Sept; 1031 Oct; 1110 and 1158 Nov:
967 Sept; 1071 Oct; 1176 Nov; 1279 Dec.
1231 Dec.

- tv, see Countdown...
Variable -speed video - the ultimate, J. Watkinson,
Science education, Editorial 495 May
782 Aug.
Scientific interface for the Amstrad PCW, B.J. Frost,
Versatile operational amplifier, J, Barron 58 Jan,
454 Apr; 508 May
Letter, J. Bonnell, 612 June
Scophony tv receiver, incredible, T. Voore, 515 May;
V.h.f. test signals from a synthesized receiver,
Letter, A.S. Henderson, 1211 Dec.
Letter, M. Mucklow, 683 July
Sibilance distortion supressor, J. de Rivas CI 295
Video frame store, D.E A. Clarke, (continued from
Mar; Letter, P. Hirschmann, 685 July
1986) 23, Jan; 185 Feb; 300 Mar (corrected
Signal generators, current progress, S.J. Gledhill,
diagram, 385 Apr); 721 July
978 Oct.
VME subsystem bus standardized, Z. Hunor, 151
- -, Radio frequencies -a new generation, 984
Oct.

Feb.
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VMEbus, see also Multiprocessing.., Single -board..,
STE.., Impact.., Unix...
Voice -control for an IBM PC, simple, B.J. Sokol, 807
Aug.
Voltage controlled state -variable filter, K. Kraus, CI
296 Mar.
Voltage follower, high-speed, F. Michele, CI 908
Sept.
Voltage or current? Joules Watt, 477 May
Voltage regulator, dual -output, R. Baines, CI 408
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MATMOS LTD, 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ.

STOP PRESS

Tel: (0444) 414484/454377

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111

Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BH
Tel: Canterbury (0227) 470512. Telex: 966134 COMPAP G
DEC PDP 11/73 SYSTEM with DZV11 asynchronous multiplexor, DLV11 serial interface,
BA11-SB 9 x 4 backplane, TANDON 8" floppy disc drive with DILOG Model RXV-21 controller,

2 x AMPEX PYXIS 27 51/4" Winchester disc drives with DILOG DO 614 controller. All
contained in DEC cabinet with DEC power control, 512kb memory

£1,950.00

ITT SCRIBE III WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM. Professional system originally selling at
around £6,000 without printer. Now offered with software included and a variety of different
options (including hard disc, comms, etc) available. This system is available from us ALL
BRAND NEW at the cost of current budget systems, but with office -quality performance and
features. With dual processor workstation (TI 995 and Z80H), 12" green display with slow
scrolling, 128 kbytes RAM, dual 500kbyte SHUGART 5'/4" floppy disc drives and comprehensive
software. Various printers and options available
£290.00 (carr. £10.00)

ITT SCRIBE III WORKSTATION. Monitor sized main unit of above system with high quality
high resolution 12" green screen monitor (separated video and sync), 5V and 12V cased
switchmode power supply, processor electronics as above incorporating TEXAS 9995 and 280H
processors with 128kbytes and associated support chips, all BRAND NEW but with only monitor
and power supply guaranteed working. Original cost at least £2,500
£39.95 (carr. £5.00)
DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE CS/60 SYSTEM comprising: ECLIPSE processor with 512kbytes

MOS memory, 5 line terminal MUX type 005-8599, 2 x 50mbyte cartridge disc drives Model
6067-4, DATA PRODUCTS line printer, 8" floppy disc drive Model 6031-4
£650.00
microNOVA Model MPT/100 SYSTEM with the following features: terminal sized desktop unit,
mN602 processor with 64kbytes RAM, 2 x RS232 interfaces, connector for microNOVA 1/0 bus,
dual DSOD 51/4" floppy disc drives, 83 key keyboard, green screen 12" monitor, 25 x 80
£85.00 (carr. £10.00)

DATA GENERAL MODEL 6220 8" Winchester drive, 10mbyte. Apparently suitable for
above
£95.00 (carr. £5.00)
DATA GENERAL Model 6052 DASHER VDU TERMINAL. All Baud rates to 19200B
£55.00 (carr. £10.00)

MATMOS TERMINAL. MATMOS PC with Ver.2 EPROM for terminal emulation. Probably the
lowest cost terminal available anywhere. With set-up menu and with data rates up to 9600 Baud.
Machine is easily modified for split Baud rate operation, 75/1200B, EPROM plugs into ROM
socket accessible from exterior. Emulation is VT -52 compatible for cursor addressing; and for
character attributes as far as the MATMOS PC allows. MICROSOFT BASIC is still available from
the keyboard. (EPROM card on its own, £20.00; EPROM card with socket only for user's own
EPROM, £8.00) BRAND NEW
£69.00 (carr. £5.00)
PLESSEY Model T24 V22/V22 bis 2400 Baud MODEM. Including free software disc for IBM
or MATMOS PC. Compact, automatic modern featuring the latest technology and the highest
possible data rate over the ordinary phone system. Offers: both V22 and V22 bis compatibility,
1200/2400 Baud operation with auto bit rate recognition, operation on both ordinary phone

(PSTN) and private circuit (PC), auto call and auto answer, duplex operation allowing
simultaneous transmission and reception of data at 2400 Baud in both directions over a single
phone line, compact size (9" x 9" x 21/2"), BT approved and suitable for new PRESTEL V22bis
service. Software is included for IBM PC, MATMOS PC, and (including high speed Prestel)
for BBC MICRO. BRAND NEW. NEW LOW PRICE
£169.00 (carr. £5.00)
TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self-contained modem unit allowing
micro or terminal connection to BT lines via telephone handset. V24 interface, up to 300Baud,
originate/answer modes, etc. BRAND NEW with manual
£19.95 (carr. £3.00)
TRANSDATA Model 307A ACOUSTIC MODEM. As above, but originate only
£14.95 (carr. £3.00)
DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12" high resolution monitor with composite video input. With
tilt and swivel stand. BRAND NEW
£39.50 (carr. £5.00)

VICTOR SPEEDPAK 286. 80286
based speed up card for IBM PC
and most compatibles. Features

cache memory and runs 6 to 7
times faster.... £139.00 (carr. £3.00)

PANASONIC Model JU-363 31/2" floppy disc drives. Double Sided Double Density 80 track 1
megabyte capacity unformatted. Latest low component V3 height design. SHUGART
compatible interface using 34 way IDC connector. Will interface to just about anything. BRAND
NEW. (We can offer at least 20% discount for quantities of 10 plus). Current model. We can
supply boxes of 10 discs for £15.95 plus £1.50 carriage
£59.50 (carr. £3.00)
HITACHI Model 305S/SX 3" disc drives. With SHUGART compatible interface as for 5,/4"
drives. Uncased, 125K (single density) or 250K (double density) 40 track; 100 tpi; soft sector;
3ms track to track time; standard 34 way edge connector; 12V and 5V powered (standard
connector) with overall 3.7 typical power consumption. These drives have been tested by us on
the BBC with DFS, on the AMSTRAD 6128 and on the TATUNG EINSTEIN, and are also
known to be suitable for the AMSTRAD 664 and as a second drive for the AMSTRAD 464.
Single sided, 250kb unformatted. BRAND NEW. Data cables are available from us for the
AMSTRAD 6128 and BBC at £7.50, and an installation pack including data and power cables
with instructions is available for the TATUNG Einstein at £12.00
£24.95 (carr. £3.00)
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 5'/4" WINCHESTER disc drive. 6.66mbyte capacity unformatted,
16/32 sectors, 320 cylinders. With ST506 interface. BRAND NEW
£47.50 (carr. £3.50)

DRIVETEC Model 320 high capacity 51/4" disc drives. 3.3mbyte capacity drive - same
manufacturer and same series as KODAK 6.6mbyte drive. 160 track, downgradable to 48 tpi. No
further info at present. BRAND NEW
£45.00 (carr. £3.00)
SHUGART Model 405R 51/4" disc drive. Full height, single sided, 40 track, without guarantee
£16.95 (carr. £3.00)
ASTEC SWITCH MODE PSU. 5V (d) 8A; +12V (a) 3A; -12V (ti, 0.3A - to a total 65W. Compact
cased unit. BRAND NEW
£14.50 (carr. £3.00)
ADAC Model 1822 128kbyte CMOS memory for 0 -bus. With battery backup
£75.00 (carr. £3.00)

HEWLETT PACKARD Model 59307A dual VHF switch. DC to 500MHz 50 Ohm. switch for
HP-IB

£185.00

HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL Model H310 automatic
handler. With IEEE interface and print out of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic
including pin voltages at point of failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and complete

with substantial library of magnetic card test programs for 74 series TTL and other ICs.
CONTREL handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into 2 bins. Price
includes a second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for maintenance back-up
£850.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 9810 programmable power supply
£160.00
MELLES GRIOT 1MW Helium Neon Laser Tube. As supplied by Maplin Electronics Without
PSU but can be demonstrated working at full output
£75.00
HEWLETT PACKARD MODEL 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER. With Piezoelectric tuning for
precise control of wavelength for measuring applications
p.o.e.
VICKERS INSTRUMENTS MODEL M17 METALLURGICAL MICROSCOPE with binocular'
micrographic head and all eyepieces. With 4 'Microplan' objectives and Nomarski interference
contrast
p.o.e.
NAGRA IV -S STEREO PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER with pilot tone etc
p.o.a.
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. Approximately 8 years old with

negative ion capability and fast atom bombardment (FAB). With gas and direct introduction
sample probes and with gas chromatograph inlet system. Output spectra are available directly
via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display annd a UV recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL
DS60 computer system, which includes a graphics printer and two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals,
analyses output
p.o.a.
Please note: ''VAT & carriage (also + VAT) must be added to all prices.
* VISA and ACCESS orders accepted.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE SINGLE BOARD GRAPHICS COMP
Image -10 is a high performance single board computer optimised for
graphics intensive applications, and it's fast - very fast. Motorola's
68010 cpu and Intel's 82786 graphics co -processor work
concurrently to produce displays of dazzling speed
and quality. All graphic operations, including
window manipulation, are generated by
dedicated hardware which frees the cpu to
concentrate on running your programs.
An impressive hardware specification is
complemented by the availability of two
professional disc operating systems.
OS -9/68K -A powerful UNIX like multi -tasking
operating system supporting real-time applications.
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, BASIC, FORTH and PLuS
languages available.
TRIPOS-3 -A well established multi -tasking operating
system with propriety window management scheme. Supplied
with assembler, disassembler, debugger, screen editor, BCPL and C
compilers.
Floppy disc -WD1772 controller supports one or two 5.25/3.5 inch

Image -10 Specification:
Central Processor -MC68010 16/32 bit microprocessor.
Graphics co -processor -182786 running with 16Mhz pixel clock.
Display resolution is 768 by 576 pixels (user definable). Actual
resolution limited only by memory with instantaneous scroll and pan in
any direction plus independent horizontal and vertical zoom from x 1
to x64. Displayed colours may be 256, 16, 4 or 2 at all resolutions.
Colour look -up table provides a pallette of 262,144 colours.
Hardware managed windows.
Hardware generated lines, polylines, polygons, circles, arcs, fills,
characters and bit block transfers at up to 20Mbit/sec.
Unlimited character fonts and character sizes supported.
Memory - 2.0M byte (Image -10.20) or 512K byte (Image -10.05)
dynamic ram. 256K byte fast static ram. Shipped with 64K byte. 512K
byte eprom. Shipped with 128K byte system firmware. 32K byte high
security battery -backed static ram plugs into RTC.

drives. Format may be single/double sided, single/double density. Step
rates selectable from 2, 3, 6 or 12m secs.
Winchester disc - SCSI interface capable of supporting up to 7 drives.
Serial I/O - MC68681 provides two independent RS232 input/output
ports. Independently programmable baudrates 50-38.4K baud.
External clock permits transfers up to 1Mbit/sec. IMSC012 link adaptor
provides 20Mbit/sec transfers to optional transputer co -processor.
Parallel I/O - Two MC68230 PIA's provide up to 48 lines of
programmable input/output with multi -mode handshaking protocols.
Disc operating systems use some of these lines for SCSI, parallel
printer, mouse, digitizer etc.
Real-time clock -DS1216 maintains date and time to 1/100th of a
second.
Sound generator -SAA1099 generates stereo sound output. Contains
six frequency generators, two noise generators, six mixers and twelve
amplitude controllers.
User expansion -A full 16 bit buffered bus is available via DIN connector.

Board format - Extended double eurocard. 218mm by 243mm.

£1,295

Image -10 is available as a board level product or as a compact packaged system at prices starting at

UNIVERSAL CROSS ASSEMBLERS for all
MSDOS OS -9 FLEX computers

Programs the following devices:

Supports the following devices
1802

1805
6803
8020
80C39

6802
68HC11
8039
8050

8051

Z8

Z80

6301

6804
8021

8040
8080
68000

6303
6805
8022
8048
8085

6502

6800

68HC05 6808
8031

80C48
8748

8035
8049
8749

6801

6809
80C35
80C49
8751

Extensive directives support odular, conditional and
structured programming. Powerful Macro Preprocessor, xref generator and output conversion
utilities provided.
£295
COMPLETE SUITE
INCLUDES FULL
(NOT 68000)

SOURCE CODES

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
EPROM EEPROM and SINGLE CHIP
MICRO PROGRAMMER
2508
2564
2732A
27(C)128
57(C)256
2758
2817A

48Z02
52B33
68766
8744
8748H
8755
CY7C292

2516
27(C)16
27(C)64
27128A
27(C)512

52E313

27011

9761

68732
8741

8748
8749H

2864A

AT -ROM

PC -ROM

2532
27(C)32
2764A
27(C)256
27513
2816A
28256

52B23
68764
8742
8749
8751

CY7C282
DS1225

XT -ROM

No Personality Modules required. Controlled via RS232
interface.
Accepts Intel, Motorola, Ascii-hex and binary data. Ultra -fast,
fast and standard programming modes.
Low and high byte programming supported.
Completely self contained but uncased.
Price £295

All prices shown exclusive of VAT and carriage

LL\A icro Concepts

2 St. Stephens Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 5AA
Telephone (0242) 510525
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- a world -class provider of technical training programs for:

Electricity and Electronics
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, and Heating
Digital, Microprocessor, and Computer
Technologies

Telecommunications
Instrumentation and Process Control
Electric Power and Control Systems

Fluid Power

Our programs are complete training systems. Our equipment is engineered for educational purposes
and is accompanied by comprehensive courseware emphasizing hands-on laboratory experiments
and troubleshooting exercises.

For more information on how

we can help you meet your
training needs, contact:
Lab -Volt (UK) Ltd.
4A Harding Way

Industrial Estate
St. Ives

Cambridgeshire
PE17 4WR

Call: 0480 300695

V11.74 -,P PC.17
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